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We like the sound ofyour next gig
... And so will you, when you set yourself up with Selmer amps.
The amazing depth and clarity produced by our
revolutionary solid-state circuitry will set you free to sound
like you want to sound.

We have 100 -watt lead, bass and slave amps, an amazing
new 100 -watt PA with Hammond reverb, and two really
neat 15 and 30 -watt combination amps -
plus a wide choice of speakers.

Sound good? Wait till you hear the prices
-way, way below those of any competitive
range. Not that we think there's that
much competition.

Set yourself up with Selmer amps

(Norlin)
DISTRIBUTED BY Norlin Music (U.K.) Ltd.,Woolpack Lane, Braintree, Essex, CM7 6BB.Tel: Braintree (0376) 21911.
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Editorial
As regular readers of Beat will know, our 'gig guide'
is a unique service, both for working musicians
throughout the country, and for all of you with an in-
terest in the roots of our current super -heroes.

And it's from these 'small' venues that tomorrow's
heroes should emerge. We're being inundated with
manufactured music from every quarter and while a
proportion of it is innovative and interesting a fur-
ther proportion is dull and disastrous. Yet back at the
clubs which produced the likes of Jeff Beck, Mick
Jagger, Man and others, tomorrow's stars are
gigging for the odd few quid a night, and the promise
of a meal if the audience stay after the first three
numbers.

What we're saying is that for the sake of the music
it needs people to stick at it. For every so-called star
that pops up out of a management agency's hat,
there's got to be another John Mayall playing the
clubs and pubs, with a genuine interest in the music
as well as the money. So our advice is to stay with it.
The music business needs you as much as it needs
manufactured stars - perhaps more so, and who's to
say?

And while we're here, you'll have noticed Beat
now costs 35p. We've managed somehow to keep our
costs down since August 1975, but we're now forced
to put another 5p on per copy. But don't worry, Beat
will continue to give you the best interviews, ask the
most pertinent questions, and provide the most com-
prehensive information on every aspect of the music
world.
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FRAMPTON
COMES
ALIVE!

The metamorphosis of Peter Framp-
ton from the "Face of '68" to the
"Sound of '76" is due, not so much

to an increase in audience awareness,
as to a realisation in Frampton of his
own unfulfilled potential and a con-
scious effort on his part to delve below
the tip of the iceberg and expose the
untapped creative resources beneath.

Ten years ago, he was the darling of
the teeny-boppers in the successful pop
band The Herd. It was during this
period that a music magazine dubbed
him "The Face of '68". Totally frust-

rated by the media and the public's
obsession with his physical appeal, he
accepted Steve Mariott's invitation to
join him in the critically acclaimed
"Humble Pie".

"It was frustrating," he explained,
"because I knew that I was capable of
giving much more than just a pretty
face and the double -track vocal on a
bubble -gummy record. That's really
why "Humble Pie" got together. We all
grew beards, let our hair grow and
didn't wash. There was no way they
would like us. We didn't want to work
in England for a while because we'd all
worked there so much and we wanted
to find something new, and also, work
the band in. So really, when I left
"Humble Pie", I sort of had a foot in
the door in the States because more
people knew me as a guitarist than as
the "Face of ' 68" ."

One night Frampton listened to the
new Humble Pie live album called
"Rockin' the Fillmore". He knew
when he heard it that they were going
to be enormous but he also knew that
the heavy rock direction of their music
was not the way he wanted to go. With
"Pie" he could never fulfill his desire to
be "the greatest guitarist in the world"
- an ambition he'd often discussed as a
student in his home -town of Bromley
during lunch-time practise sessions
with a fellow student, David Jones,
later to become Bowie and make his
own impression in music.

"I got a lot of experience from them
["Pie"] but Dee Anthony, my manager
was the man that said "Go out there
and learn to be the leader of the band, a
front -man -everything"."

Blockbuster
There followed two gruelling years

on the road during which Frampton
played "every dot on the map". No-
one had ever doubted that he could
play guitar but he was getting a reputa-
tion as a virtuoso blues/rock guitarist.
He lists Django Rheinhardt as a major
influence and, swerving away from
high -voltage power mania on the rock
cuts, Frampton developed a unique and
melodious fastidiousness in his guitar
work which is beginning to make him as
instantly recognisable as his idol.

There were four solo albums before
the blockbuster "Frampton Comes
Alive". Frampton explained why they
decided to do a live version of the
previous album "Frampton".

"It was my idea. You get a pulse from
the audience when you're on stage and
yet I felt we were just not getting
through to them on record. Therefore if
we could capture what they liked best
about us and then put it out so that it
sounds like you're sitting in the twelfth
row, then people are obviously going to
jump at it."

How high they jumped surprised
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everybody. "Frampton Comes Alive"
has become the biggest selling double
album of all time and, analysing it, it's
easy to see that one of its major
attractions is the variety of Frampton's
guitar work.

His favourite concert -opener is the
acoustic "All I wanna be is by your
side". Melodious riffing is a favourite
habit of his and he delivers some
vivacious finger -picking on "Penny for
Your Thoughts". The near perfect
cream -of -them -all "Lines on my face"
has some of the finest guitar work he
has ever recorded but he can still rock
and roll. Tracks like "Soinethin's Hap-
pening", "Baby I love your Way" and
the popular "Show me the Way" with
its deft wah-wah guitar runs, combine
gracefulness and strength. The song he
calls "my audience participation
number" is the single "Do you feel like
we do?". On it, he uses to great effect a
piece of equipment known as a Talkbox
or Voicebag. It gives a "Sparky's Magic
Piano" effect and the audience love it.

"I don't know who invented it. I was
doing a session on "All Things Must
Pass" with George Harrison and he got
the steel guitarist Pete Drake out from
Nashville and Pete had this little
wooden box with a pipe which came out
of it. He developed it himself from
something Les Paul had told him. All it
is is a little speaker being driven by an
amplifier and the only noise that comes
out goes through this pipe so whatever
instrument you put through it comes
out. Stevie Wonder put a synthesiser
through it on "Music of My Mind". It's
like another vocal chord and all you
have to do is over -mouth the words. I
just have a switch which throws my
amplifier from my speakers to the box
on the floor. I knew that apart from
Stevie, Jeff Beck and Alvin Lee had
one but I heard they'd stopped making
them until Joe Walsh got one made and
I found out where to get it. They're a
hundred bucks if you want one!"

Stevie Wonder is one of Frampton's
greatest influences. Nothing could have
pleased him more, if his album had to
be knocked off the American No. 1
than for Stevie to do it with his new
album. Frampton sent him a telegram
to say "Thank You". It was Wonder
who presented Frampton with his
award in September as "Rock Person-
ality of the Year". It is Wonder's
immaculate song -writing which Framp-
ton finds so satisfying.

Peter Frampton's own lyric writings
are a direct reflection of his personal
situation. Of his four solo albums,
"Wind of Change" reflected his first
marriage to Mary, a model, "Framp-
ton's Camel" mirrored its break-up.
The joyful "Somethin's Happening"
co-incided with his meeting Penny in
America and "Frampton" is a happy

statement of their continuing relation-
ship. Frampton is philosophical about
his climb to the top.

"If Wind of Change" or "Frampton's
Camel" had just gone zoomm . . . right
up to the top, I don't think it would
have lasted. I was still doing my appren-
ticeship. The difference between my
first gig and last night was amazing. I
learnt how to sing and how to save my
voice. I lost my voice totally on my first
gig - and I had to do another show. I
sang very deep and husky and the
reviewer said "Having never seen Peter
Frampton before, he's very reminiscent
of Joe Cocker." And I'm all about the
studio now, I have been for a long time,
but I'm still learning in that sphere too,
and when you take it out of the studio,
it's gotta be performed. It can't just be
first chorus, first chorus, solo, first
chorus, you've got to mean it, act it. So I
don't think I was ready then. I used to
stand up very nervously and mumble.
I'm glad it didn't happen until I was
ready, now I'm ready for whatever's to
come.

Notebook
"As for the songwriting, just about

everything I write about is what I'm
going through at the time. The songs
definitely did get happier - let's hope
there'll be no more sad ones! I write
just about all the time. Having a cas-
sette player is like having a notebook
and I stick little bits down on it
whenever I get something. About once
a month, I get them all together and
then go down to my beach -house in
Nassau or wherever for a couple of
weeks and get it all together. I wrote
the whole of the "Frampton" album in
eight days and when I wrote "I'm in
You" which is a fairly new song, the
lyrics all came at the same time which is
something you dream about. So the
song took about an hour and a half to
write and five hours to record on
cassette. What success has done to me
more than anything else, I think, is
made me want to get out my guitar and

practise. It's made me want to sit down
and write songs and feel confident that
if they liked "Baby I love your Way",
for instance, they'll like it. It was so
easy for me to write that." He spread
his arms wide and shook his head in
amazement, "If the thing that conies
easiest to me becomes the most popu-
lar, then all I've got to do is do what I
do. My main thing, has got to he guitar
playing and singing. After that, well
maybe I don't look too had ." he
laughed.

Audience
Relaxing in his dressing room after a

triumphant concert in Madison Square
Garden, New York, it's easy to see why
his strong physical attractiveness
should have hooked an early following.
It's to Frampton's credit that he was not
prepared to wallow in fan worship but
pro.:ed that, in spite of the pretty face
(and it can be as much of a drawback as
an advantage) he became a musical
craftsman, perceptive lyricist and mas-
ter showman. America was the first to
see Frampton's potential and
appreciate it. He's now made his home
in Westchester, New York and,
although, he admits, he misses Eng-
land, the States is where it all happened
for him and is continuing to happen and
where he will remain at least in the
immediate future.

"Of course, probably the most
gratifying thing for me is to know that
after being away from England for so
long, things have finally happened
there. The only reaction I was used to
before was the "Pretty face" one. Now
I have a whole new audience who like
my music. That's very satisfying. Obvi-
ously I miss the vibe of England but I
can't think like that because I've set up
home, set up shop here. Also there are
so many English people here, everyone
commutes from L.A. to New York, that
it's like a home from home.

"I met McCartney recently at the
Spectrum Club where he was playing.
It's just very freaky when Paul comes
up to you and says " we play your record
all the time". My record? McCartney?
In this very dressing room last week,
Elton John said "please make sure your
album's not still number one when I
release my new album." Things like
that - wow! It's a great feeling when
the people you've admired and listened
to for years and maybe been lucky
enough to play on some of their ses-
sions takes time out to call or write and
say they've enjoyed my work. That's
just unbelievable."

Frampton has worked hard for his
accolades and there's no doubt that,
now he's made it, he's become one of
the most popular rock heros of our
time.
by Jan Etherington
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VENICE
PRESERVED!
The inside story of Wings' charity gig

What's the worst job
you've ever had?
That's a current catch -

phrase, culled from the
"Derek and Clive Live" album.
But if you asked any of the
Showco team that worked with
Paul McCartney at his recent gig
in Venice I'm sure they'd cite
that gig as their worst job ever.

That's no reflection on Mc-
Cartney or Wings: but the
problems were considerable -
and somewhat unusual. But
let's start at the beginning.

Paul McCartney and Wings
were invited by UNESCO to per-
form a live concert in the
beautiful St Mark's Square as
part of their Save Venice cam-
paign.

As everybody shoud know by
now, the city is slowly sinking,
and a great deal of mu! iey is
needed to rescue this beautiful
and historic place. So they had a
week of artistic functions to
raise money - and wanted "a
pop group" as the piece de
resistance.

Finale
Mr Leon Davisco, director of

publicity for UNESCO said: "We
believed that Paul McCartney's
group would be just right for the
occasion. Not only are they one
of the top groups in the
world, but they appeal to people
of all ages and tastes. We
thought their concert would be
a fitting finale for our Week."

Wings in action. L -R Jimmy McCullogh, Denny Lathe, Linda and Paul.
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Paul himself said:
"We were very honoured to

be asked, and after checking
out that we could do it we said
we'd be delighted."

And so it all began. For a
start, it was going to be an ex-
pensive business. There would
obviously be no fee, and
although Unesco paid some of
the costs like setting up the
special stage and the band's
hotel bills, it would cost the Mc -
Ca rtneys a lot too.

So they did a few other
European gigs "on the way" to
defray some of the costs which
would have been incurred if it
had all been done just for one
gig.

The biggest problem to be

surmounted was the fact that no
mechanised transport has ever
been allowed on the main island
of Venice where the square is:
it's never felt so much as the
weight of a car! And the band
had three truck loads of
gear. . . .

What's more, with all that
water around, how do you get
the equipment to the island in
the first place?

The answer was huge barges
which were loaded up with
trucks and then sailed to the
nearest point to the square.
Then the trucks were slowly
unloaded . . . and there came
an ominous cracking sound.
Five of the square's thousand
year old paving stones had
cracked under the weight! Of
course the various local
dignitaries were horrified: but
eventually, and very gradually,
the trucks were got to the side
of the square.

The crew had arrived a week
before the concert to get things
ready, and they needed every
minute of that time. First they
had to get a stage erected. It
was specially built with a high
canopy in case of rain, and other
safeguards against the elements
and the risk of electrocution.

Subdued
Then all the equipment for the

40,000 watt custom built PA
had to be assembled - and as if
all the usual problems weren't
enough, there was a language
problem too. Someone from the
Italian record company was on
permanent call as an interpreter!

At the same time, 2,000 seats
had to be erected on the square.
They were for the people who'd
paid 15,000 lire for their tickets
(roughly £10). The other mem-
bers of the audience, 13,000 of
them, had paid 3,000 lire for
their tickets (£2).

But eventually that was all
done. The seven laser machines
(worth half a million dollars) had
been assembled and placed
strategically in buildings round
the square. In fact people
arriving on the night before the
gig were treated to a run-
through of the laser which had
been placed on top of the
column in the centre of the
square, and a bright green shaft
of light shone out across
Venice.

Finally, after a week of hard
work and aggravation, the con-
cert took place. Musically it was
splendid: from the audience's
point of view, it was chaos.

Security, supposedly done by
the Italian Navy, didn't exist. No
one was checking tickets, and
the police estimate later said
that there were about 30,000
people there - not the 15,000



that was supposed to be the
limit! In fact most people would
have said there were even more
there than that.

The audience were strangely
subdued too. Even the sen-
sational laser show with the
second encore where the seven
lasers were focused together to
form the Wings butterfly logo
which twisted and turned like
the real thing didn't rouse them
to much enthusiasm.

After the show McCartney
himself was a little subdued.
"We really enjoyed doing the
concert - not only was it an
honour, but what more
beautiful place could there be to
stage a rock concert. The
audience were a bit quiet
though, weren't they?"

He was also a little mystified
to find that the garrulous
European press who'd fought to
get into the press conference
were suddenly struck dumb
when they saw him. And a lady
from a TV show refused to do
an interview because she
couldn't be in the shot with him
too!

But he did discuss with us
plans to play behind the Iron
Curtain: "Band on the Run's
just been released in Russia, and
we'd love to play there if we
were asked and it was possible.
You know, you hear such
strange things about the people,

but I suspect they're just like us
under the skin. It would be great
to see them: rocking commies."

He admitted that the Venice
show had cost him a lot, but
said it was worth it. And we
were told that the week had
raised $50,000 for the fund -
most of which had come from
his gig.

Selecting
As for future plans, Paul said:
"We're currently working on

the 'live' album, which we hope
to have released before Christ-
mas. We're listening to the 90
hours of tape we've done on the
world tour and selecting the
right tracks for three album sets.

"Then we have Christmas off,
and start working on the next
album. I write all the time,
whether I'm on the road or at
home, and there are already a
few things ready for the next
studio album".

And what about concerts?
"We love performing, so I

guess we'll be back on the road
again soon. But there'll never be
another gig like Venice. . . ."

A sentiment echoed by the
crew - who were at that
moment racing to get all the
equipment packed and away,
before low tide left them stran-
ded!

by Rosie Horide

HIGH FREQUENCY 4KHz - 30KHz
WITH A MIGHTY SOUND

(HANDLES 100 W. rms ACROSS 4 OHMS)

MOTOROLA PIEZO SUPER HORNS
BRIGHTEN UP

THE DULLEST SOUND SYSTEM
(NO CROSSOVER REQUIRED)

AVAILABLE THROUGH ALL GOOD BAND
SHOPS OR DIRECT FROM THE

SOLE UK DISTRIBUTORS & IMPORTERS

Productions Ltd

91, Ewell Road,

Surbiton, Surrey

KT6 6AH England
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YOUR LETTERS
Cry -Baby

Dear Sir,
I am writing in the hope that

you may be able to help me with
what I imagine is maybe a fairly
commonplace problem in the
lower price guitar/amplifier
world.

For a number of years I have
been playing a six string guitar
made by the Surrey firm of
Wilson Guitars Ltd. Although
second-hand, this guitar has
been perfectly satisfactory until
now, and in sturdiness and per-
formance exceeds many of the
cheaper Japanese models. The
problem arose when I bought a
Cry -Baby Wah-Wah pedal to
use with the guitar. The pedal
functions effectively but
produces quite a harsh 'hissing'
noise from the speaker when

moved into the treble tone (for-
ward) position. When the pedal
is pushed full down in this
position, this noise is sufficient
to obscure 50% of the sound
from the actual playing.

I was wondering therefore, if
this complaint is a common one
when a Wah-Wah pedal is used
in conjunction with cheaper
guitars and amplifiers, or
whether it merely means the
pedal itself is defective and not
the guitar/amp. The amplifier,
by the way, is a 20 watt combo
made by GEM Electronics,
marked G.20.

I hope that you at Beat In-
strumental may be able to ad-
vise me on this, as I do not know
whether the amplifier is picking
up some form of disturbance as
the tone alters progressively.

Many thanks for an informative
magazine,

Yours sincerely,
Gareth Williams,

Pinner, Middx.
P.S. Any information on the

general reliability of Wilson
Guitars (if known), would be ap-
preciated.

Dear Gareth - we can suggest
four things that you can try with
reference to the Cry -Baby's
noise problems: first, use the
lead that you normally connect
between the guitar and pedal to
plug the guitar straight into the
amplifier; if the guitar's output
drops in volume, then you'll
know that it's the faulty lead
that is reducing the guitar's
level, and that the hiss you are
complaining of is merely due to
the fact that you are hearing the
normal 'background noise' from
the pedal at a louder volume.
Also try putting a little light
machine oil on the 'cog and
roller' pedal mechanism, and
giving the potentiometer a squirt
of electrical contact cleaner. If
the sound still remains pretty
duff, then we'd guess that you
have a faulty transistor in the
Wah-Wah, necessitating a quick

trip to an electrical repairshop.
As regards the Wilson guitar,
although some years old now,
the make has always had a
reputation for solidity and
durability - so don't worry!

Value

Dear Editor,
I have decided to buy a six

string electric guitar and I was
wondering if you could recom-
mend any makes of guitar that
would give good value for
money. At the moment I'm
thinking of paying around the
£60 to £70 mark for the in-
strument.

Yours sincerely,
Eric Aston,

Tanworth-in-Arden,
W. Midlands

Unless you are a very lucky
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AND QUERIES
bargain hunter, the price you
mention will restrict you to a
handful of guitars like various
Hohners, Avon, Zenta of
possibly a CSL. Probably the
wisest thing to do would be to
investigate the secondhand
market in your area; this will
greatly increase no doubt the
possibilities. Columbus, Antoria
(a very large range), Kimbara
are all popular guitars which will
be on the secondhand market
- so too might other more ob-
vious bargains; any legwork you
put in should eventually be
rewarded.

Modulator

Dear Sir,
I take Beat Instrumental every

month. In it you advertise the
Coloursound ring modulator and
Dopplatone, which are made by
Sola Sound. I have tried to get

these from my music shop, but
have been told they are discon-
tinued. I should like to know
why they are advertised when
you cannot get them. Please
will you give me some help in
this matter.

Yours Truly,
B. Thomas,

Woking,
Surrey.

We contacted Sola Sound, who
confirm that they have discon-
tinued the effects you men-
tioned. As for advertising these
units, you will find that we - or
rather they -will not have ad-
vertised something they no
longer sell. Anywhere you may
have seen an ad would have
been on the part of a retailer
who still has some of the units in
stock. Last month's Sola Sound
advert in Beat did not include
the ring modulator or the
Dopplatone.

Acetate cut

Dear Sir,
I wonder if you would be so

kind as to clarify some points for
me.

1) Two or three issues back,
a guy who built his own studio
in a cellar was featured in one of
your articles, and he talked of
using a "drum machine" in the
absence of a drummer. What is
this?

2) In the October issue, a

feature covered the career of
Mike Batt, who talked of the use
of an "acetate cut". What on
earth is this gadget that sounds
so useful?

3) Finally, I wonder if you
could send me the address of
the Songwriters' Association -
a Dublin address was given in

last month's issue, which I

carefully extracted and then
mislaid.

Sorry to be such a nuisance
- hope you will be so kind as to
oblige.

Yours Faithfully,
F. T. McBride,

Bolton,
Lancs.

We're unable, I'm afraid, to give
you any information on the first
one, since you don't specify in
which issue the article ap-
peared. Find out, let us know,
and we'll contact the man in
question for you. As for
acetates, these discs are similar
to the final master, but are made
from aluminium with a lacquer
coating; they are for the use of
the musician, just to check the
sound before the disc -pressing
begins in earnest. Lastly, the ad-
dress of the Songwriters'
Association is Dept H/S,
Limerick City, Ireland.

Paul Chapman,Tony Smith & Pete Hurley of

Aw Tr
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Mine on
with Rotosound

Gauge Selection
'Super Light'

EiSwing Bass Sets

NEW IMPROVED
GROUP & GAUGE CHART FOLDERS

PLUS ALL YOUR ROTOSOUND
PRODUCTS AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH

YOUR LOCAL MUSIC STORE

Sole Manufacturers

JAMES HOW

Industries Limited

20 Upland Road

Bexleyheath Kent

Tel 01304 -4711
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It has been over three years since
Fleetwood Mac last visited England;
but their voluntary exile in Los Angeles

has not simply been the usual tax
escape. The departure of band members
and a general feeling of stagnation
made them decide that a totally fresh
start was needed. The original front-line
of Peter Green, Jeremy Spencer, and
later Danny Kirwan, had disintegrated;
various replacements were tried, includ-
ing for a long time Bob Welch, but it
wasn't until last year that they picked up
on two Californians - Lindsey Bucking-
ham and Stevie Nicks -and asked them
to join. Two weeks of rehearsal fol-
lowed, and then they went into the
studio to cut an album simply entitled
"Fleetwood Mac". At this point they had
not even played together in concert.
Some kind of chemistry must have been
at work, however, because that album is
still in the top five in America, as it has
been for most of the time since it was
first released, nearly eighteen months
ago. This makes it something like
double -platinum (if there is such a
thing). At any rate, American sales are
now approaching three million.

They were in London recently on a
short promotional visit, but no concerts
have yet been officially planned. Peter
Douglas talked to singerlwriter and
keyboard player Christine Mc Vie, along
with guitarist Lindsey Buckingham.

P.D. Why do you think you've been so
successful in America, and yet hardly
caused a ripple in England? Is it just lack
of promotion?
C.M. Yeah, and also the fact that we
haven't played here. The band has been
totally unexposed in this country for four
years.
L.B. Probably also because of the fact
that so many people still have such an
image of the band with Peter Green.
C.M. We did do one tour with Bob Welch,
and Bob Welch was a very prominent
member of the band for about four
years; in America he's very highly
respected. He re-formed a band called
Paris.
P.D. Why have you spent quite so much
time in the States? Presumably you live
there permanently.
C.M. Yeah. Well to start with, the band
was pretty successful - not as success-
ful as this, obviously - but even before
Stevie and Lindsey joined that was
where we were making our money. That
was where we were enjoying some kind
of reward for our hard work. And then
Clifford Davis, our ex -manager . .. there
was some strange situation created
between him and us, and we were
unable to work for about a year. And
then after that we were becoming so
frustrated musically that we decided we
should just pick up our bags and leave
for California, which we did. John and
Mick had taken over management, and
so all our main contacts were really with
the people in Los Angeles. So we moved

over there and made an album called
"Heroes Are Hard To Find" with Bob
Welch . .. and never looked back.
P.D. It isn't a question of tax -exile?
C.M. Oh, absolutely not. I was about to
say that. The band didn't have any
money when we moved over to Ameri-
ca. We were broke. We had a few
pounds, but we weren't exactly avoiding
tax situations. Our money came quite
recently. We needed to get out of the rut
we were in, and do something really
fresh for our own minds.
L.B. You wouldn't believe the number of
English groups in Los Angeles. It's just
amazing.
P.D. Do they say they can't earn any
money in England?
L.B. I don't know many of them person-
ally, but I just would imagine that there's
a lot more opportunity, that there's a lot
more happening out there.
C.M. You go where the best environ-
ment is. As far as I'm concerned, living in
Los Angeles is much more the place to
be. There's much more vitality some-
how over there, it seems to me. I may be
absolutely wrong, because I haven't
lived here for so long now, but the
impression you get is that Los Angeles is
young, it's exciting, it's fresh; people
want to like you, people go out of their
way to have a good time.
L.B. Tons of energy flying around L.A.,
that's for sure.
P.D. To what extent do you still regard
Fleetwood Mac as a blues band?

FLEETWOOD
MAC-

HEROES
ANONYMOUS

Looking prosperous, l -r: Mick Fleetwood,
John Mc Vie, Christine Mc Vie.

Lindsey Buckingham, Stevie Nicks.
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C.M. I would say there's an element of
blues there. Very strongly so - without
it being that apparent.
P.D. It wasn't particularly apparent on
the last album.
C.M. No ... I'm not saying that we play
12 -bar blues, but there's definitely a
style of playing, and a feel, which has
stemmed from a blues -based situation.
Even Lindsey, who was never playing
12 -bar blues, doesn't find it difficult to
slot into doing it. I mean, Lindsey is
actually an excellent blues guitarist,
without even trying. So, yeah, I would
say definitely, although we've moved on
from that. We've started to write things
that are very major-chordish, and very
away from the blues- on the surface.

 111011
P.D. The album was a very laid-back,
studio -type album.
C.M. Well, it was a studio album mainly
because the band had never even played
a concert together when we made it.
Since then, obviously, we've done about
eighteen thousand concerts, and so the
new album has got a more live, cohesive
feel to it than the last one . . . the band's a
lot more raucous on stage than it
appears to be on "Fleetwood Mac". The
band certainly gives off a different thing
live. It always has.
P.D. It's hard to imagine the delicacy of
some of those songs coming across on
stage.
C.M. Well "Rhiannon" is a prime exam-
ple of that, which turns into a massive
rock'n'roll song on stage; we've got the
backdrops, and the big drum, and the
whole thing. On the album it is alot more
gentle, for sure, than the live version.
L.B. It's interesting. The art of making
records is one thing; the art of perform-
ing on stage is another, and being able
to function well in both is quite some-
thing. I don't think that it's necessarily
true that an album has to capture a live
sound, or has to even be approached in
the same way as a live performance can
be. There are many things that are going
to come off live, for example, that aren't
going to come off in the studio, and vice
versa.
P.D. Do you ever suspect that people are
applauding you just because you're
Fleetwood Mac and you have a huge hit
album?
C.M. No don't, because I really think
that the kids who go and see us are
genuinely having a good time. You
know if you're not going down well in
America. You know. You can bomb out
just as easily as you can go down well,
and boy, they let you know if they don't
enjoy it!
P.D. Nevertheless, I've seen it happen to
some bands who were playing quite
badly.
C.M. That may be the case over here. I
can't really judge. It's like Stevie says,
and it's very true, that in theory there
shouldn't be any difference between an
American 20 -year -old and an English
20 -year -old, but for some reason there
is.
P.D. How?
C.M. Well, I'm talking about four years
ago. That's why I'm saying it's difficult to
judge an audience now over here,

because what I'll be saying will be
hypothetical. Audiences were terribly
reserved when I was over here-terribly
reserved and analytical.
P.D. I believe you took a Rock Award of
some sort recently?
C.M. Well, this year we were nominated
for five different categories of the award,
and we walked away with the best band
and the best album awards, amongst the
five biggest bands over there, which
right now is Peter Frampton, ourselves,
Jefferson Starship, Wings and Led Zep-
pelin...
L.B. Rolling Stones ...
C.M.... And we walked off with the best
awards for that thing, so I mean if that
gives you any idea of the magnitude of
the situation -
P.D. I was quite aware of how big you
were.
L.B. No, we were just discussing how
odd it is- it's odd to come over here. It's
such a different thing. It's good, it's
good!
C.M. We don't even walk around in
America being aware of the fact that
we're big stars, because we're not really
that kind of band anyway. But you know
what I mean: some bands would tend to
be seen in the right places at the right
time, and drift around in huge social
circles. And this particular band is pretty
cliquish, actually. We don't know many
other musicians. We don't socialize that
frantically at clubs. So it takes us to do a
show, maybe, to realize what's happen-
ing; we've been buried in dungeons -
in recording studios - for so long now
that when we go out on the road, it
blows us away that people just want to
touch us, almost. And it puts you in a
funny position - the band's just so
incredibly big over there, with the excep-
tion of about four areas.  
P.D. On the album you sound very
integrated musically- no one pushes to
the front.
C.M. Yes and no. We're not consciously
like that. It just happened. Everyone in
the band has their own very strong and
different personalities, and I think that's
what has become so intriguing to the
American audiences. John and Mick
aren't just a bass -player and drummer;
they have a very strong identity of their
own as individuals on stage, and then
Lindsey and Stevie and myself are the
front line, as the writers and the singers,
and we're also three very different indi-
viduals. So you don't just have a group
of long-haired guys, or a group of guys
playing behind a long -blonde -haired
chick. It's five very definite people, that
the audience individually become
attracted to, to watch.
P.D. Lindsey's role in particular seems
fairly reserved, playing a lot of rhythm
guitar.
L.B. No, I would disagree with that,
although to me a good guitarist is
someone who doesn't try to take over,
who can just play. I think it's harder to
play laid-back and integrated than it is to
sit there and make a lot of noise. It is a
temptation, but in the same way George
Harrison was a very integrated part of
the Beatles. It's not like grinding it out -

it's trying to complement the songs in as
subtle a way as possible. That's what I
like to do.
P.D. Did you set out to emulate any
particular guitarist when you first
started playing?
L.B. I would say most of the lead players
I've heard, their big influences were
people like Jimi Hendrix. I think Jimi
Hendrix was great, but at the time he
came out he just sounded very raucous
to me. And now that I definitely enjoy a
lot of the stuff he did, a lot of it still
sounds very raucous, very dated acid
music. He had incredible feel, but the
first music I was listening to was very
un-lead oriented. There isn't any one
thing that was that heavy an influence. It
was just continuing from 1956, to folk
music, to the Beatles, to Brian Wilson . . .

P.D. Most Americans seem to spurn the
Beach Boys' music. "That surfin' shit?"
L.B. If they say that, they are not speak-
ing from an intelligent standpoint. Aside
from the Beatles ... as one single per-
son, I think he's the genius of the sixties.
P.D. Going back, Christine, would you
say that Danny Kirwan acted as a kind of
pivot between the old Fleetwood Mac
and the new?
C.M. Yes, he did, for sure, but then Peter
was starting to change, too. Peter was
getting tired of playing rock'n'roll shuf-
fles and 12 -bars. He was starting to get
into things like "Before the Beginning",
or "Green Manalishi" - more spread
out, you know. But Danny was more
gentle, a very English blues musician ...
Peter was just starting to change his
whole musical concept when he left
Fleetwood Mac; and after that he just
didn't play. He made one album - "The
End of the Game", or something like that
- which was just a series of jams from
beginning to end. There were no vocals
on it.
P.D. So you don't know why he won't
play?
C.M. No. And I've got no inclination to
ask him, either. Peter's like an enigma to
me now.
L.B. He was talking about it last night.
C.M. What did he say to you?
L.B. Well, we were just talking about
everything, and he was saying all the
music that he did came from sadness,
and the way he looked at it was never
that serious, in that they were always
just kind of fucking around. Then all of a
sudden they started riding around in
limos and everything. You begin to
wonder what it all means. Some of the
stuff that he was doing back then was
really brilliant - I told him so.
P.D. Perhaps he doesn't realize how
good he is.
C.M. Peter? Yeah, he knows how clever
he is. He makes no bones about it.
Believe me, he knows. Mind you, he
hasn't picked up a guitar for so long.
P.D. Doesn't he play on his own?
L.B. He says he plays for his own
enjoyment. He told me he was playing
better now than he ever did. He was in
my room for about three hours last
night, going between what seemed like
sincere conversation ... he'd be sitting
there, and all of a sudden he'd just break
out laughing for no reason. So I don't
know. I don't know what to think .. .
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THE
PETER
GREEN
STORY

In May 1970 Peter Green left Fleetwood
Mac, the group he had led for three
years. Since then next to nothing has

been heard from him; but although his
name might be largely unknown to the
majority of present-day record -buyers,
he was, in his way, a supremely
influential musician. Coming to the
notice of most people as the
replacement for Eric Clapton in John
Mayall's Bluesbreakers, he developed
from being an exceptional blues
guitarist to being one of Britain's finest
and most original composers and most
distinctive singers.

Peter Green was born Peter
Greenbaum on October 29th, 1946 and
was brought up in the East end of
London. He started playing the guitar
when he was eleven: "It all began with
the inevitable 'old Spanish guitar', but I
never took it seriously . . I didn't begin
playing properly until I was about
fifteen, when I took up bass."

Along with thousands of other kids at
the time Green went to see all the R&B
groups playing in and around London in
the early 60's, groups which provided a
form of excitement missing from most
of the uniformly innocuous and bland
pop which the record companies
deemed suitable for release at that time:
"I remember going to see the Yardbirds
in their early days to see Paul
Samwell-Smith (the bass -player). Can't
say that I took much notice of Eric
Clapton: he was doing a Chuck Berry at
that time."

Exposure to the blues, albeit a purely
British version of it obviously led Green
to study black American music. "I
learned the bass and then realised that
'Sam' (Samwell-Smith) wasn't doing
anything so fantastic after all. I played
bass in a few groups but, after a while, I
found myself criticising the lead
guitarist's breaks and thinking 'I can do
better than that'."

Green had converted an old Harmony
Meteor guitar into a bass and had been
using that until he got bored with
bass -playing. Around this time he also
left his job after a row with the foreman
and decided to make the effort to be a
12

lead guitarist. He reconverted his
Harmony guitar and practiced on it at
home until he considered himself good
enough to attempt his debut as a
professional lead guitarist.

"At the end of my 'practice period' I
read that John Mayall wanted a new
guitarist so I immediately got in touch
with him." Eric Clapton had left John
Mayall's Bluesbreakers in August 1965
with the intention of going round the
world, he in fact got as far as Greece.
Mayall had heard of Green: "(he) said
that I was the best thing he'd seen since
Clapton. I went round to his place and
we started running through numbers.
Then the phone went. It was Eric, he
wanted to come back into the group.
Naturally John said OK, but he gave me
a week with him. That did me a lot of
good prestige -wise."

Peter Bardens, who has since
achieved success at last in Camel, then
asked Green to join his group, "Peter B's
Looners", a purely instrumental group
whose drummer was Mick Fleetwood,
who had played with Bardens earlier in
the Cheynes. Peter B's Looners weren't
particularly successful so, largely upon
the instigation of their agency, they
brought in two singers, Beryl Marsden
and one Rod Stewart in an attempt to
emulate the comparative success of the
Steampacket, Rod Stewart's previous
group. The Looners were then renamed
Shotgun Express. As such the group
issued a couple of singles which sold
few copies. Green wasn't particularly
happy in Shotgun Express as he had
little opportunity to play what he really
wanted which was the Blues.

Bluesbreakers
Eric Clapton left the Bluesbreakers for

good to join forces with Jack Bruce and
Ginger Baker in Cream. Mayall
immediately got in touch with Green
who rejoined with no hesitation on July
17th, 1966.

Taking Eric Clapton's place in a group
was undoubtedly an unenviable task
and Green was aware that obvious
comparisons were at first being made.
Both Green and Clapton's earlier
replacement in the Yardbirds, Jeff Beck,
nonetheless lived up to the challenge
amazingly well, in fact it's a point of
debate whether they have indeed
surpassed him in certain ways.

Green, who was by now using a '57
Les Paul, did at first sound a bit like
Clapton but it wasn't long before the
style of his guitar playing became
distinctly his own. While playing the
repertoire with which Clapton had
become associated, comparisons were
only too easy to make, as Green said at
the time: "They want to see howl
compare with Eric. It makes my job
tougher because recently I've been
reallytrying hard all the time." But as the
material changed so Green showed
himself to be a distinct musical
personality.

John Mayall was a band leader in the
true sense of the word; he employed the
other musicians in his various groups
directly, hiring and firing them as he
considered fit. This policy has made him
few friends but has on the other hand



made an incalculable contribution to the
development of rock since, in so much
as he gave so many musicians who have
since achieved success their first
professional experience. Green was
allowed to make a much greater
contribution to the Bluesbreakers than
most of Mayall's sidemen. His vocals,
much more controlled on the whole than
Mayall's, were featured with the group,
and his own compositions were
performed and recorded by them. While
Green was with the group they recorded
on album "A Hard Road" and a number
of singles on one of which Mayall didn't
even appear.

John Mayall was one of the first
people to achieve success in the LP
charts while being unknown to the great
mass of the singles -buying public. "A
Hard Road" got to number ten in the
album charts in March 1967. On the
record Green played two guitar
instrumentals and sang lead vocals on
two tracks as well as playing a number of
other guitar solos, having written one of
the songs and one of the instrumentals.
"The Supernatural", Green's
instrumental, was composed of a series
of long sustained and echoing notes,
each higher in pitch than the previous
one, which created an atmosphere of
tension and mystery. His playing on the
rest of the LP, almost all straight
twelve -bar blues tunes showed his
distinct approach to blues guitar
playing.

Logical
His strength as a blues guitarist lay in

his impeccable sense of touch, by which
each note had just enough vibrato, and
which allowed him to syncopate his
lines by emphasising notes in
unexpected places. His playing was
extremely logical, the notes he played
were undoubtedly the correct ones to be
played, but he injected his own
personality by the addition of little
unexpected phrases and by going out of
time occasionally so that he remained
completely unpredictable and original.

After just under a year of almost
continual one-nighters Green left Mayall
on June 15th, 1967, to form his own
group. Mick Fleetwood was brought in
on drums, and Jeremy Spencer "he lives
for Elmore James" was on slide guitar
and vocals. Bob Brunning was originally
on bass, but John McVie from the
Bluesbreakers soon replaced him.
Named at first Peter Green's Fleetwood
Mac, the group signed with Blue
Horizon, the label formed by Mike
Vernon to release purely blues material,
and made their debut at the National
Jazz and Blues Festival on August 12th,
1967. They then began playing the
rounds of the British clubs.

The group were even more purist in
their approach to the blues at first than
the Bluesbreakers, and as the British
Blues boom gained momentum
Fleetwood Mac (the "Peter Green's"
part disappeared at some point) became
the undisputed leaders of the
movement. Their first couple of singles
didn't sell in enough quantities to get
very high in the charts, but the group's
first LP "Peter Green's Fleetwood Mac"

All set to go - l -r Green, Kirwan, Fleetwood, Spencer, Mc Vie.

stayed in the Top Ten albums chart for
overfour months. The album was pretty
much half Green and half Spencer's, as
was the second LP, that is to say half of it
was Elmore James tunes or tunes based
on Elmore James, and half wasn't.

On both LPs Green's singing and
harmonica playing was never less than
good, and his guitar playing was
much more refined and economical
than ever before. His guitar tone was
more trebly than before, but it only
served to make his playing even more
idiosyncratic. The impeccable touch was
still there, the fingers of his left hand
shaping each note and making it all
seem so easy. His compositions were,
he said, all based on personal
experience, some of them beautifully
introspective, some showing that he
was as capable of writing a
double-entendre blues as anybody.

After the release of "Mr. Wonderful"
the second LP, Danny Kirwan joined as
the group's third lead guitarist. On their
second American tour they recorded
what is for me the highest point of the
British blues boom: "Blues Jam at
Chess". Along with people like Willie
Dixon, Otis Spann and Walter "Shakey"
Horton the group played the whole
range of contemporary electric blues
styles. This was the last straight blues
material that the group or Green
recorded.

Before the group had left for that US
tour, they had recorded and released
their fourth single "Albatross", a track
that everybody should by now know to
be one of the all-time classic rock
instrumentals and one of the best
singles to appear in recent years. It
reached number one when first released
and number two when re-released in
1973.

"Albatross" was unique and as such
must have presented some difficulty
when the problem of following it up
arose. They did follow it up, however,
with a fine personal Green composition
"Man of the World", a song that
foreshadowed in certain respects
Green's later statements of
disenchantment with success. Green
also wrote the group's third hit single
"Oh Well" which repeated the success
of the previous two.

The blues was now merely one of a
number of influences which affected
Green's writing. His songs were
carefully structured and were much
advanced from anything else which
appeared at the time. The term
"progressive" was first applied to
groups whose music progressed from
simple blues forms and lyrical ideas,
Fleetwood Mac, especially in Peter
Green's songs, were one of the few
groups to live up to the description.
"Then play on", the album released by
the group at this time, showed the
advances the group had made. Green's
contribution was relatively small, as he
allowed the other members of the group
to play their part in composing.

Barman
The group toured consistently,

consolidating their position as one of
Britain's most popular groups. In May
1970, however, Green announced his
intention of leaving. He recorded one
final single with the group "Green
Manalishi", another completely original
Green composition. After a final TV
appearance Green and the group he had
formed went their separate ways;
Fleetwood Mac, after several personnel
changes, to enormous success in the
States, and Green to almost complete
obscurity.

After leaving Fleetwood Mac Green
released one LP "the End of the Game",
a jamming album that doesn't really
bear repeated listening. He made odd,
largely unannounced appearances with
various people and rejoined Fleetwood
Mac for a few American dates when
Jeremy Spencer left suddenly to join the
Children of God. Apart from that there
only remain a few sightings and
reported stints as a grave -digger and
barman.

He left the group disillusioned with
rock stardom, with the pressures of
having to live up to a reputation he
considered himself unworthy of. He had
gradually become aware of spiritual
rather than material considerations,
giving away the money he thought he
didn't need. "In my opinion the most
admirable and best thing a man can do
on this earth is to try and make an effort
to be like him - like God."
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DiMarzio picks up
where the others leave off.

Aerosmith
Blackfoot
Blue Oyster Cult
Brownsville Station
Dan Hartman
Danny Johnson
Steve Kahn (Brecker Bros)
Carol Kaye
Jefferson Kewly (Mac Davis)
Kiss
Bob Mann (session man)
David Sancious

Di Marzio, the "Pickup People" offers a
complete line of guitar and bass pickups. All
high output Di Marzio pickups feature a
dynamic range unmatched by any other
pickups on the market. Their exclusive
Tailored Frequency Response achieves
optimum sound from your instrument. And
there's no technical expertise required to
install them.
Check out the Pickup People. Hear how
Di Marzio picks up where the others leave off.

Super Distortion Humbucker
The SDPH combines a tailored frequency response
with extremely high output, making it much
more sensitive to string vibration than
any standard unit on the market.
The SDPH is the exact size
.and hardware replace-
ment for large Gibson
humbucking pickups,
and greatly improves
the sustain and
output capabilities
of the guitar.
Features:
 12 individually adjustable pole pieces
 Dual creme -colored coils
 Special magnet structure minimizes string damping
 High temperature shielded cable

Dual Sound Humbucker
This deluxe version of the SDPH shown above, features
both the hot sound of the SDPH plus a second sound
similar to that of a Stratocaster or Firebird. This
allows the guitarist a choice of two distinct tones,
providing greater flexibility. The installation of a small
switch provides for the selection of a "hot" or "clean"
mode in humbucking.
Features:
 Same construction as SDPH
 Special wiring allows two separate sounds
 Foil wrapped three conductor cable.

Di Marzio In the U.K. In Australia In Jai
International Sola Sound Ltd. International Warehouse Sound Co. James
Distributors 20 Denmark St., London WC2H 8NA 338 Brunswick St., Fitzroy, Victoria 3065 Australia Kanda
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New! PAF
The PAF, or "Patent Applied For" pickup is an
authentic reproduction of the original
humbucking pickup introduced into
the Gibson line of electrics 20
years ago. Until the
Di Marzio PAF, the
quality of sound
of this original
device was never
approached by
other pickups.
The PAF is
intended for guitarists
who don't need the extreme increase in output of
the SDPH, but want a warm, sustaining sound with
moderately increased output at a reasonable price.
Features:
 Nickel plated pole pieces
 Double creme colored bobbins

`Fat Strat' 'Pre -BS' Telie
Designed for the Fender Stratocaster or Telecaster
player who wants to improve his guitar's
output and sustain, while retaining
the guitar's original circuitry
and appearance, the Fat
Strat and Pre -BS Telie
are exact replacements
for the original pickups
- and are installed in a
matter of minutes. The Pre -BS Telie mounts in
the bridge position of Telecasters only; the Fat Strat
is recommended for the bridge position in
Stratocasters, but can be installed in
other positions. These exceptional
pickups feature the increased
low and midrange response,
and they especially
complement the harmonics
already present in these
guitars while virtually
eliminating the "squeal" or feedback
common to them.
Features:
 Improved signal-to-noise ratio
 High temperature vacuum -injection sealing
 Improved magnet structure

Model 1 Bass Pickup
The Model 1 is a high fidelity, exact size replacement
pickup for the Gibson EB-0
(also for the bass position
of the EB-1, 2 & 3). The
Model 1 Bass Pickup
produces two distinct
sounds, similar to
those made by
Fender Precision and
Rickenbacker basses,
which are selected by
installing a miniature
toggle switch (included)
in the guitar's control
section. The pickup is hum -cancelling in b()In modes,
and can be wired directly into the circuit v, .:hout the
switching ability.
FEATURES:
 Eight individually adjustable polepieces
 Two separate sounds
 Three conductor cables

New!
DiMarzio Acoustic Pickup
A new type of contact pickup for acoustic guitars,
the Di Marzio Acoustic is an attractive
alternative both in price and sound to
other pickups.pickups. It's easily installed (non- 4. A,,,stk model
marring adhesive) and no Pre -Amp is \,
required. Suggested list is $29.95.

rM

Ad,

ALL DI MARZIO PICKUPS CARRY A 5 YEAR
WARRANTY WITH OPTIONS FOR TRANSFERRAL TO
A SECOND OWNER. A MUSIC INDUSTRY FIRST!

All Di Marzio Pickups come in protective display packages.

Di Marzio Pickups are featured in these fine guitars;
B.C. RICH, HAMER, VELENO, VULCANS by GUILIANO
and ODYSSEY GUITARS (Canada).

AVAILABLE AT BETTER MUSIC STORES EVERYWHERE!

0 For a free catalog, write to

Di Marzio
Musical Instrument Pickups, Inc.
643 Bay St., Staten Island, N.Y. 10309 (212) 981-9288

an
2,orporation
Toyo Bldg., //4-2 Kandakajicho 3-Chome Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 101 Japan

In Canada
G.H.I. Music Sales
5000 Buchan St., Suite 506, Montreal, Quebec H4P 1T2
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PERFORMANCE
When you buy Peavey equipment you can be

sure you're getting the finest engineered portable
sound reinforcement gear your
money can buy.

Pride and technology are the
reasons why.

Every piece of equipment that
bears the Peavey name is the end
result of the most modern methods
in the industry combined with the
personal dedication of Peavey
engineers and craftsmen, most of
whom are musicians like yourself.
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We know how important equipment reliability
is to the serious performer.

At Peavey Electronics, we're
working hard to create innovations
and methods that allow us to offer
you quality, solidly constructed
sound systems that perform.
Day after day. Gig after gig.

At a price you can live with.

Peavey Electronics, Corp.
Meridian, Mississippi 39301



The last time I interviewed
Black Sabbath was just
over a year ago, shortly

before the release of the
'Sabotage' album, when
things were obviously
going badly for the band.
Throughout the interview,
Ozzy had looked troubled and
Geezer Butler had remained
silent and impassive, and if it
hadn't been for the phlegma-
tic Tony lommi I'd not have
had enough quotes to make
an article.

Still, times change and this
time around an interview was
arranged for a plush suite in
London's Montcalm Hotel.
Yes, times change and we
now find Sabbath laughing
and joking in the manner of
days gone by and more than
willing to talk about what's in
store for a band that many
people had said were finished
by their battles. To start with,
what about that last album?
Did I read in an interview
somewhere that the band
hated it?

"No, we didn't hate it," Ozzy
replied, "It's just that we'd
been in the studio for nearly a
year making it and it also
reminds us now of all the
hassles that were going on at
the time. When I hear it now I
just think 'Oh, Christ, what
was I going through then?'."

The Sabbath legalities seem
almost impossible to untang-
le. To date they've been with

three record labels, Vertigo,
WWA and last of all NEMS.
Now they're back with Vertigo
but, in the middle of this year,
it became impossible for an
outsider to decipher just who
was suing whom. It's hardly
worth digging over the
dangerous legal turf to find
out who was in the wrong
(assuming that it was that
clear cut at any time) but it is
worth asking Sabbath about
management situations in this
business and any advice they
can give to bands who are
looking for management at
present.

Offer
Geezer thinks for a while

and then replies. "It's not the
record companies that rip you
off, it's the people in between,
the middle men - like small
time managers. The trouble is
you've got to start somewhere
and the big time managers are
only interested in the big-time
bands with the big-time
money. You've got to get
started and that means you
almost can't avoid getting
ripped -off. All you can do is
get yourself a good solicitor
who knows something about
the music business and let
him look at anything you're
thinking of signing."

Ozzy, who has been listen-
ing intently, and who seems to
disagree, interjects. "Yeah,
that's o.k. but what do you do

when you're a small band and
somebody offers you your
first deal? When someone
comes up to you and offers
you a contract you just don't
turn them down, it's what
you've always wanted and
you'll sign it without even
thinking about it."

Sabbath aren't alone in hav-
ing had a difficult time with
management, as Tony lommi
pointed out.

"There's a lot of bands that
have been in a position like
ours but it's not because
they're thick or anything. After
you've been turned down by
several record companies, like
we were when we first started,
you'll accept anything that
you think'll get you an album
out. When you've been living
off hot dogs, you've got no
gear and then someone
comes along with what looks
like a good offer you've got to
sign it - that's human
nature."

Control
The question remains,

however, whether bands can
benefit from Sabbath's
experiences. It would be com-
forting to think that the music
business has now got rid of its
black sheep and that any band
signing a management deal
today has a better chance than
bands did in the past. Geezer
is not so optimistic.

"Nine out of ten groups who
make it have been ripped -off
somewhere along the line. It's
almost impossible to relate
what you've been through to a
band who've never experi-
enced these sorts of prob-
lems. I know it sounds strange
but people warned us, people
who'd been through it in 1969,
but you can't tell people who
are desperate."

Quite obviously Sabbath
are in a better position now,
the trouble is though, that it's
taken them several years and
a lot of problems to get the
control of their own affairs
that they wanted.

Whether Sabbath were
ripped -off is a matter for them
only to decide, but there can
be no doubt that if the general
public were allowed to hear
about some other big names
in the business who've lost
money through, shall we say
'unusual', deals, then
everyone would think twice
before signing anything -
even the milk bill! Perhaps the
best thing to say is just be
careful what you sign.

The new arrangement in the
Sabbath camp is that the band
now has sole control over
itself with a gentleman by the
name of Mark Forster having

been appointed to co-ordinate
activities. Geezer explains
how they break down the
work. "Tony looks after the
recording side of things, Bill
and I look after the business
end and Ozzy . . ."

A long silence follows
which is terminated by an
outburst of laughter. "Yeah,
I'm the one who 'phones up to
find out what's going on and
his missus say 'ooh, they left
days ago'!"

If Sabbath have changed
their management and label
situation, they've also
changed their music. At the
time I had to admit to them
that the new album, "Techni-
cal Ecstasy" hadn't really
managed to do much to me.
The band predicted that it
might well grow on me and it
has. The music lacks, perhaps,
the savage bite of Sabotage
and maybe some of the riff
power but there are also
changes for the better, with a
swing towards a little more
variation in the style of some
of the material. Right now,
"Technical Ecstasy" is one of
my favourite albums.

Talking around the prob-
lems that can beset young
bands today, I asked Sabbath
what they think these new
bands face in the way of
hassles.

"It's very difficult to say,"
Ozzy answered. "We're a bit
out of it as far as knowing
what it's like starting off today
but I can tell you that there's a
lot of good bands in Birming-
ham and there's nowhere for
them to play. When Mothers
closed down that was about it
for clubs and now there seems
to be nowhere at all. They've
just started this heavy rock
night thing at a local Top Rank
place in Stafford, which is
where I live, but it doesn't
work. Heavy rock's all about
the back rooms of pubs at that
level.

"It's like in Birmingham
where they've pulled down all
the dirty old pubs where you
could play and replaced them
with these plush carpeted
places. Another problem that I
can't see how bands get over
is the shortage of rehearsal
places.

"One thing that young
bands havegot to do is to keep
working because it tightens
you up. A lot of bands these
days want to go from nowhere
straight into playing concerts
and that's crazy because you
can't go from playing in front
of a hundred people to playing
in front of ten thousand with-
out working up to it."

Continued over page
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BLACK SABBATH
continued

"It's totally changed now,"
Geezer asserts, "The clubs
that got us all going have
completely gone. Now you've
got to get a hit single and go
on from there. When we
started, it was slogging round
the clubs and growing bigger
over the years. In 1968 £8 was
about the most we earned
from a gig and we were
always doing free gigs just for
the chance to play. That's
what I meant about giving
advice to young bands on
what to sign and what not to. If
someone offers you some-
thing when you've got
nothing it's hard to refuse it."

Amps
At the other end of the scale,

then, what can Sabbath
expect to make from their next
UK tour?

"Nothing!" Ozzy replies
emphatically, "Once you've
worked out the costs of all the
lights and the PA and every-
thing you'll make nothing
over here because audiences
are so small. You don't tour
England to make money, you
do it because you like playing
and hope that it'll sell a few
records.

"To make a profit over here
you'd have to charge the kids
about six or seven pounds a
night and that'd be ridiculous.
People are always saying that
bands make it over here and
then desert and go to the
States, well, it's our living and
if we don't go over there and
work, that's it, we're broke."

Regular BEAT readers will
remember the column which
Tony lommi wrote for us dur-
ing 1975. That eventually got
knocked on the head when the
band left Britain to record the
new album but the story left
off in mid -stream. Tony had
been talking about trying new
amps to replace his faithful

Laney valve units. How far, I

asked, had he got in his
search?

"Well, on the album I was
using a Carlsbro Stingray but I
don't know if I'll end up using
them on stage. You see just
because an amp works well in
the studio doesn't mean it'll
work on stage. We've been
offered some Carlsbro stuff
but it's not their policy to give
it away and I don't really want
to get half way through a tour
and find that it's not what I

want. It really seems good
stuff in the studio though. I've
tried Hi -Watt but I don't like
that, I've been offered some
new stuff by Laney but, like
the Carlsbro gear, that's trans-
istor and I don't know if it'll
give me the sound I want. The
latest idea is Marshall but I

think I'm going to just try it all
out and see which works best
for me." Anyone whose ever
tried choosing an amp from
the dozens on the market will
be relieved to know that mak-
ing a choice is as difficult for
someone in Tony's position as
it is in theirs!

The guitar scene is, of
course, easier. Tony has long
been a fan of John Birch,
having changed from Gibsons
some while back. Currently,
he is using a selection of John
Birch electrics and has just

had a John Birch 12 string
electric built for him. The next
project is the construction of
an electric sitar!

For Geezer Butler, life is
easier. He's still using three
Laney 100 watt valve tops and
six 4 x 12's but has recently
added a massive Ampeg 250
watt top and two American -
built bass bins. As Ozzy puts
it: "We're changing our
names to the deaf -aids next
week." On the guitar front he's
sticking firmly by his eight
string John Birch bass for
stage and the four string for
recording.

Despite the prophets of
doom Sabbath have come
through their hard times with
an album that ranks along
with any they've made in their
tumultuous career. Given that
they can pull the crowds in on
their imminent world-wide
tour and sell enough copies of
their album, then there's no
reason that the newly revived
Black Sabbath shouldn't be
even happier when I see them
next. Certainly, having
cleaned -up their legal battles,
they now seem to be a regen-
erated band ... for heavy
metal fans that's got to be
good news. Now we can settle
down and wait for the next
onslaught from the heavy
metal warriors.

STOP, Look a nd Listen
BEYER [DYNAMIC

DT 440
Open Air High

Velocity Headphone
Ask your dealer for a demonstration

or send now for details.

Beyer Dynamic (GB) Ltd.
1, Clair Road Haywards Heath Sussex PH 16 3DP

Name

Address
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MADE ON EARTH FOR RISING STARS

Flanging is like hundreds of Phase Shifters operating simultaneously. Until recently, the
only way to achieve a true flanging effect was with complicated multiple tape

machine setups. Now, in keeping with our tradition of producing absolute
state-of-the-art products at reasonable prices, we proudly introduce the

ELECTRIC MISTRESS Hanger.

The ELECTRIC MISTRESS Ranger, with any amplified instrument or voice, can produce
a prismatic spectrum of absolutely fascinating sounds, from tones of peaceful purity

and sheer delicate beauty to unearthly spatial effects. It can even transform the
percussive pitchlessness of drums, cymbals, and woodblocks into an ethereal

musicality unlike anything you've ever heard.
List price is t143, but land at your local music store. Many stores have the

ELECTRIC MISTRESS on sale right now at the down to earth discount price of less than 159.
Some dealerships still available.

eteldrOl*Inliann, 27 WEST 23rd STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010, U.S.A. EARTH
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BEAT'S
GIG GUIDE
SOUTH AND WEST LONDON
In the early sixties the south and west of London was, without

doubt, the most influential melting pot of rock in the world. Even
Liverpool, although the source of British rock's singular explosion,
did not in the end bequeath as much to music as did the suburban
perimeters stretching from Dartford, Kent, in the east to Harrow and
Watford in the north west.

Along that line there are areas virtually synonymous with the birth
of British R&B. Club names trip off the tongue - Alexis Korner and
Cyril Davies' Blues and Barrelhouse Club in Ealing (the very first
British R&B club and for a while the heart of the R&B movement
that produced Jagger and Richard and Townshend and Clapton and
Burdon and Beck and Jimmy page), The Richmond Crawdaddy, Eel
Pie Island, the Nags Head a little further out in High Wycombe (and
still going strong) or the Railway Hotel, Harrow and Wealdstone
(where Pete Townshend first smashed his guitar through a low
ceiling). The stories and characters who populate this narrow strip
of rock history are legion. It was a time when an ordinary fan like
Julie Driscoll could turn up at Giorgio Gomelski's Crawdaddy Club
to see the Yardbirds and end up a few years later with a number one
record. It was a time when everybody seemed to play with
everybody else, when a group was formed just so it could play a gig,
when it looked like all that had to happen was that the Rolling
Stones had to step out of the club scene into rock history for
another group to take their place in a never-ending queue.

Naturally, the bubble burst. The few who made it were secure for
life. Even those who never became as phenomenally rich as a
Jagger or a Page are still working, still playing good music - people
like Dick Heckstall-Smith or Jack Bruce. After them came a few
more tail -enders - Rod Stewart or Ritchie Blackmore - but by the
mid -sixties the club scene had little left to offer and the British music
industry had settled into its post -Beatles, post -Stones lethargy. It
was a lethargy very like the industry had known in the fifites before
trad jazz clubs sprouted like mushrooms and before trad jazzers (like
Korner and Davies) began the slow process of rediscovering the
blues and helping to invent rhythm and blues British style.

In the decade that followed there has been little development. As
with everywhere else the music business is too big and too unwieldy
land, for good reason, too commercially unadventurous) to cope
with a really active and exciting - but fairly small scale - club
scene. Still, clubs and pubs survive and occasionally groups may
emerge from them into the brilliance of the big-time.

These days there are few specifically South and West London
bands - Graham Parker and the Rumour are one of the few bands I
can think of whose roots are mainly in this area. But, for the sake of

Each venue in our gig guide has been classified ac-
cording to three categories; nature of venue, size,
and the type of music booked. In the first category
they are classified as hall, pub, college, or club. In
the second, they are large, medium and small. In
the third, rock, folk, disco, cabaret, jazz or soul are
the types of music.

Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the
accuracy of the gig guide we can not assume
responsibility for any incorrect information, and
we strongly recommend that a venue is contacted
for further details before any playing contract is
negotiated.

convenience, this month's area includes the south and west of Lon-
don and parts of Kent, Surrey, Sussex and Berkshire as well as few
venues in North London, the northern home counties and parts of
what used to be called Middlesex omitted from last month's guide.

Useful address: Last month's agency - the Albion Agency, Put-
ney Bridge Road, 870 2166 - is usefully placed to serve both sides
of the River Thames. If you have any thing to offer, contact them.

SOUTH AND WEST LONDON
Amarillo Club, The Swan, 67

Mill Street, Kingston -on -
Thames. 546 3976. Pub,
Small, Rock, Folk.

Battersea Arts Centre, Lavender
Hill, SW11. 223 5356. Club,
Medium, Folk, Jazz, Rock.

Battersea Town Hall, Lavender
Hill, SW11. 228 8899. Hall,
Medium, Cabaret, Rock.

Beehive, Lower Richmond
Road, Richmond. 876
2545/5194. Pub, Small,
Rock.

Boxtree, Hulton Lane, Harrow,
Middlesex. 228 2201. Pub,
Small, Rock.

Brunel University, Kingston
Lane, Uxbridge, Middlesex.
0895 39125. College,
Medium, Rock, Folk.

Bull's Head, Barnes Bridge,
SW13. 876 5241. Pub,
Medium, Jazz.

Chelsea College, Manresa Road,
SW3. 351 1689. College,
Medium, Rock, Cabaret,
Folk.

Chiswick Polytechnic, Bath
Road, W4. 995 3801.
College, Small, Rock.

Ealing College, St. Mary's Road,
W5. 567 4151. College,
Medium, Rock.

Fairfield Hall, Park Lane,
Croydon, Surrey. 688 9291.
Hall, Large, Rock, Folk,
Jazz.

Fulham Town Hall, Fulham
Broadway, SW6. 385 1212.
Hall, Small, Rock.

Goldsmiths College, Lewisham
Way, New Cross, SE14. 692
0211 1406. College, Small,
Rock, Folk.

Green Man, 67 Plumstead High
Street, SE18.854 0873/2869.
Pub, Small, Rock.

Greyhound, Park Lane,
Croydon, Surrey. 681
1445/688 1142. Pub,
Medium, Rock.

Half Moon, Lower Richmond
Road, Putney, SW15. Pub,
Small, Jazz, Rock.

Harrow College of Technology
and Art, Watford Road,
Harrow, Middlesex. 422
5206. College, Medium,
Rock.

In Vino Veritas, 238 Upper Rich-
mond Road, SW15. 788
2340. Pub, Small, Folk,
Rock.

Kingston Polytechnic, Kingston
Hall Road or Canbury Park,
Kingston -on -Thames, Sur-
rey. 546 2151. College,
Medium, Rock.

Lewisham Odeon, SE13. 852
1331. Hall, Large, Rock,
Cabaret.

Lewisham Town Hall, Catford
Road, SE6. 690 4343 3431.
Hall, Large, Cabaret.

London College of Printing,
Elephant and Castle, SE1.
735 8484/9100. College,
Small, Rock.

Loughborough Hotel, 39 Lough-
borough Road, Brixton,
SW9. 274 1271. Pub, Small,
Rock.

National Theatre Foyer, South
Bank, SE1. 928 2252. Hall,
Small, Rock, Folk, Jazz.

The Plough, 90 Stockwell Road,
SW9. 274 2537. Pub, Small,
Rock, Jazz.

Queen Elizabeth, Forest Side,
E4. 529 1160. Pub, Small,
Rock, Soul.

Queen Elizabeth Hall, South
Bank, SE1. 928 3002. Hall,
Large, Jazz, Folk.

Red and White Wine Bar, 282
High Street, Croydon,
Surrey. 686 8379. Pub,
Small, Rock, Folk.

Red Deer, 279 Brighton Road,
South Croydon, Surrey. 688
2308. Pub, Small, Rock.

Rockhouse, Acklam Hall,
Acklam Road, W10. 960
3811. Club, Medium, Rock.

Royal Festival Hall, South Bank,
SE1. 928 3191/3002. Hall,
Large, Rock, Jazz, Folk.

Seagull (Jingles), Lady
Margaret Road, Southall,
Middlesex. 578 2062. Pub,
Small, Rock, Disco, Folk.
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Southbank Polytechnic, Rotary
Street, SE1. 261 1525.
College, Small, Rock, Folk.

Stockwell College, Rochester,
Avenue, Bromley, Kent. 464
2309. College, Small, Rock.

Thames Polytechnic, Thomas
Street, SE18. 855 0618.
College, Medium, Rock.

Thomas a Beckett, 320 Old Kent
Road, SE1. 703 7334. Pub,
Small, Rock.

Tramshed, 51 Woolwich New
Road, SE18. 855 3371/854
5250. Pub, Medium, Jazz,
Folk.

Wandsworth Town Hall, High
Street, Wandsworth, SW18.
874 0180. Hall, Small, Rock,
Folk.

White Bear, Kingsley Road,
Hounslow. 570 3097. Pub,
Small, Jazz, Folk, Rock.

White Horse, 31 Uxbridge Road,
W12. 743 2232/4676. Pub,
Small, Rock.

White Lion, 14 Putney High
Street, SW15. 788 1540.
Pub, Small, Rock.

Windmill, 50 Acton High Street,
W3. 992 0234. Pub, Small,
Folk, Rock, Cabaret.

ASHFORD
Wye College of Education. Wye

812401/812091. College,
Small, Rock.

BRACKNELL
Cellar Bar, South Hill Park Arts

Centre, South Hill Park.
27272. Club, Small, Rock.

Sports Centre, South Hill Road.
54203. Club, Medium, Rock.

BRENTFORD
Bricklayers Arms, 67 Ealing

Road. 01-560 2071/7841.
Pub, Small, Rock, Jazz.

Red Lion, High Street. 01-560
6181. Pub, Small, Rock.

CAMBERLEY
Lakeside Club, Wharf Road,

Frimley Green. Deepcut.
5939. Club, Medium,
Cabaret, Rock.

CANTERBURY
University of Kent.

66822/64724/65224. Col-
lege, Medium, Rock, Folk.

CHATHAM
Central Hall, High Street. Med-.

way 48584/403868. Hall,
Medium, Cabaret, Rock.

Old Ash Tree, Rainham Road.
Medway 50766. Pub, Small,
Rock, Folk.

CRAWLEY
College of Technology, College

Road. 25686/30384. College,
Small, Rock, Folk.

Thomas Bennett School, Ash-
down Drive, Tilgate. 26255.
College, Small, Rock, Folk.
Occasional but interesting
gigs.

White Knight, Worth Road,
Pound Hill. Pound Hill 3197.
Pub, Small, Folk, Rock.

DARTFORD
Dartford College of Education,

Oakfield Lane. 21328/28377.
College, Small, Rock.
College in Mick Jagger's
home -town.

Railway Hotel. 23094. Pub,
Small, Folk, Rock.

ESHER
Warrens Wine Bar, 45 High

Street. 67241. Pub, Small,
Folk, Rock.

EGHAM
Royal Holloway College,

Englefield Green. 4455/5984.
College, Small, Rock.

FARNBOROUGH (HANTS)
Tumble Down Dick Hotel.

42055. Pub, Small, Rock.
GUILDFORD

Bunters, Millbrook. 72422. Club,
Small, Soul, Rock, Disco.

Civic Hall, London Road.
71651/67314. Hall, Medium,
Rock.

The Star Inn, 2 Quarry Street.
4480/32887. Pub, Small,
Folk, Rock.

University of Surrey, Stag Hill.
65131/71281. College,
Medium, Rock, Folk.
HARLOW

Playhouse Theatre, Coates
Street. 31945/24391. Hall,
Medium, Jazz, Cabaret,
Rock.

HIGH WYCOMBE
College of Education. 22141.

College, Small, Rock, Folk.

Nag's Head, 63 London Road.
21758. Pub, Medium, Rock.
Long-standing and important
venue.

HORSHAM
Capitol Theatre. 60679. Hall,

Medium, Cabaret, Jazz,
Rock.

ILFORD
The Cranbrook Theatre, Cran-

brook Road, 01-554 8659.
Hall, Small, Rock.

MAIDENHEAD
Skindles Hotel, Maidenhead

Bridge. 25115/23366. Pub,
Medium, Rock.

The SO VDF - Super Pedal Synthesiser
0111.11.111111411.011111111111111111.1.

Is now available directly from: FM Acoustics Ltd., SSH Division,

P.O. Box 18, CH -8702 Zollikon - Station, Switzerland.

-Volume
-Voltage controlled amplifier
-Distortion
-Sustain
-Filter
-Modulation
-Wah
-Vibrato
-Phasing

and a lot more combination effects.

The pedal is mains powered with
electronic voltage adjustment made
with fibreglass printed circuits and
high quality components and has
very low noise.

For E80.00 including P. & P.
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READING
University, London Road.

85234/860292. College,
Large, Rock.

Top Rank, Station Hill. 57262.
Hall, Large, Rock.

SLOUGH
Technical College, Wellington

Street. 34585/22338.
College, Small, Rock.

SOUTHEND ON SEA
Lindisfarne Centre, 50 Valkyrie

Road, Westcliff-on-Sea,
353022. Club, Small, Rock,
Folk, Jazz.

Monico Club, Canvey Island.
Canvey Island. 3026. Club,
Medium, Soul, Disco, Rock.

Talk of the South, 17 Marine
Parade. 67921. Club,
Medium, Soul, Cabaret,
Disco.

Zero Six Club, Aviation Way.
546344. Club, Medium, Soul,
Cabaret.

SOUTH WOODFORD
Railway Bell, 87 George Lane,

E18. 989 0229. Pub, Small,
Jazz.

STEVENAGE
Arts Centre. 66291. Club, Small,

Folk, Rock, Jazz.

Locarno, New Town Centre.
2833. Hall, Medium,
Cabaret, Rock, Disco.

SURBITON
Assembly Rooms, Claremont

Road. 01-399 6553. Hall,
Small, Folk, Rock.

SUTTON
Wallington Hall, Stafford Road.

01-669 2166. Hall, Medium,
Rock, Cabaret.

WELWYN GARDEN CITY
Cherry Tree, Bridge Road.

29976. Pub, Small, Rock,
Folk.

WEMBLEY
Empire Pool, Empire Way. 01-

902 1234. With Earls Court
and Olympia the largest
venue in the country.
NORTH LONDON addenda

Bumbles, The King's Arms, 242
High Road, Wood Green,
N22. 888 2762. Pub,
Medium, Soul Rock.

Duke of Lancaster, Lancaster
Road, New Barnet. 4490465.
Pub, Small, Rock, Folk.

Gullivers, 11 Down Street, W1.
499 0760. Club, Medium,
Soul Disco, Rock.

Nightingale, 349 High Road,
Wood Green, N22. 888 1834.
Pub, Small Rock.

M

MUSIC
CENTRE

1 -5 The Grove, Ealing, London W5.5DX.
Telephone: 01-560 0520

sound
teens

powerhouse
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" Gibson
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Guild

 CSL
 Eros

Antoria
 Ibanez
 Eko
 Maxwin
 Olympic
 Zildjian
 Ufip

Paiste
 Rhitmo
 Marshall
 Marlboro
 Nolan
 Shure
 Electro-Harmonix
 Dharma
" Jen Effects
 Coloursound
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Plus full range of Dave Simms
Music Products. Send 25p for
catalogue.

Always large selection of
secondhand gear of all types in
stock.

All gear bought sold and exchanged. HP arranged, Barclaycard
and Access. Free coffee - super service from Dave, Jim, Paul,
Dick, John and Uncle Ernie. Open 6 Days a week 9.30-6pm.
French, German, Polish, Italian, and American spoken - badly.

'Right now I'm using Vinci strings and I'll
probably use them for the rest of my life.
The neat thing about them is that they
don't contain any nickel in the compound
- just steel and iron, which is great for
magnetic efficiency. Mr. Vinci is the guy
who built the string winding machines for
many other string manufacturers, so it's
kind of like going right to the source.'

Jerry Garcia
Ace guitar player with Grateful Dead

Kneller Musical Instruments Ltd.
19 Union Street, Bristol, ENGLAND
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icture, if you will, the
r Classic Image of the

English rock vocalist -
you know, that whole
'20th Century Adonis'
thing. Bare chested. Lion
maned. Lots of veins and
sweat. Lots of flash. Prancing
across the stage like a Greek
God Come To Earth. Storm-
ing through all three and one
half pages of the Poser's
Handbook by the end of the
first number -a sneer and a
pout here, a swivel of the hips
there. Pure barnyard tactics,
if you really think about it -
effective to varying degrees
in the case of the three or four
gentlemen who 'invented'
the style, but often a little
more than a tired, predict-
able joke when it comes to
those 9,999,996 other Greek
Gods Come To Earth who've
been slavishly apeing their
every move for years.

On the other side of the
coin though, you've got
somebody like Jon Anderson
- long renowned as the Lad
Least Likely To Do Odd
Things With Mike Stands,
but who (despite prevailing
trends, fashions, and the dic-
tates of showmanship) has
emerged front and centre
with Yes as one of the most
respected and distinctive
helmsmen in British rock.

Of course, the Anderson
contribution to contempo-
rary music goes a bit deeper
than mere stage presence,
though his relatively sedate,
thoughtful, and (to use the
common vernacular) 'laid-
back' public stance is indica-
tive of the approach he's
taken to his music all along
the line. That outward seren-
ity is still only the top layer
though - the tip of the
iceberg, in a manner of
speaking, that belies that
actual intensity and complex-
ity of his contributions to
'Yes' music.

If the sometimes dodgy
terms like 'mystic' and 'vision-
ary' have been used in con-
junction with the Anderson
name much too often, it's
24

PART 1

only because they fit so well.
As a lyricist, he's always been
tagged (and some might say
'burdened') as the archetypal
poet/dreamer - though in
this sober, post -60's age,
when Meaningful Lyrics
and/or Kozmic Messages
have been more or less
rendered passé in favour of
'Good Old Rock' n' Roll', he's
one of the very few remaining
practitioners of the art who
can conjure up a line like,
"Childlike soul dreamer one
journey/One to seek and see
in every light do open/True
pathways away" (from `To
Be Over') without sending all
but the most diehard Yes

JON ANDERSON

fanatics cringing towards the
exits.

It's obvious by now that
much (if not most) of Jon's
work over the past eight
years or so has centred
around his extensive use of
fairly obscure symbolism and
imagery - plenty of food for
thought for the segment of
Yes' audience that thrives on
untangling verbal mysteries,
yet totally open to any one of
a hundred, or a thousand, or
ten thousand interpretations
(or, for that matter, to no
interpretation at all). The
subject matter that Jon has
drawn on for inspiration over
the years has gotten more . . .

well . . . 'ethereal' as time's
gone by. Whereas an earlier
song like 'Yours Is No Dis-
grace' largely sprang from a
then -contemporary 'we're all
pawns in the game of war'
line of thought, a couple of
years further along the trail
saw Jon turning to the Shas-
tric Scriptures for Tales From
Topographic Oceans
(although, a bit later on, his
first solo album, Olias Of
Sunhillow saw him turning to
Science Fiction for a
story/concept).

Free verse
But while many of Yes'

most universally popular
songs (like 'Roundabout', for
example) are constructed out
of cleverly snappy, almost
sing -song little word -rhymes
("I'll be the roundabout/the
words will make you out 'n'
out/you change the day your
way . . ."), Jon always
seemed most at ease working
in a free verse format -
steering clear of the restric-
tions imposed by the Moon -
June -Spoon School Of
Songwriting, where ideas
often have to be altered, or
even ommitted entirely, just
because they don't 'fit' into
the overall rhyme scheme. As
anyone who's ever tried to
shoehorn Meaningful Lyrics
into the framework of a pop
song has probably found out,
free verse is usually uncom-
fortably awkward when used
within the boundaries of the
standard verse -chorus -verse
format. The tendency for
Yes' music to evolve in a
largely open-ended, non -
symmetrical manner how-
ever, has given Jon that extra
bit of breathing space to play
with words, rhymes, and
meter without having to con-
tinually sweat over what's
come immediately before, or
what's likely to come
immediately afterwards in
the lyric scheme. As a result,
Jon's lyrics come across as
largely stream of conscious-
ness song writing, rather than
the verbal architecture of
traditional rhyme.

Then again, Jon's function
as Yes' lyricist/vocalist is, in
certain ways, pretty near uni-
que among his British and
American counterparts. On
one level, of course, there's
the obvious narrative func-
tion of his words and voice.



Even if his lyrics are often
made up of open -to -
interpretation metaphors
and word fragments, they're
still telling a story, painting
an image, or whatever pic-
turesque little description
you'd care to hang on them.
At the same time though,
there's that other, more
abstract and purely physical
level, where the voice, the
inflections, and the rhymes
don't particularly register as
`meaning' anything at all, but
can be taken at pure face
value, broken down into their
basic components as pure
sound - functioning in
exactly the same way that Mr.
Howe's guitar or Mr. Squire's
bass does. The voice as a
musical instrument.

Sure, all vocals function
that way to a certain degree,
no matter who the band or
the singer -in -question is, but
it's that initial elusiveness
and unpredictability in Jon's
lyrics (". . . the closest any-
one can get to a foreign lan-
guage and still be speaking
English," as someone once
remarked) and their general
lack of continuity in your
standard pop song/story tel-
ling sense that puts them in a
different league altogether.
`Words' for those who want
them, but something else
besides.

But although Jon's place in
Yes has always been that of a
`musician' through the use of
his voice and lyrics, another
side of his talents has been
coming to the foreground,
slowly but surely, as Yes
themselves expand their mus-

ical scope. In case you
haven't noticed, he's been
blossoming into a bona -fide
instrumentalist as of late -
something which began with
a fleeting, slightly self-
conscious, on-stage strum on
guitar somewhere around the
time of Topographic Oceans,
but which has evolved to the
point where the preparations
for Yes' recent Stateside tour
saw him tinkling, tapping,
and picking his way around
Yes' rehearsal studio with a
veritable battery of instru-
ments - including guitars
like his Rickenbacker 12 -
string, Gibson Melody
Maker, and Gibson and Mar-
tin acoustics, a Mini-moog
synthesiser, an amazing
assortment of Chinese and
African bells, cymbals, and
other percussion instru-
ments, and a magnificent Cel-
tic harp.

Rules
For Olias Of Sunhillow,

basically a one man opera-
tion, his armoury of instru-
ments was extended even
further to include a sitar, a
tampuri, a bouzouki, a Tur-
kish kes, Tibetan bells,
Tabla, a double manual
(keyboard) Mellotron, a
Baldwin Baby Grand piano,
a Farfisa Rhodes 66, a Ken
Freeman String Machine,
marimba, a Hofner Beatle
bass, assorted Navahjo, Afri-
can, and Carribean drums -
in short, a bit of this, a bit of
that, and a bit of the other
thing as well. While Jon him-
self would be the first to
admit that his expertise on
any of these instruments in
no way rivals that of any of
the other Yes members on
their instruments, he's obvi-
ously not content to fall back
into a comfortable, consis-
tent role - namely that of
the rock vocalist/frontman
who's found his particular
niche and has no interest in
pushing his boundaries any
further, save for perfecting
his mike stand technique.

Where Jon shines is in his
words, his voice, and how he
uses those words and that
voice to add colour and depth
to a style of music, where the
rules have never really
seemed to count: Yes music.

NEXT MONTH:
CHRIS SQUIRE

Supply, service and hire
of the worlds finest

instruments and Band
equipment.

Come and check us out.
It's worth your while.

ANDERTONS
MUSIC SUPERSTORE
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Describe the bass sounds
you want!

It isn't easy - is it?

But now it's easy to play them

...71XING;jfilLT6S 20 Chartwell Road, Churchill Industrial Estate,
Lancing BN15 8TU. Tel: Lancing (09063) 65871
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A&R CONTACTS LIST
An A -Z of some of the country's key record companies, with their addresses,

telephone numbers and the names of their A.EIR. men.

A. & M. RECORDS, 136-140 New Kings Road, London,
S.W.6. Tel: (01)-736 3311. A. & R. manager-Mike Noble.
ANCHOR RECORDS, 140 Wardour Street, London, W.1.
Tel: (01)-734 8642. A. & R. manager-Alan Holston.
BELL RECORDS, 49 Upper Brook Street, London, W.1.
Tel: (01)-491 3870. A. & R. manager-Andrew Bailey.
CBS RECORDS, 17-19 Soho Square, London, W.1. Tel:
(01)-734 8181. A. & R. manager- Dan Loggins.
CHARISMA RECORDS, 37 Soho Square, London, W.1.
Tel: (01)-434 1351. A. & R. manager- Mike Everett.
CHRYSALIS RECORDS, 388-396 Oxford Street, London,
W.1. Tel: (01)-4939461. A. & R. manager-Roy Eldridge.
CREOLE RECORDS, 4 Bank Buildings, High Street, Har-
lesden, London, N.W.10. A. & R. manager - Richard
Johnson.
CUBE RECORDS, 19-20 Poland Street, London, W.1 A. &
R. manager-Jeremy Thomas.
DECCA RECORDS, 18 Great Marlborough Street, London,
W.1. Tel: (01)-735 8111. A. & R. manager- Hugh Mendl.
DJM RECORDS, James House, 71-75 New Oxford Street,
London, WC1A 1DP. Tel: (01)-836 4864. A. & R. manager
- Kaplan Kaye.
GTO RECORDS, 17 Barlow Place, Bruton Street, London,
W.1. Tel: (011-629 8816. A. Et R. manager - Dick Leahy.
GULL RECORDS, 56 South Molton Street, London, W.1.
Tel: (01)-629 9869. A. & R. manager- David Howells.
ISLAND RECORDS, 22 St. Peters Square, London, W.6.
Tel: (01)-741 1511.A. & R. manager-Howard Thomson.
MAGNET RECORDS, 22 York Street, London, W.1. Tel:
(01)-935 4049. A. & R. manager- Peter Waterman.
MANTICORE LTD., 16 Curzon Street, London, W.1. Tel:
(01)-629 2856. A. & R. managers - Ashley Newton and
Jayne Haynes.
MAM RECORDS, 24-25 New Bond Street, London, W.1.
Tel: (01)-629 9255. A. & R. manager-Adam Kinn.

POLYDOR RECORDS, 17 Stratford Place, London, W.1.
Tel: (01)-499 7011. A. & R. manager-Jim Cook.
PHONOGRAM RECORDS, Stanhope House, Stanhope
Place, London, W.2. Tel: (01)-262 7788. A. & R. manager
- Chris Peers.
PRIVATE STOCK RECORDS, 32 Old Burlington Street,
London, W.1. Tel: (01)-439 7011. A. & R. manager- Mike
Beaton.
PRESIDENT RECORDS, 1 Westbourne Gardens, Porches -
ter Road, London, W.2. Tel: (01)-229 3411. A. & R.
manager-David Kassner.
PURPLE RECORDS, 25 Newman Street, London, W.1. Tel:
(01)-637 2586. A. & R. manager -John Craig.
RAK RECORDS, 2 Charles Street, London, W.1. Tel:
(01)-492 0654. A. & R. manager- Mickie Most.
RCA RECORDS, 50 Curzon Street, London, W.1. Tel:
(01)-499 3901. A. & R. manager-Alan Sizer.
RSO RECORDS, 67 Brook Street, London, W.1. Tel:
(01)-629 9121. A. & R. manager- Chris Youle.
ROCKET RECORDS, 40 South Audley Street, London,
W.1. Tel: (01)-499 9714. A. & R. manager- Roger Bain.
TRANSATLANTIC RECORDS, 86 Marylebone High Street,
London, W.1. Tel: (01)-486 4353. A. & R. manager-John
Whitehead.
UNITED ARTISTS RECORDS, Mortimer House, 37-41
Mortimer Street, London, W.1. Tel: (01)-636 1655. A. & R.
manager- Andrew Lauder.
VIRGIN RECORDS, 2-4 Vernon Yard, 119 Portobello Road,
London, W.11. Tel: (01)-727 8070. A. & R. manager -
Simon Draper.
WEA RECORDS, 69 New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.
Tel: (01)-836 7744. A. & R. manager- Peter Swetenham.

111/114 French's Mill, French's Rd., Cambridge

Currently provisions are being made to
manufacture Graphic Equalisers, Guitar
Amps and Combos. Details will be
released in the near future.
For further details contact TONY GIPP
(0223) 66559.

12 CHANNEL STEREO MIXING CONSOLE
 The MM Electronics MP175 with 4 band equalisation giving 12 dB cut

and boost at frequencies: 100Hz, 2kHz and 10kHz.
 Continuously variable pre -fade fold back and post fade echo.
 Stereo headphone amp incorporating VU metering.

PERFORMANCE
Noise reference to input -125 dBm. Distortion better than .05% typically
.01%. Overhead level at 22 dBm all outputs buffered.
Black fascia as standard option. £250 retail.

ANNOUNCING:
A 16 channel mixer featuring: 7 -way graphic equalisation on output, 2 -way electronic crossovers and pre -fade listen bus.
£490 retail.
12 channel export model built into a CT flight case designed along similar lines to 12 channel stereo mixing console. Features
XLR sockets as standard fitting. Black fascia with white lettering and white flight case with black trimming. Internal
regulated power supply with toroidal mains transformer to alleviate any mains pick-up problem.
Also an 8 channel stereo mixer with similar features to the MP 175 12 channel stereo mixing console, 16 channel extended
version of MP 175 and 12 channel 4 -track mixer.
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simon King music
Wish all their Customers and Friends in the Trade
A MERRY CHRISTMAS anda Prosperous New Year

OUR PRICES ARE HUM YEAR ROUND!
ALL LUDWIG PRICES
R!SE ON 1st JAN 1977

All orders for LUDWIG Outfits etc. received
during December will be supplied at current
prices.

MINIMOVIA

e125Ntowet,
Fm, Yo«e u..0 aerhykir
AriANSTAAT NEW

Osniare'Jr

Our extended
trade-in' offer
gives you the
opportunity to
buy that Ludwig
kit at prices that
we may never
be able to
repeat! We will
give you at least
£125 for your

present kit, no matter what age, what condition,
waht make. The £125 also takes care of your H.P.
Deposit and no further deposit is necessary.
Send for your free full -colour Ludwig catalogue
now! Beat the price rises!

GIVE US A RING ON

01-330 3709

FOR OUR SPECIAL
PRICE QUOTE

ati Disapavr
GIVEN ON MOST LEADING BRANDS
BEFORE YOU BUY ANYTHING
contact SIMON KING MUSIC
YOU KNOW IT MAKES SENSE

fsiftOtiro
rye

Twin Reverb Combo for only £279.00

By popular demand we are repeating
this offer from last month. This superb
instrument features a fine maple neck
and solid body finish in black polyester.
We're still holding the price down to
£65.40 - but not for long!

H.P. Deposit £6.54
6 monthly repay -16540 ments of £11.32 or
12 monthly pay-
ments of £5.90

PDX etarge
HMO Due to the continual

fall of the pound we
are told that the price of this very
popular instrument will soon be
increased. Send for leaflet today and
buy at the present price of £195.

H.P. Deposit
£19.50i m12e mn tos not El yi mi

or 24 payments
of £9.88
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ACOUSTIC GUITAR 6 STRING
Dulcet
Texan
Jonathan Livingstone Seagull
EKO Navajo
Derado Dreadnought by Gretsch
ACOUSTIC GUITARS 12 STRING
K12 String Jumbo
EKO Navajo 12
Derado 12 by Gretsch
EKO Ranger 12
EKO Ranger 12 Electric
ELECTRIC 6 STRING GUITARS
Montana 'S.G. copy'
Avon 'S.G. copy'
CMI 'Telecaster' Maple neck
CMI 'Gibson Melody Maker' copy
Avon 'Les Paul' copy
Arbiter 'S.G. copy' with tremelo Et solid case
Arbiter 'Flying V' with solid case
Shergold Meteor
Shergold Masquerador
Arbiter Twin Neck 12/6 string with case
Fender Telecaster (any finish)
Fender Telecaster Custom
Fender Stratocaster (any finish)
Fender Stratocaster with tremelo
All Fenders available with Maple neck 5% extra
Gibson S.G. Special, from
Gibson S.G. Standard, from
Gibson S.G. Custom, from
Gibson Les Paul De Luxe, from
Gibson Les Paul Standard, from
Gibson Les Paul Custom from
ELECTRIC BASS GUITARS
Zenta EB511
Top Twenty
Avon 3405 short scale 'S.G. style'
Avon 3407 'Precision copy'
Shaftesbury Stereo Rickenbacker copy with case
Fender Precision Bass
Above with Maple neck 5% extra
Gibson Grabber, from
Gibson Ripper, from
Gibson EB3, from
Rickenbacker 4000 Mono Bass
Rickenbacker 4001 Stereo Bass
COMBO AMPS
Zenta 6 watt Practice Amp
CMI 10 watt Practice Amp
VOX 10 watt Battery/Main Practice Amp
Laney 20 watt
Laney 40 watt
Marshall Lead 30 watt
Marshall Bass 30 watt
Marshall 2199 Master Volume - 30 watt
WEM Clubman 5 watts
WEM Westminster 10 watts
WEM Westminster Bass Mk.I
WEM Dominator Mk.11I 15 watts
WEM Dominator 30 watts
Top 50 Combo
Yamaha G25112 30 watts
Yamaha G1008212 100 watts Reverb
Hiwatt 50 watt Lead

A CUT IN PRICE -
NOT A CUT IN SERVICE

FULL GUARANTEES & AFTER SALES SERVICE!
List Our

Price Price
£

17.25 14.66
28.50 24.22
24.50 20.85
47.30 40.00
68.30 58.00

39.69 33.73
54.90 46.66
68.30 54.50
64.90 55.20
81.20 69.00

35.72 29.00
69.50 59.07
76.99 65.40
63.00 53.55
76.95 65.40

138.00 99.00
151.00 119.00
120.84 102.75
150.40 127.85
220.00 169.00
261.56 222.00
286.87 243.00
296.31 249.00
327.28 278.25

299.00 254.00
374.00 317.90
548.00 465.00
470.00 399.00
535.00 454.00
579.00 492.00

39.00 33.15
58.95 49.00
65.50 55.60
76.95 65.40

149.50 127.00
273.37 232.00

305.00 259.00
367.00 311.00
367.00 311.00
397.00 337.00
450.00 385.00

31.36 26.66
38.00 29.00
47.25 39.00
54.05 45.94

118.05 99.00
131.20 111.00
131.20 111.00
140.05 119.00
47.75 40.59
52.00 44.20
98.00 83.30
88.50 75.22

130.00 110.00
138.08 115.67
159.00 129.00
329.00 279.00
202.75 172.00

Min HP
Deposit

4.00
5.80

3.37
4.66
5.45
5.52
6.90

2.90
5.90
6.54
5.35
6.54
9.90

11.90
10.27
12.78
16.90
22.20
24.30
24.90
27.82

25.40
31.79
46.50
39.90
45.40
49.20

3.30
4.90
5.56
6.54

12.70
23.20

25.90
31.10
31.10
33.70
38.50

4.59
10.00
11.10
11.10
11.90
4.05
4.42
8.33
7.52

11.00
11.56
12.90
27.90
17.20

Orange 50 watt Reverb Twin
Hiwatt 100 watt Lead Reverb
Marshall 100 watt Lead
Fender Twin Reverb
AMPLIFIER TOPS
Top 50
Top 100
Marshall 50 watt Master Volume
Hiwatt 100 watt All Purpose
Orange 120 watt Graphic Amp
ECHO/REVERB EFFECTS
Watkins Super I.C. Copicat
Orange Custom Reverb unit
SPEAKER CABINETS
Top 50 Cabinet
Top 100 Cabinet
Hiwatt 4 x 12 1150 watt) Cab
Hiwatt 2 x 15 Bass Reflex
Orange 4 x 12 Cab
Orange 2 x 15 Reflex Bass
P.A. AMPS ft SPEAKERS

P.A. AMPS ft SPEAKERS
Marshall 50 watt P.A. Amp
Simon 2 x 12 Columns, Pair
Carlsbro Marlin Mk.III
Hiwatt PA100 Amp
Hiwatt PA200 Amp
Orange 130 watt 6 channel Mixer/Amp
Marshall Superbins with horns (each)
Marshall Superbass Bins (each)
Orange Minibins 1 x 15 plus twin horn
MICROPHONES
AKG D190E
Shure Unidyne B (high or low impedl
Shure Unisphere 1 )565SD)
Shure Unidyne III 1545)
Shaftesbury Mic Stand
Shaftesbury Boom Stand
Vox Mic Stand
KEYBOARD INSTRUMENTS
Vox Electric Piano (leaflet available)
Mini Korg Synthesizer 700
Mini Korg Synthesizer 700S
DRUMS
Maxwin Studio 503 13 drum outfit)
Maxwin Studio 504 (4 drum outfit)
Maxwin Stage 704 (4 drum outfit)
Maxwin Stage 705 (5 drum outfit)
Free full colour Maxwin Drum catalogue available
on request.
CYMBALS
Paiste 2002 14" Hi -Hats (pair)
Paiste 2002 15" Hi -Hats (pair)
Paiste 21302 16" crash or ride
Paiste 2002 18" crash or ride
Paiste 200220" crash or ride
All Rogers, Pearl, Ludwig, Gretsch, Slingerland,
Zildjian and other leading makes available at
Discount Prices.

If it's not listed above, contact us for our special
discount price before you make your next
purchase.

List
Price

£

321.66
267.84
234.36
387.57

95.58
127.98
144.13
1 /7.44
199.71

83.50
95.80

97.20
111.00
187.48
194.18
171.39
235.62

154.95
155.00
176.04
194.18
257.79
271.41
161.70
119.50
175.47

39.60
27.22
60.07
51.30
19.88
25.34
14.95

243.00
345.00
445.00

116.00
117.00
198.00
222.00

65.91
73.67
42.07
50.67
62.82

Our
Price

£

269.00
227.00
199.00
329.00

81.25
108.79
136.93
149.00
159.00

69.00
79.00

82.62
94.35

139.00
165.05
144.00
199.00

131.70
131.00
149.00
165.00
219.00
229.00
137.00
101.00
154.00

33.66
23.13
51.05
43.60
16.90
21.54
12.70

195.00
293.00
378.00

98.60
150.00
169.00
188.00

56.00
62.50
35.75
43.07
53.40

Min HP"
Deposit

26.90
22.70
20.00
32.90

8.12
10.87
13.69
14.90
15.90

6.90
7.90

8.26
9.43

13.90
16.50
14.40
20.00

13.17
13.10
14.90
16.50
21.90
22.90
13.70
10.10
15.40

3.36
2.31
5.10
4.36
1.69

19.50
29.30
37.80

9.86
15.00
16.80
18.80

5.60
6.25
3.57
4.30
5.34

A
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contact Simon King music

240 TOLWORTH RISE SOUTH,
(A3 KINGSTON -BY-PASS) TOLWORTH,

SURREY. TEL: 01-330 3709
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Roger Whittaker has the
best backing group in the business.

The group in question usually comprises a
Bose 1800 amp and four Bose speakers.

It gives him the kind of sound you'd
normally associate with much larger systems.

Larger in terms of size,
weight and cost.

It means that he'll have the same
excellent quality of sound wherever he plays,
be it a small club stage (where acres of equip-
ment obviously just isn't on) or larger venues.

The first stage of the Bose backing group
is the 1800 amplifier.

It's compact, weighing only 87
lbs and has features you'd only expect to
find on much larger amps.

Features like LED's to give a
visual reference to instantaneous power
levels. A delay circuit to avoid overload
when the equipment is first switched on.
And electronic current limiting to cope
with abnormal loads.

After the 1800 amplifier there's
the Bose 800 speaker.

Each speaker has multiple drivers

in an air sealed enclosure. Which means that the bass
doesn't boom and the treble doesn't squeak.The cones
of our speaker units are small, but the magnets are
massive. So transient response is excellent

And with every pair of Bose 800
speakers you get an active equaliser.

Which ensures that a flat power
spectrum is radiated across the entire
audible range.

For Roger Whittaker that means
a first class sound whether he's whistling, singing

or playing guitar.
It's a sound that's shared by James

Last, Vicky Leandros, Herbie Hancock and
Bruce Springsteen wherever they appear
before an audience.

So get in touch now and find out
about Bose.

For you it could mean a whole
new sound.

...1717ME®
Bose (UK) Limited, Milton Regis, Sittingbourne, Kent. Tel: 0795 75341.



TIPS ON ARRANGING
By ELO's Louis Clark

An arranger is very much
a back -room boy. His
name appears in the

small print on the album
sleeve, along with the
engineer and co -producer.
Yet although he may just be
one element in the finished
product, the touches he adds
to a number can, especially in
the case of a single, make or
break it.

Louis Clark has been
arranging the Electric Light
Orchestra's music ever since
'Eldorado', their first album
to go gold. After that
auspicious start it was pretty
obvious that a successful
working and musical rela-
tionship had been found and
the results can be heard on 'A
New World Record', ELO's
new album, and on their
latest single, `Livin' Thing'.

Credit
It's not easy to land a job as

an arranger. You can't just
get in touch with a band and
say 'I want to arrange some
numbers for you'. The
reasons are obvious -
recording time is expensive
and has to be planned a long
time in advance and any extra
musicians or instruments
have to be found, too. So
people prefer sticking to
arrangers they already know
who can be trusted to meet
deadlines and deliver the
goods. One good way of get-
ting into that side of the
music business is by starting
out as a musician yourself,
arranging numbers for your
own band and making sure
you get a credit on the record
sleeve so that your name gets
around.

That was how Louis Clark
launched himself into his pre-
sent highly successful career.

"I come from the Birming-
ham area, like ELO, and we
were all in bands in the same
area. I joined Raymond
Froggatt and played bass in
his band for six years, but
after ten singles I started
getting a bit fed up, which is
why I left the band five years
ago.

"As far as arranging is

concerned, I was really
thrown in the deep end. I'd
studied music at school and
could read it and knew a bit
about harmony, but that
didn't really prepare me for
arranging music for a 60 -
piece orchestra! Froggatt was
one of the first people ever to
mix a rock band and an
orchestra on stage way back
in 1967. It was a novelty
then, but people like the
Moody Blues started doing it,
too, and soon everyone was
at it. We hired the City of
Birmingham Orchestra for a
concert - we paid them and
had nothing left over for our-
selves. There was nobody
else who could arrange our
rock numbers for an
orchestra so I volunteered. I
was terrified, because they
were all classically trained
and I wasn't, but it worked
somehow, and after that it
became accepted that I was
the band's arranger. The first
record I arranged was 'Red
Balloon' which was a big hit
for Froggatt so I did all the
singles after that."

After his split with Frog-
gatt, Louis decided to do
what so many hopeful souls
do, i.e. head for the place
where the streets are paved
with gold records - London.
But after six months of
nothing but promises, he
plodded his disillusioned way
back to Brum again and
decided to go to college.

"I had no money, no job
and a very understanding
wife. I enrolled for a three
year course in arranging at a
music college in Leeds.

Although it was designed
around dance bands and jazz,
it still helped me a lot. By that
time the Beatles had arrived
on the scene and the course
sort of filled the musical gap
for me."

It's one thing to study
arranging but finding some-
one to give you a job is
something else! Fortunately
for Louis, he and Froggatt
had remained good friends
and shortly before his course
ended, he received a phone
call asking him to arrange a
musical which Froggatt had
written about the life of
Shakespeare, which man-
ager/record company boss
Don Arden had agreed to
back. Unfortunately fate has
a habit of offering you some-
thing with one hand and tak-
ing it away with the other.
Louis arranged all fifteen
numbers, they were put down
on tape, everyone was
pleased with them but, so far,
the musical hasn't seen the
light of stage or vinyl. How-
ever, in spite of this disap-
pointment, it was working on
the musical which brought
Louis and ELO together.

Imagination
"While I was recording

some sessions for it, Jeff
Lynne of ELO was in the
same studio doing some
backing tracks for the
'Eldorado' album. He lis-
tened to what I was doing and
phoned the next day and
asked me to come and see
him. So that's how I ended up
doing all the arrangements
on 'Eldorado' - and on all
their records since."

The latest offering from
ELO, 'A New World
Record', is an album of new
material which was finished
last July and required the use
of quite an army of strings.

"We used 24 violins, eight
violas, eight cellos, three
double basses and we also
had a choir of 30 singers. We
recorded the strings in three
three-hour sessions," exp-
lained Louis.

It requires quite a lot of
imagination and organisation

to get that lot together. How
does Louis decide exactly
what instruments to use on
which track?

"If it's a track using lyrics,
it all depends on the song.
Never swamp a good lyric
line. If you're given a song to
arrange, you must find out
what the writer had in mind
because what you do can
alter the whole intention of
the song. It's vital to make
the sounds match the words."

Although Louis went to
music college, we asked him
whether or not he thought
such in-depth musical train-
ing was really necessary to
somebody who wanted to be
an arranger.

Sleeve
"You do need some kind

of tuition," he replied. "You
need a general musical back-
ground, otherwise where
would you be if soneone said,
'Arrange this and make it
sound 1930-ish?' You'd have
to know what instruments to
use and how to use them.

"Another thing I think is
necessary is to have a
thorough knowledge of
instruments, what key they
play in, etc. Then, if you want
a stringed instrument to play,
say, the C below middle C,
you'll know which instru-
ments can do it. When I first
started arranging I was
always having to look up the
keys but by now I know the
character and capability of
every brass and stringed
instrument, and how far you
can push them. For instance,
you can get a nice effect
sometimes by making an
instrument play slightly out
of its normal range.

"Another thing I did which
I think is very useful, is to
learn to play all the instru-
ments you're likely to use.
You don't have to play them
well. If you just have a go on
them all, you'll soon learn
what you can get out of them.

"If you're really keen
about wanting to arrange, do
any job you can get, even if
you don't get paid at first. A
credit on an album sleeve
matters almost more than a
fee, because that means peo-
ple can hear and judge what
you've done and, if they like
it, they'll find your name on
the sleeve and offer you your
next jOb!"
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REGISTER YOUR
GROUP'S NAME
There's nothing worse than finding out that another group has the same name as
you.. So we've started our own Register of Group Names to help you be unique!

One of the first things
you do when you've
formed a group is think

up a name for it. No-one knows
the name of the first ever
group. It could go back to
medieval times or earlier, when
bands of Mummers and Min-
strels roamed the land. Maybe
fourteenth century monks were
turned on by the Palestrina Roof
Orchestra and perhaps 'Enery
the Eighth and the Axes luted
and spinetted at Hampton
Court. We've really only got this
century to go by and it seems
that throughout the Twenties,

Thirties and Forties and even the
early part of the Fifties, it was
the fashion for a group to be
called after its leader. A lot of
dance and swing bands were
house bands and took their
name from the establishment
which paid their wages. So you
got delightful names like Xavier
Cougat and his Waldorf Astoria
Orchestra.

Bill Haley and his Comets
blazed the trail into the Rock era
and hot on their heels came
Tommy Steele and the
Steelmen, Marty Wilde and the
Wildcats, Buddy Holly and the

Coming Next
Month

Full PA
Equipment and

Microphone
Surveys
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Crickets - all names which
stuck pretty close to the old
tradition. The only 'imaginative'
names on the circuit were ones
which smacked of cabaret and
variety, like the Shirelles, the
Mudlarks and the Stargazers.
Even the spoof names, Like
Boris Pickett and the Crypt
Kickers, who first recorded their
hit, 'Monster Mash', in 1962,
didn't venture very far from the
current trend, although it was
also in 1962 that the Beatles first
hit the charts with 'Love Me Do'.

Cult
It was as if this new, raw, ex-

citing music, the music of
youth, gave a whole new lease
of lite to group names. Here was
a group who had made their
own name up, and the Rolling
Stones was another. Soon there
were more groups, more rec-
ords, more concerts and more
chances for young people to
congregate at venues and open-
air festivals than ever before. As
the drug/flower power scene
took hold, so names became as
trippy and freaky as people
could make them. The Electric
Prunes, Quicksilver Messenger
Service, It's A Beautiful Day
and the Mothers of Invention
were a few of the more fanciful
American handles, while Britain
was coming up with the In-
credible String Band (who were
known affectionately to their
fans as 'the Incredible String
Vest'), and a host of
monosyllabic names which was
quite a British cult, historical
giants like the Who, Nice,
Them, Cream, Free, etc.

Since then psychedelia has
slipped into a morass of
'anything goes'. This has lasted
for the last five or six years, but
now it looks as though shock
rock is temporarily taking over
as groups try to outdo them-

selves with names that are full of
sexual connotations, like the
Sex Pistols, AC/ DC, Dirty
Tricks and the Vibrators. Who
knows where things will go from
here?

Whether you're trendy or
traditional, the trouble about
trying to pick a name for a band
is to find something that a) gives
people who don't know you
some kind of feeling of what
your music's about and b)
doesn't duplicate anybody
else's name. You may have a
band called Pyramid and be
gigging quite happily around the
East Anglia area whilst up in
Aberdeen is another Pyramid
doing their bit for Scots rock.
Whilst you're sticking to your
home area, everything's fine.
But what happens when both
groups decide to spread them-
selves a bit further afield? Total
confusion.

Duplication
The same difficulty occurs if a

band gets a record deal and they
have the same name as your
band. Maybe you've been
gigging for several years and
built up a large following, then
suddenly there are posters and
advertisements all over the
place promoting the great new
group who have just signed up
with a record company - and
it's not you! You're then faced
with the hassle of changing your
name and running the risk of
losing a lot of your regular
following, until you've had the
opportunity of convincing them
that the faces are the same, it's
only the name that's changed.

An example of this is a band
called England from the Margate
area who have just been signed
by Arista Records. There are to
our knowledge two more bands
called England, one also in the
Margate area, so some head-



scratching and list -making will
have to be done.

Another band we know were
called Magnum. Then a large
record company signed a band
called Magnum so the less for-
tunate group changed their
name to Ruff Ali. Unfortunately,
that name didn't really seem to
go with their style of music, so
they changed it yet again to
Montana Red. Now another
band has come on the scene
called Panama Red . . . and so
it goes on.

The big question is - what
can you do to protect the name
of your band? For £1 you can
register the name with the
Registrar of Business names,
but this provides you with no
protection against duplication
because no checking against
the index of Trade Marks is

done. As they say in large print
in the Department of Trade's
'Notes For Guidance on
Registration of Business
Names', "It should be noted
that registration as such does
not give sole rights to a name
nor protection against
duplication. So obviously that's
not going to be much good to
you, though mention of the fact
that you've got your name
registered might serve to warn
off potential rivals for your name

who aren't too well informed
about this sort of thing.

You're now left with two
alternatives. You could form a
limited company, which costs
over £60. That won't be worth
doing unless you are definitely
sure you're heading for the big
time, because it will bring you
up against nasty people like the
tax man who will try and
squeeze special company tax
out of you.

Barracking
The other thing you can do,

which also costs Vvell over £100,
is to register your group's name
as a Trade Mark. Before you do
this, you are required to search
the Trade Marks Registry at the
Patent Office, to make sure
nobody has got there first. Once
you have registered a name as a
Trade Mark, it effectively
prevents anybody else from
'trading' under that name,
which extends to selling records
and playing and advertising
gigs.

Here again, this is not totally
foolproof. If a record company
has spent thousands of pounds
recording and promoting a new
band who just happen to arrive
on the scene at the same time as
you've registered your name,
they're not going to be daunted

by the fact that the Sex Per-
versions from Salford, who've
only done three gigs in their life,
are laying claim to the same
name. They'll just twist your
arm and offer to buy you out.
And you may as well give in,
because you'll only come in for
a lot of barracking when people
who have shelled out for the
other band's album find out it's
only you appearing at the village
hall and not their heroes.

We on Beat have given this
subject a lot of thought. We've
all been in bands ourselves at
one time or another and have
come up against this problem.
Now we think we may have
found a solution at last.
Nowhere in this country is there
a Register of Group Names,
which concentrates solely on
keeping band names on file so
that people can check up and
see if a band with a certain
name already exists . . so
we're going to start one!

We've called it the Register of
Group Names and it is open to
anybody who already has a

group or is about to start one.
We invite you to send the name
of your group up to us and we
will keep it on file in our offices.
If we discover that there is
already a group with the name
you've chosen,, we'll write back

and tell you. If, on the other
hand, someone wants to
register a name that's the same
as yours, we'll write and tell
them that that particular name
has already been registered.

Coupon
This service is entirely FREE

so if you'd like to take ad-
vantage of it, just fill in the
coupon at the foot of this page.
We've asked you a few
questions on the coupon which
we'd like you to answer, in order
that we can keep a more
detailed check and give you all a
better service. We'll be printing
one of these coupons every
month, to give not only new
bands a chance to register but
also bands who've had a change
of line-up, image and name and
want to register all over again.

Of course, we can't guaran-
tee that your name isn't already
in use unless as many people as
possible register with us. So, if
you've got friends who are in
different groups, tell them about
The Register of Group Names,
too. We'd like to build it up so
that we have every group in the
country on file, but we can only
do that with your help. So the
sooner you send in your details,
the sooner we can help both you
and every other group in Britain!

Register of GROUP NAMES
PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS THROUGHOUT)

GROUP NAME

DATE OF FORMATION

INSERT DETAILS OF GROUP'S MAIN CONTACT, WHETHER MANAGER OR GROUP MEMBER

NAME

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE NUMBER

NAMES OF GROUP MEMBERS WITH DETAILS OF
INSTRUMENTS PLAYED

Age...... .

Age

Age

Age

Age

Age

Age

TYPE OR TYPES OF MUSIC PLAYED

DO YOU GIG LOCALLY 0
WITHIN 100 MILE RADIUS OF YOUR HOME TOWN 
ALL OVER THE UK 0 (Tick appropriate box)
ARE YOU AMATEUR  SEMI PRO 0 PRO 

(Tick appropriate box)

RECORD LABEL (IF ANY)
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THE AMCRON STORY
1967

DC 300

1976

1111.111==
DC 300A

In 1967 AMCRON (Crown International) introduced the world's finest 'Super -Amp'. This was the
DC300! It rapidly became a must for all the Major Recording Studios and top bands such as Zeppelin,
Jethro Tull, and the Moody Blues.

The DC300 set new standards of sound reproduction never previously available for bands or studios
let alone the Audiophile (whoever he is). Coupled with the incredibly rugged construction, and small
size of this 600 watts amplifier it is not surprising that the DC300 became a legend in it's time.

The designer of this classic is still in charge of the design work at AMCRON despite rumours that he
has moved on to at least 5 other establishments! Indeed he has since been responsible for the
DC300A, the D150A, and all the rest of the AMCRON range of superb power amplifiers.

Now in 1976 the DC300A is 'the' Amplifier in all the world's recording studios, and is still the only
choice for bands such at Zeppelin, Jethro Tull, and the Moody Blues, plus quite a few others such as
Wings, The Stones, The Rollers, Elton John, 10cc, Pink Floyd, Barclay James Harvest, The Real Thing
and so on .. .

Perhaps this is because the DC300A amplifier offers the following features:

* Total Harmonic distortion at full power, 1 Hz- 20 kHz below 0.05%

* I M Distortion 0.01 watt to 150 watts into 8 ohms below 0.05%

* Hum & Noise better than 110 db below 150 watts.

* Power Bandwidth + 1 db, -Odb from DC to 20kHz at 150 watts into 8 ohms

* Full 3 year warranty on parts and labour

* Patented Crown Protection Circuitry requires no circuit breakers or relays.

* Designed to operate into load impedances as low as 1 ohm.

* Manufactured by a company founded in 1946 and represented by the MACINNES people

continuously for the last 10 years!

MACINNES LABORATORIES LTD.
MACINNES HOUSE, CARLTON PARK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
SAXMUNDHAM, SUFFOLK IP1 7 2NL
TEL: (0728) 2262 2615

MACINNES FRANCE S.A.R.L.
45 RUE FESSART,
PARIS 19e

Tel: 203.30.01
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for the professional...
11110111111111111%

ELK

NOTTURNO 66 OL

#19 BLUEBRIDGE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HALSTEAD, ESSEX, ENGLAND
Telephone: Halstead 5325/6 Telegrams: Soundsense Halstead

ELKA X55, RHAPSODY 610
AND ELKATONE 610 PR

The combination that breaks all sound barriers.

ELEACIRLA (U.K.) LTD

1

This could be the start of something big
Like many people you may well see yourself with a big Synthesizer System,
Several Oscillators, Sequencer and lots of other goodies. If you're already
successful then there's no problem- there's something in the Arp Range for
everybody. If your still working at it, and have to study the pennies, then
the Arp Axxe is worth thinking about. The Axxe is a moderately priced
Synthesizer that has Oscillator, Filter, Envelope Generator etc. of the very
same quality as in the larger Arp Models. Later, through a system of
connecting sockets, you can play two or more Arps
from one keyboard - add the "LITTLE BROTHER"
Oscillator Unit or the new "ARP SEQUENCER"
and that's only the start: there's much
more to come.
Get an Arp Axxe! it grows with you

For details of the ARP Synthesizer range and a demonstration in
your area write today to Alan Townsend.

Boost.) & Hawkes (Musical Instruments) Ltd.,
Deansbrook Road. Edgware, Middx.
Fel: 01-952 7711
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THE STORY OF
LENNON &
McCARTNEY-

Part 7

BY
the time the

Beatles got to "I
Feel Fine" they were'

becoming very proficient in the
studio, and needing to rely less
and less on George Martin's
expertise.

They'd always had very good
"ears", but growing knowledge
of the studio and its equipment
(however simple it may seem by
today's standards) had made
them almost self sufficient.

They were certainly ready to
make their next album, the
rather cynically titled "Beatles
For Sale". We have to assume
that name refers to their
growing perception of the way
they could be and indeed were
being sold. In fact their mer-

chandising, on anything that
moved and a lot of things that
didn't - from wigs to
pillowcases - was big business.

Rush
The truth is that this album

was completed in a bit of a rush:
it was released only four months
after their previous one - an
almost unheard of thing these
days! Obviously it was intended
to capture a large slice of the
Christmas market: and it cer-
tainly did.

But the rush the boys were in
does show in several ways.

When the time you've got to
make an album is measured in
hours rather than weeks, not a
lot of time is left for

songwriting. And the Beatles
hadn't had any real leisure time
in the couple of years to build up
a stock of numbers.

So "Beatles For Sale" con-
tains six rock 'n' roll standards
like Chuck Berry's 'Rock N Roll
Music' and Carl Perkins'Every-
body's Trying To Be My Baby'.
And including so many non
group -penned numbers was cer-
tainly a retrograde step for the
band.

But it couldn't be helped: and
in those days of fourteen tracks
per album there was still room
for eight originals. They may
not be the best ones Lennon and
McCartney produced but they
certainly showed a trend to-
wards slightly more meaningful
lyrics.

And the strength of the com-
bination of McCartney's voice
and ballads was certainly
making itself felt: 'I'll Follow
The Sun' became a great
favourite of all those with
romantic inclinations.

In recording terms this wasn't
an innovative package, but as an
album it is important - it
marks the bridge from the first
Beatle phase of outright pop in-
to a more musically
sophisticated period, which was
no less successful.

That Christmas saw another
of the now almost legendary
Beatles' Christmas For

those whose idea of en-
tertainment during the festive
season was pantomime, the
chance to see the country's top
pop act not only singing but also
clowning around was a
refreshing change. They were,
of course, outrageously good
box office too.

In fact the Beatles had
thoroughly enjoyed their first
film venture too, and were in the
throes of planning another
movie.

Secrecy
But they took time off in

February of that year for a per-
sonal event. Ringo got married
to his pre -Beatles sweetheart
Maureen, who was a hair-
dresser. None of today's secrecy
about personal life for the
Beatles: it was splashed all over
the nationals and fans openly
wept at the thought there was
one less Beatle they might trap
themselves.

And before they'd really had
time to breathe it was singles
time again. But 'Ticket To Ride'
was different. Standards of
musicianship had risen con-
siderably during the Beatles'
short stay at the top of the
popularity polls, and they had a
lot to live up to.

If you look at the structure of
`Ticket To Ride' you'll see that
it's miles ahead of their previous

Wendy Hansen, Brian Epstein's Personal Assistant, discusses business with the boys during a break in recording a session at E.M. I. Studios, Abbey Road,
with producer George Martin.
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A bit of lighthearted fooling around during rehearsals for the Beatles' second
Christmas Show at Hammersmith Odeon in 1963.

efforts. Each of the band has
also attained a very high stan-
dard of performance, especially
Ringo. He'd been the butt of
much criticism and obviously
decided this was his big chance
to show that he could manage
some of the more complex
drumming techniques.

Innovation
The single is also notable for

George's use of volume/tone
pedal - at that time in Rock's
history quite an innovation. He
uses it cautiously, but never-
theless firmly: another piece of
equipment which the Beatles
pioneered leaving others to
follow.

`Ticket to Ride' was of course
another number one: but then at
this stage in their career this was
no surprise to anyone - Beatle
or otherwise.

Film time now crops up again
in the Beatles' saga: more new
songs needed for this latest epic.
Much loved though these films
still are, I think it's fair to say
that the music was considerably
better than the plot. But it was
only that the Beatles' music was
getting more complex: and at
this stage the trend was almost
imperceptible.

"Help" was premiered in
London on 29 July 1965 and the
album was released "to coincide
with the film" - which was, of

course no surprise to anyone.
All the material was Beatle-
penned especially for the film -
and much of it was rather weak
as a result.

But this album does contain
what is perhaps the greatest
song the Beatles ever wrote:
which was to go on to become a
standard covered by just about
every singer there is. That song
is, of course, "Yesterday".

In terms of their musical
development this album is best
forgotten - the trend started by
`Ticket to Ride' isn't really
reflected in the rest of the
tracks. But as the album's
raison d'etre wasn't a musical
one but simply the film, there is
some excuse. And "Yesterday"
makes up for a lot.

Nevertheless, what everyone
was waiting to see was what
direction they would take with
their next recordings - and
whether it would continue the
trend that 'Beatles for Sale' star-
ted.

But before that, the Beatles
had to go to the States again:
and although they couldn't have
known it at the time, they were
also to do one of their most
legendary concerts.

NEXT MONTH: Shea Stadium
and the brilliant Rubber Soul
album.

ABC OF
TECHNICAL TERMS
CLIP
As in 'Clip Point': the point at which an
amplifier begins to distort - an input
waveform is 'clipped' as its peak runs out of
amplifier headroom, the peak is altered in
shape so that it begins to look like a square -
wave on an oscilloscope, and the natural
texture of the amplified signal is distorted in
sound. Amplifier power ratings are often
given in the following way: Power output into
4 ohms - 130 watts RMS at clip point. This
indicates that the amplifier will power 4 ohm
loudspeakers with up to 130 watts before
distortion.

COMPRESSOR
A device intended primarily for use in record-
ing, its function being that of a sophisticated
automatic gain control. Controls on a Com-
pressor will normally include those labelled
'Threshold', 'Attack', 'Release' and 'Ratio'.
The Threshold control alters the level at
which the compressing effect starts to oper-
ate, e.g. -10, -5, -8 db refered to the level of
Odb set by the other recording equipment that
the compressor is to interface with. (Odb is
usually set to coincide with the very begin-
ning of the red section of VU meters installed
in tape recorders and suchlike.) The Ratio
control will alter the amount of gain reduction
or 'compressing' that occurs above whatever
level has been preset by the Threshold con-
trol. The amount of gain reduction applied to
the audio peaks is expressed "10:1,20:1, 2:1"
and so on; "1:1" would be no compression at
all, and "2:1" would be a level reduction of
50% relative to the original audio peak. The
Attack and Release controls govern the "on
and off" time, from milliseconds to seconds,
of the complete unit.

CROSSOVER
This device divides the audio frequency
range into separate, limited bandwidths, so
that the sound may be reproduced by
specialised and efficient bass, mid and high
range loudspeakers. Crossovers are made up
of electrical circuits known as high-pass and
low-pass filters, which respectively serve to
block frequencies below and above a pre-
determined frequency point. The rate of
attenuation of unwanted sound, after what-
ever frequency has been set to match the
loudspeakers, is described as so many 'db's
per octave'. There are two types of crossover:
passive and active; the passive unit divides
the sound after the amp and before the
speaker, whilst the active performs its func-
tion after the mixer or pre -amp, necessitating
separate power amps for each part of the
divided frequency range. The active or elec-
tronic crossover is superior in all respects to
the passive, and is used almost exclusively in
professional PA systems; the passive cross-
over does have the advantage of being,
easier to set up for the inexperienced, and it
does offer some measure of protection from
transients for expensive high frequency driv-
ers.

CANS
Slang for headphones.

CASSETTE
Everybody knows what a Cassette is - or do
they? It's the properties of the tape's magne-
tic coating, made up of very small and
invisible particles (the shiny side) that actu-
ally determines the tape's audio perfor-
mance. There are basically four types of
magnetic coating currently in use: ferric, an
iron based coating and the commonest type;
Cr%, or 'Chrome' tape, which has a coating of
chromium dioxide, and will accept more
treble -range signals than ferric tape, and give
a better signal to noise ratio (less audible
hiss); super ferric, which achieves a better
response than standard ferric by using smal-
ler, pin -like magnetic particles-can also be
played on any machine, whereas CrO, tapes
require specially adjusted Bias; ferrichrome,
which is a combination of both sorts of
coating, the chromium dioxide part adding its
superior treble performance and sin ratio to
the ferric's good 'all round' response.
Because of these different sorts of tape, it is
important to make sure that bias and equali-
sation switches on the recorder are properly
set, and to adhere to the manufacturers
recommendations as regards the best make
of tape to be used. Cassettes should always
be stored in their boxes to keep out dust
(results in 'dropout', or temporary loss of
signal), cassettes should also not be sub-
jected to great heat (tape will suffer from
'print through', and cassette housings may
war,, and 'open out'), neither should they be
placed close to powerful magnetic fields such
as mains transformers or loudspeaker mag-
nets, as this might result in accidental erasure
of recorded material.

COMPANDER
Compressor unit with a built in Expander. An
Expander is basically the opposite of a Com-
pressor: it increases dynamic range rather
than compressing it (see under 'El) A unit
that incorporates both devices in one is
obviously useful for correcting programme
material recorded in an unbalanced way -
quiet pieces too quiet and loud pieces too
loud.

CANNON
Originally a trade name but, in the same way
that 'Hoover' is understood to mean vacuum
cleaners in general, 'Cannon' is applied to all
3 pin male/female connectors styled after and
interchangeable with the original Cannon
'XLR' series of plugs and sockets. Because
this system provides such a safe and positive
way of locking audio signal carriers together,
it has now been generally adopted as stan-
dard for terminating all interconnecting
signal cables with large PA systems. In
recording studios, Cannons seem to share
honours about fifty-fifty with the P.O.jack.
XLR three pin connectors (four and more pins
are also available, as are similarly styled
mains connectors) are usually wired Pin 1 -
Screen, Pins 2 & 3 - signal, when used for
low impedance 'balanced lines'.

COMING NEXT
MONTH
Steve Hillage

Bill Lorden

John Paul Jones and

Justin Hayward interviews
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JETHRO TULL'S P.A.
Nigel Jopson reports on the vast
sound systems used by one of the
most popular bands.

Jethro Tull sell literally millions of albums, and every time they
go on tour hundreds of thousands of people want to get to hear
them live: this means that they have to play very large venues
every gig - especially in the States - places like the Tampa Stadium

in Florida, which has a capacity of 60,000. The physical difficulties of
bringing a band's music to that many people are rarely appreciated by the
listeners: all that actually registers is a band, their amplification system and
the sound. At a large venue, most of the audience are so far away from the
stage that the group are only a visual focus for the sound that they're
hearing; if the sound is 'bad' - remote, confused and generally distorted in
dynamic content by the P.A. and the venue's acoustics - then it's a bad gig
for the majority of the audience, and the unfortunate band have very little
power to carry the show by imposing their own presence in performance.
Because of this, it would be natural to assume that all top rank bands have
their very own sound system and operators, in order to make damn sure that
every gig they play is a good one. In fact the reverse is true, and Jethro Tull
are amongst the very, very few major bands who have their own full-blown,
up to date concert system. Most groups prefer to opt out of the massive
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hassles involved in touring to a tight schedule with a huge sound system, in
the belief that it is easier and more economical to leave the mechanics of
operation, transport and rigging to a hire company who possess the volume
of equipment required.

The problem with this is that hire companies' operating procedures are
geared to cater for many bands, not one; it would be unreasonable to expect
hire company personnel to be as aware or as sympathetic to changes in
material, performance and presentation - to have the "edge" that comes
from being personally attached to a band, living, eating I?) and breathing
their music. A hire company is, of course, engaged to provide a service that
suits the band; if they do not 'come up with the goods' they may, in theory,
be dismissed or asked to modify their facilities. In practice, however, it is vir-
tually impossible to drastically alter anything major once a tour has started; if
something goes wrong, or if the equipment is not flexible enough to perform
a certain task, then it just has to 'make do' - the show must go on - and
even if someone is paying £6,000 for one gig with a system, there invariably
just isn't time to get the right sound if it involves modifying something.

It was with this all important factor of flexibility and versatility in mind,
combined with really top quality performance, that Cadac were com-
missioned by the firm of Salamander Er Son to manufacture a mixing console
for use with Jethro Tull. The layout and provision of facilities on the mixer



were designed by Cadac to specifications laid down by Chris Amson, who
works as 'Tull's balance engineer. The first thing that strikes one about the
console, apart from the obvious sophistication in design and quality of con-
struction, is its sheer size and weight: it looks more like it was designed for
permanent installation somewhere rather than for use on the road. Part of
the reason for this is the high profile of the channel modules, which slope up-
wards at an angle of about 40 degrees; Chris specified this feature
deliberately, so that he could inspect and adjust all 30 channels and 6 stereo
sub -groups, without growing eyes on stalks or gorilla's arms (he still carries a
swivel chair with him on tour, so he can wheel at speed up and down the
over 6 feet long console!). The working surfaces of the desk are in three sec-
tions: faders on the lower, horizontal, panel; patching sockets, main output
and P.F.L meters and a small speaker on the upper, vertical, panel; channel
plus group modules on the angled portion in between. The complete console
is lifted by means of sturdy metal bars which hook into square -section steel
tubes at either end of the chassis, and it takes four hefty blokes to lift it into
the alloy flight case which protects the mixer whilst in transit.

Each microphone channel on the board has five equalisation controls
which can be switched to operate over different frequencies (see line
drawing of microphone input module.) A switch at the top of the module
reverses the phase of the incoming signal - quick method of sussing out
balanced line cables with 'back to front' wiring - and an Eq Cut switch is
provided for rapid comparison of a sound 'straight' and with tone correction.

Continued on page 41
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JETHRO TULL'S P.A.
Continued from page 39

Two effects and two foldback sends are available on each channel, the four
master modules for each of these being located along with the double stereo
outputs, at the far right hand side of the console. Chris chose this position for
them because of the limited amount of adjustment that one needs to make
upon these functions during a gig. FX (effects, get it!) return masters have
level and panning controls, and the foldback masters have gain and basic
treble and bass Eq controls. In fact only one of the foldback groups is nor-
mally used, sending out a drum mix for the keyboard players via a separate
onstage mixer, of which more later.

At the lower end of each mic input module a bank of six switches and a
pan control direct the sound to the six stereo subgroups, where the overall
levels of whatever is grouped up on each are mixed to either or both of the
twin left and right main outputs. The subgroups are each provided with in-
dependent left and right output feeds for recording and suchlike, plus pre -
fade listen (to headphones) and on/off switches, whilst the master stereo
outputs merely have pf I and on/off switches. Chris chose a central location
for the subgroup masters, and says that at gigs he mainly works on these and
the left hand side of the board, which contains the vocal channels and in-
struments that need to be altered most. Along with the wiring diagram of
Jethro Tull's complete PA, there's a list of channels and subgroups, set in or-
der exactly as Chris uses them.

As you can see from the photographs, there are quite a few sockets along
the top panel on the mixer. On inspection, we found that most of the sockets
on the left hand side were taken up by the 30 outputs from the multicore
cable and the 30 inputs to the microphone channels, which are normalled
through in the relevant pairs. 'Normalled' means that the output from
multicore channel 1 is normally connected to mixer channel 1, unless a jack
plug is inserted, in which case the microphone line from the multicore may be
routed elsewhere, or a different multicore line may be used for the channel.
Eight spare multicore lines appear at the right hand bank of sockets, and all
the other input and output connections from the board, plus 'insert sockets'

for individual groups, are available for re-routing or patching -in of signal
modifiers. An 11 frequency oscillator also has its output amongst these
sockets, and may be used for testing and aligning purposes.

The rather unusual provision of such flexibility in connection was explained
to us by Chris: "We went through a phase of making everything as
foolproof as possible - the safety factor is so important when working live."
Apart from pure quality of electronics, the 'Tull board does indeed offer
significant advantages in this respect over every other live mixer that we've
seen; the extra facilities can, in most cases, be used for other purposes
besides the "failsafe" function - the spare stereo output, for instance, could
be used to supply a video camera truck with sound, or to feed a twin track
tape machine for simple stereo recordings. Chris also pointed out that, as
Jethro Tull's requirements for taped music, string sections, additional
keyboards and so on change from album to album, flexibility really is the key

rffiffne give more
MAINE MUSICIAN COMBO: 100 watts, Reverb, Color, Twin Channel, DI, 5yr guarantee on amp. £259.47 retail

MAINE ELECTRONICS Limited, Prince Street, Watford, Hertfordshire, England. Tel: 45388 er 43567
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JETHRO TULL'S P.A.
Continued from page 41

words as regards the grouping and routing of channels. As a final example of
Chris' attention to detail with regards to the mixer's specification (no doubt
born of hard experience!), we noted with interest that there are two supplies
"In case one got water in it or something", changeover from one to the other
being accomplished by a single on/off/on switch on the console itself.

The mixer is connected to mics and main PA via two 250ft lengths of
Belden cable, each containing no less than 81 pairs of signal wire. For every
mic input on the stageboxes there are two transformer -isolated outputs, one
spare (useful for live recording), and one to feed the monitor mixer, which is
a Gelf 16 input 6 output job. Inputs to the monitor mixer are as follows: Ian
Anderson's voice; Ian's A.D.T.'d voice; Ian's acoustic guitar; John
Glascock's voice; the monitor mix of drums from the console (for the
keyboard players); David Palmer's two string machines. Four of the outputs
from the Gelf are utilised, and a Zoot-Horn 10 in 4 out desk provides a mix of
John Evans' and Dave Palmer's keyboards, which is then amplified via a pair
of Tycobrahe cabinets, angled to give coverage to any musician moving
towards the back -line gear. Ian Anderson uses two WEM 2 x 12" plus horn
wedge monitors, the rest of the monitors consisting of four cabs housing
1 x 12" Celestion Powercell each, manufactured by MEH. Chris Amson had a
few things to say on the general subject of monitoring: "If musicians play too
loud onstage, you get a constant 'point source' from the back -line, and then
spend all your time trying to drown that out with the monitors. Because
Jethro Tull achieve a good natural balance onstage, our monitors play a
relatively low key role - they'e always been quite quiet."

Another unusual feature of the PA that Jethro Tull use is the arrangement
of power amps driving the main PA. 24 Amcron DC300A amps are used,
housed in racks of two amps each, with a panel containing all the signal input
and power output sockets on XLR connectors, and monitored by a unique
fault-finding display system. The Speaker and Amplifier Monitor - SAM for
short - was devised especially for Jethro Tull by Mike Sells after Ian An-
derson, during excursions upstage at a couple of gigs, had noticed that one
or two bass bins weren't working, and had determined that some form of
visual monitor should be devised to allow this situation to be remedied. Quite
a difficult problem to solve, when you've got 48 different amplification

stages to deal with, but Mr Sells managed to come up with the answer. Each
stereo half of each Amcron amp has four red indicator lights mounted next to
its input sockets. When the lights are illuminated, they give warning of the
following amp conditions: 1/ No imput present. 2/ Amp malfunction. 3/
Open circuit. 4/ Short circuit. In the case of either an amp malfunction or a
short circuit, a relay operates to isolate the amp, hence giving the
loudspeakers protection from DC voltage. Chris has a remote display panel
that repeats all the light readouts, so that he can check on the whole lot from
the console. Yet more ingenuity here: instead of running hundreds of
separate wires back to the console, a cable with six screened pairs (of which
only two are used), feeds the remote display, and each amp rack is linked by
a four-way XLR lead. A device known as a Multiplexer scans or "looks at"
each display every 5,000th of a second, and alters the remote display to
follow the original readings. Nice one, SAM!

COPICATE.

SUPER I.C.
MODEL

* Multi -Echo and Reverb * Four Echo Heads
* New "Double Tracking" feature * Long life cassette tape

* "Sound on Sound" feature * Four inputs with volume controls

WATKINS ELECTRIC MUSIC. 66, OFFLEY RD. LONDON, SVV9.01-735 6568.
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The PA system that Jethro Tull use is larger than most British hire com-
panies' rigs, and the bulkiest part of the system as a whole is the loudspeaker
component. Chris emplained to us how he came to choose it: "I went to
three major PA rental companies in the States, and I saw Clair Brothers, Bob
Heil and Showco. I went around their factories, and went to some concerts
where they were doing the sound. I decided that Clair Brothers' systems
were best suited to our purposes, and whilst I was over there they'd just in-
troduced the S4 system, which is basically composed of direct radiating en-
closures. It was a good sound, but I was still interested in a previous type of
set-up comprising RCA and JBL 4560 bins, plus Roy Clair mid -range units
and horns. What you need in really large halls is massive projection, so what
we were after was a completely horn -loaded system to accomplish that. The
system that we ended up getting was basically a Clair -designed rig, but from
MEH."

Per stereo side, that system consists of:
Bass - 4 x RCA folded horn enclosures, each loaded with two 15" Gauss

loudspeakers.
6 x JBL 4560 front -loaded horn/bass-reflex enclosures, each loaded with
one 15" Gauss loudspeaker.

Mid - 6 x Roy Clair type front -loaded horn enclosures, each loaded with
two 12" Gauss loudspeakers.

Upper Mid - 9 x JBL 2350 190 x 40 degrees dispersive pattern) radial hor-
ns, with 2482 drivers.

4 x JBL 2355160 x 40 degrees dispersive pattern) radial horns, with 2482
drivers.
2 x JBL 2395 1140 x 45 Degrees dispersive pattern) slant plate lens
assemblies, with 2482 drivers.

High - 6 x JBL 2345190 x 40 degrees dispersive pattern) radial horns, with
2440 drivers.
12 x JBL 2402 "Bullet" ultra -high frequency units. Crossover frequen-
cies, determined at present by a Gelf GX24 electronic crossover, are at
approximately 450 Hz, 1.6 KHz and 8 KHz.
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Above is a reproduction of the
diagram that Jethro Tull's road crew
used to guide them when assem-
bling the loudspeaker system for in-
door gigs on their last American
tour. A few extra items of equip-
ment, including the 'Super Long
Throw' horns, were hired especially
for the tour. The "Mid Radial Hor-
ns" are JBL type 2350, the "Long
Throw Horns" are JBL type 2355,
the "Super Long Throw Horns" are
JBL type 2356, and the "Highs" are
JBL type 2345. The square bins with
one circle represent 1 x 15" 4560
enclosures, the ones with two cir-
cles represent 2 x 12" Clair mid-
range enclosures, and the oblongs

with four very small circles are boxes
each housing four JBL 2402
tweeters.

Each Amcron DC300A power am-
plifier drives into a 4 ohm load, Am-
crons are rated at 340 watts RMS in-
to 4 ohms per side, so the
theoretical output power of the PA
is 16,320 watts RMS. Normal
current consumption of the PA
alone is 80 amps at 240 volts. The
Cadac mixing console cost £16,000
and the complete PA system, which
is actually owned by the company
Salamander Er Son, cost about
£100,000 "once you've added up all
the little bits and pieces"!

Continued on page 44
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equipment
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IV1170 is a well proven slave amplifier -
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JETHRO TULL'S P.A.
Continued from page 43

Despite this massive array of equipment under his control, Chris is more
concerned about the creative aspects of sound engineering rather than the
technical paraphanelia that goes with it. As the mixing equipment that he
uses is as sophisticated electrically as studio gear, we asked him to describe
some of the main differences in the way that it is used 'live'. "The biggest dif-
ference is that in a live situation you're spending all your time making the in-
struments sound as natural as possible, whereas in the studio you're often
working with interpretations. In a hall, you're often working against the
acoustics of the place - large theatres are designed to give a natural am-
plification of voices only, and from the centre of the stage - the majority of
the arenas that we play in the States were actually designed for sports, and
not music at all! Working live, you've also got a completely different time
schedule - you have to work very, very quickly, and adjust the whole thing
in a fairly short period of time." One of the latest (and usually pretty ex-
pensive) gadgets for use with large PAs is the spectrum analyser, a device
with readouts to display sound energy in 1/3 octave bands, derived from a test
signal fed through the PA and picked up by microphone(s) in the auditorium
- a system which should theoretically allow the engineer to compensate for
hall acoustics by cutting or boosting troublesome frequencies via 1/3 octave
graphic equalisers, inserted across left and right master outputs. Had Chris
used one? "We tried using one, a Urei Sonipulse, but I personally found the
whole thing a waste of time. "The system fails because the approach is too
purist. A hall is like a huge ripple tank, with the PA making waves that ex-
pand and refract all over the auditorium in different places - even when
equalised, you can walk around and hear the differences: you see, its im-
possible to walk into a hall on the day of the gig and carry out a task that
would normally require a month's work of acoustic research!"

As Chris has obviously had so much experience in playing really large
venues, we asked him if he could explain some of the problems involved, and
how he copes with them. "Halls don't really change that much, certain
things, like single resonances, keep cropping up in similar places." He went
on to say that awkward venues could, very roughly, be divided into three

categories: really horrible places, like the Frankfurt dome where Hitler used
to give his speeches, where the whole sound is just plagued by a cloud of
reverberation and multiple echoes-these one just has to 'live with'! Halls with
hard parallel walls facing each other at either end, giving short repeats on
sounds such as snare drum beats - these often cure themselves once a large
crowd of absorbent bodies fill the hall, and the most troublesome frequencies
can be 'notched out' of the relevant instrument sounds with comprehensive
channel Eq (like on the Cadac.) Very large arenas which have resonances at
one or two frequencies because of their specific volume - these are usually
resonances in the lower register, and can be filtered out of the main outputs.
"It's worse when a place is really dead, as its very hard to achieve a satisfac-
tory b/end instruments. The first place we played on the most recent tour of
the States was open air, at Hartford in Connecticut. The separation was
over emphasised to such an extent that little sounds like fret noise were
coming over really clearly - I had to go out the next day and buy a spring
reverb to give the sound a bit more natural life."

Performance
With the thought of Jethro Tull trucking around the States, playing 50,000

seater open air stadiums, having 'A' and 'B' crews leap -frogging from alter-
nate gigs to assemble the stage and lighting set in advance (there being an
'A' and 'B' rig for each), we leave you to inspect the wiring diagram of the PA
that brings the sound to all those people, and which has to be set up in an af-
ternoon at every gig. The complete system is very unusual in that it has been
exactly tailored to meet the requirements of the band and their balance
engineer - it is to our knowledge the only PA in the world to incorporate a
Cadac mixing console - and it is interesting and refreshing to examine a
sound system put together in such a way as to combine top performance
'hard working' components with that extra touch of quality (so often lacking
in large PAs) that comes from a really professional approach in attention to
detail.

A new concept in drum
hardware. Designed and
precision built for
quality and durability.
with SETLOCK' feature
All units have the 'Setlock' bonus
which allows all angle, height and
tilt settings to be pre-set at the
special 'breakaway' bosses, built
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into the hardware. Once these
settings have been made (any
slotted drum key or screw driver
is suitable) no further adjustment

is necessary. Each time the
hardware is broken down or
re -assembled, the setting lock
remains the same.

Made in ENGLAND - WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTION BY

BRISTOL - ENGLAND .

"Trade Descriptions Act. All particulars and specifications are accurate according to our information at this date but we must necessarily reserve the right
for supply reasons or otherwise to depart from the particulars and specifications."
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"Sixteen years ago I literally hand made
a drum kit.

I knocked it up using a piece of perspex
heated over our old gas cooker. And I success-
fully burnt myself in the process.

Now my drums are just a little different.
I've had three new drum kits since I

turned professional. They've all been Ludwig.
The one I use at the moment is a Vistalite

kit. Why do I use them? Habit I suppose. And
the fact that they're the best in the world.

What makes them that good? My ears
say Vistalite drums sound better. They're also a
fair bit lighter than the regular kind and they're
a hell of a lot more rugged. Better looking too.
Ludwig make nice drums.

I also use Zildjian cymbals. The ones I
play now I got eight years ago. After spending
a day pounding just about every darned cymbal
they had in the factory. I think it nearly sent
them spare.

What happened to my hand made drum
kit? My kid's got it. But I got rid of the gas
cooker. I couldn't have anyone discovering
my secret."

Ginger Baker needs no introduction to
anyone weaned on Blues Incorporated,
Cream, The Graham Bond Organisation, and
Blind Faith. And he has just completed a new
album with friends. He is pictured here with his
Vistalite Ludwig kit. The cymbals are Avedis
Zildjian.

 Please send me information about Ludwig/Zildjian.  Please send me details of other Rose -Morris products.

Name

Address
Rose -Morris Ltd., 32 Gordon House Road, London NW5 1NE. Tel: 01-267 5151. 1276

Rose -MorrisuvuIiq
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 Part Exchange

 Fantastic GRETSCH complete range always in
stock at even fantastic prices!

 SLINGER LAND Biakrome Super -Rock kits in stock
now! Any demonstration arranged!

 LATIN PERCUSSION-Conga's, Maraca's
Cabasa's, Maramba's, Vibra Slap's, Coe Bell's
in stock now!

 Enormous range of HARDWARE in stock -
Rogers/Ludwig/Gretsch/ Slingerla nd/
ORANGE incredible!hama

 LUDWIG VISTALITES- Big Beats, Pro Beats,
Quadraplus's- Huge discounts!

 Beautiful CAMCO drums for that 'west coast'
sound! Full demonstrations on now!

 Huge range of PAISTE and ZILDJIAN cymbals
always in stock! Big discounts!

276 PORTOBELLO ROAD,
LONDON W10 5TE
Telephone 01-969 5822

5 mins from Ladbroke Grove
Tube Station

OPEN
10.00 am - 6.30 pm
MONDAY TO SATURDAY

 ACCESS  BARCLAYCARD
 HP TERMS  CASH BUYERS
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INSTRUMENT REVIEW 1 PEARL DUOAMP
L_

The first thing that strikes
one about this amp is its

uncanny resemblance to a
very famous combo amp of
American origin - the case,
the tilt -back legs, the number
of controls and the knobs,
their layout, the mains neon,
the blue panel lettering -
everything in fact, except the
grille cloth, would be quite
capable of pulling a fast one
on your peepers at a mere 20
paces. Despite this, the Duo's
internal construction bears
absolutely no relation to its
visual parent and, quite frank-
ly, we see no reason why this
similarity should not be
enjoyed by those unable to
afford the 'real thing' - in the
same way that the vast num-
bers of Japanese "American
shaped" guitars have brought
satisfaction to young musi-
cians.

The Duo is a twin channel
amp, one channel with twin
inputs, bright switch, volume,
treble and bass controls, and
the other with the added
facilities of mid range tone,
reverb volume, tremelo speed
and depth controls. A master
volume regulates the overall
level of the 100 watts RMS
transistor amp section, which
feeds two 12" speakers in the
open -backed combo enclos-
ure. The three position mains
on/off switch follows tradition
in being located at the rear of
the amp chassis, the reverb
spring is housed in a padded
plastic sleeve at the bottom of
the enclosure, and two plastic
pouches, stuck to opposite
interior sides, contain the dual
footswitch and the four
bayonet -fit castors. The
cabinet is predominantly of
three -core ply and, apart from
the two rather flimsy rear
panels, seems strong enough
for normal use.

The two ceramic -magnet
Pearl loudspeakers showed
no audible signs of protest
during the test, and are linked
to the amp via a jack
plug terminated lead. All the
electronic components,
with the exception of the
mains transformer, smooth-
ing capacitors, heat -sink -
mounted power transistors
and fuses, are enclosed within
a steel chassis, which is
shielded at the top by a sub-
stantial sheet of galvanised
metal. The chassis is secured
by two pairs of bolts located
on longitudinal metal strips

at the top of the outside case.
The printed circuit boards

are very similar in construc-
tion and overall appearance to
those commonly used in
Japanese transistor radios.
Internal wiring is not on a
loom, and the standard of sol-
dering is not up to the highest
standards. During the course
of our test the earthing wire
for the preamp pcb became
detached from its chassis tag
owing to a 'dry joint', and had
to be twisted back on to elimi-
nate the very loud buzz that
results from a fault of this
nature. The volume controls
on each channel also pro-
duced an audible 'swish
swish' when rotated, which
we consider undesirable.

Outside of the chassis, the
power transistors mounted on
the reverse side of the vertical
heat sink have exposed solder
tags, which really should be
insulated with rubber sleeving
to avoid the possibility of a
short. The 5 amp power fuse
and 8 amp speaker have their
values clearly marked next to
the twist -to -close holders, but
two power supply fuses
mounted under a clear plastic
cover beneath the chassis are
less clearly identified. The
holder was marked "125 v
3A", but the '110 volt' fuse
was an 8 amp, and the '100
volt' a 4 amp. There is also a
clear plastic sachet stapled to

the inside of the enclosure,
containing spare fuses of
value 5 amp and 4 amp. If such
vital safety items as fuses are
accessible from the outside of
an amp, we really feel that
they should be rendered as
"idiot proof" as possible.

The Duo was supplied to us
complete with blue plastic
cover several sizes too large
(to allow for growth?!), and a
rather short length of fixed
mains lead. Controls are well
marked with numbered cur-
sors, and the foot switches are
colour coded - red for reverb,
white for trem. Tremelo was
rather 'thumpy' in operation,
and introduced a bit of distor-
tion on each sweep when
used with high channel vol-
ume, low master settings. The
reverb time was rather shorter
than normal for instrument
amps, but this was presuma-
bly done on purpose to avoid
unpleasant "pinging".

The amp sound itself is very
pleasing - certainly a great
improvement over the usual
transistor sound. With the
master volume full up, the
guitar sound remained clean,
with a nice treble 'edge', until
the channel volume was
advanced beyond number
three, at which stage the
sound assumed a rather
pleasant rasp, which gradu-
ally matured in texture until
the amp was flat out. Playing

with the master and channel
levels did not increase or
decrease guitar distortion
appreciably, but a low channel
high master resulted in
slightly more amp "noise".
Input number two on each
channel gave slightly less
gain, and the bright switch
seemed to act more as a
coarse level boost than as a
treble lift switch. No problem
here, though, as the treble
control itself has quite enough
range to effect reproduction of
all guitar 'highs'.

Linking both channels
together and turning all con-
trols flat out produces quite a
nice raunchy sound, and a
touch of bass cut on each
channel adds enough cohe-
sion to the sound to audibly
recreate the near mythical
'punch and drive', much
vaunted by amplification
brochures.

Priced at £252 including
VAT, this amp pushes its
sound out in a very competi-
tive price bracket. The Pearl
Duo provides hard driving,
easily controlled Rock ampli-
fication in a portable and
attractive package; if minor
structural and safety details
were brought up to a similar
standard as the appearance
and performance, then it'd be
an even better buy. Tested
N.K.J. with Kasuga Custom
guitar.
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INSTRUMENT REVIEW 2
ARP ODYSSEY
SYNTHESIZER

To compliment what is already one of our most comprehensive
group of Instrument Reviews, Beat asked Rick Wakeman to
take a look at an ARP Odyssey synthesizer. Rick came up

with an interesting and refreshing way of approaching this in-
strument - from the point of view of the guy who might actually be
faced with playing it for the first time - and we trust you'll enjoy
this fascinating addition to our normal Instrument Reviews.
Approaching this instrument as
if it were the first synthesizer
that the player has come across,
I recommend he sets the con-
trols as follows:
Noise Gen. - White
Frequency coarse - 1/4 Down
- 10HZ (Blue)
Frequency Fine - Mid. Position
(Blue)
Audio KBD - On
Frequency Coarse - 200 HZ
(Green)
Frequency Fine - Mid. Position
(Green)
Synq. - Off
LFO -2 HZ Pink
VCF Freq. - Mid (Black)
VCF Res. - Mid (Black)
H PT Cutoff Freq - 16 HZ Black
VCA Gain - Off Black
Attach and Release - Off Red
All middle Slide bars - Off
All switches - Down
Transpose - Centre

You should now hear a high
pitched whine from the amp and
be in a position to experiment
with the remaining slides and
switches in order to obtain your
own individuality. It would be
very easy, as with all syn-
thesizers, to study the manual
and arrive at proven sounds and
effects; this tends to stifle the
performer's musical ear. Thus I
recommend the player ex-
periments (in a fashion I shall
shortly outline), before referring
to the supplier's manual. Using
the setting previously stated, I

will make certain recom-
mendations on the next stage of
experimentation with the in-
strument which, depending on
the prior knowledge, or ex-
perience of the player, obviously
depend on the written notes you
will no doubt have made.

Never be afraid to make a
careful note of a setting which
produces a sound that you feel
may prove useful to the style of
music you intend to play.
1. By moving the frequency
coarse slider bar (blue) in the
Osc. bank 1 upwards towards
20HZ the quiet whine should rise
in pitch and by moving down
should lower in pitch almost
beyond human hearing.
2. By moving in the audio mixer
section VCO 1 slide control
(blue) up, a single oscillator con-
tinuous sound (synthesized
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clarinet) will appear.
3. By moving the frequency
coarse and the fine controls the
pitch will alter.
4. Put VCO 1 slide (blue) back
to original and experiment with
VCO 2 slide control (green) min
relation with the frequency
coarse and fine sliders (green) in
the VCO 2 bank in a similar
fashion.
5. Place the Sync. switch in the
VCO 2 bank off and move in the
audio mixer section both the
VCO 1 and VCO 2 slide controls
to about midway positions.
Then move the frequency
coarse slide fine controls to ob-
tain tuning. Thus to the novice a
logical understanding of the
relationships between the slide
controls becomes apparent.
6. Leaving the tuned setting
remove the VCF frequency and
the VCF resonance (black) to

their lowest positions the sound
should disappear by slowly
moving these controls up in-
dividually starting with the
frequency slide up (a note will
sound) then moving the
resonance slide will control the
resonance of the note.
7. Continue in a similar vein by
moving relative colour control
slide knob (never being afraid to
return to the original setting).

The novice in particular will
start to gain basic knowledge of
instant relationships. To get the
most out of a compact portable
synthesizer takes as many, if not
more, hours preparation and ex-
perimentation as a larger studio
synthesizer as obviously with
fewer oscillators there is much
less room to create an individual
sound. However, the basics of
any instrument must be un-
derstood before progression can
be attempted.

The ARP Odyssey is an ideal
instrument for both novice and
professional use, as it is clearly
set out logically for even the
novice to understand, while still
producing sounds and effects

that more advanced players
require. The keyboard touch is
good, light but firm, but if I had
to make any personal criticisms
of the instrument I would have
to criticise the colouring of the
slide controls and labelling for
stage use, as with coloured
lighting they lose definition.
(However, this should not affect
the professional user.) Likewise,
I find the black switches difficult
visually and feel they could be
improved; for example, the
plate beneath them could be
black down and white up so that
your setting is instantly
recognisable.

Synthesizers seem to have
created their own identifiable
sounds over the last few years
and this is no exception.
However, with the ARP
Odyssey a player willing to
spend some time and exercise
some musical integrity will find
that in its field, this synthesizer
has few musical barriers.

Rick Wakeman
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The New Pear11200 Duo Reverb Amplifier

This is the only genuine
solid state valve sounding
amplifier on the market.
That's a big statement we
know, but we are prepared
to back that up. Test the
new 1200 Duo Reverb
amplifier for yourself at
your local stockist.

Cost of amplifier including
footswitch, removable
castors and cover: £252
inc VAT.

Cut out the coupon below
and send to: Nexus Music,
BM Music House,
London WC1V 6XX.

We distribute the full range of Pearl amplification,

Address

PA and Mixers

Name

><<
Please send me details of the New Pearl 1200 Duo Reverb
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PITCH CHANGER
The HARMONIZER employs digital circuitry and
Random Access Memories to actually
transpose input signals by up to a full octave up
or down. Unlike the so-called "frequency
shifter" which creates dissonances, the
Harmonizer preserves all harmonic ratios and
thus musical values. Any musical interval can be
achieved by the continuously variable control,
and an optional monophonic or polyphonic
keyboard allows real-time "playing" of the
Harmonizer, so that the musician can
harmonize with himself.

DIGITAL DELAY
The HARMONIZER is a low-cost, very versatile
digital delay line. The delay is variable in
7.5 ms steps up to 112.5 ms ; a second output is
optionally available that varies up to 82.5 ms.

ANTI -FEEDBACK
Feedback caused by energy build-up due to
room resonance is decreased by shifting
successive repetitions of the same signal away
from the original frequency.

SPECIAL EFFECTS
It can be used to speed up and slow down tapes
without affecting pitch. It can create some of the
wildest effects on record !

Feldon Audio Ltd Dept BI
126 Great Portland Street

mmippi. London W1
Tel 01-580 4314
Telex: 28668
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INSTRUMENT REVIEW 3 GUILD F3OSB 6 STRING
GUILD B5ONT BASS

It makes a refreshing
change to receive a guitar

which hasn't been especially
prepared for either review or
sale - almost reminiscent of
buying the first box from the
corner shop to struggle over
Davy Graham's Angie for the
first time. But things have
changed since then - or
perhaps Guild have simply got it
right from the beginning. If you
make a guitar from the right
materials, with the right amount
of skill and craftsmanship, the
chances are you're going to
produce a little beauty like the
F30 I've been plucking and
strumming for the past few
weeks, without too much at-
tention to pre -delivery in-
spection. Of course, I'm not
suggesting that Guild don't
bother - they do, and very
much so - but it means the in-
spection man down at Hove
hasn't got too much to do!

The F30 is an acoustic guitar
of the highest standard - but
one which displays a split per-

sonality. The action is firm, but
sweet, the tone bright, but
deep, the feel right, but in-
teresting - in fact a challenging
guitar which presents little
challenge. It's as much at home
picking away in the red light as it
is giving a heavy after dinner
rendition of Purple Haze.

The top is spruce, the sides
and back, mahogany, and the
fingerboard and bridge are a
lovely mature Rosewood.
Machine heads are Guild and
the version I was enjoying came
fitted with Guild's own M450
high copper content strings.
The finish was nearly faultless
- a spot of glue here or there
that hadn't been cleaned up -
but then remember this guitar
had deliberately jumped the in-
spection queue! There's an ad-
justable truss rod running the
entire length of the neck -
Guild recommend you return the
guitar to your dealer within 90
days of purchase for truss rod
adjustment.

But would I buy one? Well,

that's an unfair question to ask a
reviewer, but slip around 250
oncers in me Levis when I'm not
looking and I'll be down the
Avenue during the lunch break
- no kidding.

And while I was enjoying
myself with this one, Guild slip-
ped their acoustic bass under
my nose for a trial run - mind
you, it's a little large to be
casually slipped anywhere!

A few people have tried to
mate bass strings and acoustic
guitars before now, but seemed
to end up with impractical Heath
Robinson monstrosities which
either required arm extensions
to play, or were simply un-
playable. This Guild bass is the
closest I've seen to making the
idea work. All right, there's
some development still to be
done in the string department,
but in all other respects this bass
is a worthy addition to the range
of acoustics on the market.

Manufactured from the same

high quality woods as the F30,
but fitted with Schaller machine
heads, it's an interesting
proposition. At over £500 inc.
VAT it would be too easy to
dismiss it as a plaything of the
rich, suitable only for acoustic
renderings of the 'Who Live at
Leeds' with the original cast -
but it's more than that. It can
keep a good bass line audible
above two or three strong
acoustics plus a couple of
vocals, and it records amazingly
well - so well, in fact, that in
the studio could be where its
future lies.

As it stands, it could be con-
sidered expensive - but then,
there's no other instrument
which sounds like it and that in
itself justifies its manufacture.
And on top of that, Guild have
had a hell of a lot of enquiries
about it - so if you're looking,
it's arrived.
Tested. TVS. with Shure and
Sony mics., Sony tape deck.
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INSTRUMENT REVIEW 4 MORLEY
EFFECTS PEDALS

Morley
supplied us with

the following pedals for
evaluation and testing: Power
Wah Fuzz, Power Wah Boost,
Pro Phaser and Echo -
Volume. Common to all the
units is a very robust and hard
wearing mechanical con-
struction, the cases and moving
pedals themselves being made
entirely from chrome plated
metal. All the effects are mains
powered, and were supplied
with a generous length of heavy
duty mains cable, correctly
colour coded for European use
and fixed securely in place by a
plastic grommet at the pedal
end.

The control function via the
moving foot pedal is also com-
mon to each unit: instead of
moving a conventional carbon
track rotary potentiometer, the
foot rest raises and lowers an in-
ternal flap, made out of stiff
fabric, which acts as a shutter
between the on/off light and
light -dependant resistor(s)
mounted on the PC board. As
the pedal is swivelled backwards
the shutter gradually obscures
the light falling on the LDR's, so
reducing the volume/tone/in-
tensity of the effect. The ad-
vantages of this system are
twofold: firstly, the pedal 'ac-
tion' is considerably smoother
than normal units using rack and
pinion or swinging arm devices
to rotate a potentiometer, and
secondly there is no mechanical
wear on the signal carrying elec-
trical components. This latter
feature is a real blessing, con-
sidering the speed with which
conventional pedals develop
'Scratchy Pots' after regular
use.

The Power Wah Fuzz pedal
(which works as a swell pedal
when no effects are on) did,
however, fail to completely
mute the instrument signal
when in the 'off' position, as did
the Power Wah Boost when the
boost section was cut in on its
own. We feel that this could be
a major drawback when using
the units as swell pedals at high
volume onstage. The foot rest
of the pedals themselves were
also inclined to work loose and
fall into the 'full up' position
when released - easy to
correct by tightening the
retaining screws, but still rather
annoying. Both these points
could probably be easily correc-
ted by the manufacturers with
minor modifications to the
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Morley's Echo Volume (left) and Pro Phaser pedals.

existing mechanical and elec-
trical parts.

Components used inside the
Morleys were generally of fairly
high quality, with all parts (in-
cluding the mains transformer)
being mounted on the single
glassfibre PC boards. This latter
item is unusual in that the com-
ponents are mounted on the
same side as the circuit track:
the advantage of this is that par-
ts may be removed and replaced
without removing the whole
PCB itself, but it does mean that
components have been moun-
ted in rather vulnerable
positions, the leads of
capacitors and resistors strad-
dling circuit tracks, and tran-
sistors being mounted up to
1cm off the board. Discrepan-
cies of this sort would normally
be unremarkable in effects
pedals, but in the Morleys this
feature seems rather in-
consistent with the 'super heavy
duty' aspects of the rest of the
pedal.

The Power Wah Fuzz pedal
has a rather unusual Wah-Wah
section, which has a frequency
response of seven octaves from
25 Hz to 4000 Hz; Morley
designed this feature "to allow
its use with octave dividers,
keyboards and bass guitar." In
the first 1/2" of pedal travel, this
means that the Wah peak is
working approximately two oc-
taves below the last not on the
lead guitar (around 80 Hz).
Morley state that this feature
"can be used effectively in per-
formance. Toe up to use it for
rhythm, toe down 1/2" to play
lead and beyond 1/2" to play
lead using the Wah." In theory
this is a clever idea, but in prac-

tice it's rather tricky to execute
- three guitarists who used the
pedal commented that the ef-
fect was confusing, and one
said that the pedal travel past
the horizontal in the toe said
that the pedal travel past the
horizontal in the toe down
position was very off-putting.
Perhaps a simple switch to con-
vert the Wah range from guitar
to bass/keyboards would be
more useful and effective.

The fuzz on the PWF was ad-
justable for intensity and tone,
and the fuzz sound was of the
scratchy "overkill" sort - not
particularly favoured by us, but
used extensively and to good ef-
fect by some guitarists. Another
minor criticism of this unit was
that the original 'clean' guitar
note seemed to break through
onto the effects - strange, as
this didn't happen on the Power
Wah Boost, which is supposed
to have an identical Wah-Wah
section.

The sound of the Morley Pro-
Phase- was very well -received at
Beat - until the effect stopped
working. We're inclined to
believe that this may not be en-
tirely the pedal's fault, as our
editor has something of a jinx on
effects units (and reviewers! -
Ed .1, but while it was
operational the comments were
very, very favourable! "It's more
like a synthesized sound than a
normal guitar phaser" was the
general opinion, and the
amoung of controls on the unit
certainly give the guitarist the
facility to precisely tailor the ef-
fect to his own creative
requirements. "Phase travel"
alters the amount of effect
relative to the original signal,

"Harmonic Emphasis" increases
the amount of 'ringing' and
colouration to the extent that
distortion (giving a true 'sky
riding' effect eventually occurs,
and "Center" controls the
timing of the phased signal
relative to the original. A switch
marked "Auto -Foot" changes
the control function of the
moving pedal, switching it bet-
ween manual effect/rate con-
trol, or speed control of an in-
ternal oscillator.

The largest (and most ex-
pensive) Morley effect is the
EVO - 1A Echo/Volume pedal.
This produces a very deep, clear
and musical sounding echo ef-
fect, somewhat similar to the
early (and now virtually unob-
tainable) Binson drum echo
units. Principle of operation is,
we suspect, somewhat similar,
as Morley claim the quite con-
siderable advantage that this
unit has "No heads to clean! No
cartridges or cassettes to
replace! No tape noise!" - just
a gentle vibration under the foot
and a sweet sound. Two Knobs
on the side control echo volume
and sustain (feedback echo)
volume, another knob on the
drum part controls echo speed,
and the moving pedal acts either
as a 'mix' control or (with echo
off) as a very fine swell pedal.
As well as the normal output
socket, a "delay only" feed is
also available with on/off switch
- very useful for stereo echo ef-
fects through two amps on-
stage.

We saved the best until last:
the Morley Power Wah Boost.
Giving one of the heaviest soun-
ds that we've heard from a
single pedal, this unit in-
corporates 40 db's of power
boost (preset in level via a con-
trol on the side), a wide range
Wah effect, and, with both ef-
fects off, acts as a straight swell
pedal. Yes, folks, this is the in-
stant Jimi Hendrix effect unit -
full marks to Morley!

Although Morley have not, in
every case, fulfilled the claim in
their instruction manuals
("Congratulations, you now
own the finest pedal ever
made"), they have set new
standards in mechanical con-
struction with their effects units,
and they have produced some
very practical and effective
sound modifying devices.

Tested N.K.J. with sundry
guitars and amplifiers.



NO!

If you want to play the organ_ play a Godwin
You must have a decent instrument - not a cheap, inferior thing that will only dishearten you in a very short
time. It's true what they say you know "you're only as good as your instrument"
"Well" you may think, "it's going to cost me over a thousand quid to buy an organ that's going to be that good"
That's where we come in!
We can show you an organ that has the percussive sound, the purity of tone that Keith Emerson, Rick Wakeman or
Al Cooper would enthuse over - it has that 'Hammond click' that is so significant with an instrument of top quality.
Yet this organ costs only 773 ex V.A.T. In fact it's the little brother to Rick Wakeman's own model SC/444. Port-
able too . . . yes it fits into a mini, we've tried it! So now you can get a smaller car - that's paid for the organ
already.

THE SUPERSONIC PORTABLE ORGAN BY 5156E1
BRIEF SPECIFICATION
Upper Manual. Drawbars: 16' -8' -54-' -4' -2' +sustain Percussion: 8' -54' -4' -2'
Lower Manual. Drawbars: 8' -4' + sustain Pedals. Drawbars: 16' -8' +sustain Percussion on 8'
Solo Voices: Violin - Clarinet Hammond reverb percussion volume and length control.

RETAIL OUTLETS $0 FAR:
SCOTLAND:
BRUCE MILLER, ABERDEEN
McCORMACK, GLASGOW
FORTH VALLEY MUSIC,

LINLITHGOW
WILKIES MUSIC HOUSE, PERTH
LARGS, GLASGOW, ABERDEEN,

KIRKALDY
LARGS MUSIC, DUNDEE,

EDINBURGH
W. M. THOMSON, GLASGOW, AYR.

KILMARNOCK
CLYDESDALE, GREENOCK
J, D. CUTHBERTSON, GLASGOW
IAN HOLMES LTD, MAXWELLTOWN
NORTH:
MACCLESFIELD ORGAN CENTRE,

MACCLESFIELD
COOKE & ROBINSON, ASHTON,

U-LYNE
J. WOOD & SONS LTD,

HUDDERSFIELD
CAMERA & ORGAN CENTRE,

BLACKPOOL
SHORROCK & SHORROCK,

ROCHDALE
MUSICAL SOUNDS, SHEFFIELD
RUMBLELOWS, WALLASEY
NORTHERN SOUNDS, WORKINGTON
FRANK HESSY LTD, LIVERPOOL
J. G. WINDOWS, NEWCASTLE -

ON -TYNE

MIDLANDS:
PETER GRAY, NORTHAMPTON
CARLSBRO SOUND MANSFIELD
SOUND PAD, LEICESTER
DUDLEY ORGANS, DUDLEY
SOUND OF MUSIC,

WOLVERHAMPTON
WALES:
SOUND CENTRE, CARDIFF,

NEWPORT
WEST:
JOHN HOLMES MUSIC CENTRES.

SWINDON, CHELTENHAM,
BRISTOL

MID CORNWALL ORGAN CENTRE,
ST AUSTELL

BILL GREENHALLS, EXETER
EAST:
ALBERT SALAAM IPSWICH
SOUND HOUSE, GREAT YARMOUTH
SOUTH:
HAMMONDS OF WATFORD,

WATFORD
LEWISHAM ORGAN CENTRE,

LONDON SE13
ORGANLAND, LONDON SE13
ANDERTONS MUSIC SUPER

STORE, GUILDFORD
KEYBOARD HARMONY REDHILL
P BONNFR MUSICAL, EASTBOURNE
MELBOURNE PIANOS. LONDON,

CHATHAM, KILBURN
IRELAND:
YOUNGS MUSIC CENTRE, BELFAST

5156E1 Albion House, 21 Albion St., Manchester M15 LM. Tel: 061-236 1506/1536
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The day this instrument is made
AKG will be ready with a suitable mike!

AKG musicians microphones
Every musical instrument, like the artist behind

it, produces a highly individual sound.
Musicians who demand accurate life -like

reproduction of their performance, whilst
retaining these vital tonal effects, demand AKG!

AKG has the right microphone
for every instrument-Every time!

182/4 Campden Hill Road Kensington

r
Please send me by return your colour catalogue
'It's the mike that makes the sound'
Please recommend the best mike for my particular instrument
My instrument is
Name:

Address:

Country:

0 English 0 German 0 French 0 Danisch
A K G

0 Swedish 0 Japanese 0 Spanish

AKG Equipment Ltd. London W8 7AS Telephone 01.229.3695



INSTRUMENT REVIEW 5
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CARLSBRO WASP
Et HORNET AMPS

The Wasp and the Hornet are
the two smallest combo

amps from the Carlsbro
range, both in size and
price. The Wasp is a 10 watt
amp, with brilliant and normal
inputs, volume, tone, tremolo
speed and depth controls, and
a 10" loudspeaker. The Hornet
is of the same basic design,
but has an output power of 25
watts, two 10" loudspeakers
and increased tone control
facilities with treble lift and
cut, bass lift and cut and pres-
ence boost controls.

Both combos utilize a pair of
2 N3055B power transistors,
which are mounted on the
vertical side of an L shaped
piece of alloy, around which
the amp section is con-
structed. All electronic com-
ponents, with the exception of
the mains transformer and
control potentiometers, are
mounted on a single printed
circuit board of thick, good
quality glassfibre. All the
components are identified by
numbers next to them on the
pcb, although no 'index' in the
form of a circuit diagram was
supplied with the amp. Inter-
nal wiring is tied neatly into a
well -secured loom, and
potentially vulnerable items
such as transistors are all held
safely in place by plastic spac-
ers. Small details - but they
all contribute towards added
reliability, safety and long life
from these tough little "work-
horses".

External construction fol-
lows a similar pattern, with 3/4

wooden case, tightly fitted
protective profiles, extra long
heavy-duty mains lead and a
super -strong reinforced carry-
ing handle. This is the sort of
no-nonsense construction
that should be an accepted
standard with group equip-

ment, but which unfortunately
seems to be a rarity in modern
amps of this size; it does,
however, make the Wasp and
Hornet even better value for
money at their respective
prices of £68 and £81 includ-
ing VAT.

Mechanical strength isn't
their only attribute either:
both amps are at least 5 watts
more powerful than the man-
ufacturer's rating, and neither
amps' speakers showed any
sign of complaint after a very
energetic session of guitar
playing with all controls "flat
out". Both these little babies
are piercingly loud, and it
would take a full 100 watt
stack to sound appreciably
louder when they're set up for
lead work. Coarse control over
tone is provided on the Wasp
by the brilliant and normal
inputs, whilst the Hornet has
the undeniable advantages of
treble cut and bass boost as
well, allowing the guitarist to
obtain a much fuller sound
with chord work and short -riff
'fills'. An interesting feature of
both amps is the tremelo
effect, which is one of the few
really usable "built in" tre-
melos that I have heard, and is
capable of producing a slight
phasing effect when set for
very slow speed, low intensi-
ty.

To sum up, we can recom-
mend the Hornet to the musi-
cian in search of a cheap,
lightweight and durable amp
for playing small gigs, and the
Wasp to the younger and less
well-off guitarist - also to the
pro musician looking for a
handy and gutsy little studio
amp - yet another point in
favour of these two amps is
that they produce far less
unwanted "noise" than simi-
lar units of this size.

r-

INSTRUMENT REVIEW 6 TK PRO -250
SLAVE AMP

Th e present philosophy as
regards amplification equip-

ment seems to be "You pays yer
money and you takes yer
choice." Components and
manufacturing costs have risen
dramatically, manufacturer's
prices reflect this, and to get the
best in construction and elec-
trical performance the musician
is forced to pay a "realistic
price". Real bargains occur
very, very rarely indeed in the
world of amplification equip-
ment - but this particular am-
plifier certainly qualifies as one.
After inspecting the T.K., our
first reaction to its price tag of

£139 plus VAT was simply one
of "how do they do it?" The an-
swer lies in conscientious 'in
house' design and assembly,
plus a confident and intelligent
approach to component pur-
chasing.

The unit is housed in a very
smart adaptation of a B3U/420
imhof-bedco IMcase (i-b are the
Rolls-Royce of the case world),
and this item alone would nor-
mally cost about £20. The case
is very strong, being con-
structed of 20 swg (1 mm) mild
steel, the aluminium alloy han-
dles are not only functional
(they protect the controls as

well), but also very attractive,
and the front panel script has
been properly anodised for 'no
scratch' durability. Controls oc-
cupying the front panel are two
volume, two power on/off
illuminated rocker switches, and
two input jack sockets.

The reason for this
duplication of controls is that
the T.K. PRO -250 is, in fact, two
amplifiers in one. The only thing
common to the two amp sec-
tions is the case that they live in
and the mains socket where 240
volts comes in. This means that
there is absolutely no question
of a failure in one half affecting

the other. The rear panel con-
tains two large finned heat
sinks, to which the power tran-
sistors (expensive items as well!)
are bonded with liberal coatings
of thermal compound, and the
heat sinks are themselves bon-
ded to the case with a similar
'goo', allowing the whole metal
case to act as a heat dissipator
and eliminating any chance of
overheating (also helped by the
generous internal spacing of
components). The space bet-
ween left and right amp heat
sinks is occupied by the mains
connector (to IEC spec), the
mains fuse, and clearly marked
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outputs for slave (up to 1 volt
R.M.S.) and loudspeaker out-
puts.

Internal construction is to a
very high standard indeed, with
rubber insulating grommets
being used to cover all lead con-
nections, and mains plus power
supply cables being well
separated from the audio signal
lines (less hum.) Good quality
glassfibre printed circuit boards
are used to mount the com-
ponents, which were well
mounted and, in the case of
resistors and capacitors, of very
high tolerance percentage. The
overall standard of assembly
and soldering was really im-
pressive, and everything is so
well secured that there is ab-
solutely no chance of anything
working itself loose under heavy
use 'on the road'.

Specification
Amplifier specification was as

follows:
Power output: 2 x 125 watts

R.M.S. into a

resistive load of
4 ohms.

Protection: Fully protected
from open and
short circuits,
also protected
from driving
loudspeakers
of incorrect im-
pedance.

The protection circuitry is
quite cunning in that it switches
the amp to a quiescent state, as
opposed to just leaving it on to
heat up and 'fry'.

Frequency response is 20-
20,000 Hz plus or minus 2db,

Signal to Noise ratio is better
than -80 db, and the input sen-
sitivity of both amps is at the
'standard' value for shares of
Odbm (650 my at 10K).

As well as manufacturing this
excellent amplifier, T.K. also

make a 200 watt slave (mono)
for the same price, and a 6
channel P.A. mixer/amp based
on the 200's power section -
again, excellent value at £169
plus VAT.
Tested N .K.J

Dear Dharma Sound,
I have been using your Sweeper and Phaser

on gigs and recordings recently. Thank You for
the Great sounds they make.

Yours,

50
01.304-4274

10S Bellogrove Rood, Welling, Kent.
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HAMER GUITAR

Apart
from being a well

known and respected guitar
repairer and customizer, Paul
Hamer is also a musician, and it
was from a guitar that he
originally built for his own use
that the current Hamer 6 string
and bass guitars were
developed. The original in-
strument had a mahogany
body and a two piece book -
matched maple top, with a sun-
burst finish exactly like the
famous "Cherry Sunburst" 1959
Les Paul. Pickups, electronics
and hardware in the original
Hamer were also from the '59
Les Paul - pickups in the
present Hamers are the ex-
cellent DiMarzio PAFs, which
are almost exact duplicates of
the "patent applied for" pickups
fitted to Gibson Les Pauls in the
late 50s.

The Hamer that we tested
was actually serial number 002,
owned by Martin Barre of
Jethro Tull, and we are most
grateful to him for allowing us to
play and review his own per-
sonal instrument. Martin talked
to us about the instrument:
"I've been offered a lot of
guitars by similar people, but
they've all been very gimmicky.
I'm a purist really, I only like Gib -
sons or Fenders, but the Hamer
sounded so good that I bought
it, and then used it on the album
'Too Old to Rock and Roll'. I

find that it's a very 'classical'
guitar, in the sense that its
heritage is vintage Gibson."

The unusual body is, in fact,
roughly modelled on the shape
of a Gibson Explorer, although
the head, layout and finish give
the guitar a definite character of
its own. The cherry sunburst
finish really is the closest
likeness we have ever seen to
the old Les Paul type: this is no
mean feat, as sunbursting in-
volves a very delicate and in-
tricate blending of spray colours
- the final result when com-
bined with the curly maple top is
a real work of art, and we don't
think that any guitarist could
deny that the visual effect is one
of the most emotionally ap-
pealing ever created for an elec-
tric guitar. In case this style
doesn't happen to do funny
things to the base of your spine,
the finish is available in several
other colours, including tobacco
sunburst, natural wood grain,
opaque black or white.

The first thing that one 'feels'
about the Hamer when playing it
is that it's very flat: the body has

no contours and the neck hardly
any camber - as well as being a
rather unusual shape to hold.
The best way to keep 'on top' of
the instrument is probably to
shorten the strap and position
the guitar so that the rear horn
snuggles under the left arm.
Martin: "It doesn't bother me, I

think I've got round it. I find it
very easy to adapt to, the neck
is so good and the fretting is ex-
cellent."

The fingerboard on Martin's
Hamer is made of very straight -
grained rosewood, with
unostentatious but tasteful pearl
dot inlays. Action is very, very
smooth, it being quite easy to
play rapid bar chords right up to
the fifteenth fret, with easy ac-

cess on the 243/4" scale right up
to the twenty-second fret (for
those with small fingers.) "Paul
is actually a musician, as op-
posed to being just a craftsman
who doesn't play that well: the
setting up of a neck is
something that only a musician
can do, and I'm sure that his are
the most accurate necks."

The body of the Hamer is one
solid piece of mahogany, and
the neck is carved from the
same piece, and is fitted with
an adjustable carbon steel truss
rod.

The unusually shaped head
gives good access to the Grover
machine heads, and adds a
touch of symmetry to the in-
strument by echoing the angle

of the body; it does, however,
look rather structurally
vulnerable, and possibly suscep-
tible to tuning problems. The
owner reassured us: "The head
is made from two pieces of
wood, which act together to
hold it in place - plus it cer-
tainly stays in tune alright."
Martin's guitar was installed in a
very strong, super -padded flight
case - available from Hamer
for a mere 225 dollars - but
worth every cent. "It does need
a flight case because the head is
very susceptible to accidental
breakage, but it's so well made
that it's worth looking after."

One remarkable detail on the
guitar itself was the hand cut,
ivory nut. This is a point on
which so many 'custom built'
guitars fall down, but here the
nut is tightly fitted and precisely
cut- it is with structural con-
siderations like this that the
Hamer really shows class. This
undoubtedly pays off in terms of
sound quality as well, a tremen-
dous range of clear tones being
obtainable, ranging from dulcet,
ringing sounds when played
quietly to a throaty bellow when
played loud. Sustain is equally
impressive, a tasteful
"eeeaaauwww" at the end of
each note being quite easily ob-
tained, even at medium volume.
Pickup level between neck and
bridge was slightly unbalanced
towards the neck p/u, which
was audibly louder. This was
due to the fact that Martin has a
DiMarzio PAF in this position
and a Gibson Humbucker at the
bridge end, but he plans to even
this out by having another PAF
fitted. Our only other criticism of
the guitar also concerned the
electrics: both p/ u s increased
dramatically in volume over the
last stop on the volume con-
trols, which made it rather dif-
ficult to set up a particular
sound accurately and quickly.
Considering the general high
quality (and price) of the guitar,
it seemed rather a shame that
such a minor fault should be so
prominent.

Nevertheless, the guitar is
well worth all of its 995 dollars,
and Paul Hamer certainly
sounds the kind of bloke who
would have altered the controls
if they'd really bothered the
owner. Last word from Martin:
"It's exactly a mellow,
sustaining sound with no over-
tones . . . It plays really well."

Tested N. K.J. with Pearl Duo
Reverb amp.
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SELLING
YOUR SONGS

- PLAGIARISM
plagiarise - Don't let
a single thing evade
your eyes" advised

Tom Lehrer, in his cynical
song on the subject. It's just
as well Mr. Lehrer isn't in
vogue at the moment, othei-
wise George Harrison would
be having nervous break-
downs every time he walked
past a stereo, having just
parted with several MILL-
ION pounds as a result of
being sued for plagiarism and
losing the case.

Musical phrase
Harrison was just

extremely unlucky. It can't
be denied that the melody of
`My Sweet Lord' sounded
remarkably like that of 'He's
So Fine' , but every time you
switch on the radio you can
hear tunes which remind you
of something else, maybe just
a bar or a musical phrase, but
a similarity nevertheless.
Thousands of these are
released every year without
court cases ensuing. Probably
if Harrison hadn't happened
to be one of the Beatles but
merely Bill Harrison from
Bognor Regis, no-one would
have bothered to sue him.

The result of the case,
though, has sent a lot of
songwriters dashing to their
tapes and top lines and listen-
ing fearfully to see if they
have inadvertently 'copied'
something else. And the
chances are that we all do it.
In fact, it's almost impossible
to avoid. There are only 13
semitones in the musical
octave, and every melody
that has ever been written in
the mode which is commonly
used in Western music must
be based on a combination of
these notes. Without a com-
puter handy it's impossible to
calculate the odds against
repeating at least part of
someone else's tune. When

you think of the number of
centuries that musicians have
been writing we're prob-
ably unconsciously copying
something or other, even if
it's only a bit of Palestrina or
Medieval Mummers' music,
most of the time.

Discounting for a moment
the music from long ago that
we're very unlikely to have
ever heard, just think of what
must have been playing on
the radio when we were
babies or very young chil-
dren. All kinds of tunes could
have seeped into our subcon-
scious memory without our
realising it and twenty years
on we could quite acciden-
tally reproduce something
we'd heard, say, in the late
Fifties, which would not yet
be out of copyright.

Harrison claimed that
something like this had hap-
pened to him. He didn't
deliberately set out to copy
`He's So Fine' in the hope of
repeating that record's suc-
cess. He honestly believed
when he was writing 'My
Sweet 'Lord' that both lyrics
and melody were his own
totally original invention.
What is really significant is
that the judge sympathised
with him.

Long before the Harrison
case, however, there was
another famous law suit that
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did for the subject of
plagiarism what Tony
Macaulay's publishing case
did for songwriters and pub-
lishing contracts. This was a
case concerning the Bron
Music Co. Ltd. v. Francis,
Day & Hunter Ltd. over a
song by Antony Newley enti-
tled 'Why, Because I Love
You'. Francis, Day & Hunter
claimed that the melody was
practically identical to a song
for which they held the
copyright, 'In A Little
Spanish Town'. Bron, think-
ing along the lines we men-
tioned earlier, that melodies
written in this century must,
by the law of averages, stand
a pretty good chance of being
similar to others from older
times, hired someone from a
music college to do some
research for them.

Similar
They had to wait a long

time for the case to come up,
because judges with a par-
ticular knowledge of music
laws are few and far between.
By the time the case was
heard, the researcher had
come up with a piece of
classical music which was
similar to both melodies and
predated the pair of them. So
now it was difficult for Fran-
cis, Day & Hunter to pursue
their claim as it had been
shown that their own song
had in fact got a predecessor.
In the end they agreed to split
the royalties 50/50!

As you can see, proving
plagiarism is, in fact, quite
difficult. Nobody in their
right mind would ever sit
down and copy another
melody note for note, any
more than they would copy
anybody else's lyrics. There
isn't even any copyright on

!LIE DETECTOR 1

titles, so you can write a song
called 'Lonely' even though
two songs by that title,
recorded by Acker Bilk and
Eddie Cochran respectively,
have already been hits.

The Songwriters' Guild of
Great Britain inform us that,
the way the law stands at the
moment, a song 'must not be
a colourful imitation of the
original'.

It's a pretty vague state-
ment and underlines the fact
that it concerns an area
fraught with difficulty and
confusion. Take two mythical
songwriters A and B. A has
decided he wants a hit,
remembers something out of
the past, thinks, 'Oh well,
no-one will remember that
now', and sits down and
writes new lyrics, maybe
changing the odd note in the
melody to put people off the
scent. We're not saying any-
body actually does this, but if
someone did he would fully
deserve to be caught.

Now take poor songwriter
B. He's been slaving away
and finally produces words
and music he thinks are really
great and which he's honestly
never heard before. The song's
recorded and released and
suddenly a publisher with an
encyclopaedic memory pops
up and produces evidence
that B's song has a melody
uncannily like a song from his
catalogue. Fair or unfair?
Unless you subject songwrit-
ers to lie -detector tests, how
can you tell?

The only thing anyone can
do with regard to plagiarism
is to use their common sense
. . . and their ears. If that
melody seems to come just a
little bit too easily to you,
listen to it objectively and ask
yourself if you've heard any-
thing like it before. Or, better
still, ask your friends. But
there's no need to get too
paranoid about it. No -one's
likely to try and sue you
unless your song is way in the
charts and making thousands
of pounds. Even then, as
we've seen, plagiarism is very
difficult to prove and in any
case, by the time the case
comes up, you'll have had a
chance to dig up an Outer
Mongolian yak -hunting
chant which people have
been 'plagiarising' since 900
a.d.!
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The Mantis EMI() Unit eitivm
you MO different warys
to Play it again, Sam!

Teaming your guitar or keyboard, amps and speakers
with an old-fashioned mechanical echo unit doesn't
really make sense any more, now that Carlsbro have
developed the Mantis for adventurous musicians.
The Mantis does away with motors, tape breaks, surface
hiss, worn heads and wow and flutter. Instead, it uses
state of the art circuitry that's totally compatible with
the rest of your equipment. And this means that you
can choose from an astonishing electronic library of 240
different effects using fast -action push button selection
and slider controls which give you infinitely variable
shades of echo, swell, tone, input and output levels

CARLSBRO
SQUND

EQUIPMENT

plus Rotofaze - a brilliant new feature producing either
a rotary speaker or phaser sound.
The Carlsbro Mantis looks good too, in its smart, compact
cabinet with all controls, input and output sockets on the
front, where they should be. It comes complete with
illuminated footswitch, mono and stereo connecting
leads, full instructions and, of course, the no-nonsence
Carlsbro guarantee
With all the extra gigs you'll get with the Mantis sound,
you'll also be glad to know th4t it weighs only 3lbs. So it
won't break your roadies' back. And the price won't
break your bank balance.

THE MANTIS
ELECTRONIC ECHO
Cross Drive, Lowmoor Road Industrial Estate, Kirkby-In-Ashfield,
Nottinghamshire, England. Telephone: Mansfield (Std 0623) 753902



CARLSBRO
SOUND CENTRE

Mansfield is not the sort
of town that one would
normally associate

with rock music; for the
uninitiated, it's about half -way
between Nottingham and
Sheffield and five miles or so
from the M1 - all of which
makes it very handy for musi-
cians located in the Midlands,
or for those travelling up and
down the country.

The reason they may decide
to visit Mansfield, or more
specifically, 182-4 Chester-

field Road North, is a shop
called the Carlsbro Sound
Centre. Formerly located at
5-7 Station Street, until two
years ago, they found that
their expanding business
necessitated a move to bigger
and better premises. The man
at the helm is Keith Wood-
cock, and he told Beat how it
all came about.

"It was originally set up
about ten years ago by
Carlsbro, in conjunction with
me, to promote the sales of

The disc -jockey's delight - speakers, decks and lights.
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Carlsbro gear. Well, that was
fine, but after a few years we
started to realize what the
potential of the shop could be,
so we made a conscious effort
to establish the place as a
sound centre for the whole of
the Midlands." Despite the
name, there is no financial
connection between the
Sound Centre and Carlsbro:
the two are run as separate
companies, though of course
they maintain close links with
the parent firm for promo-
tional reasons, and also with a
sister shop located in Shef-
field.

The first impression you get
is of variety. Carlsbro gear is
certainly in evidence, but so is
just about everything else. On
your left, effects units by Col-
oursound, Morley, MXR and
HH; in front, several long
racks of guitars - Fenders,
Gibsons (including some
left-hand and rarely seen
models), Ovations, Ricken-
backers, Guilds ... and even
an old Burns. Choice is defi-
nitely the keynote, since the
equally important cheap end
of the market is by no means
neglected.

Qualification
Keith Woodcock, like the

rest of the shop staff, is a
musician himself - the best
qualification for anyone
whose job it is to sell gear. "I
play the drums, actually. I

drummed pro for a couple or

three years with a band, and
during that time we were play-
ing with Carlsbro, who were at
that time a pretty small firm.
So I had a lot of dealing with
them, and one day they asked
me if I would manage a shop
for them. Since then we've
also taken on two of the
branches, one of them at Shef-
field, and run them along the
same sort of lines. All the guys
in the shop play - there's six
of us here usually."

Disco Den
The array of drum kits says

something for the boss's per-
sonal interests: there are kits,
both new and second hand, by
Pearl, Camco, Fibes, Sonor,
Beverley, Gretsch and Lud-
wig, among others. We asked
what percentage of the stock
is second hand.

"Well at the moment I'd say
it's about thirty percent,
although at times it could be
as much as fifty. We do a lot of
part -exchange deals, and give
discounts for cash. For a ten
percent deposit, we give cre-
dit with up to three years to
pay."

He regards the shop as a
specialist centre. "There are
plenty of others about, but
they're dabbling in every-
thing. We specialize in high-
powered amplification - not
the ten or twenty -watt stuff. In
the same way, we don't do
any brass, woodwind or sheet
music " Downstairs is the



Disco Den, with a wide range
of disco -orientated amplifica-
tion, decks and lights. Soon,
however, they will be stocking
up with group lights, since this
is an aspect of band perfor-
mance that has recently
become very prominent.
Amplification includes
Carlsbro, Yamaha, Acoustic,
Music Man and Orange, and
for the disco operators there
are bins, horns and amps by
S.A.I. and Novanex.

Keith takes a very personal
interest in his customers, and
this was borne out by the fact
that Beat had to wait its turn
along with everyone else
while he dealt with a 15 -year -
old bass player. There is an
extensive after -sales service
at the shop: two full-time
engineers are employed in the
repair shop, which is located
in the basement. "We do the
best we can to keep the bands
on the road. A couple of the
guys have been down to
Selmer, or Norlin as it is now,
for some courses on guitars-
we give a free twelve-month
service on all the guitars we
sell. Also we've had Bruce
Bolen up here (twice), giving
guitar clinics, and we put
bands on occasionally for
promotion - Big Jim Sullivan
and Colloseum II have played
here." For these special occa-
sions they hire halls and
generally lose money, but
reckon it's worth it for the
publicity.

Another shot of the Disco Den.

A big display makes window-shopping easy.

Customers at the Sound
Centre have included Jimmy
James and the Vagabonds,
Be -Bop De Luxe, and Uriah
Heep, as well as the usual
mums -and -dads trade. The
scope of the business does
not, of course, extend only as
far as the front door. In recent

months they have delivered a
Premier drum kit to Scotland,
and another to North Wales. In
addition, Carlsbro Sound act
as sole agents for many of the
big companies, and also some
of the small. According to
Keith Woodcock, they now
stock as much as, or even

more than, many of the more
established West End music
shops. Drum kits number
between 30 and 40, ditto Fen-
ders, ditto Gibsons, and there
are approximately 200 amps
and cabs on the premises. If
something is required by a
customer, but is not in stock at
the time, it is a simple matter
to phone Sheffield, where, as
like as not, the desired com-
modity may be found.

Area
And really, that's just about

that. Though we haven't men-
tioned keyboards, they're
there - Instastrings, Crumar,
Korg, Moog, Roland, etc. Even
a sound centre has acces-
sories too - even if it's only
the most humble of cheap
strings or plectra. Parking
facilities are good, both at the
front and rear of the shop, and
you can turn in right off the
dual carriageway into the
parking lot.

In short, the Carlsbro Sound
Centre is accessible. As Keith
put it: "We don't really serve
Mansfield as such - it's the
area. They come from Nottin-
gham and Derby and so on.
Sometimes we get people
who've come up from Lon-
don. They might just have
seen that we've got some-
thing in stock that they can't
get hold of anywhere else."
That's the kind of shop it is.
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CARLSBRO

182/184 CHESTERFIELD ROAD NORTH. 13 BERKLEY PRECINCT SHEFFIELD.

MANSFIELD SHEFFIELD
Tel: 0623 26199 Tel: 0742 663862

Sound centres of the 80's

Need we say more?
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We 'ULTIMATES
by GHAMER,uSA
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BASS cULTIMATES
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'Me 'ULTIMATES
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Hamer Ultimates are no compromise electric
guitar strings made from the finest nickel alloy. They
are original equipment on all Hamer guitars, and are
a fine investment for any electric instrument.

GHAMEitusA
277Greenbay Road Wilmette1111. 60091



LON
DRUM

CENTRE
The London Drum Centre
at 276 Portobello Road,
West London, has only

been open about four
months but is already
gaining itself a name as one of
the foremost drum shops in
the country. It's drums, all
drums, and nothing but
drums in Portobello Road, and
anybody who specialises sol-
ely in one area is likely to have
it well together. The partners
are Paul Hope and Dave
Turner; both have had a var-
ied involvement with the
music business, and Dave par-
ticularly still enjoys the odd
thump on a kit in his own time.

The location in London's
famous market street has
many advantages which led
them to choose their premises
there.

"It's a good place for us",
explained Dave, "because we
don't want any association
with the West End shops- it's
better for us and better for our
customers." Dave and Paul
believe in catering for the
whole drum market from
beginners to long-time pros.
The former can come in and
rely on unhurried but expert
advice, while the latter may
browse around in their own
good time. If looking is not
64

sufficient, there is a demonst-
ration room downstairs, more
of which later.

Paul outlined the different
approaches people make
when they're looking for
drums: "Drummers are a
dogmatic lot, and the ones
who've been playing for a
long time tend to know just
what they want before they
come into the shop. Beginners
are understandably very
bewildered at being sur-
rounded by so many different
kits. If they want advice we
give it, but there's no pressure
and it's up to them to make up
their own mind. I've got my
own preferences but I

wouldn't push them on
someone unless they asked."

Stock
At any one time there are

likely to be in excess of fifty full
kits in stock, ranging in price
from £60 to £1,500 - they cover
just about all the common
makes - Gretsch, Ludwig,
Slingerland, Camco, Pearl,
Sonor and Hayman being
among the more obvious. "We
find Ludwig, Pearl and Gretsch
are the most popular sellers",
Dave went on. "Four drum kits
are almost right out now - the
trend is for five and up, so that's

largely what we carry. We've
always got the new stuff,
stainless steel and vistalite kits
- we've got some Ludwig
Quadraplus and Octaplus kits
for instance."

The current trend for bigger
outfits, probably with a few
percussion sidelines as well,
is reflected by the prices
which are more favourable on
a large kit bought as a unit.
Snares are about the only
drums that tend to go singly,
and there again they are in
stock to match demand. The
kits are backed up by the full
array of ancillary percussion har-
dware - there are full ranges of
both Paiste and Zyldjian cym-
bals which sell rapidly.

Other items include the full
complement of heads, spares,
sticks, cases, accessories, not
to forget the congas, marim-
bas, cowbells and so on. By
dint of specialising in one field
Paul and Dave have a steady
second-hand turnover; for
these kits there is a definite
market and the regular part -
exchange systems come into
effect.

The London Drum
Centre offer the facility of a
soundproofed room for
thorough testing. A drummer
can move in there with his
prospective buys and try out
the kits uninterrupted. It's
down one flight of steps, so
that once the staff have set
you up you can do your thing
in private until your mind is
fully made up.

This testing room at present
borders the large storage
room, and one of several
plans for the future is to pos-
sibly join the two and estab-
lish one of the most fully
equipped rehearsal rooms in
town.

Lessons
One sideline of the shop

that's been going down very
well are the drum lessons
given by Terry Callan every
Saturday. He's coaching "syn-
copated independance, which
can be used in rock, jazz or funk
. . ." Drummers of any standard
are welcome to participate.

Drums are sufficiently

Paul and Dave (centre) by the shop front



The soundproofed test booth ready for action

In the shop, a vista of drums

robust that Paul and Dave
haven't found the need for any
big repair section. If things do
go wrong with a kit, it is likely
to be a couple of small faults
which can be fixed up there
and then. In the rare event of a
major fault, they do of course
take back the kit and replace it;
an outside contractor handles
the larger repair jobs.

Despite the comparatively
short length of time that they
have been operational,
they've nevertheless man-
aged to notch up a few big
sales - Sutherland's Willie

Wilson, Sandy West of the
Runaways and Mitch Mitchell
are just three of many name acts
who have placed orders with the
shop. But Paul and Dave realise
that having all the drums and a
rehearsal room still won't count
for too much if they can't offer
friendly service at the same
time.

The two of them, plus assis-
tants Terry and Eric, go out of
their way to help customers,
amateur or pro, and it is this
final consideration which
should assure the future of the
shop.

THINK ABOUT IT
For £8, song and lyric writers

are guaranteed a finished
product suitable for submission

to Record Companies. How
far would the same amount get
you at Studio rates and Musicians

rates? Seven singles released
from our demos plus numerous

songs published.
Money back guarantee. Tape,
cassettes, disc For details of

our lovingly done demos
and lyrics to music service

send to
PETER

6 NORTHEND GARDENS, KINGSWOOD, BRISTOL BS15 111A

TONY IOMMI
has always boughtlen

the only strings

:epleato he'll play.
Available fromyourdealer now.strings -sounds m.

sensational in Black Sabbath
General Music Strings,
Treforest,Mid-Glamorgan.

1111111111111M1111MMIIIIIIIMIll=LIT=
Wine Bar and Restaurant

Authentic 40's atmosphere
4 Great Queen Street, Covent Garden (C.2
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ALBUM OF
THE MONTH

AMBROSIA
SOMEWHERE I'VE NEVER
TRAVELLED
20th CENTURY T 510

Ambrosia are a Californian
band, consisting of Christ-
opher North on keyboards,
David Pack on guitars and
keyboards, Joe Puerta on bass
and Burleigh Drummond on
drums. They all share the
vocal work. Other instruments
used on the album include
water gong, zither, Chinese
and Latin percussion, glock-
enspiel and bicycle spokes.
Already I see you shrinking in
horror: it sounds gimmicky,
doesn't it? And how comfort-
ing it would be if that were
true.

In fact, the sole purpose of
writing this review is to make
you buy the album. If you can
imagine a marriage between
Frank Zappa and 10cc, mixed
in with a polyglot riot of influ-
ences from Chopin to Tijuana,
smoothly presided over by
Alan Parsons, you may be
somewhere near it. The best
starting point is Zappa, who is
reallythe only musician on the
other side of the Atlantic that
has worked successfully in
that dangerous border coun-
try between rock, jazz and
modern orchestral music. On,
for example, "The Brunt",
which opens the second side,
Ruth Underwood guests on
marimba, and we are strongly
reminded of her contribution
to Frank's excellent "Roxy and
Elsewhere" album. The next
track - "Dense With Me
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George" - carries it a stage
further, the manic, quirky
marimba almost drowned out
by a sudden flood of wildly
different styles: Chopin,
honky-tonk, rock'n'roll harp-
sichord, hornpipe, a lecherous
baritone sax and a Mexican
trumpet. All these are rapidly
juxtaposed to humorous and
dazzling effect. It seems to be
culminating in a classical
tour -de -force, but instead it
slides uneasily into discord
and silence.

The album is a lesson in the
subtle use of "orchestrated"
rock. The title track, with
which side one begins,
demonstrates well how firm a
grasp of melody is required
before you can afford to use
orchestral instruments in rock
music. David Pack sings it
breathily, complemented by
the smooth harmonizing of
the rest of the band. A
trumpet -like synthesizer
cross -fades with a real trum-
pet, and leads into the next
track - "Cowboy Star" - a
tune reminiscent of 10cc. Real
instruments sound a lot better
than synthesizers, by the way.

"Somewhere I've Never
Travelled" is fresh and inven-
tive, and yet restrained in such
a way that it also sounds
remarkably polished; I would
recommend it to those suffer-
ing from musical boredom
and/or heavy metal earache,
but especially to those who
want something they can
really listen to.

P.D.

WISHBONE ASH
NEW ENGLAND
MCA MCG 3523
Wishbone have yet to eclipse
the heady days of the Argus era,
but New England represents a
concerted move away from the
lack of productivity which went
with their exile in America. The
last album, "Locked In",
epitomised the rot that had set
in then - the band themselves
admitted that the title was apt
- and New England shows Ash
in such high spirits of revival
that the two sets don't bear any
comparison at all. Probably their
current assault on English
audiences after so long (rush

released to coincide with the
album) has helped remind them
that they were after all the
pioneers of the twin lead guitar
boogie syndrome, and "New
England" recycles a few old riffs
and piles in a couple more new
ones for good measure.

Martin Turner's basement
studio hosted the backing
tracks, and it must have been at
this early stage that the seeds of
togetherness were properly
sown. At last Andy Powell's co -
lead guitarist Laurie Wisefield
has the chance to spread out
fully in the studio, and, with the
help of a few nifty effects, the
guitars weave around each
other like the old days. Despite
an altogether more resolute
album that either "Locked In"
or "There's The Rub", most of
the tracks are content to keep
their heads down, making their
mark in a fairly quiet way and
only breaking out good and
proper once or twice.

Thus "New England" is not
the sort of album that scales the
ramparts of your brain in
irresistible surges but the sort
that slips in a few extra
'special bits' every time you hear
it. "New England" is good, but
Wishbone aren't yet absolutely
one hundred per cent back in
the saddle. They have,
however, fully dispensed with
the excess flab gained in the
States, and the next album
(maybe a live set will be in order)
should certainly finish off a

recovery job excellently started.
C.S.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
ALL THIS AND WORLD WAR

RIVA RVLP 2
If somebody had a dream about
making a movie out of scraps of
film about the Second World
War and setting Beatles songs
around it, you'd probably laugh.
Especially when they told you
that the Beatles weren't going
to be singing those songs, but
Rod Stewart, Tina Turner,
Frankie Laine, Keith Moon,
Elton John, the Four Seasons,
Leo Sayer, Roy Wood and
several other notables were! It
was Russ Regan, the man who

first signed our Elt in the States
and is now head of the 20th
Century record label, who had
the dream and, with the help of
Lou Reizner, a gentleman who's
no stranger to concepts since
working on 'Tommy', it's now
been made reality. In fact, it was
Reizner who suggested using
the songs of the Beatles.

As you can imagine, it took a
long, long time to round up the
artists required. Also, Wil Mal-
one, who arranged "Tommy",
had a job and a half on his hands
rearranging the Beatles' num-
bers for the London Symphony
Orchestra and assorted rock
musicians. The next job was to
fit the singer to the song and the
song to the action. 'Fool On The
Hill,' for instance, was chosen
as Hitler's theme, the warm
voice of Helen Reddy giving a
thousand ironic undertones to
what we now know about the
aforementioned gentleman.
'The Long And Winding Road'
becomes the backing to the
German invasion of Europe.

If you can take all this in, then
maybe you think it's sacrilege to
produce totally new treatments
of Beatles' numbers like this.
Yet even the most ardent
Beatlephile should enjoy this
album. Why? Because the
keyword throughout is
'tasteful'. Nowhere is the or-
chestra allowed to swamp the
number. And the marriage of
each song to its particular singer
is, with one or two doubtful ex-
ceptions, such as Frankie
Laine's slightly off-key version
of 'Maxwell's Silver Hammer,'
perfection itself.

That Elton should sing 'Lucy
In The Sky' goes without
saying. We're also by now
familiar with Leo Sayer's version
of 'I Am The Walrus' - on side
2 of this double album set,
Sayer also gives a beautiful ren-
dition of 'Let It Be.' The trem-
ulous voice of Bryan Ferry slips
into 'She's Leaving Home' like it
was written for him and Keith
Moon's version of 'When I'm
Sixty -Four' is done Thirties
style, clipped, nasal vocals and
all.

Not only does the singer
match the song in most cases,



but each artist is given a sym-
pathetic treatment as far as
arrangements go, with the
possible exception of Status
Quo who sound somewhat un-
comfortable and unnaturally
restrained on 'It's Getting Bet-
ter.' David Essex's byword right
from 'Rock On' days has been a
certain hollow bass sound. So
what has the masterful Malone
done but given Essex's track,
'Yesterday,' a funky, unusual
bass lead-in. Sounds weird? It
is, and I've heard it works in the
context of the film, even if it
doesn't quite fit happily with all
the smooth -running 'Yester-
days' that have been recorded
to date.

It's all a case of one's ability
to adapt to something new. A
lightweight orchestral lead-in to
Jeff Lynne's version of 'With A
Little Help From My Friends'
brings back nostalgic memories
to those who bought and lived
Joe Cocker's much raunchier
delivery. But 'Golden Slumbers'
could have been written
specially for the Bee -Gees -
and this is the odd thing about a
lot of these tracks which we've
so far only associated with the
Beatles: other people can record
them equally well and, arguably,
even better in some cases. If
you don't believe me, listen to
Tina Turner's steaming, jungle -
hot version of 'Come Together,'
and Rod Stewart's blasting 'Get
Back'. Rod hasn't sounded so
happily at ease with a song since
his old R.EtB. days. These two
tracks are, for me, the highspots
of an album that can't really be
finally judged until the film has
been seen. But, as an album
standing up by itself, how can it
fail with such a collection of
superstars giving of their best?
Russ, you couldn't have done
better if you'd dreamed of
making a million!

L.R.

2i144.1,A

MIKE OLDFIELD
BOXED
VIRGIN VBOX1
Virgin dangle the big carrot by
rounding up Mike Oldfield's
collected works - four albums
worth - and wrapding it un as if
it were the Missa Solemnis.
Four for the price of two is

always interesting, and it should
be particularly so if you were
one of the many who whistled
both "Tubular Bells" and
"Hergest Ridge" to the top of
the charts, because "Boxed" is
not at all a bad case of 'record
company flogging a winner to
death-itis'.

It is on the contrary a chance
to re-examine the famous opii -
"Bells", "Hergest Ridge", "Om-
madawn" - in the new light of
different, and in some cases, the
original mixes. Record four is
called "Collaborations" and is
just that - a set of some brand
new and some already aired
songs, mainly performed in
cahoots with David Bedford. It
is rather puzzling, occasionally
suggesting dazzling new direc-
tions for the future but in the
main being blatantly ballast to
the other three heavyweights. It
will at the same time prove of
value to the Oldfield researcher.

Back to disc one, "Bells" im-
mediately drops several of the
trimmings of the released ver-
sion, and takes advantage of its
stature to show what Mike was
into in the first place. It is a little
unsure but at the same time
tirelessly explorative - it is for
instance quite a surprise to hear
how laid back the guitar is when
it really breaks our for the first
time halfway through side one
-the "Bells" we all know and
love laid the same break on a
pedestal right on top of the mix.

Instead of the grandiose finish
this "Bells" includes Oldfield's
original choice of the "Sailor's
Hornpipe", when Oldfield and
Viv Stanshall tottered back from
the pub as pissed as newts and
staggered along the corridors of
the Manor squinting for
microphones that were working.
Obviously not for inclusion
anywhere but in a set like
"Boxed".

Despite the fact that the piece
is obviously ludricous, it
highlights the many moods of
the great man at work. So he's
not a hermit who sits in recor-
ding studios all day composing
and double tracking till he
comes up with a killer - he's
also a bloke who nips out for a
quick jar to loosen up. A little
more accessible.

"Hergest Ridge" and "0 m-
madawn" easily survive similar
treatment, old bits dropped, a
few new ones put in, and they
make for interesting listening. It
clarifies the other side of Old -
field - the perfectionist always
in search of alternatives. The
final question - is Mike Oldfield
(or any contemporary artist)
worth such a shrine? After a
little thought, the answer must
be yes. Three massive sellers in
one package will appeal to a lot

of people who would like to
become more imtimate with one
of the phenomena of this
decade. C.S.

FILM
REVIEW

Led
Zeppelin
THE SONG REMAINS THE
SAME
When one is reviewing a rock
film it's difficult to criticise it
purely as a movie and leave the
music alone. Faced with a band
on stage, it's tempting to do a
gig review, particularly when
that band is Zep, the venue is
Madison Square Garden and
the numbers being performed
are like a 'best of Led Zeppelin'
compilation, 'Black Dog', 'Stair-
way To Heaven',, 'Dazed and
Confused' and many other
highspots from Zep's albums.

The live gig sequences are
totally honest and un-set-up
right down to the drips of sweat
spraying from Page's forehead
as he tears a violin bow to
shreds on his guitar strings
during 'Dazed and Confused'.

The movie was also
honest enough to include
moments when the band
weren't quite together,
moments when they looked
shattered and, for a second, you
thought (dare I say it?)that
maybe they were . . . sshhh . . .

over the hill! But any fears were
allayed when they came
crashing back in glorious, tight,
edgy aggression, Plant yelling
himself hoarse with a gap-
toothed grin on his face, Page
rearing over his guitar like a
black cobra, Bonham making
whipping up a hurricane look
easy, John Paul Jones playing
those bass riffs imitated by
aspiring bass players all over the
world with a proud, calm, 'I
created it' expression.

If you want to go to a really
good Zep gig, without any of
the discomforts of the real live
thing, this movie's for you. But
there's far, far more to it than
just a straight concert movie.
The concept of the film, rock
mixed with fantasy, each fan-
tasy telling us something about
the individual musician featured
in it, originally belonged to Joe
Massot, the director, who
features amongst the many

movies to his credit, Zachariah
and Wonderwall. He had known
Jimmy Page since 1967 and
from the moment they first star-
ted talking about making a film
around Led Zeppelin, they knew
that what they wanted to bring
out was the power of music to
create mental imagery.

The way they tackled it was
to pick on a solo by each in-
dividual musician and, while he
was playing, to switch to a fan-
tasy sequence, something
which could perhaps be
dreamed up by the mind of any
listener in the audience, but was
also personal to the musician
concerned, a sort of extension
of his creative mind.

Thus we had John Paul
Jones, during a keyboard
passage, becoming a kind of
phantom of the opera, playing a
mighty gothic organ, wearing
black velvet and lace, then
riding out on a foggy night as a
vampire of the moors. This was
tempered with sequences of
happy home life, showing Jones
as a kind of musical Jekyll and
Hyde.

Plant was a mystical mixture
of Norse adventurer and knight,
while Bonham's powerhouse
drum solo backed sequences
showing him zooming around
country lanes and racing circuits
in a variety of ancient and
modern vehicles, including a

farm tractor. Page, as might be
expected, went in for something
more powerfully spiritual - not
surprising when you consider
the filming of it took place
around Page's home - Aleister
Crowley's Scottish mansion.
The sequence, which was shot
at full moon on an icy December
night, shows Page scrambling
up a death -defying rock face at
the top of which stands a

hooded, cowled figure. When
the figure raises its head . . .

no, we've got to leave you some
surprises. Just let it be said that
the special effects filming is ex-
cellent, and that I'm not going
to attempt to identify the sym-
bolism or psychoanalyse the
fantasies!

Other outstanding moments
include Zep's manager Peter
Grant getting heavy with
unauthorised souvenir sellers,
some clips of a few nasty
beatings up and a superb cop on
horseback repeating 'No com-
ment' as if the needle had got
stuck in his groove.

The song remains the same,
but the question remains the
same, too - are the majority of
rock films which feature just one
band too self-indulgent? I think
my answer should be . . . no
comment.

L.R.
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These Two New Stars
In The 'Welson' Galaxy

Have Taken Off Like 'Meteorites'
'IMPERATIVE' two manual portable 11110.

The Imperative is a two manual portable with special effects and
graphic volume controls. The upper manual has 49 keys from
C to C. Seven six -position drawbars are provided for Flute, three
for percussion, one for percussion decay; an on/off switch is
provided for flute sustain on four drawbars, and seven push-
buttons with lights modulate the flutes separately or together.
Two drawbars control modulation amount and speed. The lower
manual has 41 keys from C to C, with four six=position draw-
bars for flute sound. The String Synthesizer section is provided
with a sustain control and three tabs as follows: Cellos, Violins,
Upper to Lower Strings Coupler. Another three tabs control
Piano, Harpsichord and Upper to Lower Special Effects coupler,
a slide control being provided for Piano and Harpsichord Decay.
Six slide volume controls allow graphic level setting of the
various organ sections. A Stereo effect is achieved via twelve
coupled push -buttons, which allow placement of any or all of
the sections to the left or right channels. In addition to all
these features, the following facilities are also provided: Two
photo -cell expression pedals, a pitch control and a pedal board
output.

411'SYNTEX' synthesizer
37 Key C-C keyboard. Two Oscillators with four separate footages
each, individual volume controls and tuning plus vibrato controls.
One sub -audio modulating oscillator with frequency adjustment and
waveform switch; can be used to modulate Osc.1, Osc.2, VCF or
VCA. The envelope generator has Attack, Decay, Sustain and rel-
ease controls, and the Noise Generator is provided with white/pink
noise switching and level control. The VCF (Voltage Controlled
Filter -Resonator) has two slide controls for cut-off frequency and
resonance factor, and also Osc.3 and ADRS amount controls, with.
modulation monitoring via a flashing red light. The VCA (Voltage
Controlled Amplifier) also has the latter three features, plus a
general Volume control and an Initial Volume push switch with
pilot light. There is a Portamento (Glide) switch with pilot light
and speed control, and a Music Random effect is provided together
with on/off switch and flashing light. 15 Preset sounds are available
as follows: Flute, Trombone, Horn, Oboe, Bass Clarinet, Jaw Harp,
Wha-Wha, Accordian, Strings, Xylophone, Bass Guitar, Spinet,
Space, Fuzz and Musical Saw.

SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTOR:

WOODS (Pianos & Organs) Ltd.
Chingford Organ Studios Ltd.,
230 Chingford Mount Road,
Chingford E4 8JL. 01-524 1446.

Chingford Organ Studios Ltd.,
38 Ballards Lane,
Finchley. 01-346 3059.

Chingford Organ Studios Ltd.,
35 Horseshoe Street,
Northampton. 0604 22936.

Midland Organ Co. Ltd.,
2-5 Queensway, Birmingham.
021-643 0232

15/17 Manchester Road, Bolton. Telephone: 0204 27171/2

Macari's,
20 Denmark Street,
London WC2. 01.240 0393.

Frank Hessy Limited,
62 Stanley Street,
Liverpool. 051-236 1418.

J P. Cornell,
31 1).iir635B a n k
Hull.

Woods (Pianos & Organs) Ltd.,
15/17 Manchester Road,
Bolton. 0204 27171/2.

Woods (Pianos & Organs) Ltd.,
84 Church Street,
Preston. 0772 52865.

Woods (Pianos & Organs) Ltd.,
1a, 1b Manchester Road,
Burnley. 0282 33709,

The Edinburgh Organ Studio,
98 Canongate, The Royal Mile,
Edinburgh. 031-556 3005.

or at any one of our many 'Welson' Dealers
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SYNTHESIZER SURVEY
Synthesizers used to be mysterious electronic
machines, myriads of pearl inlaid dials wildly
rotating to the awesome athleticisms of their
masters. Thankfully they are no longer the sacred
cows of the music business, and this month's syn-
thesizer survey selects several makes and manufac-
turers of interest to the aspiring Wakemans and
Emersons.

WOODS OF BOLTON
The Italian -made Welson
keyboards are distributed in Eng-
land by Woods, and their con-
tribution to world of synthesized
music is the "Syntex". It has a
three -octave keyboard and two
audio oscillators, which have four
footages each, plus pitch and vib-
rato controls. A third, sub -audio,
oscillator has a waveform switch
from triangle to square, whilst the
envelope generator is controlled
by four sliders for attack, decay,
sustain and release. In addition,
the Syntex includes a voltage -
controlled filter -resonator (VCF)
and a voltage controlled amplifier
(VCA), and a glide control. Pre-set
push-button voices are: flute,
trombone, horn, oboe, bass
clarinet, jews-harp, Wah-wah,
accordian, string, xylophone,
bass guitar, spinet, "space", fuzz,
and musical saw. The price is a
reasonable £486.

NORLIN
Norlin are the distributors of
American Moog (pronounced to
rhyme with "vogue") synthesiz-
ers, and four are available. The
Micro -Moog has a modular
design, which means that several
units can be coupled together. It
includes a ribbon for pitch bend-
ing, plus sample and hold. The
r.r.p. is £589 incl. VAT. The Mini -
Moog, subtitled "The Moog for
the road", has three oscillators,
and also a white/pink noise source
for making pitchless sounds like
drums, locomotives or cymbals,
whilst the filter section enables
you to adjust the tone from that of,
say, a harpsichord, to that of a
flute. The keyboard covers over
three octaves. The price for this
little item is around £997.

The keyboard of the Sonic Six
(r.r.p. £1,060) contains no less
than four octaves, plus a monitor
amplifier/speaker built in. There
are two oscillators, two wave
generators and a ring modulator
(which takes signals from an
external source, such as a guitar,
or from the tone oscillators, and
ring modulates them with inter-
nally produced wave forms). Last-
ly, the Moog Taurus Pedal Synth-
esizer has three factory pre-set
voices, plus a fourth which is
programmable; Two oscillators
create phasing, parallel intervals
and deep percussive sounds, and
there is variable attack, glide and
decay.

KEMBLE
Two portable synthesizers by
Yamaha are retailed by Kemble-

the SY-1 and the SY-2. The SY-1,
at £550, puts you in command of
28 pre-set voices; other controls
on this instrument are:
attack/bend, portamento, and
pulse width. The latter changes
the harmonics of a given note, as
does the filter control. Three -
octave transposition is possible
on the SY-1, and an unusual fea-
ture is the touch control, which, in
conjunction with any of three
effects switches, will vary their
intensity with the amount of fing-
ertip pressure exerted on them.

At £600 comes the SY-2; like the
SY-1 it has 28 pre-set voices
(which include, incidentally, such
gems as "funny" and "drake"),
and all the other features of that
instrument, with the addition of a
foot pedal control. This affects
volume, wah-wah, or both
together; there is a foot -pedal
sensitivity control to allow you to
pre-set the amount of change
possible. Another feature not pre-
sent on the SY-1 is the tone -bend:
there are three sliders for this -
attack time, decay time and inten-
sity-which together give a wide
selectivity in tone articulation.

If you don't want a portable
model, and have £40,000 burning
a hole in your pocket, the GX1
could be for you; it has just about
everything, including three
keyboards and a pedalboard.

FARFISA
The synthesizer from Farfisa is the
Syntorchestra, a polyphonic
instrument, which is pre-set with
four tabs in the polyphonic sec-
tion, and nine in the monophonic;
the latter section has controls for
constant portamento and tem-
porary portamento, and the gen-
eral controls are for cancellation
of either the mono or polyphonic
sections, plus sliding envelope
control for decay, timer of por-
tamento and monophonic pitch
regulation. On the monophonic
section it is possible to obtain the
third, fifth or sixth note below the
pitch being played.

The player can use the Syntor-
chestra in stereo, by using both
mono and poly through separate
outputs, and there is an expres-
sion pedal with two photoelectric
cells. It retails at £470.76, and is
especially well suited to use with
another Farfisa console.

HORNBY SKEWES
The two instruments obtainable
from Hornby Skewes are the
Logan String Orchestra and the
Logan String Melody, at £599 and

£499 respectively. The Melody,
like many of the modern synth-
esizers and string machines, is
designed to fit on top of most
console or electronic organ
cabinets, and produces a wide
range of orchestral stringed
instrument effects. Sliders for the
bass section are bass, cello, viola
and violin, whilst the treble sec-
tion has the same, except for bass.
There are separate attack and sus-
tain controls for the bass and
treble sections. The Melody can
be pre-set for full orchestra, and
there is a photocell expression
pedal.

The String Orchestra has the
same sized keyboard (four
octaves), with slide controls for
tone, volume and "slalom" - the
latter operated by a touch -
sensitive light. The Bass section's
controls are for percussion, bass,
attack, sustain, orchestra 1,
orchestra 2, cello, viola and violin;
those for the treble section are the
same, without percussion and
bass. Unlike the Melody, the
Orchestra may be used to pro-
duce the sound of solo violin and
oboe.

BRODR JORGENSEN
A wide range of Japanese -made
Roland synthesizers comes to us
courtesy of Brodr. The SH-2000,
for example, has been
"developed especially for home
playing". It has thirty pre-set
sounds - 21 instrumental and 9
"special" sounds, and the other
controls are for filter, slide (por-
tamento), transpose, hold, long

sustain, and repeat, plus a ran-
dom note switch, for producing
random sounds with no relation
to the pressed key. There are 3
octaves.

The SH-1000 is a little less
sophisticated and less expensive,
with just 10 pre-set voices, but it
also features envelope control,
amp modulation, V.C.O. modula-
tion, VCF and VCA Assemblies.
There is a glide switch, pitch con-
trol and a white/pink noise
generator. The SH-1000 gives
good value at £521.79. Around the
same price is the SH-3A, which
can convert the sounds produced
by the VCO into one of three wave
forms in any of five octaves; a
diversity of sounds is possible by
using the ADSR (Attack -decay -
sustain -release) and LFO (for vib-
rato, growl, tremelo, etc.). The
SH-5, at £886.15, completes this
section. Roland also make large
systems for those whose ideas
are a little more ambitious. The
System 100 consists of a basic
keyboard, to which a number of
components may be added.
These are an expander, a mixer, a
sequencer and a pair of monitor
speakers. System 700 is bigger
yet, and is made up of a simple
keyboard, with a main console,
plus five optional blocks, for a
total of 47 modules. It is intended
for studio use, and costs
£9,038.46.

Roland also make a string
machine - the RS -202 - with a
five octave keyboard.

Continued on page 72

SONOR DRUMS
When only the best is good enough

Triple Torn -Tom
holder. Z5506B

Bass drum pedal.
Z5322

Hi -Hat variable
twin springs. Z5454

Bass drum spurs.
Multi -grip. Z5057

'SONOR
I fel! full , 011/l11 catalotikie ie.railat,le (tom sole U.K Distnbu un., M Hubner I Id

.

39 45 Coldharbow I ane, London SE5 9NR Tel 01 133 4411.4
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Continued from page 69

ELKA-ORLA
Two string machines are offered
by Elka-Orla: the Elkarhapsody
490 and 610. As well as giving the
sounds and effects of a string
orchestra, in which the piano and
clavichord can be used to har-
monize in counterpoint, the 610
can also be divided into two inde-
pendent parts. It has a full five
octaves, and both register sec-
tions have cello, strings, piano,
and clavichord, plus delay, cancel-
ling and tuning controls. There
are facilities for external tuning; a
photoelectric cell expression
pedal and two stereo outputs
complete the line-up of features
on the 610. This instrument may
be augmented, if desired, by a
13 -note pedal -board for the bass
end, with foot -controls for volume
and sustain length.

The 490 is a smaller version,
with four octaves, C to C, and cello
and strings registers; as before,
the 490 comes with tuning and
expression facilities. The price is
just under £300, whilst the 610
costs around £524 - £586 if the
pedalboard is included.

SYNTHESIZER MUSIC SER-
VICES
Based at 21 Holland Park, London
W11, S.M.S. manufacture an
instrument called the Minisonic 2.
They do not retail it, but sell it
from the premises, which means
you end up paying somewhat less
than usual. Push-button patching

makes for quick programming,
since one hand may change the
quality of sound, whilst the other
plays the notes on the 3 -octave
keyboard. This keyboard can play
a traditional musical scale or, if
you wish, a complete range of
micro -and macrotones; glide can
also be obtained, and the entire
range of the keyboard can be
shifted up or down.

There are two voltage control-
led oscillators, which can be set to
lock on to each other across the
whole audio spectrum. The ring
modulator and voltage controlled
filter, plus two envelope shapers,
are the additional features. The
virtue of having two of the latter is
that one may endow the same
sound with simultaneous attack
and decay, and it is also possible
to programme one of them inde-
pendently of the keyboard for
special effects. There are two
stereo outputs with pan controls,
plus a socket for headphones.
Free demonstrations of the
Minisonic will be arranged on
request.

ROSE-MORRIS/HOHNER
The two firms go together here,
because both are distributors for
the Japanese Korg range of
synthesizers. The 700S Mini-Korg,
as well as reproducing the sound
of conventional instruments and
electronic ones, has an added ring
modulator for simulating such
effects as gun -fire, hurricanes and
waves. It has a 3 -octave keyboard
and is wired for both high and low
impedance outputs. The 800 has
double oscillator banks, and there

are two sets of controls for tuning,
whether on stage or in the studio.
Semi-polyphonics are easily
obtainable. The tone generators
are by the VCO stage, and a hold
position is included for endless
sustain. The main tone is variable
through the use of a waveform
selector, and with the sub -tones
can be mixed in any sound prop-
ortion, using the two separate
ring modulators.

The Korg Pre-set has 3 octaves,
and incorporates 15 instrument
voices, nine percussion voices
and five other sounds. The other
features include slide, vibrato,
attack, sustain, etc. Top of the
range comes the Polyphonic
Ensemble. Its main feature is, of
course, the fact that you can pro-
duce more than one note at a time
on it - unlike the majority of
synthesizers. There are seven
pre-set instrument sounds and a
particularly wide range of tones;
these are achieved by means of
the mode, expand and "soft" con-
trols, amongst others. These are
along with the usual glide, attack,
decay, vibrato and sustain con-
trols, although there is, in addi-
tion, an "octave coupler", which
will add a sound one octave
higher than the note played.

BOOSEY AND HAWKES
A number of the American ARP
synthesizers are available from
Boosey and. Hawkes; the 2701
Pro -Soloist has thirty pre-set
instrumental and electronic
effects, with a touch -sensitive
keyboard, by which you can

increase the volume or brilliance,
or add vibrato, growl, wow or
bend to the note. The Pro -Soloist
is primarily for use in the home,
and can be connected to a guitar
amplifier or a stereo system, as
well as a conventional electronic
organ.

The 2900 Explorer, as well as
having pre-set voices, can be used
to create a wide variety of manu-
ally produced sounds. The control
section above the keyboard
affects waveform and pitch range,
whilst the sloping panel to the left
includes the controls for the
envelope generator and filter.
These are for attack, decay and
tone colour. The pitch bend
allows you to bend notes up to
one octave - sharp or flat, and
the portamento is, of course, for
sliding from note to note.

As we go up through the range,
we find the Odyssey, the 2600, the
AXXE, the Little Brother, and the
Sequencer. The latter is not so
much a synthesizer, more a spe-
cial accessory. When interfaced
with a normal synthesizer, it pro-
duces bass, percussion, and other
musical lines up to 16 notes in
either programmed or random
sequence. These are controlled by
one quantizer, or up to eight two -
note chords with two quantizers.
The sequencer includes five gate
outputs, pulse width modulation
control, and pedaljacks for exter-
nal control. LEDs indicate the note
being played, so you can track the
sequential progression.

Lastly it should be added that
ARP also have a string ensemble
which is fully polyphonic.

MUSIC
MAN

M

WHAT AVE
Eric Clapton, Merle Travis, Albert Lee, Martin Barre, Glen
Campbell, James Burton, Emmylou Harris, Andy Roberts and
Marty Robbins got in common?

SIC MAN AMPS!
Try out these amazing amps at your exclusive local agents now. For colour catalogue
(including details of the Stingray Guitar and Bass) and the name of your nearest stockist,
send a large S.A.E. to:

MUSIC MAN DIVISION, Strings & Things Ltd., 20 Chartwell Road, Churchill Industrial
Estate, LANCING, West Sussex BN15 8TU. Tel: 09063 65006. Telex: 87266.
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The range of SAI P.A. Equipment

offers groups the widest choice of
systems matched to their sound

-and their budget. And at SAI

we don't just sell hardware -

we offer sound advice and full

service on every aspect of P.A.

and disco equipment.

Come and see for yourselves.

Gauss Bin with Vitavox Horn

SOUND ADVICE INSTALLATIONS CO. LTD.

StreeiSh room, Coppul I, Chorley, Lancs.
6 -Junction 7. Late night opening Mons &Weds till 8Pm

Rin. S ye or Bob on 0257 791645

Your
PASSPORT

to any
MUSICAL

INSTRUMENT
...or EQUIPMENT in this magazine including

Equipment Price Guide!!! On NO DEPOSIT terms
(if required) on any amount from £40 upwards.

I I WISH TO BUY THESE ITEMS PRICE:

£

INC VAT EX. VAT TOTAL £

I ENCLOSE A
DEPOSIT OF
(Returnable if no sale)

AMOUNT
REQUIRED
ON TERMS

REPAYMENTS OVER 12 / 18 / 24 MONTHS
OR 36 / 48 MONTHS (FOR AMOUNTS. OVER £500 ONLY)
FIRST NAME SURNAME AGE

MARRIED / SINGLE / DIVORCED / SEPARATED / WIDOWER
NAME OF GUARANTOR IF AGE 20 OR UNDER

ADDRESS FOR
HOW
LONG

TEL:
PREVIOUS
ADDRESS

AT YOUR PRESENT ADDRESS ARE YOU

OWNER PAYING RENT
IN A HOUSE

RENTING A FLAT

LIVING WITH
PARENTS

FURNISHED

LODGER UNFURNISHED
OCCUPATION

EMPLOYER FOR HOW
TEL LONG

PREVIOUS
EMPLOYER

FOR HOW
LONG

PREVIOUS H/P OR
CREDIT REFERENCES

IF NECESSARY I CAN BE CONTACTED AT

TEL: DAY TEL. EVENING
ANY PART EXCHANGE ITEMS ESTIMATED VALUE t

(Cheques, postal orders payable to Musical
Sounds Ltd.)

Musical Sounds, 274 London Road,
Sheffield S2 4NA

Tel: (0742) 50445 or 54381
RUSH THIS COUPON TO MUSICAL SOUNDS
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CHRIS STEVENS
MUSIC CENTRE

62
CHRISTMAS

PRESEN1

20 discount on

every 6100 you spend

11 QUEENS ROAD SOUTHEND 45451
33 NORTH STREET ROMFORD 45542

111,6___Ve

SOUND EQUIPMENT

for AMPS by: Peavey, Roland,
Carlsbro, Custom, Maine,
Music Man, Fender, MM, WEM,
Gauss.

for DRUMS by: Pearl, Ludwig,
Rodgers, Maxwin, Autotune,
Slingerland, Avedis, Paiste,
Tosco, Zin.

for EFFECTS by: Electro
Harmonix, Roland, MXR,
Vox, Ibanez, WEM, Melos,
Carlsbro, Top Gear.

for GUITARS by: John Birch,
Ovation, Gibson, Antoria,
Fender, Rickenbacker, Yamaha,
Martin,.Guild, Music Man.

for KEYBOARDS by: Rhodes,
Hohner, Insta, Roland, Crumar,
Haven, Logan, Moog, ARP,
Korg, Vox, Welson.

3 ALBION PLACE, SUNDERLAND, TYNE & WEAR
Telephone: (0783) 78058

UXBRIDGE 4f&
6, new arcade, high st.
uxbridge 35076
middx.

EXCLUSIVE BULK PURCHASE

III;till simms-watts
P.A. 1011

It a

8.4. oftANI.

0111

All Valve Amplifiers
PA100 4 Ch 8 IP 100W RMS £115 inc VAT
PA100 2 Ch 4 IP 100W RMS £99 inc VAT

OTransistor Amplifiers
PA70 4 Ch 100W Music 70W

RMS £70 inc VAT
All fully guaranteed 1 year inc. labour. (Valves 90 days)

17, bridge street,
410 Ieighton buzzard 66622

beds.

immmommlitilLimEmm441.&a
MUSIC

GUIITARZAN

(Everything for the
guitarist -- except
fingers)

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL OFFER
FOR BEGINNERS

An electric guitar and amplifier £50.00 complete
Remember, we build guitars to your own specifi-
catons, and repair all makes of guitars on the
premises. Fender, Gibson, etc. always in stock.
Same -day amplifier repair service available 6 days
per week. (It's enough to make you cry)
All this and more at:

28 - 30 MIDDLESBROUGH ROAD,

SOUTH BANK, MIDDLESBROUGH.

TELEPHONE: ESTON GRANGE 67510.

16.

X
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DRUMLAND
PERCUSSION

THE

PROFESSIONAL
DRUM SHOP

The biggest little &um shop in the world !
Due to our constantly changing stock position, it is
impossible to list specific items, however, we are normally
able to supply both new and used equipment by the
makers:

PEARL - GRETSCH - TAMA - SLINGERLAND -
MAXWIN - LUDWIG - ROGERS - SONOR - ASBA -

BEVERLEY - PREMIER ETC.

Cymbals by: PAISTE - ZILDJIAN - TOSCO - SUPER
ZYN - IZMIR - UFIP - KRU,T - ZYN ETC.

Heads by: EVANS - REMO - LUDWIG - C.S. -
EV ER PLAY ETC.

Cases by: LE BLOND and SPAULDING RUSSELL.

Plus
Full after sales service, repairs, re-covering,
reconditioning. Drums customised, special
fittings to order. Hundreds of spares available
for all makes. We have the finest drum
repair shop in the country and offer a service
that is second to none.

If you have any enquiries or require advice on any-
thing drumwise, please call in or phone - Always
pleased to talk drums !

Sales - Graham Willeard
Service - John Moule
Tuition - Paul Whiteside

75 LOWFIELD STREET, DARTFORD, KENT
Telephone: DARTFORD 24449

HIRE EQUIPMENT LIMITED

100 WATT DISCO to 5000 WATT FULL P.A.

ALL FACILITIES & BACK LINE
FOLD BACK to 1000 WATTS

TURNER - ALTEC - JBL - GAUSS-
REVOX - SUNN - RCF - SHURE -

AKG - CUSTOM SOUND etc. equipment used.

67 MARKET STREET, CHAPEL -EN -LE -FRITH,
Via STOCKPORT.

Tel: Chapel 2730 (24hr Answering Service)

Gibson EB3 S/Hand
Rokenbecaer Copies . from
mane. LP Junior
lbane, LP Deluxe
CSL GB Recording 5/Hand
CSL 51.0er.
Ibanez Or CV
Wane, Aitist
lbano Concoole SOland
Grecsch TenneCopies-damSOM E25000
Telecaster Bas fr C55.00
Les Paul Copds - from 065 00
5.G Cosoes frorn 3000
Yarn. Classic a. Folk Guitars from 000

LARGE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES
ALWAYS IN STOCK

        *              

'HORTHERN.
SOUNDS

Wish all Beat Instrumental
readers a very

Happy Christmas
Cut out this advert and save
15% on any guitar, amplifier

or drum kit.
Ovation, Fender, Gibson and John Birch guitars now in

stock.

Call in and try the Music Man and Maine
amplification.

Part exchange and H.P. always available.

NORTHERN SOUNDS, 41 Jane Street,
Workington. Tel: Workington (0900) 4797

OSie "e
01 304 4274

e
105 -7 5ellesrche bad Welling Kent Illw

-SPeCiettna
BargainS

For BEAT Instumental Readers

Yamaha G1OOB 21 100W Combo
CYamaha 25W Combo

SOund 7006 Legal TOP
Custom Sou. V 4.2 C.
Custom Sou. )00A PA Arno
Room 100W Top
Roost 400W 4..12 C.
KM Slave 100W

Mac.. slaw PA Arno 1GOW
Macdonald Slaw 100W
macceonaid ..1x12 Columns
Macdonald Cif, C. - from
Mead.. 2,12 C. from
Macdonald SOW Monitor from
Nownex R0.30 30W Combo
Ndantli 5050W Combo
Marsna0 50W Combo Sflaand
Practice ATP. Irorn
30W vow Combos.

Combos3000 Tr aaaaa Combos - from

OUR PRICE

C302 00
CBS 00
C13500
E130 00

6300
C10100
Ela, 00
CBS 00
C255 00 or
E150 00
035 00
C100 00
Ea5 00
C60 00
05000
006500

0400
03000
00000
n 0.

twdiewilipwwwww wog famingimmmmaiggi,
IVRMIUSSMICIONOMIGnAr.mrompinseromprorampinapramansegmitgrannimomprommirionmp
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MUSIC MUSE
375 LEWISHAM HIGH ST.,
LONDON SE13.
01-690 2205

HIIH
electronic

MAIN
DEALER

cam
Full range in stock including many
special Limited Editions. All at
good priced. Cash or Easy Credit
Terms only 10% deposit. Plus
selection of used bargains. Full
time guitar craftsman to attend to
your every 'fret' or customisation.

We carry the ful range of this
top -selling amplification at
all times. Non-stop demon-
strations. All other top makes
in stock including: MARSHALL,
FENDER, MUSIC -MAN,
PEAVEY, MXR, ROLAND etc.
Plus full servicing facilities on
all types of equipment.

fifila MI
The professional's choice. Complete with cymbals by: ZILDJIAN,
PAISTE, SUPER ZYN etc. Many other kits in stock including:
HAYMAN, PEARL, MAXWIN, GRETSCH both new and used.
Plus all accessories - heads - sticks - cases - pedals - stands etc. Your
old kit gladly taken in part exchange.

MAIL ORDER - EASY CREDIT -
DELIVERY ANYWHERE - 1st CLASS SERVICE

Headphone praotice
amp -complete With

headphones/1

Private practice for the Guitarist. Will take both
lead and bass guitar. Integrated output stage.
Headphones can be used with own stereo system.
Headphone Practice Amp price:

30
inc. P & P.

Please send me Practice Amp(s) @ £13.30 ea.

I enclose cheque/postal order for

Name

Address

Pepper Music Ltd., 86 Northdown Road, Margate

Humberside's newest music centre
Guitars
Antoria, CMI, Shergold,
CSL, Fender, etc.

We are sole agents

FULL REPAIR AND AFTER -SALES SERVICE

for:

Mics
Shure, S.R.O., Beyer,
AKG, etc.

Johnny NO DISCOUNTING
patoms BUT

MLiSiC NO RIP-OFFS

place 188 HOLDERNESS ROAD, HULL HU9 2AE.

Amps
CMI, Music Man, Peavey,
Sisme, H/H (S/H), etc.

cod.
OUR PLEASURE

TO

SERVE YOU

MUSIC
MAN

Tel: 0482-23702

KNANWANWANWSWIVANNIVANAKIMINIEVIOUURNIMMIMMININIVINK



INSTRUMENTAL
PRECINCT ELECTRICKERY!
Floor mounting instrument

effects have always
seemed to lack a certain
degree of acoustic subtlety,
and are often compromised
by their standard of construc-
tion and quality of compo-
nents. Tony Korrlander would
like to change all that, and
already has two purpose-built
units in production to prove
his point - which is basically
that musicians prefer effects
designed by other musicians,
and that the expense of high
grade components will be
repaid by reliability and
longevity.

The "Smooth" (as opposed
to Fuzz) unit was specifically
designed to transform a low
output guitar/low 'guts' amp-
lifier so that the resultant
sound is as close as possible
to the Les Paul 'Eric Clapton'
tone. The "Smooth" has three
controls apart from the on/off
footswitch: Sustain, Volume
and Studio -Stage switch,
which tames the unit's
response when in the Stage
position, and accents it in the
Studio setting (more suscep-
tible to feedback). This device
not only fulfils its purpose
admirably in providing
increased sustain, 'biting' tre-
ble response and controlled
2nd harmonic distortion, but

is also extremely good value
at £30 - certainly cheaper
than the cost of a single high
output pick-up.

Precinct Electrickery
(Tony's company) also make
the "Phaseow", a phasing unit
whose attributes are graphi-
cally described by its name.
Controls provided are Depth,
Speed, Range switch and
Effect control. The Range
switch sets the centre point of
the phasing effect and limits
the extent of its excursion, and
it is also possible to tune the
unit for maximum high, mid
or bass response. The very
reasonable price of £45
includes, as does the
"Smooth", two Mallory Man-
ganese Alkaline 9v batteries
(the sort that don't run out!).

In the 'pipeline' at the
moment is a new phaser cal-
led the "Stratophaser", which
utilizes a Digital Delay Line
and will probably be mains
powered. Projected facilities
include Depth and Speed con-
trols, tuning for operating
range and possibly a switch
for use as an ADT (Automatic
Double Tracking) unit. Sounds
interesting? - price should be
around £70. If you're
interested phone Farn-
borough (in Hampshire)
511899.

NEWS
BORER ROSETTI'S REP
Rosetti announce that Mick

Borer's activities as Elec-
tronic Product Manager for
the company have been ex-
panded. He will now cover
the whole of the UK, calling on
dealers to give specialised
advice and information con-
cerning the ever-increasing
range of electronic items
obtainable from Rosetti.

Mick has been in the music
industry for the whole of his
working life and his experi-
ence of the music trade on
both sides of the counter
means that he is very well
equipped to give assistance
on all matters relating to
Shure microphones and amp-
lification, SW amplification,
Epiphone guitars, Jen effects,
Minimax amplifier, Pow-
erhouse rhythm unit, and
associated products.

Mick will be able to help
dealers by explaining and
demonstrating various elec-
tronic items and the dealers
will be given useful informa-
tion to assist them in answer-
ing their customers' queries.

FARFISA

BARGAINS
Bargain hunters may be

able to find some Farfisa
Buckingham and Coronet
organs going at a discount
price to offset some unavoid-
able increases on other mod-
els. The recently introduced

78

Coronet is a four channel
organ with two manuals of 49
keys (C -C) and a thirteen note
pedalboard, also C -C.
Included on the model is a
wide range of effects and
simulated instruments -
flutes, harpsichord, brass
piano strings to name but a
very few, plus full Leslie. The
model further incorporates a
synthesizer panel.

METEOR'S DISCO PROJECTOR

New
from Meteor Light and

Sound is their three in one

disco projector for the
home, the 'budget' disco-
theque, and the bar that is
looking for a conversation
piece! The Meteorite is a small
rugged projector coming
complete with a liquid wheel
(over fifteen effects available)
and drive attachment. A cas-
sette attachment is also avail-
able. For home use a film slide
attachment is included which
converts the Meteorite into a
conventional projector. The
100 watt bulb has a fifty hour
life.

BOMBED IN THE BLITZ
The Blitz Wine Bar, handily

placed in the Hol-
born/Covent Garden area
at 4 Great Queen Stree,
offers an interesting alterna-
tive to the plethora of wine
bars and pubs in the area. As
its name implies, Blitz has
recreated the atmosphere of
the forties in decor and menu,
but has also compromised its
image to become as popular
with the casual visitor merely
interested in refreshment as
with nostalgia merchants.
While the atmosphere is there
for those who want it, more
substantial pleasures are
available in the shape of a
long and varied wine list,
including their own reason-
ably priced house brand. The

menu too has been expanded
to include steaks and ham-
burgers besides the period
helpings of bangers and
mash, all of which is available
in the spacious restaurant on
the first floor.

However, our aim is not
merely to upstage Fay Mas-
chler but to also announce
that part of their further mod-
ernisation plans include the
booking of jazz bands for the
occasional 'live' show to sup-
plement their piano perfor-
mers and recorded rock
music. Inquiries from bands
wishing to perform there will
be welcomed; those more
partial to listening, eating and
drinking are assured a good
time.
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JULIAN'S STUDIO
INSTRUMENT RENTALS
Move to bigger premises brings stock expansion

t should be said at the start
that Julian's hire company
enjoys a rare reputation.

Once introduced to the firm,
clients seldom move else-
where; other hire firms, when
pressed, will admit that Julian's
do their business very well.
Julian's is run by the charming
Shirley Leigh - her adminis-
trative talents are obvious and
her knowledge of the instru-
ments around her runs deep;
probably more important,
clients in the music industry
respect her, and her staff
enjoy working with her.

The firm started up in a

modest way in 1971, run by
Shirley and her late husband
Julian. Julian was a musician
whose pride in his work led
him to thoroughly evaluate
the requirements of the busi-
ness, and at that stage the

company was primarily
specialising in keyboards. An
almost immediate reputation
led the firm to expand faster
than either Julian or Shirley
had expected, and it is her
private misfortune that
Julian's death in 1974 robbed
him of the fruits of his labours.

The business was then at its
peak, and Shirley made the
decision that she would go
ahead and keep it that way.
"We realised that equipment
required for a recording ses-
sion had to be of a very high
standard," explained Shirley,
"and it was on the basis of
meeting musicians in the
studios that we came to
understand their needs."

To meet these require-
ments, she had to employ
staff who would be willing and
able to maintain a high stan-

Shirley and the crew: the little feller without the T-shirt is Pablo Picasso!
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dard of service. Not only do
they do their jobs well, but
they are as proud of the firm
as she is. Visiting Julian's is
like visiting a large family, but
the informality there is the
kind that makes things run
smoothly, not the artificial
kind that places a strain on
everybody.

Maintenance
They place great emphasis

on a stringent maintenance
programme, and here the bof-
fin is Steve Jackson. Steve has
worked with several pro
bands as engineer, and he's
played as well. "I found that I
preferred mending them to
playing them", he admitted
long after the interview was
concluded. He is, in fact, a
compulsive electronics
enthusiast; keyboards that
come straight to the firm from

the factory rarely satisfy him,
and they are invariably strip-
ped right down and
thoroughly checked and ser-
viced before they go out in
Julian's name. His talents
have meant that he was prone
to informal requests for repair
assistance, and through con-
stant demand outside repairs
have now become an impor-
tant and very busy facet of the
company.

Julian's permanent regard
for what musicians need in the
studio has the side effect of
putting their hiring list out of
date quicker than most. Cur-
rently the following instru-
ments are among many more
on the catalogue: Crumar,
Fender, Wurlitzer and Hohner
pianos; Hammond, Farfisa
and Yamaha organs; Morley,
Baldwin and Deblaise harp-
sichords and clavinets; Arp,
Mini-moog and Crumar
synthesisers; various Fender
amps; various effects units,
and six string and bass
guitars. A telephone call is
advisable if a particular item is
not on the list, as there is every
possibility that it has recently
become available.

Premises
Extensive stocks and high

class maintenance are two of
the more obvious factors
which explain the firm's popu-
larity, and now, after a two-
year search, the crew have
found the new premises
they've been looking for to
contain the constant expan-
sion. The move is from 5 Hen-
son Avenue, Willesden, to 2
Churchill Road, five minutes
away and just off Willesden
High Road. The workmen are
just putting the finishing
touches to a spread, which,
when finished, threatens to be
one of the best in the country.

The search has taken two
years because Shirley was not
prepared to move into any old
empty shop which would be
unable to cope with the vari-
ous things going on at the
same time. Churchill Road will
continue all aspects of the
current service in style; it will
also allow a few more facilities
which have been on the draw-
ing board for a long time.



To begin with - the
demonstration room. Here,
clients will be able to phone
through an appointment to try
out any new equipment with
which they are not familiar.
Expert guidance will be avail-
able, and musicians will
realise value of meeting new
gear in a relaxed atmosphere.
A lot of people have asked for
just such a service, and it is
bound to be greatly
appreciated, not least of all as
a timesaver in the studio
where the player will be able
to go right ahead as soon as
the red light goes. Although
only available on appoint-
ment, the demonstration
room will be free.

The second speciality of the
house will be Steve's
repair/testing section,
designed to his own specifica-
tions and fully equipped to
deal with practically any even-
tuality. This will operate as
before, but with even more
scope, handling both check
ups on the firm's equipment
and catering for the outside
customer as well.

Addition
The third major section

accommodated by the new
premises is an acoustic
chamber for tuning. Again,
this will operate for outside
clients as well as hire custom-
ers. Informality, too, will move
with the crew to Churchill
Road -a welcome is perma-
nently extended to anybody
wishing to discuss their needs
in greater depth. As men-
tioned earlier, it has been this
reputation for top class ser-
vice that has led Shirley to
expand at such a rate.

The latest development, as
borne out by their hire list, is
the addition, to the keyboards,
of amps and guitars. It is soon
to be enlarged further;
Julian's are currently in the
process of investigating the
percussion possibilities -
drums, rattles, marimbas and
'things that go bump in the
night' should be on the
agenda by the middle of '77.

Another plan of theirs is
opening a regular retail shop
right next door in Churchill
Road. Like everything else, the
idea came through repeated
suggestions from customers
that that was something they
would like to see. An example
of the way in which Julian's
bend over backwards to help
is in the fact that musicians
satisfied with a particular
instrument can ring up with
the serial number and hire it a
second time- if it's available.
Try that with some of the other

The tuning chamber in operation.

hire firms! Anybody can claim
that an instrument leaves their
premises in working order;
Julian's unpack it in the studio,
set it up, and then show itto be
in tune and in perfect working
order-totally ready, in other
words, for the musician to just
come in and start playing.
Prices obviously vary accord-
ing to the hiring circums-
tances and the usual vari-
ables. They have been stable
for a long time; and Julian's
motto of being" fair to the
customer means that some
could go up, and some could
come down.

But who are these mysteri-
ous clients who go away satis-
fied with the service. Steve
mentioned a few from mem-
ory: "Kinks, Automatic Man,
Georgie Fame, Gallagher and
Lyle, Camel, Pilot - there are
plenty more but I'll have to
look them up - do you want
me to?"

Studios
Despite such a list, the main

customers are the recording
studios themselves, and they
range from the largest and
best known to many smaller
outfits.

Beat looks forward to visit-
ing the new premises when
they are fully operational in a
month or so, and so too will a
lot of other people. Enjoy the
luxury of presuming that only
the best will be hired out, and
also look forward to the
pleasure of meeting Shirley
Leigh, Steve and the others.
They seem to enjoy working
together, and you can't say
fairer than that, can you?

One corner of the demonstration room.

Mr. Fixit Steve Jackson with soldering iron.
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H RE SURVEY
Looking for a sitar for an afternoon? A 10 ton air conditioned trailer unit for a
month? A10,000 watt stack for a weekend? Beat's look at some of the top
companies in the hire market provides invaluable information names,
addresses and an indication of what sort of gear really is available. From
penny whistles to tubas, disco lights to massive lighting towers, 10 watt
combos to 30,000 watt monsters - you can hire them all. Whether gigging in
Hyde Park or the back room in Nether Wallop, Beat's Hire Survey highlights
the activities of several leading firms able to assist both amateurs and pro's.

CEREBRUM LIGHTING
Address 168 Chiltern Drive, Berry -
lands, Surbiton, Surrey KT5 8LS.
Telephone 390 0051.
Director John Lethbridge (Manag-
ing Partner).
Field of operations U.K. and
Europe.
Service Insurance of equipment
and carnet are the responsibility
of the client.
Special facilities Supply dis-
cotheque lighting, discotheque
sound equipment, stage lighting
for bands and special effects, and
offer daily rates for one off gigs.
Recent clients Curved Air, Doctors
of Madness, Fairport, Kiss, Hors -
lips plus several bands through
their lighting companies.
Nature of equipment hired Com-
plete and part stage lighting rigs,
all types disco lighting equip-
ment, disco sound consoles, mix-
ers, speakers, amps, mic-
rophones, special effects includ-
ing dry ice machines, bubble
machines and stage pyrotechnics
(the latter with a qualified techni-
cian only). All the equipment
hired is available new for sale,
both to retail and trade.
Rates A comprehensive catalogue
on the full equipment range is
available from the above address
price 50 pence, postage paid. Lighting - now an integral part of a PA rig.

STANDISH LIGHT AND SOUND
HIRE LTD
Address 358 Preston Road, Stan-
dish, nr. Wigan, Lancashire.
Telephone Standish 421603.
Directors and staff Director: M.
Atherton, Manager: Roy Calder -
bank, Staff: David Lowton, Clive
Robinson, Alan Reaves.
Field of operations Great Britain.
Recent Clients Real Thing, Disco
Tex and the Sex -O -Lets, Liverpool
Express, The Exciters, The
Shangri-La's, BBC Radio Black-
burn.
Nature of equipment hired 2000-
3000 watt PA, SAI/Gauss bins, JBL
horns, 20 ch mixer - 12 ch on-
stage mixer, Revox tape recorder,
DI boxes plus stage gear.
Rates By negotiation, depending
on wattage and distance.

ZENITH LIGHTING
Address 60 !field Road, London
SW10.
Telephone 352 7048.
Directors and staff Dave Cohen,
Paul Turner, Pam Lord.
Field of operations Worldwide.
Services Full.
Special Facilities Design, effects,
presentation, stage flooring.
Recent clients The Who, Eric Clap -

Continued on page 87

ELEETHEIFIE EFFECTS.... I ....2
DESIGNED FOR PROFESSIONAL USE
To produce an effect similar to
that obtained by hard driving
certain valve amplifiers.

This involves a nonlinear
distortion, that is mainly
2nd harmonic, and a
variable amount of sustain.
Unlike Fuzz, the distortion
is subtle, octave related to
the fundamental, end retaine
much of the original timbre
of the instrument.
The amount of sustain is in two
ranges for howl.free use.

THE POWERFUL:e6'01#0
AT ANY VOLUME(

One year guarantee on parts and labour

Suitable for both
chord & lead work

Controllable
positive
feedback
* Accentuates

harmonics

Available now, C. W.O.
price E30 from:

PRECINCT
"I MENDIP ROAD

FARNBOROUGH, HANTS

Telephone 0252 511599/45939

....3
PHASEOW

Analogue phaser of superior
performance. Depth, variable from
subliminal phasing to synthi effects.
Speed from a 4 second cycle to
B cycles per second.
Plus- exclusive pitch control to
permit,at the flick of a switch,
phase modulation of a band of
frequencies pre -selected by the
control.
A new sound to phasing.

STRATOPHASER
Digital technique phaser/flanger
with a professional specification.
Depth, speed E. pitch contol.
Stereo output socket fitted as
standard. Switched position for
double tracking effects.
Clean output from stereo
socket!
MAINS POWERED.

ADVANCE INFORMATION ONLY ON THESE TWO UNITS
AVAILABLE JAN 1977 ____ PRICES TO BE ANNOUNCED
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TOURING ON THE CONTINENT

ALL YOU NEED IS
A GIG

WE GOT THE REST

JBL SPEAKERS DRIVERS
CROWN AMPS
MIDAS KELSEY SOUNDED
RANK STRAND
ALTMANN LAMPS
ELECTROSON IC G. R
STRAND DIMMER RACKS
CSI FOLLOW SPOTS
SUPER STRONG STROBES
CSI SLIDE PROJECTORS
STAGE GEAR
MERCEDES BENZ TRUCKS

SPECIAL RATES ON HOTELS, CAR RENTALS & COACHES

MANHATTEN TRANSFER  JOSE FELICIANO  WAR
GORDON LIGHTFOOT  RORY GALLAGHER

SHIRLEY McLAINE  BILLY SWAN  AL JARREAU  ETC .

HASH LIGHT 8 SOUND GMBH
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TRY IT BEFORE YOU BUY IT
for the first time, a comprehensive range of complete P.A Systems from 100 to 1000 watts set up

and ready for use, including systems and components from.-

AITEC
mcron

gauss

UHL Goodmans

FIN
e

RCF

CELESTION

You don't have to be a 20,000 watt Rock and Roll band to need a good P.A. system. Come
along to our demonstration warehouse off Mile End Road, London, to see and hear each
P.A. Rig. Bring your band - plug in and compare for yourselves!

Ring for an appointment or write for details:

agurdawg pa 718 OLD FORD ROAD, LONDON E3 2TA,
Please note, it is necessary to ring before calling

Tel: 01-981 1695

EZee Hire

If/
PROFESSIONAL INSTRUMENT &
AMPLIFICATION RENTALS

REHEARSAL ROOM

ELECTRIC KEYBOARD
SPECIALISTS

REPAIRS TO ALL LEADING
MAKES OF KEYBOARDS,
AMPS AND GUITARS

E -ZEE HIRE LIMITED, 7/9 MARKET ROAD, LONDON N7 9PL TELEPHONE: 01-609 0246/7/8/9
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NOW AT SHEPPERTON STUDIOS
* P. A. Hire

up to 36,000 watt systems

0 Lighting Hire
up to 300 lamp systems

Spare Lighting & P. A.
Items, Tape etc. stocked

Rehearsal Studios
at Shepperton

U,K, & U.S.A.
Power Systems

Effects

RSE IS BACK !

15 plus 4 in
2 plus 5 out
PA Mixer

Anyone into concert PA needs to know what RSE are doing in
1976. In 1972, the now famous RSE 600 watt system showed the
the way In total -concept PA and is now back in production.

The Autumn will see the Introduction of the new RSE
Second Generation 2400 watt and 3600 watt system is now
under development.

For more information contact Ken Dibble at:

MIDLAND SOUND LTD
Albert St., Rugby, Warks. Tel: Rugby (0788) 71419
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MUSIC TRADES

11
FULHAM,

This 15,000 sq.
panies serving
following services

HOUSE
-15

ft.
the

LILLIE
LONDON,

building
music
are
roof .

ROAD

is
industry

combined
.

S.W.6

shared by com-
where the
under one

EQUIPMENT
HIRE

SIV82NdHITEG
INSTRUMENTS

AMPLIFICATION
CABIN

RETAIL
SHOP

cOR THE BEST
SELECTION OF

NEW AND USED
EQUIPMENT

P.A.
HIRE

AND TOURING SERVICE
STAGE SHOWS

P.A.
EQUIPMENT SALES

SINS M AMPS
HORNS

MIXERS  MONITORS

KEYBOARD
CENTRE

SALES
HiRiNG

REPAIRS

REHEARSAL
STUDIOS

51551 500 WI 3 565 It .I
2.. 500 ft, t. ISO MI

5 150 ft.2

REPAIRS
AMPLIFICATION

AND INSTRUMENT
REPAIRS

CUSTOM BUILDING

DRUMS
CENTRE

SALES
HIRING

REPAIRS

LOUDSPEAKER
RECONING

SERVICE
SALES

TESTING
REPAIRS

01-381 1391-2-3-4



Continued from page 83

ton, Gentle Giant, Streetwalkers,
Hall and Oates, Robert Palmer
(USA), Jeff Beck (USA).
Nature of equipment hired
Pneumatic genie towers,
aluminium trusses, Electrosonic
control boards and dimmer packs,
followspots, supertroupers, inter-
com systems, special effects.
Rates On application.

ARTISTS MONITOR SERVICE
Address The Restings, Friary Road,
Wraysbury, Bucks
Telephone 078481 2725
Directors and staff N. Cohen, N.
Mawer, D. Johnson plus roadies
Field of operations England, France,
Germany, USA
Service Full tour and road service
can be provided
Special facilities On-stage
monitoring of any size
Recent clients Larry Coryell, Linda
Lewis, Bay City Rollers, Sheer
Elegance, Curved Air, Van der Graff
etc.
Nature of equipment hired Crown,
JBL, AMS, Amec, Martin, ATC,
Amco
Rates From £40 (for a 300 watt R MS
monitor system)

ESE HIRE
Address 2 Upper Fant Road,
Maidstone, Kent.
Telephone 0622 673355.
Directors and staff Eric Snowball
(Man. Dir.), Steve Thornecroft
(Dir.), Paul Winter (Manager),
Tony Jarratt (Installations and
custom building), Bernie Martin,
Colin Hyde (Engineers).
Field of operations Europe
Services Trucking, carnets, road
permits, ferries etc., all organised.
Special facilities Custom building
of PA, trucking from Transits to
Artics, two retail shops.
Recent Clients Marvin Gaye
(Europe Tour), Hall and Oates,
Ozark Mountain Daredevils,
Lynyrd Skynyrd, Don Harrison
Band.
Nature of equipment hired JBL PA
systems powered by
Amcron/Turner, Sou ndcraft 30 ch
desks, On-stage monitor mix 16
channels 4 way. Some backline
equipment, PA up to 12,000 watts.
Rates Extremely varied.

HHB PA HIRE
Address 16 Wallasey Crescent,
Ickenham, Uxbridge, Middx.
Telephone Ruislip 73271.
Directors Ian Jones, Noel Mawer.
Field of operations U.K. and
Europe.
Services Carnet, HGV Class 1,
trucking can be provided.
Recent clients Brand X, Curved
Air, Island Records, Larry Coryell,
Van der Graff Generator, London
Weekend Television.
Nature of equipment hired 1000 to
10,000 watts PA systems consist-
ing of JBL, Crown, ATC and Quad
components. 300 to 3000 watts
monitoring systems with JBL,
Crown and ATC components. 16
to 32 channels AMEK mixing
desks, AMEK electronic crossov-
ers and graphic equalisers, Shure,

Electrovoice and AKG studio mic-
rophones.
Rates On application.

ENTEC (ENTERTAINMENTS
TECHNICIANS LTD)
Address Shepperton Studio Cen-
tre, Squires Bridge Road, Shep-
perton, Middlesex TVV17 OQD.
Telephone Chertsey (09328) 66777.
Directors & Staff Pat Chapman,
Fiona Ross, Bill Cooper (Finance),
Vince Lipton, Terry Price, Mike
Hounslow.
Field of operations World wide.
Services abroad Carnets etc.
Special facilities Rehearsal facilities
at Shepperton Studio Centre and
sale of items required for rehear-
salshouring.
Recent clients Various.
Nature of equipment hired PA:
Midas, Martin Er Tychobrae PA up
to full festival size (36,000 watts),
Mixers from 18-32 Channel, 5 -way
crossovers.
Lighting:
Rank -Strand Er Par light rigs.
Systems include Genie Towers, Lad-
ders, Trees, Ladder Trusses, up to
Multiple Box Truss Rigs, Rigs from
10 to 300 Lamps, Desks from 12 to
72 Channels.
Rates On application.

PSL HIRE EQUIPMENT
Address 67 Market Street,
Chapel -en -le -Frith, near Stock-
port.
Telephone Chapel 2730, 24 hr
answer service.
Directors and staff Harry De Mack,
David Eaton, Sonja Gardner,
Bryan Green, Colin White, Steve
Harris with Bill (Wink) Hickock in
charge of roadcrew.
Field of operations U.K. only.
Special facilities Handling open
air events, carnivals etc., flood-
lighting of large areas, PA for
theatrical groups.
Recent clients Blood Band, Man-
chester Air Display, Fairfax, Judge
Dee, Tidza Buskas, Blue Chrome
plus various theatres and agen-
cies in Manchester area.
Nature of equipment hired 100
watt disco to 5000 watt full PA. All
facilities and back line, foldback to
1000 watts. Turner, Altec, JBL,
Gauss, Revox, Sunn, RCF, Shure,
AKG etc. Lighting rig with towers,
24kW with par 64 lanterns and
growing.
Rates On application.

CASCADE MUSIC
Address 42/44 Upper Tooting
Road, London SW17.
Telephone 672 3997.
Directors and staff Bobby and
Diana Kevin; Manager, Tony
Powell; Drums, Phillip Towner;
Engineer, Dave Phillips.
Field of operations U.K.
Special Facilities Transport can be
arranged, easy parking.
Recent Clients Mud, Gryphon,
Pink Fairies, Matumbi, Doctors of
Madness, Night Flight.
Nature of equipment hired 1400
watt PA with 400 watt foldback,
comprising Amcrons, Gauss, Vit-
avox, 16 ch Canary, etc., Drum
kits, amps, mics by AKG, Shure,
Beyer.
Rates Very competitive.

Continued on page 88

When an artiste's
performance can
depend solely one

his stage monitors
CAN YOU AFFORD TO USE ANYTHING LESS

THAN THE BEST?

Curved Air
Diversions
The Wornbles
Gong
Noel Redding Band
Cuckoo (Mike Storey)
Stevensons Rocket
Sheer Elegance
East Of Eden
Edgar Broughton
Brand X
Gary Glitter
H.H.B. P.A. Hire

E.P.I.
ATV (Supersonic)
Bay City Rollers
Alvin Stardust
Linda Lewis
Guys And Dolls
Van Der Graaf Generator
Larry Coryell
The Welsh National
Eisteddfod
The Welsh Language
Society
Phonogram Records

And many others have used A.M.S. Monitoring systems.
A.M.S. hire and supply Monitors, Monitor Systems,
Desks, Graphic Equalisers, Feed Back Reduction Units,
Power Amplifiers, Professional Microphones and Stands.

If you have a monitoring problem contact A.M.S., the
professional people who really care.
A .M .S., "The Restings", Friary Road, Wraysbury,
Buckinghamshire, England. Tel: 078481 2725

COHEN

ARTISTS MONITOR SEA...... ...
'n 078481-2725
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CROSSBOW ENTERTAINMENTS
Address Section F, New Crescent
Works, Nicoll Road, London
NW10.
Telephone 961 3770.
Directors Simon Nathan, Dave
Cockburn, Stuart Newton.
Field of operations Worldwide.
Services Full.
Special facilities Lighting, special
effects, trucks/drivers.
Recent clients Kool and the Gang,
Jack the Lad, Flintlock, Jean -Luc
Ponty, etc.
Nature of equipment hired Full
JBL PA systems, details of special
requirements on request.
Rates On application.

MUSCLE MUSIC SERVICES
Address 74 Gt. Suffolk Street,
SE1.
Telephone 633 0065/928 6649.
Directors and staff A. Wick, M.
Hardy, plus various technicians.
Field of operations Europe, G.B.
Services Full.
Special Facilities Trucking,
repairs, crew agency, storage,
rehearsals (PA, backline).
Recent clients Bay City Rollers,
Drifters, Ian Gillan Band, Dick and
the Firemen, Back Door, Max Mer-
ritt, Back Street Crawler etc.
Nature of equipment hired PAs
200-400 watts, most makes back -
line.
Rates On application.

C7 LEASING COMPANY
Address Unit 2 Abercromby
Industrial Estate, Abercromby
Avenue, High Wycombe, Bucks.
Telephone 0494 23673.
Directors and staff Peter Robin-
son, Paul Randall.
Field of operations U.K. and
Europe.
Special facilities Associated com-
panies provide rehearsal rooms,
flight cases.
Recent clients Steve Hillage, Cat
Stevens, Rod Stewart, Genesis,
etc.
Nature of equipment hired Vari-
ous lighting systems and
keyboards.
Rates On application.

JULIAN'S STUDIO INSTRUMENT
RENTALS
Address 5 Henson Avenue, Wil-
lesden N5, shortly to move to 2
Churchill Road, Willesden, Lon-
don.
Telephone 452 6751/450 7554.
Directors and staff Shirley Leigh,
Gordon Graham, Steve Jackson.
Field of operations England.
Special facilities Extensive repair,
tuning and maintenance sections
ensuring that hired equipment is
of a high standard.
Recent clients Both large and
small recording studios, plus
many bands.
Nature of equipment hired Full
range of keyboards, plus guitars,
amps, effects units, etc. Change of
premises will bring further stock
expansion.
Rates On application.

Stage & Effects Lighting Design & Hire
Telephone : Brighton (0273) 32539

E. ZEE HIRE
Address 7/9 Market Road, N7.
Telephone 609 0246 and 609 3041.
Directors and staff N. C. Slater, R.
Robinson, J. Slater, D. Murfet, M.
Crawford, A. Knight, E. Harmer, R.
Sutton, D. Beveridge, K. Murray,
J. Surguy, L. Wright.
Field of operations U.K. and
Europe.
Special facilities E. Zee Hire now
have a separate part of the firm
dealing exclusively in amp and
keyboard hiring to recording
studios; they operate from the
second number above. Otherwise
electronic keyboard tuning,
spares dept., amp repair service,
30' by 30' studio type ground floor
rehearsal room, group equipment
storage.
Recent clients Thin Lizzy, Rod
Stewart, Gong, David Essex,
Chick Corea, etc.
Nature of equipment hired Ham-
mond organs, Wurlitzer, Fender,
RMI electric pianos, Hohner
clavinets, Fender, Ampeg,
Peavey, Acoustic, Marshall, HH,
Maine, Crown, WEM, JBL amplifi-
cation and speaker cabinets,
Rogers, Gretsch, Ludwig, Paiste
etc., drums, MXR, Colorsound
etc., effects units, Flight cases for
above by Packhorse Ltd.
Rates Daily/weekly and tour rates.

CHAMELEON LIGHTING
Address 40 Westfield Avenue
South, Saltdean, Brighton BN2
8HT, Sussex.
Telephone Brighton 32539.
Directors and staff Directors:
Colin D. Jones, Peter Barnes,
George McDuff. Staff: Stuart
Shepherd, Jan Rowlands plus a
cast of several.
Field of operations Anywhere -
good U.K. and Europe experience.
Services Carnets, insurance,
trucking.
Special facilities Special effects,
backdrop systems, single and
multi -screen slide and film shows,
video recording.
Recent clients Sutherland Bros.
and Quiver, Jean -Luc Ponty, Soft
Machine, Frankie Miller, Alexis
Korner.

Cascade Music
* Amcron/Gauss/Vitavox/Canary/AKG/

Beyer/Shure
* Equipment for the professional & semi-

professional
* Long or short term hire
* Very competitive rates
42/44 UPPER TOOTING ROAD, SW17 7PD

Telephone : 01-672 3997
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The complete T-shirt
service from Just Posters.

Quick service for small (min. 50)
and large quantity T-shirts and

sweatshirts
Also on tour - merchandising
arranged ie. Posters, programmes

badges, belts etc.
NEW!

Printed base -ball caps -
a must for all promotions -
min quantity 100 - 65p each.

Printed 1 colour.
Phone for further details:

Waltham Cross 36789/30719

Nature of equipment hired 24'
Genie hoists (16 lamps), trusses in
multiples of 8' with Genie super -
lifts, effects, backdrops etc. Par
64s used normally, but Rank
strand profile and Fresnel spots
available. CSI followspots,
pyrotechnics, smoke etc. All gear
is flight cased.
Rates Weekly: Genie hoists, £35
complete; 32' truss and two Genie
superlifts, £150; pars, £10 per
pair; followspots inc. talkback,
£35; pneumatic backdrop sup-
port, £80. Full two Genie rig, for
example, would cost about £640
per week.

FLASH LIGHT AND SOUND
Address Busse Strasse 11, D-1
Hamburg 60.
Telephone 0104940 5115527.
Director Hans Riebe.
Field of operations Europe.
Service Flash have their own car-
nets for their equipment and also
passes to get German carnets for
stage equipment if in Germany.
Special facilities Various dis-
counts in certain hotels and
minibuses.
Recent clients Kraftwerk, Manhat-
tan Transfer, Leo Sayer among
many more.
Nature of equipment hired PA
systems up to 10,000 watts (dri-
ven by Crown DC 300A amps),
Midas, Kelsey -Morris, Soundcraft
mixers, stage monitor systems up
to 2000 watts with Hill and Orange
mixers, stage lighting systems
with up to 72 IKw lamps on towers
and bridges, light mixers, slide
projection systems, strobes, fog
machines. Flash have their own
Mercedes 808D and 608D box
vans and a Ford Transit 9 seater as
well as VW minibus with 8 seats
for bands, road crews etc. The
firm have their own workshops, a
sales dept., and well trained road
managers.
Rates Very competitive.

CABIN (MUSIC TRADES HOUSE)
Address 11-15 Lillie Road,
Fulham, London SW6.
Telephone 381 1391.
Directors Tony Novissimo, Frank
Dollaghan (Hire Man).
Field of operations Worldwide.
Services Deliveries, but band pro-
vides own staff, transport etc.
Special facilities Loudspeaker
re -coning, special manufacture of
custom items, retail shops, all part
of Music Trades House. Rehearsal
studios prior to departure.
Recent clients Easy Street plus
others.
Nature of equipment hired Drums
and percussion, guitars, basses,
amps, pianos, organs, synthesiz-
ers, effects, PA up to 500 watts.
Rates On application.

Try

SLASH
for all your
P.A. Hire requirements

358 Preston Road,
Standish,

Wigan,

Lancs.



Giving life to your music
8 -track, 1 inch. Revox's, ADT, Echo Chamber, AKG,
Beyer and Neumann Microphones, Reverberation,
Tanoy Lockwood Monitors, 16 -channel Desk, Com-
pressors, Equalisers, Limiters, Expanders, excellent
Accoustics, EMS and String Synthesisers, Piano,
Amplifiers. Rest Room, Coffee, Food and Overnight
Accommodation by arrangement.

£8 per hour - per day
£150 for 2 days - £215 for 3 days

Cassette Duplication
Record and Sleeve Production

Sun Recording Services
34-36 Crown Street, Reading, Berks.

Tel: 0734 595647
30 mins. from London

Zenith Lighting
Experienced Technicians

Speedy & Efficient Rigging
Full Stage Production

Lighting Design
All Equipment Housed in Cripple Creek Cases

Equipment Available in U.S.A.
24 Hour Telephone Service

60 !field Road, London SW10
Telephone: 01-352 7048/5795

CEPE""LIGHTING SALES

for all types of special effects, discotheque
and stage lighting equipment, rigging, etc.

Stockists for most brands of equipment,
at the best prices!

Equipment for sale or hire, collect or mail
order (sales only).

Trade enquiries welcome.

Showroom at:

168 Chiltern Drive, Surbiton,
Surrey KT5 8LS. Tel: 01-390 0051

(Closed all day Wed. -Open all day Sat.)
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Introducing The Strongbox.
JBL took its K series loudspeakers and put

them in an airfreight-proof, weather-proof. idiot -

proof thermoplastic case.
No more crating. No more uncrating. The

enclosure is the crate. (It even has built-in carry-
ing handles and suspension holes.) Four fasteners
on an optional, removable thermoplastic cover
are all that's between you and the music.

Please send me information on the Strongbox.
Name

Adress

C. E. Hammond & Co. Ltd., 105/109 Oyster Lane,
Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7LA

LTel. Byfleet 41131

The Strongbox comes with two different
line arrays:

The 4681. Four JBL K-110 10 -inch extended
range musical instrument loudspeakers.

The 4682. Four K -110's plus two 2402 high
frequency ring radiators and a dividing network.

Both will take all the 300 watts RMS you
want to give them.

Save the family jewels! Get a Strongbox.

'AL



INTERNATIONAL RECORDING STUDIO NEWS AND VIEWS

STUDIO
PLAYBACK

HARMONISER FROM FELDON
The latest in the range of

Eventide Clockworks' "lit-
tle toys", the Harmonizer,
must surely qualify as the
most versatile digital effects
unit to date. The unit uses
digital circuitry and Random
Access memories to trans-
pose musical signals by any-
thing up to a full octave up or
down. The Harmonizer, unlike
conventional frequency shif-
ters, does not give a "Donald
Duck" effect by altering har-
monic ratios whilst pitch
changing. The manual control
allows any musical interval to
be selected, an optional digital
readout giving the musician a
precise indication of the ratio
selected. This function may
also be controlled by another
optional extra -a two octave
(C to C) keyboard which
allows the musician to har-
monize with himself simply by
playing the required notes-a
polyphonic keyboard is also
available, which gives the
incredible possibility of pro-
ducing four part harmonies by
controlling three Harmoniz-
ers!

The Harmonizer's attributes

don't end here, however, as it
also has two delay lines, one
variable in 7.5 millisecond
steps up to 112.5 msecs, and
the other up to 82.5msecs; as
if this weren't enough,
another control offers the
facility of using the Har-
monizer to combat feedback
at live gigs, with the advan-
tage over usual shifting
devices of introducing no dis-
sonances "to drive musicians
batty or worse."

The Harmonizer not only
performs its designated func-
tions whilst retaining studio
quality sound (dynamic range
greater than 90db from clip-
ping to noise floor, .2% distor-
tion (it 1KHz ref olp level), but
also offers so many indepen-
dent or combined effects
and control options that its
price seems exceptionally
reasonable, compared to its
value as an extension of the
recording musician's creativ-
ity. This unit is available in the
UK from Feldon Audio, who
can also supply an add-on
card to 'Harmonize' certain
existing Eventide digital delay
lines.

SOUND
ANALYSIS

The recently introduced
Spectrum Analyser from

Court Acoustics has count-
less uses throughout the
audio industry from disc cut-
ting to loudspeaker design
and room acoustic measure-
ments. The Analyser can also
be used for noise analysis,
medical research and any-
where where the sound spec-
trum needs to be continually
observed. The unit is priced
well within the budget of the
professional user, made pos-
sible by the use of 'state of the
art' techniques in circuit

design. Together with
improved reliability over
cathode ray tubes, the 29 x 11
light emitting diode matrix is
laid out in the format of con-
ventional graph paper provid-
ing an easy to read display.

In more immediate terms,
the Spectrum Analyser could
work in conjunction with, say,
three microphones in a hall,
and by displaying the sound
pressure levels of different
frequencies, can allow the
engineer to correct the
response of his system to suit
the room acoustics. Studios
could also use the device for
equalising control room
monitors, acoustic measure-
ments and analysis of
recorded sound energy.

ACORN NURTURE PLANTLIFE

R visitors to Acorn
Studios in Oxford have

included Gryphon working on
music for an American TV
feature film, Fast Buck, Bandy
Legs and Raymond Froggatt
for Jet Records, Mike Maxwell
recording a single for M&M
Music and Judge Dread
recording his single Y Viva
Suspenders. He is also work-
ing on a new album, produced
by Ted Lemon and engineered
by Colin Sanders. Promoter
Pete Bowyer has now entered
the recording world and cut
two singles in the studio
which now await mixing.

Dave Tinson came in to con-
tinue with demos for Cat Ste-
vens' musical for Madcat,
while Starry Eyed and Laugh-
ing had a fun -filled session
resulting in an immediate
sign-up by CBS-Tony Poole

produced and Colin Bateman
engineered. For Polydor
France Robert Wood recorded
his fourth album scheduled
for release early in 1977.
Working outside his usual role
as drummer for Steeleye
Span, Nigel Pegrum has just
completed his first album on
the new Plantlife label featur-
ing the Tannahill Weavers,
which is planned to coincide
with a tour. The Barron
Knights took away four tracks
produced by themselves,
while their own Pete Langford
has produced Brother Kip
whose single is now released
by Pye.

Acorn will complete a ses-
sion with Ritzy Review pro-
duced by John Vigar prior to
the installation of a new 40
input 32 track automation -
ready SSLL desk.

3M's STARTER
Designed to appeal particu-
larly to new cassette

recorder owners, 3M's Scotch
cassette starter pack contains
five C.90 Scotch High Energy
cassettes, a head cleaning
cassette, and a 48 page cas-
sette recording guide. The
'super ferric' cassettes are
compatible with all machines
and give a total of 71/2 hours
recording time, with extended
frequency response across
the audible spectrum. The
booklet contains much useful
information for the recordist,
with chapters on types of cas-
sette; bias and equalisation;
noise reduction systems; the
recorder's controls and how
to use them; making 'live'
recordings and taping from
disc and radio; and cassette
manufacture.

There is also advice on the
care and handling of cassettes
and machines, a quick refer-
ence trouble -shooting guide,
and a glossary of hi-fi terms.
The booklet - printed cas-
sette size so that it may be kept
alongside a cassette library-
is written in simple -to -follow
language and is illustrated
with diagrams and cartoons.

REVOX BAUCH
F°Mowing our recent

announcement that the
franchise for Revox had been
relinquished by C. E. Ham-
mond, F. W. 0. Bauch have
now announced that they
have been appointed sole UK
agents for all Revox equip-
ment and ancillaries. The
agreement covers all pre -
sales and after -sales services.
Revox units have for many
years been highly rated in the
field of specialist hi-fi, and
many products introduced in
their basic form years ago
remain the basis of more
recent models.

F. W. 0. Bauch, for their
part, have for over twenty-five
years been closely associated
with the professional broad-
cast and recording industries,
and thus offer a high level of
technical expertise in the ser-
vicing of audio markets.

Partly due to the acquisition
of Revox, the past three
months have seen extensive
expansion of laboratories,
offices and stores at their
Boreham Wood headquar-
ters, with considerable capital
investment in plant, stock and
personnel to supplement the
company's existing activities.
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STRAWBERRY STUDIOS
Since Beat last visited

Strawberry Studios in
April of last year there

have been considerable
changes, and, despite the fact
that they have been open in one
form or another for about nine
years now, there are more to
come. But first things first.

For those who still don't
know, the studio is located in
Stockport, half -way up a hill
called Waterloo Road. The first
things you notice on stepping
into the reception office - apart
from Peter Tattersall sitting
behind the desk - are two silver
discs: "Donna" and "Rubber
Bullets" by 10cc. And in fact the
band and the premises are

closely linked, because Eric
Stewart and Graham Gouldman
are Peter's business partners.
Peter prefaced his remarks by
saying "We're very proud of our
studio" and went on to outline
its history after they had decided
to make Strawberry something
more than a demo studio.

Local
"Back then we had a 16 -

channel, 4 -track desk, which we
built ourselves by roping in
various guys; then there was an
Ampex 4 -track recorder and two
very old stereo machines." This,
of course, was quite respectable
in those days. "Yes, especially
up here. We were very con-

'''' 111111111111111U

Full view of the 'wraparound' Helios console.
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scious of the fact that we had to
buy new equipment, and one of
the main reasons for that was
servicing - all the companies
were in London, and with new
stuff we'd be less likely to need
them."

The chief difficulty then was
to convince the recording in-
dustry that they were serious.
The North (that mythical terrain
somewhere above Luton) had at
the time no more than two
monophonic demo studios, and
all Strawberry's early work was
with small local bands. But even
then their ambitions were one
step ahead. "We had to prove
that we could make hit records.
What we really wanted was

8 -track - we wanted a respec-
ted studio, and "Neanderthal
Man" did it." This was the hit
single by Hotlegs (who later
became 10cc), and Peter
reckons that it was the first hit
record made outside London,
3nd thus was perhaps the most
important break in the London
monopoly.

"People thought the band
was American. Eric, Graham
and I always liked American
records - we've always had a
very tight rhythm sound, and
that's possibly why people
thought Hotlegs were
American. Another thing that
helped us all was that Eric and I
weren't trained as engineers by
any organization, so we
definitely had to use our own
ideas about recording. 'Nean-
derthal Man' was done on 4 -
track, so we had to develop a
method of recording that was
quite unique."

Westlake
If you probe hard enough,

Peter will admit that he was
once a musician himself, playing
venues like the Cavern at the
same time as the Beatles, but in
large bands - usually 8 -pieces
with a horn section. This ex-
perience must even then have
impressed upon him the im-
portance of a good mix. But
back to the history: after the hit
single, they were able to go 8 -
track and bought a Scully recor-
der, plus two stereo Ampex
machines. The desk was im-
proved with the aid of Dick
Swettenham from Helios. When
10cc formed a few months later,
Strawberry's fortunes were
assured. After just a year and a
half they were in a position to
rebuild the studio completely; in
went a 16 track MCI machine
and a brand new Helios desk.
They also invested in Studer
stereo machines and a Dolby
noise reduction system. The
acoustics of the place were
completely redesigned.
Originally they had done it them-



Strawberry in the 8 -track days, with Peter Tattersall (left) and I Occ 's Lol Creme.

selves, but it was decided that it
was time to rip out everything,
and start again - using an ex-
pert, in the person of Sandy
Brown.

The work -load went on in-
creasing, fuelled by the con-
tinuing successes of 10cc, and
also by work from Granada for
ITV, recording backing tracks.
A lot of the bands who came in
to do these later came back
when they wanted to record
their own music, simply because
they liked the sound. Hits by
Sailor, Mud and Barclay James
Harvest have since been
produced at Strawberry.

Meanwhile, the saga con-
tinued: Westlake Audio of Los
Angeles (now Eastlake, since
Tom Headly - the brains -
moved to Europe) were brought
in to redesign the control room
in November 1975. It's surely no
coincidence that since then the
studio has been fully booked.
But why choose West/Eastlake
in the first place? "Entirely
because a lot of American hit
albums were produced by
Westlake - a large proportion
of the records we like were the
product of studios with
Westlake design, and they can
build the perfect acoustic room.

Strawberry South, at Dorking,
is also Westlake, and the
separation there is just
amazing."

At the same time they went
24 -track, with a Studer A80
VU16/24 track tape machine,
and a redesigned Helios desk.

Brought up to date, it was
now time for Beat to have a
closer look at the facilities,
beginning in the control room. It
is lined with tree -bark, which as
well as being an excellent
acoustic surface, has a very
pleasing appearance. In the
ceiling above the desk is a trap
which provides a nice dead
sound for the bass end of the
spectrum; on either side of the
monitors are areas of solid
Derbyshire stone. The stone is
all angled in such a way as to
evenly disperse the higher
frequencies. Overall, Peter
describes the sound in the con-
trol room as "very presencey".
The monitors themselves are
Westlake designed, using JBL
components and Crown
DC300A's. All the ancilliary gear
is of an equal standard - EMT
and Urei echo, Audio Design
limiters and equalizers, Kepex
units and a Studer phase
correlator. The microphones are
Neumanns, Beyers and AKGs.

Engineers Richie Close and
Dave Rohl agree with Peter that
the importance of a room's
acoustic properties cannot be
over -emphasised. Close-miking,
in their view, is no substitute for
a naturally good sound, and
when you're sitting in the hot -
seat at Strawberry, the
musicians sound as if they are
playing about six inches away
from your ear - whatever the
volume. "The day after we had
it all installed," Peter remem-
bers, "we had Sailor in in the
morning, and Mud in the af-
ternoon, and I was quite amazed
at the sound."

Acoustics
In the studio itself the Sandy

Brown acoustics remain, simply
because they have always
worked. In the right-hand corner
is a very large vocal booth,
which Peter will probably have
converted into a drum booth,
since this would seen to be a
rather more logical use of the.
space; Eastlake will be called in
to do this - if and when the
time comes. At the same end
are the bass, guitar and piano
traps. The vocal booth may be
moved to another part of the
studio if the present booth is
converted. The other side has

somewhat different acoustic
properties and, because of its
hard floor, is well suited for
strings. In fact, the use made of
the studio by the Syd Lawrence
Orchestra should point toward
its versatility. Syd's son Martin
began work at Strawberry some
time ago, and is now employed
by 10cc as their live and recor-
ding engineer. "Big bands,"
Peter explained, "are easier to
record than groups, because
groups are experimenting as
they go along, whereas with a
big band it's instantaneous."

There is certainly no problem
in accommodating a large num-
ber of musicians - up to 40 can
be fitted in at one time in the
1280 square feet of the main
area, and the booth's 180
square feet. Incidentally, the
use of the Bechstein grand
piano is free.

Other plans in the wind in-
clude the building of a

recreation area in the basement;
this will have such delights as a
snooker table and a proper kit-
chen.

When you step out of
Strawberry Studios into the
dreary rain -swept streets of
Stockport, it's hard to believe
that, not far away, a hive of
creative activity is buzzing.
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FOLLOW THE SWEET
SOUND OF SUCCESS

3 WATERLOO ROAD STOCKPORT CHESHIRE

WITH lOCC
PAUL McCARTNEY

BARCLAY JAMES HARVEST
BAY CITY ROLLERS

NEIL SEDAKA
MIKE MeGEAR

SCAFFOLD
FOR BOOKINGS CONTACT 061.480.9711/2



KMH
STUDIO AB

Karlsmyr
Malmborg Holm

In the heart
of Stockholm

24 Track Studio
Air conditioned

Sauna
Hornsgatan 78 S-11721 Stockholm

Phone 08/698800
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K1SUGI
ECSTASY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

A superb range of guitars incorporating
the highest standards of craftmanship.

hornba skewes
U K TRADE DISTRIBUTORS



CONTINENTAL
STUDIO
SPOTLIGHT

KM
STUDIOS

H

rom the sweltering
Americanisms of Nash-
ville' to the gutteral Scan-

dinavianisms of downtown,
snowy Stockholm is a long slide
unless you're Lennart Karlsmyr,
founder and one-third owner of
one of Sweden's more suc-
cessful recording studios. Len-
nart is still playing with one of
Sweden's top country bands,
and has just returned from a
festival in the Mecca of Hank
Williams (and others) fanatics.

"I've been playing with a

group since 1963" he explained,
"and since we were building our
own equipment as far back as
that, it seemed a logical step for

me to build my own studio." It
should be noted at this point
that Lennart is also a 'natural
engineer' otherwise the 'logic'
of this step may be lost
altogether.

The original studio was
opened as a two track base in
'67, moved to larger premises in
'70, and arrived at its present
location in the summer of '71.
But the first recording wasn't
laid down until 12 months later.
Why was this?

"Because there's a lot more
to opening a recording studio
than putting the musicians in
the booths, cueing them in, and
rolling the machines," Lennart

continued. "We'd had a lot of
Pxperience by then and we were
determined to build a really first
rate studio, from the ground
up." The 'we' in the con-
versation turned out to be Len-
nart's two partners - Leif
Malmborg, the administration
genius, and Laffe Holm, who
still works with the
Moonlighters, and is rated as
one of Sweden's top session
men (hence the KMH Studios).

Despite being near the centre
of the capital city, and despite
being bordered by supermarkets
and boutiques on all sides, and
despite being situated below a
normal housing building, Len-
nart claims to have 'recorded a
full session with a live audience
in the night while the rest of the
vicinity slumbered on un-
disturbed."

Floating
An architect friend was called

on for the design work and the
result has been a heavy con-
crete floor floating on rubber -
as are the walls - with no
mechanical contact with the
rest of the building. And now,
from a little park - about 10
metres of flower beds - the
unassuming can descend into
one of the homeliest recording
studios in Europe.

The desk at KMH is unusual in
that Lennart designed and built
entirely from scratch. "I started
working on it in 1973" he
recalled, ruefully," thinking it
would work out cheaper than a
ready built desk, but it took two
years of my spare time to com-
plete it, so is probably worked
out as the most expensive desk

Mats Radberg (right) and owner/engineer Lennart Karlsmyr in the control room.

around!" He was able to build
the mixer to his own
specifications, but when he ex-
plained the working of the con-
sole to us we could understand
why he now murmurs "I'll never
do it again!"

The desk has 28 input chan-
nels and 24 outputs for the 3M
multi -track plus separate quad,
stereo and mono outputs. Each
channel has left -to -right and
front -to -back quad panning for
these "mixdown" outputs, and
a similar facility is also available
from each input module for the
control room monitoring -
although, at this point in time,
quad has not yet been used in
recording.

Per input channel there is also
3 band equalisation, with the
midrange boost/cut control
switchable to operate at any one
of five separate frequencies,
four echo sends switchable to
pre or post fade send, 1 stereo
(or two mono) cue sends,
(headphone monitoring for
musicians in the studio), and in-
sert points before and after the
eq for linking in effects units.
Routing from each channel to
the 24 separate outputs is ac-
complished via a bank of 24
'Shadow' push buttons, and 16
VU meters provide a visual
display of levels on the first 16
tracks, a single switch being
provided to reassign the first
eight to read tracks 17 to 24.
There are output function but-
tons on each channel, providing
for mono (pan bypass), two
track or quad mixdown. The
whole console can be switched
from multitrack record mode to
remix by one button, which ac-
tivates relays a la MCI to make
all the relevant routing changes.
Dolby noise reduction is
available on all channels, and in
addition to the 3M, there's a 16
track Autotec, and two, 2 track
Studer machines.

Alternative
Monitoring in the 6m x Fm

control room is via a pair of Elec-
tro-Voice Sentry Ills driven by
Klein and Hummel amps; the
frequency response in the con-
trol room is equalised by a pair
of Urei 1/3 octave graphics. Len-
nart makes a point of having a
few alternative monitoring
systems around - smaller RCF
and Haecu speakers which he
uses a lot during mixdown -
"because while bands can listen
to their material on really ac-
curate monitoring systems it
sometimes does them - and
the engineer - good to hear a
recording the way the vast
majority of people are going to
hear it - and that's not going to
be on speakers costing upwards

Continued on page 98
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Continued from page 97
of £1000." The last word in
monitoring then here at KMH is
a small Koss speaker built into
the console which allows Len-
nart to hear exactly what a mix
will sound like when reproduced
in mono through a transistor
radio!

The main studio itself can
cater for up to 40 musicians at a
time and Lennart has few
qualms about recording with
that number of people, although
he admits that finance has to
come into it. "There's a lot of
competition in Sweden to get
the big sessions, so we must be
in the market for them -
although perhaps we'd prefer to
concentrate on the smaller out-
fits. But to make a name for our-
selves we've got to take all the
work that's coming to us -
even if it means working at full
stretch all the time."

Neumann, Shure, Beyer,
Calrec and Electro-Voice mics
are in multiple evidence all over
the studio, as are handfuls of
Beyer and JBC headphones.

Mobility
One unusual aspect of KMH

is Lennart's attitude to booths-
he's adamant that booths ob-
viously work, but also that they
shouldn't necessarily dictate to
the playing layout. "Our booths
are completely mobile" he ex-
plained. "If the drummer
doesn't like the face of the
guitarist we can turn the whole
set around". But he does insist

Auxiliary equipment in abundance lines the back wall.

that this mobility - there are
four booths, one for the drum-
mer, and three smaller ones -
can result in a better working
rapport between the musicians
themselves, and between the
band and the engineer.

On the instrument side, KMH
is as well equipped as any studio
we've looked at. A grand piano

View of the studio floor, with the mobile booths.
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sits waiting, surrounded by a
Ludwig outfit, and a whole
stack of guitars from all the top
manufacturers, as well as a wide
selection of keyboards ranging
from the ubiquitous Fender
Rhodes through Logan string
machines, clavinets to a Ham-
mond B3w and Leslie speakers.

Dance music is apparently by

far and away the top selling
commodity in Sweden at the
moment - with some dance
bands selling in excess of
200,000 albums - and con-
sequently much of the studio's
time is given up to this part of
the business. "We did record
some of the tracks on Abba's
first album" Lennart added,
"but our main customers are
Polydor and Mareanne. Of cour-
se," he continued "I'd love a
chance to record some of the
American bands - like the
Eagles - but that't rather
unlikely!"

KMH are considering building
a remix room as part of the
development programme, but
the cost - likely to be in the
region of £100,000 - is a bit off-
putting. Lennart reckoned that
automation will be the next
major step in the recording
business in an attempt to bring
down the costs which he admits
are already a serious obstacle in
the paths of many would-be up
and coming Swedish bands.
The studio rates vary from 250
Swedish crowns for 2 -track to
350 crowns for 24 -track (that's
approximately 07-£52 at the
rate of exchange at the time of
writing, but with the fluctuating
pound it's difficult to predict an
accurate cost.

And finally, we asked what
KMH can offer bands from
England. "Beautiful scenery, a
small cosy atmosphere, friend-
ship, and a peaceful working
environment."



TOMORROW'S SOUNDS ON
FOUR GREAT NUMBERS

Back in the mid -50's (remember Elvis and his
Blue Suede Shoes first time round?) Scotch acetate 111

tape was standard for all magnetic recordings.
By the mid -60's, 3M had introduced Scotch 202,

the first low -noise polyester backed recording tape.
It added 5 decibels to the dynamic range. To catch the

Liverpool sounds, groups all over the country put
Scotch 202 tape to good use.

Early 70's. Along came

allowing tapes to be driven harder and giving a signal
decks. Up goes the dynamic range once more, to 78dB,

had 3 more decibels to play around with.
Now Scotch 250 mastering tape has hit the

high output Scotch 206 mastering tape,
207 (the long playing version), plus Scotch 262.

Sounds grew more fantastic. Stars like Rod Stewart

clarity that hasn't been there before.
Next time Scotch professional audio tapes

improve again, you'll be the first to hear. Till then, Scotch

1

250, 206, 207 and Scotch 262

I Still very much around, with the

tapes are like some of our
greatest recording stars.

same familiar numbers.

1 1 1 0

1 I

01-659 2323
(Extension 577)

And at
Birmingham (021-236 5077 Ext. 218)

Glasgow (041-332 9622 Ext. 206)
Manchester (061-236 8500 Ext. 216)

3m
3M and Scotch are trade marks.

3M United Kingdom Ltd., 3M House, Wigmore Street, London W1A lET.
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MUSIC MART
A PAID, AT -A -GLANCE DIRECTORY FOR ALL YOUR MUSICAL NEEDS
To have your company listed,
contact Howard Rosen, 01-242 1961

AMP & GUITAR SHOPS

AF LYN AUDIO, 71 Windmill Road,
Luton, Beds. (0582) 36950/414297

BARNARDS MUSIC STUDIOS,
40 Camden Road, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent (0892) 22141

ALLAN BILLINGTON LIMITED,
172/174 Park View Road, Welling, Kent.
01-303 1429/3441

CASSMUSIC LIMITED, 29 South
Street, Eastbourne, Sussex. BN21 4UP
(0323) 37273

CASSMUSIC LIMITED, 38 Monarch
Parade, London Road, Mitcham, Surrey.
CR4 3HA. 01-640 1870

CRAVENS MUSIC, 188-190 Holderness
Road, Hull, Humberside (0482) 23702

CUSTOM AMPLIFICATION, 45
Nantwich Road, Crewe, Cheshire.
(0270) 4779

J.S.G. MUSICAL SERVICES, 108b
Main Street, Bingley, W. Yorks.
(097) 66 68843

KINGFISHER MUSIC CO., 20 Kings
Road, Fleet, Hants. 02514 21210

MUSIC PROJECTS, 76 Balls Pond
Road, London N1 4AJ. 01-249 2850

PALL MALL MUSIC, 58 Pall Mall,
Chorley, Lancs. Tel: 02572 71124

POWER MUSIC, 124c Green Lane Road,
Leicester (0533) 769318

S.M.I. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.,
114/116 Charing Cross Road, London
WC2H OJS.

SUN MUSIC, 110-111 Oxford Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks. 0494 36686

WHITE SOUND EQUIPMENT, 3 Albion
Place, Sunderland, Tyne & Wear.
(0783)78058
WOOD BROS. SOUND CENTRE,
33 London Road, Buxton, Derbyshire.
0298 4638

WOODROFFES MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS LTD., 119 John
Bright Street, Birmingham B1 1 BE
(021) 643 6545

SECONDHAND
EQUIPMENT

SOUNDS ONE GEOFF YATES,
13 Moorfield Road, Salford, Lancs.
M6 7EY. Tel: 061 736 1708

CUSTOM BUILT
DRUM SPECIALISTS

EDDIE RYAN DRUM RENOVATIONS,
10/11 Archer Street, Piccadilly, London
W1. 01-437 6113

CUSTOM-BUILT
SOUND EQUIPMENT

ACCOUSTIC SOUND SYSTEMS,
17 Andersons, Stanford -le -Hope, Essex
Stanford -le -Hope 6218

DORON SOUND SYSTEMS, 453 Brook
Lane, Kings Heath, Birmingham B13
OBT. (021) 777 4971

SYNTHESISERS

ROY GWINN, Glen Eyre New Courts,
Glen Eyre Road, Bassett, Southampton
SO9 2QN or contact via Forest Edge
(04258) 7231
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DISC -CUTTING
& MASTERING

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICES,
London Road, Binfield, Bracknell,
Berks. Tel: 10344154935
MIDLAND SOUND RECORDINGS,
Meeting House Lane, Balsall Common,
Coventry. (0676) 32468

TAPE TO DISC SERVICE

ANGLIA PRESSINGS, 112 Beach Road,
Scratby, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk NR29
3PG. 0493-730136

DISCO SERVICES
D.J. ELECTRONICS (HACKNEY) LTD,
83 Queens Road, Southend-on-Sea,
Essex, SS1 1PY. (0702) 353033/4/5

FENTON WEILL EXPORT &
SERVICES LTD., 61 South Parade,
London W4. 01-994 7220
S.I.S. (SOUND EQUIPMENT) LTD.,
12 Military Road, Northampton
NN1 3EU. Tel: 0604 32965

EQUIPMENT
HIRE SERVICES

JULIAN STUDIO INSTRUMENT
RENTAL LTD. 01-452 6751
MAURICE PLACQUET LTD.,
(Colin Barton), 358-360 Uxbridge
Road, Shepherds Bush, London W12.
01-749 3232

LIGHTING
CHAMELEON LIGHTING, 40 Westfield
Avenue South, Saltdean, Brighton BN2
8HT. 0273 32539

P.A. SYSTEMS
AXIS SOUND EQUIPMENT, 58 Avon
Road, Bournemouth, Dorset BH8 8SE.
0202 38246

CABIN SOUND CENTRE, 1a/2
Bamborough Gdns, London W12 8QN.
01-749 1121

CASCADE MUSIC, 42/44 Upper
Tooting Road, London SW17 7PD.
01-672 3997
GROUND CONTROL, 7/9 Wood Close,
London E2. 01-739 7543

LAREBEE PRODUCTIONS, 17 London
Mews, Paddington. 01-262 5470

H H.B. P.A. HIRE, 16 Wallasey
Crescent, Ickenham, Uxbridge,
Middx. Ruislip (71) 73271/36986

MUSIC SYSTEMS HIRE, 128 Brooks
Road, Cambridge. 0223 40841

STANDISH LIGHT & SOUND HIRE
CO. LTD., 358 Preston Road, Standish,
Nr. Wigan. (0257) 421603

E. ZEE HIRE LIMITED, 7-9 Market
Road, London N7. Tel: 01-6090246

LIVE WARE, 17 St. Anne's Court,
Wardour Street, London W1V 3AN.
Tel: 01-734 9901/3

R & C MUSIC, 2 High Street, Bexley,
Kent. 29 51663

PERCUSSION
INSTRUMENTS
PERCUSSION SERVICES, 17-23 Vale
Royal, London N7. 01-607 8383

EQUIPMENT
REPAIR SERVICES

MAURICE PLAQUET LTD.,
(Colin Barton), 358-360 Uxbridge
Road, Shepheards Bush, London W12
01-749 3232

AMPLIFICATION

ROKA'S SHOP, 57 Endell Street,
London WC2B 9AJ. 01-240 2610

ORGANS & AMPS

BUG SOUND ELECTRONICS, 76 Manor
Street, Braintree, Essex. 0376 21962

SPEAKERS

JOHNSON & JONES (Quality Speaker
Repairs), 66 Dalston Lane, London E8.
01-254 9331.

GUITAR SERVICES

BRIAN COHEN, 49 Kensington Park
Rd, London W11. Phone: 01-727 8719

PETER COOK, 17 Perimeade Road,
Perivale, Middx. 01-998 3101

ROKA ACOUSTIC SERVICES, 67/87
Hampstead Road, London NW1.
Tel: 387 3861

INSURANCE

CANWORTH BROKERS LTD., 43
South Molton Street, London W1Y 1HB
01-408 2272 (10 lines)

GIBSON & CO. LTD., Inc. Insurance
Brokers, 54 Uxbridge Road, London
W12. 01-743 4834/5

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
FACILITIES

AARVAK ELECTRONICS, 12a Bruce
Grove, London N17 6RA. Tel: 01-808
8923

CEREBRUM LIGHTS, 168 Chiltern
Drive, Berrylands, Surbiton, Surrey
KT5 8LS. 01-390 0051

ZENITH LIGHTING, 60 (field Road,
London SVV10. 01-352 7048

MAIN AGENTS FOR

ALTEC & UNIVERSITY
SOUND
THEATRE PROJECTS, 10 Long Acre,
London WC2 9LN. 01-240 5411

MANUFACTURERS
ELKA-OR LA (UK) LIMITED, 19
Bluebridge Industrial Estate, Halstead,
Essex. Halstead 5325/6

HOHNER, 39/45 Coldharbour Lane,
London SE5. 01-733 4411/2/3/4

AMPLIFICATION
F LAME AMPLIFICATION, 100
Eastbank Street, Southport, Lancs.
0704 37050

HARRIS SOUND EQUIPMENT, Clacton
Works, Clacton Road, Tottenham,
London N17 6UG. 01-808 3655.

HIWATT EQUIPMENT LIMITED,
Park Works, 16 Park Road, Kingston -
Upon -Thames, Surrey. 01-549 0252/3.

WATKINS ELECTRIC MUSIC LTD.,
66 Offley Road, London SW9 OLU.
01-735 6568/9/0

WHITE AMPLIFICATION, 211 High
Street West, Sunderland, Tyne & Wear.
(0783143627

ZOOT-HORN SOUND EQUIPMENT,
31 Station Road, London SE25.
01-653 6018

ELECTRIC ORGAN KITS

ELVINS ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS, 12 Brett Road,
Hackney E8 1JP. 01-986 8455

BROADCASTING
EQUIPMENT

ALICE ISTANCOIL1 LTD., 38
Alexandra Road, Windsor, Berks.
(95) 51056

CABINET FITTINGS

ADAM HALL (SUPPLIES) UNIT Q,
Starline Works, Grainger Road,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex. 0702 613292

CUSTOM-BUILT SOUND
EQUIPMENT

SUMMIT AMPLIFICATIONS, 493
Green Lanes, Haringay N4 1AL.
01-348 8870

CUSTOM-BUILT
PERCUSSION & FITTING

PERCUSSION SERVICES, 17-23
Vale Royal, London N7. 01-607 8383

P/A EQUIPMENT

AMEK, 2nd Floor, Islington Mill,
James Street, Salford, Lancs. 061-834
6747

EPICENTRUM, Foxhouse, Moor Road,
Langham, Colchester, Essex 020 636 668

GELF ELECTRONICS LTD.,
6 Duncombe Street, Bletchley,
Milton Keynes. Tel: 0908 77503
H/H ELECTRONIC, Industrial Site,
Cambridge Road, Milton, Cambridge,
CB4 4AZ. (02231 65945

RESLOSOUND, Eagle Road, Rye,
E. Sussex. Rye (079 73/ 2988

SOUNDCRAFT, 5/8 Great Sutton St.,
London [Cl. 01-251 3631

SPEAKER CABINETS

FLAME AMPLIFICATION, 100 East -
bank St., Southport, Lancs. 0704 37050

SYNTHESISERS

SYNTHESISER MUSIC SERVICES
LTD., 12 Holland Park, London W11.
01-221 5665

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
SHOPS

Al MUSIC CENTRE, 88 Oxford St.,
Manchester 1. (061) 236 0340

ANDERTONS MUSIC CENTRE, 5
Stoke Fields, Guildford, Surrey. (0483)
75928

ASSEMBLY MUSIC, Alfred Street,
Bath (0225) 63508

BERRY PIANOS, 48 Grand Parade,
Haringay, London N4. 01-800 2488

ALLAN BILLINGTON LIMITED,
172/174 Park View Road, Welling, Kent.
01-303 1429/3441

CORNELL, J.P., 31 Spring Bank, Hull.
(04821215335

J.P. DIAS (CARLISLE) LTD., 149-153
Botchergate, Carlisle.

DUCK SON & PINKER, Harmony Hall,
Bridge Street, Bath. (02251 5676

EUROMUSIC, 13 Princesses Parade,
Waterside, Crayford, Kent DA1 4JD.
(032251 22544
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20 Chartwell Road, Churchill Industrial Estate, Lancing,
West Sussex BN15 8TU Telephone: Lancing (STD 09063) 65871



F.D. & H. MUSIC, 138-140 Charing
Cross Road, London WC2H OLD.
01-836 4766.

KEMPSTER & SON, 98 Commercial
Road, Swindon, Wilts. (0973) 5523/
26375

KENNARD & SONS LTD., 10 New
Rents, Ashford, Kent. (0233) 23226

KITCHEN, R.S. LIMITED, 27-31
Queen Victoria St., Leeds. Leeds 446341

LOUGHBOROUGH MUSIC CENTRE
18 The Rushes, Loughborough, Leics.
(05093) 30398

IVOR MAIRANTS MUSICENTRE, 56
Rathbone Place, London W1P 1A8.
01-636 1481

MANUSCRIPT, 107 Friern Barnet Road,
London N11. 01-368 6673
MATTHEWS, 20 The Broadway,
Maidstone, Kent. (0622) 673355

MILTON KEYNES MUSIC, Boogaloo
Basement, 17 Bridge Street, Leighton
Buzzard, Bedfordshire. 05253-66622

MUSIC EQUIPMENT LTD., 55
Camberwell Church Street, London SE5.
01-701 2270

NICKLIN & SONS LIMITED, The
Square, Barnstaple Devon. (0271) 2005

NORTHERN SOUNDS, 41 Jane Street,
Workington CA14 3BW. 0900-4797

NORMANS (BURTON -UPON -TRENT)
LTD., 1 Lichfield Street, Burton -Upon -
Trent (0283) 61528

MAURICE PLACQUET LTD., 358-360
Uxbridge Road, Shepherds Bush,
London W12. 01.749 3232

ROSS SOUND HOUSE, 17 Gloucester
Road, Ross -on -Wye, Herefordshire.
(0989) 2431

RUSHTONS MUSIC; 28 Oswald Road,
Scunthorpe, S. Humberside.
Scunthorpe (0724) 2400

SANDRA'S MUSIC CENTRE, 6
Allhalland Street, Bideford, North Devon
(023) 722 707

DAVE SIMMS MUSIC CENTRE, 1-5
The Grove, Ealing, London W5 5DX.
01-560 0520

S.M.I. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD,
114/116 Charing Cross Road, London
WC2H OJS.

S.M.I. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
40 College Green, Bristol 1.

S.M.I. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
4 Burlington Arcade, Old Christ-
church Road, Bournemouth.

CHRIS STEVENS MUSIC CENTRE
LTD., 11 Queens Road, Southend-on-
Sea, Essex. 0702 45451

CHRIS STEVENS MUSIC CENTRE
LTD. 33 North Street, Romford,
Essex. 70 455 42

STROTHERS (ASSOC. RUMBELOW)
Coronation Buildings, Wallasey Road,
Wallasey, Cheshire. 051-638 3622/9871

DAVID VANE MUSIC, 28 Market
Street, Exmouth. 03952-75246

WAKEFIELD MUSIC CENTRE, 5
Silver Street, Wakefield. 0924 72202

WHITWAMS, 70 High Street,
Winchester. (0962) 65253

WOODS (PIANOS & ORGANS) LTD.
15/17 Manchester Road, Bolton
BL2 lEH. Bolton 27171. Branches:
Preston 52865 & Burnley 33709

PERCUSSION SHOPS

DRUM CENTRE, 79 Percy Street,
Newcastle, Tyne & Wear. 0632 27910

DRUMLAND, 75 Lowfield Street,
Dartford, Kent. (32) 24449

ALLAN BILLINGTON LIMITED,
172/174 Park View Road, Welling,
Kent. 01-303 1429/3441
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DRUMLAND BIRMINGHAM, 90
Navigation Street, Birmingham B5.
021-643 6641

LONDON DRUM CENTRE, 276
Portobello Road, London W10 5TE.

MUSICAL SOUNDS, 274 London
Road, Sheffield 2. (0742) 50445 or
54381

PERCUSSION SERVICES, 17-23 Vale
Royal, London N7. 01-607 8383

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
SUPPLIERS

R.E.W., 146 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2. 01-240 3064/3068

RECORDING STUDIOS

The Studios below are listed
under maximum track capacity.

24 TRACK

ABBEY ROAD STUDIOS, 3 Abbey
Road, St. John's Wood, London
NW8. 01-286 1161

BASING STREET STUDIOS
(ISLAND), 8-10 Basing Street,
London W11. 01-229 1229

R.G. JONES RECORDING
STUDIOS, Beulah Road, Wimbledon,
SW19. 01-540 4441

KINGSWAY RECORDERS LIMITED,
129 Kingsway, London WC2B 6NH.
Tel : 01-242 7245

MAJESTIC RECORDING STUDIOS
LTD., 146 Clapham High Street,
London SW4. 01-622 1228/9

MANOR STUDIO, Shipton Manor,
Shipton-on-Cherwell, Kidlington,
Oxford. 08675 2128
ROCKFIELD STUDIOS, Rockfield
Road, Monmouth. Wales 0600 2449/
3625

STRAWBERRY RECORDING STUDIOS
3 Waterloo Road, Stockport, Cheshire.
(061) 480 9711/2

16 TRACK
ACORN RECORDS LIMITED,
Church Road, Stonesfield, Oxford
OX7 2PS. (099) 389 324 & 444

ANVIL OF DENHAM, North Orbital
Road, Denham UB9 5HH. 01-332 3522

CENTRAL SOUND RECORDING
STUDIOS LTD., 9 Denmark Street,
London WC2H 8LP. 01-836 6061
CHALK FARM STUDIOS LTD., la
Belmont Street, London NW1 8HJ.
Tel: 01-267 1542 & 01-267 4873

DECIBEL STUDIOS, 19 Stamford
Hill, London N16. 01-802 7868,
01-807 2146

FREERANGE STUDIOS, 22
Tavistock Street, London WC2.
01.836 7608

GROSVENOR RECORDING STUDIOS
16 Grosvenor Road, Handsworth
Wood, Birmingham B20 3NP.
021-356 9636/7

INDIGO SOUND STUDIOS LTD.,
Gartside Street, Manchester, M3 3EL
(061) 834 7001

ORANGE STUDIOS, 34 New
Compton Street, London WC2. 01-836
7811/3.

R.G. JONES (OF MORDEN) LTD.,
Beulah Road, Wimbledon, London
SW19. 01-540 4441 & 01-542 4368

MAGRITTE STUDIOS, 15 Holloway
Lane, Harmondsworth, West Drayton,
Middx. 01-897 9670.

PYE RECORDING STUDIOS, ATV
House, Great Cumberland Place,
London W1 . 01402 8114/7.

RIVERSIDE RECORDING STUDIOS,
78 Church Path, (Fletcher Road),
Chiswick, London W4. 01-994 3142

SPACEWARD SOUND SYSTEMS, 19
Victoria Street, Cambridge, CB1 1JP.
0223-64263 (Between 10 am and 2 pm)

T.M.C. RECORDING STUDIO,
118 Mitcham Road, London SW17.
01-672 4108

T.W. MUSIC, 211 Fulham Palace
Road, London W6. 01-385 4630.

GOOSEBERRY STUDIOS, 19 Gerrard
Street, London W1. 01437 6255
01-734 2257

8 TRACK

BIRD SOUND STUDIOS, Kings Lane,
Nr. Stratford -Upon -Avon, Warwicks.
(0789) 85705 & (0789) 3081

COUNTDOWN SOUND STUDIO, 10
High Street, Manchester M4 1 HQ.
(061) 832 3339

DE WOLFE STUDIO, 84 Wardour
Street, London W1V 3LF. 01-439 8481

FREE RANGE SOUND STUDIOS, 22
Tavistock Street, London WC2.
01.836 7608

IMPULSE ORGANISATION. 71 High
Street East, Wallsend NE28 7RJ,
Northumberland. Newcastle (0632)
624999

K.P.M. STUDIOS LTD., 21 Denmark
Street, London WC2H 8NE.
01-836 6699

LEADER SOUND, 209 Rochdale
Road, Greetland, Halifax, West Yorks.
(04227) 6161

MILNER SOUND LIMITED, Studio
117c Fulham Road, London SW3.
01-589 6477

PLUTO STUDIOS, 3 Waterloo
Road, Stockport, Cheshire SK1 3BD.
(061) 477 0434

SUN RECORDING SERVICES LTD.,
34-36 Crown Street, Reading, Berks.
0734 595647

4 TRACK
D.T.S. RECORDING, 16 The Broad-
way, Maidstone, Kent. (Maidstone)
670 326 & (Medway) 401 467

GATEWAY STUDIOS, 162a Balham
High Road, London SVV12. 01-673 7316

P.S.L. STUDIOS, la Salcott Road,
London SW11. 01-223 2544 & 01-998
6088

SAMMA STUDIOS, 90 Lots Road, London
SW10. 01-352 4136

SEPTEMBER SOUND STUDIOS,
38 Knowl Road, Golcar, Huddersfield.
Tel: 0484 58895/6

MOBILE

JET MOBILE, 8 Bell Meadow, Sutton
Road, Maidstone, Kent. Maidstone
57967

ISLAND MOBILE, 8-10 Basing Street,
London W11. 01-229 1229 Telex:
12421

RECORD PRODUCTIONS

IMPULSE ORGANISATION, 71 High
Street East, Wallsend NE28 7RJ,
Northumberland. Newcastle (0632)
624999

LOOK RECORDS LTD., 209
Denyvale Road, Wakefield, Yorks.
0924 79589

SUN RECORDING SERVICES
LTD., 34-36 Crown Street, Reading,
Berkshire. 0734 595647

STORM RECORDS, Pressings, sleeves.
(Studio facilities available). Music
publishing and songwriting services.
S.A.E. 133 Park Road, Blackpool.
Tel: 27357

DEMOS FOR
SONGWRITERS (8 TRACK)

CARREA MUSIC, 46 Farndish Road,
Irchester, Wellingborough, Northants.
NN9 7EE. Rushden (09334) 56520

LYRICS

Lyrics written, any type of music.
Midlands area. 021-779 4474

REHEARSAL STUDIOS

FARMYARD REHEARSAL STUDIOS,
White Line Road, Little Chalfont,
Bucks. 02404 2912

MAURICE PLACQUET LTD., London
Studio : 01-749 3232. Pinewood
Studio : 0753 654571

SOUTH LONDON STUDIOS,
Basement 5, Bridge Parade, Waddon
Road, Croydon, Surrey. 01-668 3337
01-688 1056

TRACKS REHEARSAL STUDIO, 110
Churchfield Road, Acton, London W3.
01-993 0751 & 01-992 9061

SOUND HOUSES

FENDER

FENDER SOUND HOUSE,
57/87 Hampstead Road, London
NW1. 01-388 7971/2.

SOUND PAD MUSIC CENTRE, 64
London Road, Leicester. (0533) 20760

H/H

JOHNSON'S MUSIC (SOUNDAROUND)
LTD., 227 London Road, Sheffield.
S24 NF (0742) 53127

TOUR SERVICES

LIGHTING & SOUND
HIRE

ENTEC LTD, 90 Wardour Street,
London W1. 01-903 5790

FLASHLIGHT & SOUND GmbH,
Bussestrasse 11, 2000 Hamburg 60,
West Germany. 010 494 05115527/68
Telex : 12421

RAINBOW PRODUCTIONS, 7/9 Wood
Close, London E2. 01-739 7543

CONCERT SECURITY

STURICO, 17 London Mews,
Paddington, London W2. Tel: 01-
262 5478/9/0

WHOLESALERS

CLEARTONE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
LTD., 27 Legge Lane, Birmingham 1.
(021) 236 6100

CBS/ARBITER, 57/87 Hampstead
Road, London NW1. 01-388 7971/2

WOODS (PIANOS & ORGANS)
LTD., 15/17 Manchester Road,
Bolton BL2 lEH. (0204) 27171

To have your company listed,
contact Howard Rosen, 01-242 1961



The ultimate
hearing aid.
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The Yamaha G100 8212
is the guitar amp for the pro- compact, good
to look at, built to last, with a hefty 100 watts rms. power
amplifier and twin 12" speakers.

Versatile, tough and with great tonal character, the B212 power pack is unusually efficient
and gives effortless projection. All this, coupled with its close miking facility, makes it ideal for
the stage and for studio recording. The Yamaha guitar amp: yet another expression of our
advanced technology and our dedication to superlative quality. 0 YAMAHA

Craftsmen to the world's
musicians since1887

Yamaha, Mount Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes. Tel: 0908 71771.



Personal Ads
Would you like to buy or sell any musical instruments? Join, or find a member for, a group? Find a songwriting partner? If so,
send your request to Personal Ads, Beat Instrumental Songwriting & Recording, 58 Parker Street, London, WC2B 5QB and
we'll do our best to include it as soon as possible. Remember, Personal Ads are completely FREE OF CHARGE!

DRUMMER SEEKS ROCK BAND. Newcastle -
Upon -Tyne area. 18-19 years. Phone Pete, Pon-
teland 23049.
C.S.L. LES PAUL CUSTOM, ebony finish, only
2 months old. Virtually unused and in brand new
condition. Plus case, lead, strap etc. Cost £175
new, will accept £125. Good reason for sale. For
further details ring Lee, Farnborough (hamp-
shire) 43843 after 5.30 p.m. weekdays and any
time weekends.
BASS GUITARIST Er DRUMMER WANTED for
London band currently working around the
clubs. Must be into Slade, T. Rex, Mike Brun -
nick and Rank, John Kongos, Manfred Mann.
Phone 01-580 5707 after 6 p.m.
SONGWRITING PARTNER REQUIRED for Ben
Mustafa of 3 Haydon House, Kingston Road,
Teddington, Middx. TW11 9JH , for
collaboration on music and lyrics.
LYRIC WRITER WISHES TO FORM GROUP or
be in one, but has no knowledge of musical in-
struments. Anyone else in same boat? Then I

need youl Please write stating phone no. (if any)
for quick reply. All letters answered. Susan
Osman, 55 Ilderton Rd., Bermondsey, London,
S.E.16.
KEYBOARDS WANTED for band with work
Romford area, doing pop and rock. Prefer
someone capable of playing complex material.
Phone Hornchurch 40732 after 7 p.m.
RHYTHM GUITARIST 1171, knows all basics of
popular chords etc., seeks young people who
play drums, lead, bass, keyboards and vocalists
into pop music, willing to create own material
and form group. Write to Kenneth Greaves, 122
Selsdon Rd., South Croydon, Surrey, CR2 6PG.
FOR SALE - Saxon 100 watt lead organ bass
stack with Leslie spinning horn. V.G.C. f100.
Phone Purfleet 3597.

BRISTOL AREA. Keyboards, bass and guitarist
wanted, any age as long as willing to work with
15 -year -olds. If living out of area, we'll try to
arrange transport. Preferably owning own gear.
Work available. No experience needed. Write to
Jeremy Smith, 11 East Parade, Sea Mills, Bristol.
LEAD GUITARIST with lead vocals wanted,
aged 15-17, to form group with bassist and
drummer. Into most types of music. Must be
keen and live around Finchley/Southgate areas
of London. Please contact Mick, tel: 8862297.
19 -YEAR -OLD DRUMMER, Beatles influenced,
seeks a P. McCartney, a J. Lennon and G.
Harrison to form a similar style group, able to
tour, living in E. London. Please ring 247 5372
any time.
BASS/VOCALIST, age 17-19, needed for
amateur band considering going pro at later
date, and willing to work E. London area. Ring
Andy, 02776-4209 or Jon, 0990-23741.
GUITARIST, 17, wishes to join young com-
mercial group or hear from bass/vocalist,
guitarist/vocalist and drummer,. under 21, to
form group. Phone Purfleet 3597.
17 -YEAR -OLD GIRL SINGER desperately wants
to get into band or be a backing vocalist. Into
Kiki Dee and Elton John. Write to Angela Wilby,
Goldenley, South Benfleet, Essex.
SANE SENSIBLE SONGWRITER /guitarist/
keyboards player is sick of time wasters and
wants to form a good duo, trio or band to go pro,
record, etc. Ring Les, Bradford 693786.
ARE YOU YOUNG 116-171? Do you sing, play
drums or rhythm guitar? Do you live in Sheffield
or nearby? If so, we want you for our new hard
rock/blues based outfit. Good gear essential,
and transport. Phone Nicky, Sheffield 368722
(evenings).

LYRIC WRITER /ENTERTAINER wishes to
manage group and meet another lyric writer. Mr.
Henry Richardson Cowan, 17 Lime Hill Road,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
EX PRO BASSIST (ex-Barabas, Pugma-Ho)
aged 21, seeks same position with working band.
Anything considered in Derby area. Fen-
der/Marshall. Contact Sam, 26 Mount Carmel
Street, Derby, any time.
GOSPEL SONGBOOKS containing songs in
English, Zulu, Sothu and Afrikaans, available at
cost of R2. 7 free lyric sheets also included.
Write to Johannes F. Skosan, P.O. Box 92,
Dennilton 1030, Republic of South Africa.
LEAD/RHYTHM GUITARIST (171 seeks band or
musicians with whom to form one. Similar age.
Into Queen, Quo, Beckett & Lizzy. Has Fender
and Peavey gear. No timewasters. Preferably
Rotherham or Sheffield area. Tel: Mick,
Rotherham 107091 61230.
COMPOSER would like to form partnership with
lyric and songwriter, male or female. Good
quality melodies awaiting lyrics. Somerset area
preferred. John McCabe, 124 Taunton Rd.,
North Petherton, Somerset. Tel: North Pether-
ton 662 477.
COMPOSER REQUIRED to team up with lyricist
and hopefully turn pro. Preferably living in East
Kent area, must be able to play guitar and sing.
For further details, ring Thanet 54299.
LEVIN LT 18, Swedish, spruce topped 6 string
acoustic guitar, good tone and playing action.
Offers around £130. Antoria Les Paul copy, elec-
tric 6 string, black, f60. Tel: Hutton Rudby (Nor-
th Yorkshire) 700 406.
WANTED - female into R & B/Rock (with a
voice and rhythm guitar!) to complement band
rehearsing in Chelmsford. Phone Chelmsford
68961.

FEMALE GROUP seek bass player vocalist living
in London area. Must be aged between 13 and
17. If interested, phone 701-2225 between 5-6
p.m. and ask for Franny.
GIRL DRUMMER WANTED, aged 11-14, to
complete all young girl trio called Sweet Candy,
(organist, plus vocalist/ventriloquist, who is ap-
pearing solo on Opportunity Knocks). Southend-
on-Sea area. Phone Eastwood (Essex) 021453
BASS GUITARIST AND KEYBOARDS PLAYER
WANTED. Must read and have their own equip-
ment. Into all good music. Aged 14-16. In-
terested in writing own material. Write to Stuart
Macfarlane, 62 Hillswood Ave., Vicarage Drive,
Kendal, Cumbria LA9 5BT.
DRUMMER, 17, wishes to join/form band
Durham area. Little experience but very keen.
Write to Richard Lloyd, 10 Blackgate, Coxhoe,
Co. Durham, or phone Coxhoe 770323.
PERCUSSION (CONGAS etc.), SOPRANO SAX
PLAYERS wanted to make original music. No
ties, no amateurs, no rockers. Mike Smith,
Wynnarth House, Newton Reigny, Penrith,
Cumoria.
SINGER /SONGWRITER (191, into songs of love
and protest, guitarist, would like to hear from a
keyboard player, drummer, other guitarists and
girl backing vocalists to form a group to record
demos early in New Year. All letters answered.
Stephen Kemp, 26 Denham Way, Barking,
Essex.
GUITARIST/SONGWRITER needs 2nd guitar,
bass, keyboards and drums (pref. with vocal
ability) to form a band in the Darlington area. In-
to Back Street Crawler, Man, Pink Floyd, early
Elton John and Quo. Hope to write and play our
own material. Contact Andy, 57 Friars Pardon,
Hurworth, Darlington, Durham. Tel: Darlington
720842.

Get your own sound
out of a Custom Sound CS 700D
Combination Amp

Unique "OVERTONE"
circuit plus exceptional
Active Tone Networks
combine in an amplifier
giving the most versatile
sounds around. A really
punchy delivery through
a full range 15" driver
unit enable you to
blow most others off
the stage yet you can
capture the same
sounds in the studio
or small gig,

Try a CS 700D at your dealers now and find out more.

3151111 51:1113
PR OFESSIONL SOUND EQUIPMENT

Custom Sound (SST) Ltd.,
Custom House,
Arthur Street,
Oswestry, Salop SY11 UN, U.K.
Tel: Oswestry (0691) 59201

FLAME
AMPLIFICATION

100 Eastbank Street, Southport, Merseyside PR8 1EF.
Telephone: Southport (0704) 37050

NOW AVAILABLE
Flame 100 watt guitar amplifier with phase and sustain
with separate channel for microphones. Wide range of
cabinets available to suit all needs.
Call into our shop and discuss your requirements, we
will give genuine advice backed by years of experience
with absolutely no pressure to buy.
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BEAT INSTRUMENTAL'S EQUIPMENT PRICE GUIDE
Please note that all recommended selling prices include the
the manufacturer's name.

Whilst every effort is made to ensure that all prices listed are
ing to the sales policy of each individual retailer. We do ad
making any final decisions.

appropriate rate of VAT unless marked EX VAT alongside

correct at the time of going to press, they may vary accord -
vise you therefore to check with your local dealers before

GUITARS
BALDWIN

GRETSCH
Fk, s/burst. 119.75
Fk, natural. 12+96
Sunvalley, s/burst 163.66
Sunvalley, natural 17+30
Rancher. 206.24
Deluxe.. 25017
Supreme 283.41
Electro classic 158.35
Clipper, s/burst 15835
Double Anniversary,

s/burst. 343.44
Streamliner, siburst 250.71
Streamliner, cherry 331.56
Country Club, si

burst. 315.34
Country Club, nat 331.32
Viking, sjburst 441.74
Viking, natural. 457.71
White Falcon.. 613.39
White Falcon, stereo 69322
Roc Jet, porsche

pumpkin. 25017
Roc Jet, black 325.08
Roc Jet, red 250.17
Roc Jet, walnut. 32508
Bass, mahogany. 250.17
Tennessean, cherry 347.76
Nashville, red 365.04
Country Gentleman,

walnut 405.00
Deluxe Chet, red 471.02
Deluxe Chet, walnut 471 02
Super Chet, walnut.. 534.88
Super Chet, red 534.88

SHO BRO
Hawaiian, 6-str 250.17
Hawaiian, 7-str. 267.44
Spanish 250.17

SHO-BUD
Steel guitars:
6138.. 26+60
6139.. 43+16
6140.. 54+32
6152.. 231.12
6153.. 783.00

BOOSEY Et
HAWKES
DI GIORGIO (BRAZIL)
No 16 Signorina 47.40
No 2P Classico. 56.90
No 36 Bel Som. 8700
No 30 Amazon 6650
TAKEHARU
GT30A small . 64.10
GT3OB small 64.10
GT85 full size 4235
GTI 20 full size 48.20
GTI 80 full size. 63.95
WT100 jumbo 47.55
WT200 jumbo 66.45
WT100-12 jumbo 49.40
VITTORO
570 small 1+00
575 full size 21.75
ANGELICA
2651 full size. 19.25

CBS/ARBITER
(EX VAT)

FENDER
Electrics:
Jazzmaster. 348.75
Stratocaster w trem 300.78
Stratocaster L/H w

trem.. 33945
Stratocaster mineck

w. trem 325-50
Stratocaster L/H m/

neck w. trem 364.25
Stratocaster. 271.75
Stratocaster L/H 308.45
Stratocaster mineck 29450
Stratocaster mineck

L/H. 333-25
Telecaster c1/1 322.40

Telecaster d/I L/H 353.40
Telecaster Custom 263.50
Telecaster Custom

L/H. 29450
Telecaster Custom

mineck 288.30
Telecaster Custom

L/H m/neck 31775
Telecaster Std 240.25
Telecaster Std L/H 26040
Telecaster Std m/

neck 263.50
Telecaster Std L/H

m/neck 285.20
Bronco. 167.90
Musicmaster. 130.20
Mustang. 178.25
Mustang 1.41-1. 192.20
Mustang m/neck 20150
Mustang L/H m /neck 215.45
Semi -acoustics:
Telecaster Thinline 31465
Telecaster Thinline

141-1. 341.00
Starcaster + case 461.90

Basses:
Jazz. 302.25
Telecaster. 25730
Precision 251.10
Precision narrow

neck
Precision fretless..
Mustang.
Musicmaster
Acoustics
F.C. 101.
F.C. 10
F.C. 20
F.C. 30
F.C. 40
F 15.
F 25.
F 35.
F 45.
F 55 12 -string
F 65.
F 75.
F 85.
F 95.
F 80.
F 110

26040
251.10
192.20
11625

36.43
40.30
50.38
60.45
6665
46.50
5l15
57.35
5890
7130
7285
8990

117.80
150-30
91.95

22010

CHAPPELL

Classical:
C.I00
C.101
C.102
Steel strung:
C.200
C.201.

33.00
3900
4500

4500
5700

CLEARTONE

MELODY
1200 i 2/s Folk
1250 I 2/s Folk Elec
500 Folk
525 Folk Elec.
325 Folk.
460 Classic.
450
350
600
1300

MIAMI
FTI Elec.
FT2 Elec
FTI Bass.
TANTARRA
4195 Classic
GUYATONE
HG9 I Steel
HG306 Steel
HG I 88C Steel

KLIRA
Westbury Jumbo
310 Electric
360 Bass .
Blue Hill 6
Blue Hill 12

3+86
43.72
30.81
38.10
13.00
29.95
21.82
15.34
3+48
39.38

25.36
29.93
32.64

18.28

20.66
5552
85.72

64.79
64.79
68.20
37.16
62.17

SM8 Solid 80.13
SM9 Solid 90.58
Westside. 113.81
SMI9 Bass 97.18
355 Bus 75.87
149 Classic. 27.62
C.M.I.
CMI Custom VI. 109.96
SMI Custom IV 122.76
CMI Salisbury 109.96
SG2S 45.66
SGIOB.. 44.52
ST300. 67.49
HASHIMOTO
G100 38.73
G130 4+18
G160 51.42
G200 57.79
G250 68.68

J. T. COPPOCK

ANTORIA
2355 Big Jack S.Ac.

Sunburst..
2355M Big John S.Ac

Maple.
2357 Mt. Strad Violin

Bs
2350 Memphis

Custom.
2350 Memphis std
2350L Memphis std

I/h..
2351 Memphis c1/1.
2351 DX Memphis d/I
2351 Memphis Ori-

ginal
23421V Memphis
2341 Memphis ctm

d/l.
2343 Memphis jun.
2337DX Memphis jun

d/I..
2350 Memphis white.
2405 Custom 74
2451 Memphis Oldie.
2350B Memphis bs
2660 Memphis Vine
2458 Memphis Spcl
2351CH Memphis

Cherry.
2675 Custom 76
2354 Woodstock
2354S Woodstock std
2345SL Left -Hand.
2377 Woodstock pro
2383 Woodstock ctm
2338 Woodstock std.
2347 Woodstock jun.
2394 Woodstock nat.
2345 Woodstock

white
2354B Woodstock bs.
2354LB Woodstock

long bs
2352 Clipper
2352M Clipper c1/1
2352 Custom.
2353LDX Clipper

long bs black .
2368 Clipper Fireball
2365B Dixie bs.
23658L Dixie bs l/h
2366B Marksman
2366FLB Fretless bs
2375 Rocketman

Maple f b.
2375W Rocketman

White.
2375L Sunburst I/h
2375N Rocketman

Natural.
2375 Ash
2375B Rocketman

black
2655ZB Rocketman

Zebra.
2656ZB Zebra bs
2375W Twin Gemini

6/12.
2407 Twin Gemini

6/4..
23762376 Dixie Fireball bs

5200
4000

55.00
82-00

43-00

86.00
88-00

250.00

26000
156.00

173.00

190.00

88.00

136-00
132-00

144.00
136-00
148.00

141.00
17000

154.00
159.00

173-00
144.00
208'00
190-00
143.00
150.00
157-00

136.00
430.00

33-00
2700
3500
4100
51.00
0600
2800
4200

240.00
3000

4000
92,00
0800
21.00

0600
22-00
38-00
4500
32-00
3200

2386 Memphis ctm
d/I..

2386L Left -Hand
2384 Clipper Ash
2385 Clipper Ash bs
2370 Semi -Ac Id
2371 Semi -Ac bs
2374 Semi -Ac Id
2395 Semi -Ac nat
2409B bs
2409BW bs
2387 Custom Vulcan.
2387CU Vulcan bs 21000
2348 Phoenix. 207-00
2617S Artist nat 231.00
2459 Venturer 22200
2469 Vulcan II 223.00
2683 Solid special.. 232.00

ANTORIA WESTERN
FOLK
698E Gt. Western

elec
684E Super Electric
698 Gt. Western jbo.
698M Gt. Western

maple. 137.00
698BK Gt. Western

Black. 120.00
693 Gentleman Jim

10700
684/12 Super Jumbo. 104.00
684BLK Black 9700
683 Super Jumbo 8500
684/6L Left -Hand 97.00
628/12 Californian

jumbo. 86-00
628 Californian jbo 7800
62 Bronco fk. 4400
627/12 Bronco jbo. 71.00
627L Left -Hand. 7200
642 Folk. 144.00
670 12 str. 133.00
699 Blonde. 116-00
697 Tennesse 6 12500
695 Nashville 6. 92.00
758 Gt. Western

Artiste jumbo 100.00
670 12+00
952 Antoria Vintage

jbo.
684/6 Super Nash -

82.00

ville. 94.00

CIMAR
904 Black 2pu.
904S Sunburst 2pu
908 Bass 2pu
940 Sunburst 3pu
940W White 3pu
940 Ash 3pu.
941 Cherry Jun I pu.
942 Walnut 2pu
944 Walnut 2pu
949 Stereo bs 2pu
950 White
951 Cherry.
952 Bass

54.00
7500
50-00
71.00
39.00
41.00
5400
32-00
60.00
67-00
9800

104-50
121.00
120.00

83.00
82.00
85-00
91-00
91.00
96.00
7500
7500
82.00

15900
11300
11200
10900

ANTORIA CLASSICAL
2855 58 00
2841 5100
2840 49.00
2839 42-50

TAMA GUITARS
3563 Western 299.00
3568 23900
3560S 225.00
35585 218-00
35615 212.00

44-00 3566 19800
3565 185.00
35555. 15700
3557/12. 21400
3560/12 23600
3550S Classical. 163.00
3551 Classical 230-00
3570 202.00

DO BRO GUITARS
1000 800.00
36 28500
33D. 250.00
33HS 250.00
60SS 205.00
60S 205.00
Dobro Mandolin 200.00

HAWAIIAN
2390 Guitar only
2391 Outfi

738L Bass, flat wnd...
38.50 738M Bass, flat wnd..

117-00 727 'Gold', Folk
P727 'Gold', C&W
PI 2 'Gold', 12-str
76 'Gold'. Classic

FLETCHER,
COPPOCK Er
NEWMAN

KIMBARA ACOUSTIC
N105 Classical

27.50

33.25
NI06 Classical 3+75
N 169 Classical 39'95
NI75 Classical 41.75
N29 Classical. 51'00
NI08 Classical 66.75
N76 Classical w/cs 127.00
N30 Folk 38'95
N71 Jumbo
N72 12st

4479:9505

N73 Jumbo
NI07 I 2st. 6621:9955

KIMBARA ELECTRICS
N 116 solid sun. 11+75
N I 17 solid net 11+75
NI20 solid white 125.50
NI21 solid nat.. 147.00
NI24 Bass nat 139-50

RESONATA
N87 Classical.
N89 Classical.

VICTOR GARCIA
NI87 Spanish
N189 Spanish
N127 Spanish

LOREN ZO
N98 Student.
NIII Classic.
N99 Classic
NI 10 Folk.
N102 Folk.
N103 Jumbo
N104 12 st.

COLUMBUS
NI97 Jumbo sun
N36 Semi Ac 6 st
N 113 Solid.
N85 solid blk.
N85/5 solid sun.
N54 solid mahog
N66 solid bass
N77 solid bass
N82 solid 3 pu
N83 solid
N84 solid bs
NI2212 str
KENT
NI33 Classic
N134 Jumbo.
NI35 Dove
NI36 Jumbo Nato
N137 Hummingbird
SHELTONE
N5010 Folk banjo
N5015 Folk banjo

w/cs
N5009 Uke banjo
NI124 Mandolin
N5017 Tenor banjo
N5018 Uke

21.95 M-75CS Solid 2 p/u

32-15
37.00
42.40

1 c/away. 380-31
M-80CS Solid 2 p/u

2 c/way 383.94
JSB-1 I p/u Solid

c/way bs. 246.28
JSB- I LS As above

Long Scale. 246.28
1+25 JSB-2 L/H 2 p/u
16.95 2 c/way bs 33+66
19.50 JSB-2LS As above

25.50 JSB-25 As above 3°413
14-95 Long Scale.

29.95 Stereo wrd.. 336.81
31.95 JSB2F Carved Stereo

2 p/u As above
Fretless. 30+2345.50

59.95 Acoustic:
35.95 D55 -NT TV Rose -
64.95 wood Dread -
6+95 nought.. 453.72
59.95 050 -NT Bluegrass
63.50 Special Rose
6E1.95 Dreadnought 372.38
69.95 D44MBL Bluegrass
34.65 Jubilee Maple
41.35 Dreadnought...-. 34+21
49.95 G -4I NT Jumbo 17'

Body Dinought 34+21
G-75NT Size 15"

Body Dinought 328.59
G-37BL Arched Back

Maple Dinought 281.63
D-40NT Bluegrass

Jubilee Mahog
Dinought 28+76

45.95 D-35NT Bluegrass
D/ nought Nat 247.20

120-40NT L/H 313.24
0-40C Nt Florentine

Cutaway.. 331.72
G-37BL arched back 281.63
D-35NT LIR 271.91
D -25M Bluegrass

Mahogany D/
nought. 212.78

D-25ML/H. 23+08
D -25C. 212.78

TBA

5.43
+90
2.23
3.22
3.67
I.78

GUILD

AA Artist Award 1086.49
X-500 S -Ac 2 p/u 720.71
X-175 S -Ac 2 p/u 488-93
CE -100D S -Ac 2 p/u 427.35
SF -6 Starfire Six 648.26
SF -4 Starfire Four 342:
SFB-2 Starfire Two Bs 380.31
S100 -D Deluxe Solid

2 p/u 336.81
S100 -DS Deluxe Solid
si00.2 p/us Steresota...d.a.r 358.58

330.68
slooSoslidii2Hp./u 300.60

S100 -SS Standard
Solid 2 p/u Stereo . 322.36

S100-SCS Standard
carved Stereo Solid

S-90 Solid Double 365.84
2 p/u

p/u. 228.18
5-50 Solid I p/u. 181.10

91.00
10.85
1+95

44.25
38.95

G.M.S.

PICATO STRINGS (sets)
ES77 elec I.88
UL77 Rock & Roll 2.00
77 It. gauge, elec ZOO
P750 med. gauge,

elec.
735L Bass, round

wnd..
735M Bass, round

wnd..
736L Bass, nylon wnd
736M Bass, nylon

wnd..

Jumbo & Folk Acoustic:
F-5ORNT Navarre

Rosewood 17"
F-5ORNT Navarre 560.10

Maple 17" Jbo
F-50SB Navarre 453.72

2.25 Maple 17" Jbo,
S/burst..

543 F-4OBL Bluegrass 453.72
16. Folk. 328.59

4.90 F-30NT Aragon 15*
5.43 Folk Nat. 219.06

F-30SB Aragon 15e
5.43 Folk, S/burst. 219.06
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F-30 NT L/H 240.97
F-20NT Troubadour

13} Folk. Nat. 17513
F-20513 Troubadour

131 Folk, S/burst 175.23
F-20 NT L/H. 192.75

Twelve -String:
F -5I 2NT Custom

Rosewood 17" Jbo. 594.55
F-41281. Custom

Flamed Maple 17"
Jbo 531.98

F -2I 2XLNT Extra
Large Mahog 17"
Jbo. 391.14

F-212XLNT L/H 430.27
F-212NT Mahogany

16^ Folk. 334.81
F-1 I 2NT Standard

15} Folk. 256.61
G-3 I 2NT Rosewood

16" D/nought 406430
G-212NT Mahogany

16" D/nought 334-81

HOHNER

ELEC
AT 21 Solid
FB I W Bass
FT 2T Solid
.1B 2 Bass.
JB 200 Bass.
LB 200 Bass
LE 200 Solid
LP 200 G Solid
LS 200 C Solid
LS 200 YS Solid .
ME 20 TS Solid.
SA 200 Semi ac
SE 28 Bass.
SE 2T Solid
SG 2S Solid
SG 22 Solid
SG 108 Bass
SG 220V Solid
SG 2000 Custom

Solid.
SP 1 Solid
ST 30 Solid.
ST 300 Solid
TF 200N Solid

4080
68-35
33-85
61.45
84.15
54-40
90-60
81.45
61.60
61-65
44.55
61.30
46.00
35-55
53.60
42.10
64.85
60.75

67-50
28.95
58-25
73.35
58-85

MORIDAIRA
842 Classic. 53.75
845 Classic. 65.70
843 Classic. 55.40
846 Classic, 76-85
847 Jumbo. 71.50
848 Jumbo. 91-40
850 Western 112.15
855/F301 Folk 67.30
8561F303 Folk 76.10
851:W613 Western 140.10
852/WEI030 Jumbo

with pick-up. 97-20
13705 12 str 118.00
8702 12 str 88-45
BW650 9 :tr. 177.80
W621 N. 227.75
W6215.. 227.75
W611. 289.10
W6I0. 187.90
W620. 165.75
G212, 96.00
G2I4 121.45

M USI MA
1612N Acoustic 17-75
16125 Acoustic 17-40
730 Classic. 21-95
732 Classic. 27.50
500. 11.30

MORIDAIRA BANJOS
FB I R 4 -String 56.40
FB 2R 5 -String 56.40
GB I 6 -String 58-15
C -7D Banjo case 26.35
MORIDAIRA
MANDOLINS
MD 20.. 41.50
MD 30. 41-50
MD 100 49-05

CONCERTER
SK612N 15.55
CKIOON 22-50
5K 614N Concert. 20-65
GK 200 Concert 28-55
WK 599SH lbo 41.60
WK 599 Jbo 38-75
WK588 27-55
FK288. 27.05
WK599SH. 41.60
WK0030.. 44.20
FK 299 Folk 36-90

HORNBY-SKEWES

PALMA ACOUSTICS
SOO.
300N.
400F
580
C103N
FG105

106

12.95
14.95
17.50
16.85
21.99
27.50

900N. 29 50
WFS. 29 50
FW301. 39 00
FW301-12. 46.50
203.7 57.60

KASUGA ACOUSTICS
G 100L.. 45 00
G200 57 00
F140 55 00
0200 59 00
T250 (12-Str) 68 00
D350 92.00
TERADA ACOUSTICS
TG306. 54.50
TG307.. 57.00
F603 63.00
TG3I0.. 65-50
F604 51.00
W643.. 79.00
FW6I 5 79.00
FW650.. 79-00
W624. 61 00
TG35. 87-00
FW656. 99.00
FW620.. 115.00
TW80. 159 00

To avoid unnecessary repetitions, cer-

tain abbreviations are frequently used

in our listings: electric - elec; custom -

ctm; semi -acoustic - s/ac; organ - org;

professional - pro; standard - std;

acoustic ac; folk fk; bass bs;

string - str; de luxe - d/I; jumbo -

jbo; piano - pno; left hand - I/h; scale -

se; case - cs; banjo bjo; monitor - mt.

KASUGA ELECTRICS
5G360 . 136.00
LG3808. 146 00
5E4805 153.00
G770VI 205.00
LG770V 203.00
SGI800V. 287.00
EB750. 191.00

ZENTA ELECTRICS
EG501.. 34.00
EG502.. 39.00
EB5 I 1 39.00
HEG5006. 46 00
HEGB5004. 53.00

B.30. 150.00 Folk silv. wound
spec Edition. 120.00 Folk bronze wound..
13.20. 100.00 Elec. round wound
B.55-12 310.00 all gauges..

B.50-12.. 255.00 Elec. flat wound all
120.00 gauges..

Classic wound 3rd

2.13
1.92

225

2.86
2.43
2.30
2.04
1.29

Classic wound basses
JOHN BIRCH Classic ball ends

Banjo strings.

SCSL Elec 259.20
SOX Elec. 239.50
Twin -neck. 379.00 ORANGE
St rat copy. 248-40
'Rickenbircher' bs Orange custom

frm 259.20 guitar To order
HET500I..
H ES5000.

49.00
52.00

HEP5002.. 59.00 SVL (Flying V) 259-20 Case.. To order

IVOR
Custom gtrs to order
All standard custom models: B. L. PAGE
6 str. from L280.00+VATMAIRANTS Twin necks fr. f.450.00+ VAT MICRO -FRETS

Cali bra 165.00MARTIN
D.18 300.00

Calibra I
KEMBLE Signature.

184.08
211.20

D.28. 395.00 211.20Signature Customs...
YAMAHA Swinger.D.35 420.00 211.20

0.12-28. 410.00 Classics: Stage II.. 22440
016NY inc case 300-00 G55 46.50 Swinger Customised 24420
D.41 inc case. 660.00 G65 49-50 Spacetone. 277.20
0021 inc case 420-00 G90 5500 Huntington.. 330.00
D.45 1150.00 G120 62.50 Baritone 6/s Bass..... 198-00
AROSTEG Ul G150 66.00 Signature Bass 184.80
No. 2. 24.00 G220 86-00 Husky. 211.20
No. 4. 26.00 G280 108-00 Thundermaster. 26400
No .6 28.00 GC3 Handmade 175-00

CALABERT G C6 Handmade 23000
OS. 20.00 GCIO Handmade 295-00 ROSE -MORRIS
A. 22.50

Folk: ELECTRICSB. 26.00
C. 33.00 EGIION. 60.00 SHAFTESB URY
Palosanto inc cue.... 100.00 FG75N. 55.00 3413 6885
MITSUMA
JG.101
JW.304/12
JW.305/12.
JG.IO2
JG.I 03..
JC.42.
JC.43.
JC.45 inc case
JC.46 inc case
03.

21.00
40.00
45.00
28-00
3200
35-00
48.00

100-00
120.00
80.75

FGI60 Jumbo 72.50 3415 Bs
FGI70 7500 As above w/cs
FG180 'I Jumbo. 92-00 Stereo 2 P Bs
FG260Jumbo 12 Str.. 92.00 OVATION
FG280 Jumbo 105-00 Breadwinner.
FG300N Jumbo. 135-00 DeaconFG360 Jumbo 137-50 Hardshell Cases
FG580 Jumbo 179.00 Electric Artist
FG295 108.00 Electric Country
FG700S Handmade 219.00 Artist.
FG 1000 Handmade... 329-00 Electric Folklore

6885
91.35

149.50

34500
41 I .00

55.05
430-00

430-00
439-00

JF.20I. 1900 FG I200 Handmade... 369-00 Electric Legend. 49600
JF.202. 22-50 FG1500 Handmade... 43900 Electric Pacemaker... 514.00
JF.203. 27.50 FG2000 Handmade... 51900 Electric Classic 505-00
JW.303 30-00 Folk w/pu: Electric Patriot. on appl.
SAKURA FGIIOE. 76.00 TOP TWENTY
C 11413 20-00 FG160E Jumbo 9250 1971 bs 59.00
C I I3A. 18.00 Semi -Acoustic: 1970 6-str 48.95
LS26D. 60.00 SA60.. 260.00 3440 West One. on appl.
LS26S.
LS26
LS2605
F.339R
MD.25..
CI32S.
C136S. .........
TG.I0.
TG.20.
JB.24

60.00
55.00
65.00
42.50
39.50
45-00
74.00
27.00
30.00
60.00

SA90.. 327.00 AVON
Solids:
SG30 109.00 3403A.

SG35 11900 3403B.

SG40 121.00 3404A.

SG45 159.00 340413.

SG85 239-00 3405A.

SG90 290-00 3405B.
3407A.SGI75 465-00
340713.SB35 Bass 126.50

76.95
80.60
69-50
73-20
65-50
6920
7695
84.95

JB.24DN. 8500 SBL55 Bass Long TRAVIS BEAN
I 75DC in case 90-00 Scale..

..
196.00 3441 Std case. 765.00

I 75DG in case 110-00 S131.75 Bass Long 3442 Bass - case. 650.00

ORFEO Scale. 217.00 3443 Artist - case 850.00

DC.I 01 25.00 Acoustic -Electric ACOUSTICS
DC.I 03
DC.I 07. .

30.00
35.00

("Jazz"): OVATION
AEI2 248.00 Balladeer 6-str. 287-00

DC.II0
DC.I 12

37-50
42.50

AEIB 323.00 Classic Balladeer
Custom Balladeer
Glen Campbell 6-str

287.00
305-00

TAKAMINE
DC.I25 88 SO

359-00
441.00
395.00

Glen Campbell 12-strTED KNELLER Pacemaker 12-str.
CI28.. 5000 32300Folklore.

Vinci Strings (sets) Classic .C1325. 60.00 386-00
C1365 90.00 Bronze wound ac, all Concert Classic. 305.00
NORMAN gauges 1.90 Legend. 372.00
B.55. 275.00 Steel ac. 1.90 Artist. 307.00
B.50. 205.00 12 -string bronze 3.35 Country Artist. 307.00

Patriot on appl.
SHAFTESBURY
WESTERNS
3190 Jbo w/cs
.3191 Jbo wits
3192 The w/cs
319311so w/cs
3194 Jbo w/cs
3168 12-str lbo

92.00
99.00

108.00
I 20 00
149.00
31.00

SIGMA ACOUSTICS
3170 Jumbo 6 72.15
3171 GC Folk 59.95
3172 GC Folk 85.75
3173 Dreadnought 6 95.75
3174 Dreadnought 12 95.75
3175 Jumbo 12. 79.65
3041 Classic 69.50
3042 Classic 79.65

EKO ACOUSTICS
3131 Rio Bravo 6 78.80
3132 Rio Bravo 12
1780 Ranger 6
1793 Ranger 12.

3140 Navajo 6
3141 Navajo 12
3151 Sombrero 6
3152 Sombrero 12
3153 Eldorado 6
3154 Eldorado 12
3143 El Paso
3142 El Guacho.
3137 Studio L

83.99
53.99
64.95
47.30
54-90
72.95
78.65

105-90
115.95
92.20

128.50
25.95

Left Hand to order 15%
Extra, All Models,
1519 Bouzouki. 71.99
1480 Mandoline. 27.20
1404 Tenor Banjo 58.70
1405 G Banjo. 67.25
1406 Banjoline 57.85
CLASSICAL
3076
3077
3078
3079
3080

44.35
46.85
58.95
94.35

128.60
SUZUKI CLASSICAL
GUITARS
3065
3066
3067 Matt Finish
3068
3069
3070 Handmade
3071 Handmade

33/0
35.95
50.50
49.95
57.50

102.00
175.00

STUDENT GUITARS
3057 Dulcet
3058 Constance.
1512 Kansas
1513 Kansas Variant
3166 Texan Jumbo
3169 Laredo Jumbo

ROSETTI

EPIPHONE
FTI45 Jumbo
FTI 65 124.
EC20 Classic
FT130 Folk.
FT135 Folk.
FT200.
FT IS.
FT140.
FTI50.
FT365 Folk.
FT550 Folk
FT565 12/s.
FT' 60.
FTS7OBL Folk
EC24 Classic
FTI20 Folk.
EROS
9578 Elec
9579 Elec
9585 Bass
9586 Bass
9353 Folk
9356 12/s Folk..
9350 Folk..
9351 Folk.
9587 6/s Electric
9709 bass
9710

EROS MKII SOLIDS
97116/s 71.95
97126/s 77.35
9713 Bass 77.35
LARAMIE GUITARS
9716 Classic
9717 Jumbo
9714 Jumbo
9715 12 String
KISO-SUZUKI
9502 Classic
9503 Classic
9504 Classic

24.95
26-95
31.50

0595 Classic 59-F5
5983 H/made Classic 79.95
9651 Folk 49.95
9582 Folk 44.95
9653 12/s Folk 59.95
9507 Folk 52.95
TATRA
9198 Classic 1950

9225 Classic 2275
Hi -Spot Nylon. 13-95
Hi -Spot Steel. 12.95

SELMER

GIBSON
Howard Roberts

Custom, Cherry 735.00
Johnny Smith DN

2 p/u. Nat... 1264.00
Johnny Smith D, Sib 1264.00
Johnny Smith N,

I p/u 1223.00
Johnny Smith, S/b 1223.00
Super 400 CES, Nat 1316-00
Super 44 CES, S/b 1316.00
Byrdland, Natural 1098.00
L-5 CES, S/n... 1141.00
L-5 CES, Nat. 1141-00
L -5C, Single Cut-

away Acoustic Nat 935.00
Super 400 C Outfit,

Single Cutaway
Acoustic, Nat 1051.00

ES -175D, Sunburst 533.00
ES -175D, Natural 533.00
ES -345 TD, Cherry 585.00
ES -345 TO, S/b 607.00
ES -345 TD, Walnut 585.00
ES -355 TD-SV,

Cherry.. 761.00
ES -355 TD-SV,

Walnut... 761.00
ES -335 TD, Cherry 460.00
ES -335 TD, S/b 483.00
ES -325 TO, Cherry 388.00
ES -325 TD, Walnut 388.00
Les Paul Recording 512.00
Les Paul Recording 534.00
Les Paul Triumph Bs 497.00
Les Paul Triumph Bs 520.00
Les Paul Custom,

Ebony. 541.00
Les Paul Custom,

White.
Les Paul Custom,

Cherry..
Les Paul Custom,

Wine.
Les Paul De Luxe,

Gold.
Les Paul De Luxe,

Cherry..
Les Paul Signature,

17.25 Gold.
12.50 Les Paul Signature
11.80 Bs. Gold. 460.00
11.80 Citation outfit.. 3293-00
28.50 ES 335 TD walnut 46000
22.50 Les Paul Signature

tobacco brown s/b 498.00
Les Paul Signature bs,

tobacco brown s/b 483.00
Les Paul d/I tobacco

brown sib. 461.00
79.95 Les Paul d/I wine red 439-00

12995 Les Paul tern tobacco
59.95 brown s/b. 564.00
69.95 SG Custom, White 534-00
8250 SG Custom, Walnut 512.00
94.95 SG Std., Cherry 338.00
4995 SG Custom, wine red 512-00
74.95 SG Custom w Bigsby.

115.00 walnut. 520.00
108.00 SG Custom w Bigsby,
159.95 white 54310
140.00 SG Custom w Bigsby,
9409 wine red 52000

11505 SG Standard, s/b 36000
68-05 SG Standard, white 360.00
59.90 S -I nat. satin. 293-00

S -I ebony 328.00
85.50 S -I ,/b 350.00
53-10 SG Std., Walnut 338-00

107.95 SG Std. Bigsby
10795 Cherry.. 347.00
3495 SG Std. Rigsby,
44.95 Walnut. 347.00
33.95 SG Std. Bigsby, Sun -
42.95 burst. 370.00
9450 SG Spec., Cherry 295.00
80-95 L6 -S Custom, Black 37000
79.15 L6 -S Custom, Nat 370-00

L6 -S De Luxe, Wine 291.00
L6 -S De Luxe, Nat

Satin. 263-00
Marauder, Nat. Satin 255.00
Marauder, Wine 292.00
Left-hand:
SG Std. Bigsby,

Cherry.. 347.00
Les Paul De Luxe,

Gold, 439.00
SG Std., Cherry 338.00

4495 SG Spec., Cherry 295.00
49.95 Les Paul Custom,
53.95 Cherry. 564.00

Les Paul De Luxe
Cherry.. 461.00

Bass Range
Ripper (L9 -S), Nat 343.00
Ripper (L9-5), Ebony 343.00
Ripper Fretless,

Ebony. 343.00
Ripper Fretless, s/b 366.00

591.00

564.00

541.00

439.00

461.00

475.00



Grabber 3 (G-3),
Nat Satin 28500

Grabber 3 (G-3),
Ebony. 321.00

Grabber 3 (G-3), s/b 34300
Grabber, Nat Satin 241.00
Grabber, Ebony 26600
Grabber, Wine Red 266.00
EB-3, Cherry. 34300
EB-3, Walnut. 34300
EB-3, White 36700

Jumbo Range
1-200 Artist, S/b 645.00
3-200 Artist, Nat 65600
Dove Custom,

Cherry.. 49500
Dove Custom, Nat 51600
Gospel, Nat Top 42400
Heritage Custom,

Nat Top/Rose
Back 44600

Hummingbird
Custom, Cherry 38900

Hummingbird
Custom, Nat. 40300

1-50, Nat Top 30400
J-45, 5/13. 28300
1-55, Nat Top 34600
1160E Custom s/b 40200
B -45-I 2N d/I 12 str 368.00
J-40 Nat Top . 311.00

SAXON
Class Range
813. 3600
814 4025
815. 5100
816 56.50

Folk Range
812 39.25
817. 4225
818 5000
Jumbo Range
819 49.00
820 5450
821 51.50
822 12 str 5500
823 5150
824. 6900
825. 8400
Solid Range
Saxon 830 Sid.

Electric.
Saxon 831 Sid.

Electric.
BANJOS &
MANDOLINS
AA Tenor. 339700
AA 5 String 339700
Tenor. 3397.00
Plectrum 3397.00
5 Str 339700
TB -800 Tenor D L. 1241.00
TB -250 Tenor 71000
TB -I00 Tenor 49400
RB-800 D L 129500
RB-250 5 -String 70700
RB-100 5 -String 49400
PB-800 D L Banjo 124800
PB-250 Plectrum Banjo 70700
F-5 Artist Mandolin 127300
F-12 Artist Mandolin 106200
A-5 Mandolin 849.00
A-12 Mandolin. 67900
MSA PEDAL STEEL
GUITARS
CS -10 w/case. 123800
Side Kick wjcase 50800
Red Baron Ng/case. 42000

STRINGS Et THINGS

RICKENBACKER
Solids:
430 2 p/u, nat mahog. 24761

450 Original 2 p/u 28249
450/12 I 2-str model

of '450' 319.11
456/12 Convertible

6/12 Str like 450/
12 380.14

480 2 p/u in '4000'
Bass series. 30167

620 Deluxe Stereo
2 p/u 395.83

'20 Thin Semi -
Acoustics 320 3 pu
short scale. 38363

330 2 p/u double
cutaway . 37142

330/12 12-Str model
of '330' 48825

360 Deluxe Stereo
2 p/u dble cutaway 44466

360/12 12-Str model
of '360' 523. 16

370 3 p/u Stereo dble
cutaway. 48825

Bass Guitars
4000 I p/u solid 392.34
4001 2 p/u Deluxe

Stereo sol d 448.14
4001 /LH Lefthand

version of model
'4001'... 52836

4005 Deluxe hollow
body 2 p/u. 507.43

Rickenbacker Twin Neck
Guitars
362/12 Thin body

semi -ac models
360 & 360/12
guitars 114216

4080 Solid inc.
models 480 & 4001. 976.50

HON DO
H-150 Grand Con-

cert Folk 2636
H -I55 D/nought 2852
H-310 Concert

Classic.. 22.59
FG-5500 Student

Folk.. 1884
FG-8500 Student

D /nought 19.79

LITTLE BUDDY
4141 Junior Pedal

9900 Steel. 252.50
4142 Pedal Steel 32992

8800 4140 Professional
Twin Neck Pedal
Steel 768.38

SUMMERFIELD
STUDENT CLASSIC
APG701 19.79
C114.. 16.99

IBANEZ & CIMAR
CLASSIC
361
362
370
375
387
388

39.59
4250
4675
5059
57-75
54.45

HIROSHI TAMURA
CONCERT CLASSICS.
P45. 181.50
P55. 201.75
F45 18150

R. MATSUOKA
CLASSIC.
M20.. I0505
M25.. 11825
M30.. 13915
M40. 169.40
M50.. 198.00

MITSURU TAMURA 2341
HAND MADE 2341DX.
CONCERT. 2350W.
P800 302.50 2451
P700 25850 2452B.
10P1500. 52500 2342
P1200. 45100 2343 a

10P2000. 695.00 2337DX

MASURU KOHNO 2344

CONCERT.
M.K.15. 654.50

2402
2402DX ,
2404

M.K.30. 1072.50 2663
M .K.20. 87450

265ICW.
IBANEZ & CIMAR 2421

060
WESTERN & FOLK

46.75 2243251 V.ACVVV..

610 5445 2469

615 6503.'5305 22436345S.

65

615/12.. 66-55 2459
620 66.55 2660DX
647 6655 2390
647/12. 7260 2387C.
684BK. 6985 2388B/DX /ST
369 54.45 2616
370C.. 4785 2387B.
370/12. 5143 238813/S.
371 51.43 238813/ DX .

371BK.. 55E11:7505 2L3H8183888 /5.
393

355 44.00 2613
355/12. 46.75 2453
LH620.. 69.85 2455
LH647. 72.05 2457ST

7480 2355LH647/12.
LH615. 66.55 2355DX
LH615/12 . 7205 2355M.
LH684BK.. 76.45 2352C.
2846 71.50 2352DX
752 7645 23698!W.
684BK/12.. 7600 LH2352DX.
951 75.00 LHFG360S
952. 67.50 LH235I DX.
767. 9350 LH2372..
642SID 13200 LH2380.
2608 140.00 2348
2609

WESTERN

165'00 2348B.

DREADNOUGHT'

18150
D30 121.00

2670
2680

R. MATSUOKA

D40268266776121

D80

2618
2617

30250

D50
D60

LEVIN
85000 .262

2616.8
W315356..

22000 2409B.
W32. 32500
WR34. 176 00
W12-36 198.00
LG17. 110 00
LG19. 132.00

MACCAFERRI REPLICA.
MAC.I 121.00
MAC.2 121 00
MAC.2 Special 12650

148.50MAC.3

M. MATSUO CONCERT
GUITARS
No. 8. 275.00
No. 10. 35000
No. 15 500-00

T HARUO WESTERN
GUITARS
.T50. 175.00 2390
.7.60. 190.00 HGII8C.
CSL & IBANEZ UKULELES
ELECTRICS S.L.1
2350 10800 NUI.
2350DX 148.00 NU2.
FG360S 10800
2351 DX 136.00 PPS..
235IDXCS. 134.00 BANJOS

2800
6800
20.00
6200
5800
19.00
3400
4350
48.50

21800
23800
21800
198.00
20250

50.00
35.00

15800
98.00

11250
247.50
185.00
153.00
12000
173.00
21800
21800

9400
6900
8800
59.00
88.00
5800
7900
7300
9200
3400
68.00
48.00
9900
14.00
59.00
2400
1800
48.00
75 00

200.00
175.00
188.00
72000
225.00
30300
270.25
420 00
21000
229 00
257.00
158.00
21800
21600
167.00

SUMBRO ELECTRICS
GE1. 3500
SG6M.
SG42M..
LP2G.
LPGC
LPSGC.
SC36W.
SC36W.
SC3.
38200.

6500
7200
7200
7500
75.00
7500
8000
7200
9800

STUDENT GUITARS
EG I. 1050
KP I 11.50

8.95

HAWAIIAN GUITARS
2391 6800

58IF8. 74500
593/dI 280.50
591/FB 242.00
591/TB. 23650
FBI R 44.00
712 4015
584C.. 18.55

MANDOLINS
524 242.00
523 23100
526 275.00
521. 192 00
522 198.00
513 77.00
516. 4450
511. 36.30
512 42.35
514 42 35
1521 18 69
80 42.35
100 53.35
E.M.I. 39.50
'Prices include Hard

Shell case

W. M .1.

G101 Std. Flk
K200 Folk.
K320 Concert Folk
KD28 llso Western
KD28-I 2 I2st lbo
K.410 Concert D/

Lux.
K.442 Auditorium

Folk..

K.550 Jbo pce back

KDG.70 D/I Jbo
K.475 J.L.Seagull
Classic:
KC.265 Student....,
KC.333 Concert
KC225 Classic
KDG50 D/I Classic
Electric:
K I 8.130 Bs long scale
E.120 Single p/u.
K2T. S.G. 2 p/u.
Banjo:
KB.52 Deluxe

10.95
16-95
2095
3350
39.50

TWELVE STRING
GUITARS
Fantom 112 72.73
Fantom 212 83.26
Fantom 312 93.79
1/12 N Electric 93.56

SOLID BODY
ELECTRIC GUITARS
Dyno II 10293
Vedette 11587
Super Jazz 129.18
Red Flame. 106.68
Black Pearl. 116.06

THIN BODY
ELECTRIC GUITARS
Caravel. 105.75
DS/2T. 125.43
DS/Artist 138.56

BASS ELECTRIC
GUITARS
Special Bass 142.31
Black Bass. 123.56
DS/Bass. 12112
Starfire Bass. 87.56
Red Bass. 115.87

JOSE RAMITEZ
CONCERT GUITARS
Model Studio I 16524
Model Studio II . 294.84
Model Flamenco 43740
Model Concierto TBA
RICARDO SANCHIS
CARPIO CONCERT
GUITARS
Model 40 E. 149.04

2650 Mode 40 11340
Model 38 66.42

2395 Model 33 Flamenco 131-22
3395 Model 32 Flamenco 9558
3950 PRUDENCIO SAEZ
2395 GUITARS

Mode 2. 16.20
18'75 Mode 4. 21 06
1975 Mode 12 2430
15.50 Mode 14 2592
26.95 Mode 21 1944

Mode 24 5508
Mode 26 6642
Mode 28 Flamenco 37 26
Mandoline . 19.44
Model Lady 1. size 19.44
Model 21 W 3531

29-95
23.95
2795

3950

WOODS

G 400 Standard.
G 150A Classic.
G 152 Folk.
G 180 Classic.
G 190 Classic.
G 140 Jumbo.

WELSON:
CLASSIC GUITARS
Cordoba. 5329
Valencia. 5605
Navarra . 59.13
Granada. 6787
Castilla.. 7597
Sevilla 9736
Sevilla 97.36
Andorra. 114.85

2950 FOLK GUITARS
12400 FT/25 54.10

FT/Super Luxe 7695
2.42 WESTERN GUITARS
8.50 Fantom 20

10.75 Fantom 30
1425 Fantom 33
0.88 Fantom 36

Fantom 39

62.69
6771
7403
8093

Z.B.

EMMONS
10-04 Pro. DIO. 114885
18.23 Pro. SIO . 803.85
2568 Pro. S12 . 918.85
2155 t,"., 8. 24349
30.78 SSIO 39272
3119 ES8. 194.10

ESIO 206.18
GSIO 44275

SHO-BUD
6155 Pro. II 860.55
6143 Pro. D10 83744
6150 Lloyd Green 65490
6148 Pro.S10. 55208
6140 Professional 553.08
6138K Maverick 28432
6138 Maverick 25846

ZB GUITARS
Student S10..
SIO

439.00
871.26

S11 93328
SlOon DlOcab 949.95
SI I on DII cab. 97366D10.116131
D10-11. 1191.61
D I I. 128341

AMPLIFIERS, P.A. SYSTEMS AND SPEAKER CABINETS
BEESKIT

York SOW .
Ely 100W..
Oxford twin horn

100W.
Cambridge fold horn

100W.
Cabinets, empty:
I x 12 std
I x 12 horn..
2x 12 std
I x 15 x bin
I x 18 folded horn
Disco:
Standard
Goliant
Light bank.

4900
110.00

14200

185-00

2000
69.00
28.00
3000
80.60

3600
3900
3900

BEYER (Ex. VAT)

M410 N(T) Cardioid.

M4I 0 N(T) S2 Relays.
M4I I N(T) Cardioid.
M411 N(C)S w. On/

Off.
M412 N(T)S
M8I ON..
M57 Omni .
M57V Omni w. amp
MIOIC Omni

39 57 AMPEG PIGGYBACKS
36 78 BI5S 60W valve 48700

B15N 30W valve 40000
40 68 AMPEG AMPS
42 91 HDSVT 300W valve . 560.00
39 01 HDV4B 100 bs valve . 349 00
26 75 HDB25B 55 bs valve 285.00
34 84 HDV4 100W gtr
64 65 valve.. 385.00

HDV2 60W gtr valve 34900
HDV6B 240W s/state 369.00

BOOSEYEt HAWKES

AMPEG GUITAR
COMBOS
VT40 60W valve 386.00
VT22 100W valve 453.00
G2I2 120W s/state 467.00
G410 120W s/state 503.00
G412 120W sistate 53400
AMPEG BASS COMBOS
B 115 120W s /state 420.00

37.61 B4I0 120W s/state 487.00

AMPEG SPEAKERS
EXSVT 240 8 x 10 352 00
EXB4B 240 2 x 25

dble fldd horn 522.00
EX825B 120 2 x 15 201.00
EXV4 120W 4 x 12 258 00
E XV42 120 2 x 12. 255.00
EXV6B 240 2 x 15 28800
EXVTT 100W 2 x 12 172.00

S48 cols. 22800

BRODR
JORGENSEN

ROLAND
PA 60 6 ch PA amp,
PA 120 8 ch PA amp
JC 60 60W combo
IC 120 120W tom
C 2030 200W 12" sp
C 2038 15" 20
C 20388 15" bass

25332
38406
29877 'B' Series Mixers
42153 12/1. 49600
12996 12/2.. 60700
15306 15/2.. 73800
168 50 18/2.. 857.00

Freight Cases
12 Ch 25.00
15 Ch 3000
18 Ch 3500

CM 602D Omni
Direct.

CM 652D Full Rge
CM 654D Hand Held
CM 656D Ball

Headed.

2789
27.89
2789

3432

CANARY (Ex. VAT)

CALREC (Ex. VAT)

AMPEG PA EHT. ENTERTAINMENT
SR6 120W. 18300 MICROPHONES
CSR6 Mixer 77700 CM 450D 4500
A 120 slave . 422.00 CM 450C 4788

'A' Series Custom Mixers
20/6/2 286000
16/8.. 2600 00
24/2. 1700.00

Mini Studio Mixer
10/4. 53100
Crossovers
2 way Stereo . 68.19
3 way Stereo . 79.04
Complete PA, 1000W 300000

CARLSBRO
(EX. VAT)

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
60TC 12000
IOOTC 15900
60/5 P.A. 13500
100,17 P.A. 18000
SOLID STATE
Stingray Mk.11 126.00
Stingray Super Mk. II 156.00
Stingray combo Mk.

II. 199.00
Stingray Super-com 22900
Bs Combo (Stingray

Amplifier). 26900
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Bs Combo (Super)._ 29900
Marlin Mk. II 163.00
Slave Mk. II 95.00
Scorpion. 114.00
SPEAKER UNITS
4x 12" B/L 120W 16100

I x 18" 100W I 25 00
Mini Bin 100W 146.00
Bass Bin (2 x 12" Tn

Horn) 100W 166.00
Bass Bin (I x IS" Tn

Horn) 100W , 151.00
2 x 12" PA 80W 139.00
2 x 12" PA 120W 168.00
2 x 12" I horn PA

80W.. 17500
2 x 12" I horn PA

120W 20600
2 x 12" I horn PA

240W. 231.00
Horn Units (2) 121.00
ACCESSORIES
Mantis.
Twin Deck.
Reverb Unit.
Fuzz Unit..

Wah Wah Pedal
Wah Swell Pedal
Wah Fuzz Pedal
Phazer, ,
Super Phazer.
Sennheiser MD -

413N Mike.
Sennheiser MD -

416N Mike.
Microphone Lead
Microphone Stand
Boom Arm
Amplifier Stand
Disco Stand

15000
165.00
7300
15.00
15.00
16.75
2100
2725
3950

48.00

64 00
900

1150
7.50

3000
1912

C.B.S. ARBITER
(EX. VAT)

Prices excl. of VAT
FENDER
Dual Showman. 2 x D

130F JBL. 719.00
Dual Showman, 2 x D

140F JBL. 747.10
Dual Showman, top 42470
Dual Showman,

Reverb Enclosure
2 x DI3OF speakers 34875

Quad Reverb, 4 x
12 -inch speakers 539.00

Quad Reverb, 4 x
D 120F speakers 76850

Super Six, 6 x 10 -

inch speakers 51770
Vibrosonic Reverb

1 x DI3OF JBL 48825
Twin Reverb, 2 x 12 -

inch speakers 45725
Twin Reverb, 2 x D

120F JBL. 58680
Bandmaster, 2 x 12

inch. 44950
Bandmaster, 2 x D

120F JBL. 56420
Bandmaster, top 291.40
Bandmaster enclo-

sure. 198.40
Super Reverb, 4 x

10 -inch. 395.25
Super Reverb, 4 x

D 110F JBL. 61070
Pro. Reverb, 2 x

12 -inch. 36735
Vibrolux Reverb, 2 x
10 nch 305.350
De Luxe Reverb, 1 x

12-inch..251.10
Princeton Reverb,

I x 10 -inch. 193.75
Princeton. I x 10 -

inch. 14105
Champ, I x 8 -inch 7595
Bassman 100, 4 x

12 -inch.
Bassman 100, top
Bassman 100, en-

closure. 26350
Bassman 50, 2 x 15 -

inch. 41385
Bassman 50, 2 x D

140F JBL. 55025
Musicmaster bass, I x

12 -inch. 12245
PAI00 PA system 492.90
PAI00 top 32240
PAI00 column 21235
Hi Freq. Horn 65.10
PA 160 4 x SC3-10 90520
PAI60 Amp Top 54715
PAI 60 SC3-10 colmn. 108.50

49600
277.45

CERWIN VEGA
Vocal Reinforcement
systems
V.30A 150W. 253.00
V.328 300W. 345 00
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V.34 300W. 365.00
VH.36 400W . 540.00

Musical Inst. systems
G.32 200W. 265.00
B.36 300W. 315.00
B.48 300W. 41500
B.36MF 300W 395.00
B.48MF 400W 475 00

Sound Reinforcement
systems
L.48CF 500W.. 425.00
L.48CFD (L 48CF w

hrn ext op) 545.00
L.48DD 2000W. 1255.00
HRM.1 100W.. 32590
HF.6 100W.. 149 00

CLEARTONE

CMI
1037, 50W L&B. 11923
1038, 100W L&B 138.70
1039, 2 x 5 cab:

120W, Id.. 122.21
1040, 2 x 15 cab ,

120W, bass. 118.62
1050, 2 x 12 cab ,

SOW, Id. 97.50
1062. I x 18 cab.,

100W, bass . 9891
1063, 4 x 12 cab.,

100W, d.. 129-00
1064, 4 x 12 cab ,

100W, bass. 129.00
1047, 2 x 10 cols ,

60W. pr. 110.11
1048, 4 x 10 cols ,

120W, pr.. 142.26
1065, horn cabs. 81.57
1066, 2 x 12 cols ,

100W, pr 158.87
1067, 6 x 10 cols ,

300W, pr .... 127.60
1068, 250W slave..... 191.57
1069, 8-ch. mixer..... 257.41

Solid State amps:
1071 SOW, L & bs..... 118.84
1072 100W L & bs.... 127.57
107350W PA., 118.84
1074 I 00W PA. 15350
1075 100W Slave 11196
1060, sound flight

control. 43.47
1061, lighting cabs ,

set 3 50.60
1949, fuzz sound 10.36
1041, mini b

mixer, 6 than...... 66.50
1041F, footswitch.... 298
Celestion spkrs:
1051, GI 2M, 25W....
1052, G I 2H, 30W....
1053, G I5M. 50W....
1055, GI8C, 100W...
1056, SIO, I5W.

1533
18.28
2298
41.23
5.49

J. T. COPPOCK
ELGEN
Details and prices on applica-
tion.

CUSTOM SOUND
(EX. VAT)

Amplifiers:
CS 700 BM. 137.95
CS 700 CV . 116 25
CS 700 DB . 220.10
CS Trucker 77 50
CS 700A. 17670
CS 700B . 147.25
CS 700C. 10075
CS 700D. 201 50
CS 700DX. 23870
Mixer:
CS 700MXR 12 ch.. 396.80
Monitoring:
CS 7WM 4960
CS 7WMS. 5890
Enclosures:
CS 7212. 7440
CS 7212H 96 10
CS 7215 139.50
CS 7215S 186.00
CS 7115 9610
CS 7115S 120 90
CS 7DH TBA
CS 7212S 93 00
CS 7412. 151.96
CS 7115B 12490
CS 7112DH TBA
CS 721513 19220
CS 70 I5FH. 114.70
CS 7015FHS 145.70

DARBURN

Reverb.
Darburn 30

6900
10I15

To avoid unnecessary repetitions, cer-

tain abbreviations are frequently used

in our listings: electric - elec; custom

ctm; semi -acoustic - s/ac; organ - org;

professional - pro; standard - std;

acoustic - ac; folk - fk; bass - bs;

string - str; de luxe - d/I; jumbo -

jbo; piano - pno; left hand - I/h; scale -

sc; case - cs; banjo - bjo; monitor - mt.

Twin 12/30 109.40
Twin 12/60 13300
Session 50. 16790
Session 80. 233.00
Session 100 23750
RVS-100. 239-75

D. B. WHOLESALE

KUSTOM
Lead Amplifiers
V L Self -Contained 17500
L Self -Contained 26866

IL Self -Contained 42983
II L Piggyback 62087
V L System 1149.02
V L Stack System 1385-04
II L Amplifier only 34267
II L Speaker Cabinet

only.
V L Amplifier only
V L Speaker Cabinet

only.. 48953
V L Two Speaker

Cabinets. 685.35
Bass Amplifiers
V B Self -Contained 15500
B Self -Contained 251.80
I B Piggyback 38535
118 Piggyback 73120
V B System 1142.27
V B SRO System 1337.28
I B Amplifier only 25696
I B Speaker Cabinet

only.. 17427
II B Amplifier only 29374
II B Speaker Cabinet

only.. 29374
V B Amplifier only 68537
V B Speaker Cabinet

only 489.53
V B SRO Speaker 68537

4 x 15 Cabinet 538 50

Chassis Speakers
12" SRO Electro-

voice Speaker 10616
15" SRO Electro-

voice Speaker III .63
P.A. Equipment
I P A. Complete 50645
1P.A. Energizer 37206
I P.A. Column. 9400
I A-P.A. Complete 611.32
1 P.A. Energizer 37206
1 A-P.A. Column 12728
II P.A. Complete 993.41
II P.A. Energizer 350.93
II P.A. Column. 215.40
II A -PA. Complete 1223.54
II P.A. Energizer 58746
II A-P.A. Column 323.10

VI P.A. Complete 1662.04
VI P.A. Energizer 881.19
FLH-15 Cabinet 251.53
M-15 Horn. 16645
VI A-P.A. Complete 2044.13
VI A-P.A. Energizer 88149
FLH-I5 SRO Cabinet 36248
MT -15 Horn. 24479
V P.A. 130W Amp 26794
PRO 15T SRO Cab 26860

293.74
73432

Monitors and Accessories
315P Monitor Spkr 166-86
II Monitor Speaker 9400
III Montior Speaker 32104
III Monitor Amplifier 31642
Snake. 76514

Sound Reinforcement
Mixers and Slaves
VIII SRM 8 Ch Mixer. 105072
FLH-I 5 SRO Cabinet 36228
MT -I5 Hn Tweeter 24479
VII SRS Slave . 372.51
XII SRM 12 Ch Mixer 1719.37
MF-I 2 12 Cabinet 525.37
MF-10 12 Horn. 62089
XII SRS Bi-Amp Slave 525.37

III BC 6 Ch Mixer 505.03
III BC B Ch Mixer 926.36
20 SRM 12 Ch Mixer 4261.82
20 SRM 16 Ch Mixer 5002.77
20 SRM 20 Ch Mixer 5741.43
20 SRM 24 Ch Mixer 648681
X Slave Stereo. 37068
XX Slave Stereo 741.34
Passive Crossover 95-53

Suggested Sound
Reinforcement Groups
Group No. I 263737
Group No. 2. 403058
Group No. 3. 386861
Group No. 4. 558800
Graphic Equalizer
Graphic Equalizer 191-05

D. J. ELECTRONICS
(EX. VAT)

D.J. 100 Mk. II
D.J. Disco Amp.
DJ. Disco Mixer

Mk. V.
D.J. Disco -Vox Mk. 11
D.J. Stereo Mixer

Mk. II.
D.J. Powermaster

100.
D.J. Powermaster

ISO.
D.J. Stereo Power -

master 200.
D.J. Stereo Power -

master 300.
DJ. 30L Mk. III.
D..I. Disclite Mk. II._
D.J. ISO Amplifier
D.J. 150 Slave

63.00
93.00

60.00
90.00

12000

7900

9200

12000

15000
5400
60 00
94.00
8900

ELECTROSOUND

Custom-built, prices
on application

ELECTRO-VOICE
(EX. VAT)

FC100 horn 7239
1823, 110W driver 62.23
1829, 60W driver 6541
848A CDP speaker 111.13
Eliminator I 69850
Eliminator II. 584.20
Sentry IV system 97155
EVM12L speaker 12383
EVM 158 speaker 12891
EVMI5L speaker 126.39
EVM1813 speaker 14288
SPAR, 8 coaxial. 57.15
12TRXB. 11748
T25A driver 7620
T350, VHF driver 8573
8HD horn. 28.58

ELKA-OR LA

6101 Universal Amp
SO 239.32

6102 Universal Amp
100 269.42

6103 Universal Amp
16200 43738

04 Reverb III. 10459

EPICENTRUM
(E X. VAT)

Inst. Reflex
Reflex bin 2 x 12
Mid - hf. hns

Acoustic lens+ hf hns
3 -way bin..
2 -way bin
Reflex bin.
Lower mid horn
Upper mid, hf hn.
Acoustic lens
Bass inst. reflex
Empty module.

350 00
292.50
21750
185.00
24000
255.00
325430
185.00
13500

E.S. ELECTRONICS

006 SA. 150. 126.90
007 PA200/R 220.86
010 PAIOOT/C. 143.64
011 PAIOOS, 120W . 143.64
012 PA67TC.. 92.07
013 PA605 92.07
015 B200. 142.78
016 FH100 169.56
017 HF100 13824
918 FH200 251.10
019 FH400 36720
020 PA3 & 4. 16740
021 PA6OM. 100.44
022 S120 165.78
023 SID disco cab 279.72
024 Unit 63 disco 180.36
002 N/S 211.68
003 PA100/R 180.36
004 API 50 165.78
005 AP200 20250

FM ACOUSTICS
SSH E -I df pedal
SSH Vdf super pedal
SSH Phaser-filter
SSH Distort, booster
FM CSEST horn.
FM C7EST horn
FM C8 H.F. horn
FM C35 15 cell horn
D2 Multicell driver
D4 Driver.
135 Driver
E2 -E4 Network 3 -

way.
E2 -E4 Network in

housing.
Dest double entry

72.00
89.00
5700
4100
23-00
4800
31.00

30400
57.00
57.00
6200

4200

60.00
11.00

FAL

Minstrel 2.
Super Minstrel.
Maestro
Phase 50.
Super 50
Phase 100, lamp
Super 100 amp.
P100 slave.
120, 6 amp.
50. I x 12 cab.

1960
24.30
43.74
43.96
63.72
73.98
8294
41.90
9698
31.86

100 2 x 12 cab 5692
Duo 100, 2 x 12 cab 97.74
Major, 4 x 12 cab 87.97
Disco. 87.97
Disco pre -amp. 18.50
Power Disco 129.60
PA 200 cols (pr) 146.88

FARFISA

RSC 350 Rotating
sound cabinet,
160 -watt amp 588.60

RSC 180 Ditto, with
80 -watt amp. 340.20

OR 200, 106 -watt
amplifier and two
speaker cabinets 513.00

TR 70, portable. 60W
two than 232 20

CL30 Amp.iCab 23760

G.M.S.
P&N microphone stands:
CT 1025, floor 1564
GM 167, floor. 8.10
GM 119F, boom stand 20.70
GM 139, boom stand . 16.18
GM 115, boom 7433
GM120, boom 9.41
GMI21, boom 10.42
GM137, boom 696
GMI09, table top 8.06
GM I I I, table top 9.27
GM148, low level 9.43
GM 149, low level-- 1061

G.P. ELECTRONICS

HAMMOND
LESLIE TONE
ABINETS

110 240.00
130 365.00
145 440.00
147 470.00
147KV.. 565.00
122 470.00
122RV 56590
251. 545.00
700. 490.00
710 595.00
770 565 00
18 290 00
60 415.00
825 400.00
760 565 00
910 730 00
9420 Combo pre -amp 92 00
9370 Combo pre -amp 84 00
9340 Combo pre -amp 76 00
9875 Combo pre -amp 51 00

HH ELECTRONIC
(EX. VAT)

AMPLIFIERS
VS Musician 100W

rvb. 150.97
VS Musician 100W 13097
VS Bass amp 100W 124.23
VS Musician combo

100W. 212.30
VS Musician rvb com-

bo 100W 19685
INSTRUMENT
LOUDSPEAKERS
412 BL 4 x 12200W 15887
215 BL 2 x 15 200W 172.25
PA AMPS
MA100 5 ch 100W 14917
MA 1005 5 ch 100W 13841
SI 30 slave 100W 89.90
PA LOUDSPEAKERS
212 DC 2 x 12100W. 99.14
412 DC 4 x 12160W. 150.24
Mini horn SOW. 62.77
Radial horn 100W 110.67
115 bass enc I x 15

100W. 10799
Mon combo.. 137.17
Mon ext. 76.72
ECHO UNITS
Single -head echo 13485
Multi -head echo 145.70

HIWATT (EX. VAT)
DR504 50W 115.00
DR103 100W. 14900
DR20 I 200W. 189-00
DRI 12 PA 100W 158.00
D R203 PA 200W 21400
STA100 slave 100W 118.00
STA200 slave 200W 174.00
5E4121 50W cab 4 x

12' 123.00
5E4123 100W cab 4 x

12". 135.00
5E4122 150W cab 4 x

12". 152.00
5E4129 200W cab 4 x

12'. 189.00
5E4124 SOW col 4 x

12". 118.00
SE4 I 25 100W col

4 x 12" 141.00
5E4126 150W col

4 x 12" '15800
5E2123 30W mon 71.00
5E2124 75W mon 90.00
5E2125 100W mon 116.00
5E2120 100W mini bn 143 00
5E320 200W horn bn 189.00
5E2150 150W bass bn 155.00
Type B stereo mixer
16/4. 1200.00
NCAI08 200W solid

state amp. 17800
SA2I 2 50W combo 16800
SA2I2R 100W combo

w reverbNibrato. 217.00
DRD001 Sound Desk 25300

HOHNER

Schaller Solo Uni 94.25
Orgaphon 60 Amp 43490
Orgaphon 130 Amp 416.75
OTS 130 Speaker 316-70
Orgaphon Box 80

Spk. 18555
Dynamite 41.15
Leslie 830 887.90

I.C. 130 95.32
S.L. 130 77.45 HORNBY-SKEWES

185 00 PAR 130. 143.47
245 00 Combo 100 19440 MILES PLATTING
37500 50+80 Combo. 14583 V50. 12400



V50.5 Spkr 8800
V.100. 15200
C.50 20100
PA.50 . 144.00
PA.50.5 PA spkr 139.00
PA 1 00. 17000
PA 100S PA spkr 244.00

ZENTA
Z3.. 22.00
CD6SD 32.50

JOHN BIRCH
Penetrator:
15in. Crescendo
I5in. Gauss
I2in. Crescendo
I21n. Gauss

151.20
183.60
102.60
129.60

KEMBLE

YAMAHA
P.A. and Ensemble:
PM200B. 29200
PS75B pr 49800
YPAI 50B 79000
PS100 . 51500
YPA200. 80700
PS100B. 599-00
YPA200B 891.00
PM300. 430.00
PM400. 535.00
PS400 pr. 118800
YPA800. 1723.00
EM70A. 13000
ES90A pr 65-00
YES700A.. 195.00
EM90A. 149.00
YES900A. 21400
Lead stacks:
PE200A. 185.00
TS100. 26900
YTA100A.. 45400
TS200. 43100
YTA200A.. 616.00
Bass stacks:
13E200. 15100
BSI00. 35900
YBA 100. 51000
Horn speaker:
YHS100. 251'00
Combos:
G25112 159 00
G50112 239.00
G1008212. 32900
G100115 36900
G100410 435.00
850115.. 28300
8100115. 381.00

KINGFISHER

ACOUSTIC
Combos:
134 125W 4 x 10"

2 chn, rev.. 366.66
135 125W 2 x 12"

2 chn. rev 366.66
Bass Combos:
136 125W I x IS"

2 chn.. 33840
Amplifiers:
150 125W 2 chn. rev. 25423
270 375W Graphic

rev. 451.41
470 170W Graphic

2 chn rev 451.41
Bass Amplifiers:
140 125W 2 chn 223.16
370 375W Graphic 38926
450 170W Graphic 353.10
Cabinets:
104 6 x 10". 211.30
105 4 x 12". 211.30
201 Altec 2 x 15"

hn. 507.90
404 6 x 12". 281.92
405 4 x 12" r hn 338.42
PA Mixers:
890 16 chn ; multi -

core.. 282200
880 12 chn 1581.36

Slave amplifiers:
300275W mono 31017
400 375W pr chn

stereo. 593.22

Bass cabinets:
106 2 x 15". 231.62
406 2 x 15". 281.92
301 Vega I x 18" bn 429.37
PA Amplifiers:
870 170W 6 chn.

Graphic rev.. 564.40
850 275W 8 chn. rev
PA Enclosures:
804 2 x 12", 3 x 8",

2 x sib. prof.. 183-62
807 Full range 225.42
808 2 x 15", 2hn,

2 x sib. prof 480-23
809 Horn enc. 253.67
810 4 x 12" Bass enc 366.66

811 Horn enc. 33842
812 4 x 15" Bass enc. 451.42
Keyboard mixers:
500 4 chn 366.66

KNELLER

WASHBURN
PA 475 P.A. Amp 139.32
GT 275 Guitar Amp 116.64
GT 275R Guitar Amp

with Reverb. 163.48
CB 275 Guitar Comb 220.32
CB 275B Bass Combo 194.40
Banjax 6 ch mixer 149-04
P.A.M. 10 10 Ch

Mixer. 16848
1505 Slave. 9965
SPEAKERS
W2I ZPA. 72.90
W I 2PDC.. 65.61
IPROI2PH.. 106 92
W I 5MBH. 152.28
W21 2G. 11340
W215B.. 143.37
W188.. 197.64

ROAD
440 Lead. 458.46
440 Bass. 458.46
220 Lead. 364.50
220 Bass . 36450
212 Lead combo 498-96
118 Bass combo. 498.96
Speakers
412 298.08
118 298.08
215 298.08

LANEY

Amplifiers:
A500 Lead/Bass. 128.52
A5 IOR Lead/Bass rvb 151-20
A540PA Public add.

5 chn.. 13258
A570 Slave. 105.46
A100 Valve.. 142.29

Combination Amps:
K20. 54.05
K4OL Lead. 129.74
K408 Bass. 129.74
K70 Twin reverb 180.79
K120 Twin reverb

JBL. 297-00
Cabinets:
C400 100W 4 x 12" 135.59
C420 120W 4x 12"" 154.01
C440 120W 2x IS" 154.01

Columns:
C460PA 100W 2 x 12"

pair. 14247
C470PA 200W 4 x 12"

pair. 272-86

L.S.E.

Sound Units
linglemaster.
STAK S.L..
STAK I
STAK 5
RAK S.L.
RAK 5
RAK Cab
Slave Pwr Amp 100
Disco Mixer Type

145.
Disco Mixed Type

145/S.
Disco Unit
Disco Unit w 100W

Amp.
Disco Unit Deluxe

(Double T)..
Mixer 800/M
Mixer 800/MP.
Lighting Units
Discotron MKII I-

1000
Discotron MII 2-2000
Strobe Super (self-

contained).
Strobe Super 6

TBA

10

Oa

IS

11

MACINNES
(EX. VAT)

CROWN INT/AMCRON
IC150 Stereo Pre -

Amp . 285.00
D60 Power Amp 197.00
DISOA 310.00
DC300A. 520.00
M600. 1300.00
M2000. 260000
VFX-2 Var Elec

Crossover Unit. 245.00
OC I 50 Output Con -

Cent.. 280.00

Walnut End for D60
Amp.. 24.00

Walnut Enc for
DI5OA or IC150
Amp. 35.00

Walnut Enc for
DC300A Am p 44.00

IC150 Acc Packs 4.00
ES2I 2 75W two Unit

Sys. 59800
IMA Intermod Dist

Analyser 555 00

MARLBORO

GA2 Amp. 5440
GA3 Amp. 63.55
G 40 R Amp 27.15
G5OR Amp. 53.15
GBO 12 B Amp. 2270
GBO 15 B Amp. 50.45
1500 B Amp 96.35
1500 8 Amp Head. 03.85
1500 B Speaker. 92 50
PA 50 P.A. Amp 38 75
SM 600 Mixer 3875
P100W Slave. 3875
SC4 10H 4 x 10 Col 31.95
QSB II Blender 63.65

MAINE
AMPLIFIERS
Artist 100A 162.37
Standard 100S.. 133.92
Booster 100B. 97.09
Musician 100W com-

bo.. 259.47
Musician Super 100W

combo.. 492.15

LOUDSPEAKER
CABINETS
2122x 12 spkrs 9709
4124x 12 spkrs 159-03
II5C bass bin 189.00
115A bass bin 257.79

MATA MP (EX. VAT)

AMPLIFIERS
120W.
120W slave
Mk 1 PA amp.
Mk 2 PA amp.
100W slave
X6 mixer..
Disco unit.
Microphone kit.
LOUDSPEAKERS
MA 112
MA 412
MA 115 060
MA 115 G60
MA 115D100.
MA 115 GI00.

145.80
141.75
17250
202.50
14250
142.50
232.50

62-50

MUSIC MAN
Combo Amps
112-65.. 393.76
115-65. 435.67
210-65. 431.32
212-65. 507.46
410-65. 518-36
210HD-130.. 50418
212HD-130.. 592 51
410HD-130.. 596.79

Heads
65
65REV
HD130
HDIOREV.

Speaker Enclosures
115RH65.. 252 80
212RM-1130 310 57
412GS. 341 59

NOLAN (EX. VAT)
Nolan 100 amp.
Nolan 50 amp
Nolan Session Master

straight 50.
As above -J tremolo
As above-++ reverb
Nolan Session Master

straight 100..
As above +tremolo
As above reverb
Nolan 4 x 12 Celes-

tion cab.
Nolan 2 x 12 dual

cone cols, pair
Nolan 2 x 12 plus

horn cols pair

112.50
82.50

138.00
145.00
171.00

198.00
20501
231.00

123.75

123.00

162.00

NOVANEX

Combos
Aut 3. 46-20
Aut 6.. 57.75
Aut 10. 69.30
P 15. 91.35
P25. 114 45
U 30 18795
U 50 229 95
U 70 271 95
U 80 303.45
U 100W. 39375
RG 30. 194 25
RG 50. 240.45
RG 80. 309 75
RG 100W 397 95
8 35. 187 95

07.25 8 70. 261.45
31 25 8 100W 376.95
1325 FU22/WA/S100.... 30 45
1025
4250
39.50

MAURICE
PLACQUET

AM PEG
Ampeg V4 stack
Ampeg V4 B System
Ampeg B I5N porta-

bass.
Ampeg V2 system.
ACOUSTIC
371 system.
271 system.

TBA
TBA

TBA
TBA

TBA
TBA

MM ELECTRONICS
(EX. VAT)

Mixing consoles:
MP 175 12 chn 25000
MP 175 8 chn 20400
MP 175 16 chn 31000
MP I 85 Superl6. 49000
MP175 8/4 35000
MP175 12/4 39000
MP275 12 chn in

flight case 390.00
MP285 Super 16 in

flight case 63000
Amplifiers:
PAI50 Slave 90.00
WA600 Mixer/Amp 18700
AP360 100W. 180.00

19" Rack Mounting
Equipment:
EP122 2 -way elec.

cross.. 4900
EP123 3 -way elec

cross. 65.00
EPI 27 7 -way graphic

EQ. 65.00
EP I 30 st. bs. bin filter 46.00
EP141 st. comp

limiter 72-00
EP161 sub -mixer 93.00

Power generators, mixers
L 30. 135 45
L 50 183.75
L 75. 24570
L 100 303.45
L 125 36645
LM 30. 124.95
LM 40. 152.25
M 62 33600
M 82 404 25
M 122. 54075
M 162 677.25
M 1245 792 75
M 1645 1023.75

Echoireverb units
ER 300.. 8925
ER 500.. 141.75
ER 800. 220.50

Line source mixers
X 4I R. 15645
X 6I R. 22050
LS 50 145 95
LS 75 220.60
LS 100. 281.40

ORANGE

CABS
115 Bass 60W, I x

15" inv. horn. 159.51
114/110 Bass, 100W,

I x 15" inv. horn 25328
113 Reflex Bass, 2 x

15" 120W 235.62
113/200 Reflex Bass,

2 x 15" 200W 31399
109, 4 x 12" 120W 171.39
107, 2 x 12" Monitor,

60W. 10551
I 14/4H, I x 15" inc.

horn, 4 horns and
C rots. . 306.08

106, 4 x 12" anti -
feedback col. 171.39

HORNS
108 Horn unit, 100W 189.72
12IA 2 horns. 85.50
1218 4 horns 151.47

MIXER AMPS
104B, 6 chann, 120W

PA 331.47
102, 120W, graphic

PA 191.37
102/80, BOW, graphic

PA 181.62
103T, 200W, Slave 255.87
III, 120W, graphic

Slave.. 175.00
III /80, 80W, graphic

Slave.. 162.12
112, 120, 120W. 184.92
112.80 80W graphic 175-00

28832 115, 80W combo 256.83
348'59 I15/R 80W, combo
36015 with Hammond
42260 reverb.. 308.28

115, 120, 120W,
combo. 326.97

B. PAGE Ft SON
DYNACORD
Perfect combo 362.88
BasskingT Bass Amp 174.96
Imperator Bass amp 233.28
B.1001 bio amp. 388.80
HiFi Favorit II 285.12
G.2002 527.68
Eminent 100. 641.52
Eminent II 291.60
Gigant. 557.28
Gigant 11, 592.62
A.1000 359.49
D.310 H, 80W cab 26892
D.350, 80W cab 262.44
Magic HS 90.72
Echochord Mini... 262.44
Echochord Super 359.92

SUN N
Self -Contained Units
Studio lead.. 240-00
Studio bass.. 228.00
Guitar Amplifiers
190L 330-00
Model T. 420.00
Concert lead.. 33000
Coliseum lead. 570.00
Coliseum 880.. 597.00

Bass Amplifiers
190B. 276.00
Model T. 420.00
Concert bas... 27600
Coliseum bass.. 57000
Coliseum 880.. 597.00
Mixer & Mixer Amplifiers
Studio PA. 22800
Concert Controller 1 438-00

Concert Controller II
Model 80 . 747.00
Model 81.. 89700
Model 80P. 89700
Model 81 P. 1047.00

Speaker Enclosures:
312S 216.00
4125 25800
610S 21600
61 OM. 504.00
I I5S , 16800
115M. 186.00
2155 210.00
2I5M. 246.00
215SH. 26800
4I5M. 330.00
118M. 318.00
1 I8MH.. 360.00
2125 150.00
410S 1560)
4I0M. 34800

CONTROL AUDIO -
CONTROLLER
OPTIONS
Model 40 1257.00
Model 41 1407.00
Model 42 1557.00
Model 60 1407.00
Model 61 1557.00
Model 62 1707.00
Model 80 1557.00
Model 81 1707.00
Model 82 1857.00

PEAVEY

Combination Amplifiers
PI 12 Pacer 45W I x

12" w. reverb 162.75
TNT Tn t 45W I x

15" bs unit. 186.00
CL2 I 2 Classic SOW

2 x 12" w. reverb
+Automix 232-50

CL4I0 Classic SOW
4 x 10" w. reverb
+Automix 279.00

D212 Deuce 120W
2 x 12" w. reverb

Automix 317.75
A112 Artist 120W

I x 12 w. reverb
+Automix 317.75

M212 Mace 160VV
2 x 12" w. reverb

Automix 418.50
M412 Mace 160W

4 x 12" w. reverb
-,-Automix 503.75

SN2I 2 Session 200W
2 x 12" w. reverb 387.50

SNI2EV Session
200W 2 x 12"
Electro-Voice spkrs 488.25

SNI15 Session 200W
1 x 15" JBL or
Black Widow 472.75

LTD115 LTD 200W
x 15" JBL or

Black Widow 503.75

Instrument Amplifier
Heads
CY Century 100W

all purpose. 155.00
SAP Standard 130W

all purpose t rev-
erb t Automix 220.87

B Bass 200W w.
Eq +Automix 272.02

M Musician 200W w.
Eq +effects-. Auto -
mix. 29837

MA Mace 160W w.
reverb r Automix TBA

F800G Festival Series
400W w. reverb,
effects and Eq 457.25

F800B Festival Series
400W Bs unt w. Eq 387.50

Instrument Speaker
Enclosures
115 I x 15" 127.87
212 2 x 12". 139.50
4125 4 x 12" Stack -

able 209.25
4I2M 4 x 12". 220.87
4I2F 4 x 12" 220.87
215 2 x 15". 197.62
215H 2x 15"'t Hyper-

bolic Hn. 248.00
610 6 x 10". 201.50
61 2H 6 x l2"i Hyper-

bolic Hn. 317.75
810 8 x 10" 348.75
1 IRS 1 x 18" Stack -

able. 28675
I I8FH 1 x 18" Folded

Hn.. 356.60

Equalizer
EQIO 10 Band

Graphic Equalizer
+ 12db each band . 139.50

Spares
L6 American 6L6

6Valves (RCA or Syl-
vania as available) . 3'88

Public Address Amplifiers
and Slaves
PA I 20 100W 4 inputs 193.75
SPA Standard 130W

8 inputs. 217.00
PA400 200W 12 inpts 263.50
PA600 200W 18 inpts 527.00
PA900 400W 27 inpts 68200
PA700S New stereo

mixer amp 120W/
ch 527.00

260B 260 Booster
130W slave 16275

260S 260 Stereo
Booster 120W/ch
stereo slave 248.00

4008 400 Booster
200W slave 232.50

8008 800 Booster
400W slave 317.75

CS800 Commercial
Power Amp stereo
400W/ch 457.25

Mixers
600 Mixer 6 ch mono 248.00
600S 600 Stereo

Mixer 6 ch stereo
facilities . 294.50

800S 800 Stereo
Mixer 8 ch stereo
facilities . 465.00

900 Mixer 9 ch mono 317.75
1200 Mixer 12 ch

mono 387.50
1200S 1200 Stereo

Mixer 12 ch stereo
facilities 697.50

2400F Festival Mixer
24 ch full prof unit 3487.50

Public Address Speaker
Enclosures
210 2 X 10"" Col. each 73.63
410 4 x 10" Col. each 11625
1210TS 1 x 12"+ 1 x

10"+3 x Tweeters
Col. 135-62

412 4 x 12" Col. each 139.50
1210T 2 x 12""+2x

10"+3 x Tweeters
Col. each 178.25

215H 2 x 15"+Hyper-
bolic Hn Cab. 248.00
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1510T 2 x 15"-i- 2 x
10"+3 x Tweeters
Cab. each 271.25

1 ISHT I x 15" -f -
Hyperbolic Hn +2 x
Tweeters Vocal
Proj each 209.25

215HT 2 x x
Hyperbolic Hns
2 x Tweeters Vocal
Proj each 333.25

SPI Spider Bin I x
15"4- Radial Hn
Theatre Type encl.
each. 348.75

T300 Bank of 3 Twtrs 58.13
T12 Radial Bank of

12 Tweeters each 162.75
HFRH Radial Hn High

Freq each.. 178.25
Ancilliary Public Address
Equipment
MO Monitor Amp

130W. 170-05
1 1 2TS Monitor Wedge

Cab I x 12" -
Tweeters each 135.62

22 Spider 22 High
Efficiency Hn Driver 62.00

Al Adaptor for above 6.98
A2 ditto. 10.46
A3 ditto. 12.79
PMH Peavey Micro-

phone High Imp 4650
PML Peavey Micro-

phone Low Imp-. 46.50
BMH Peavey Ball

Microphone High
Impedance. 4650

BML Peavey Ball
Microphone Low
Imp. 4650

Prices do not include VAT

RESLOSOUND

581/M Cardioid med
mic . 4255

S91 /H Condenser mic 5287
S91/L-M Condenser

mic. 52-87
UDI-H Cardioid mic 28.00
UD1-M Cardioid mic. 2800
RGP7 I Super Cardi-

oid ;me 2400
ECON Omni-direc

mic. 1285
Cabaret Exec mic 356.40
TX 100... 17496
TX100 (Gold mit

transmitter).. 17496
TXT 174.50
RXA Receiver w

aerial. 16632

PA
Horn 1/p.
4820 25W 5600
4820/T 25W. 6550
SU25 Driver 25W 23.50
SU25T 25W 32.25
SA6205 Spark dia-

phragm. 4.33

ROCH FORD

Studio Combo 321.84
100 AP Top 175.77
150 AP Top 22599
V 100 Bass Top 15903
V 150 Bass Top 211-68
Std. Lead Cab 237.70
D/L Lead Cab -(w

horn) 286-25
Bass Cab. 254-45
2 x 15 Gauss Bass Cab 351.00
I x 18 Gauss Bass Cab 264-60

ROOST

AMPLIFICATION
(Valve)
50W 2 Chann

overdrive fac. 9945
50W 2 chann -

integral reverb 128.65
110W 2 ch, 119.32
110W 2 ch w. rvb 142-25
150W 2 than -

overdrive fac 132.58
150W 2 chan

integral reverb 162.04
150W PA 6 chan -

indiv echo controls 175.37
150W Slave 11048
Session Master 50W

comb 2 x 12" 172.30
Session Master as

above w reverb 19931
SMI00 100W combo 202-29
SM 100R w. rvb 229-29
SMI04 100W combo 267.24
SMI04R w. rvb 294.22

110

8 than mixer. 150.66
2 x 12" 100W 85.79
2 x 12" 120W 102.53
4 x 12" 200W 136.43
4 x 12" 400W 166.98
I x 12" 30°/60°/90°/

stage monitors pr 98.77
I x 15" 100 Folded

hn bass bin. 127.99
2 x 12 I OW+ hn 228.08
I x 15 100W-hn.. 228.43

I x 15 as above w.
SOW hn driver 181.56

Radial Flare add on
hn. 50W. 120.01

As above but 100W 142.29
Prices ex covers

ROSE -MORRIS

MARSHALL
Instrument Amp Tops
1959 100W Lead 19850
2203 100W M/Vol 198.50
2068 100W Artist 21000
2098 100W Trans

Lead 69.00
1992 100W Bass 98-50

2099 100W Trans
Bass. 69-00

1986 50W Bass. 54.95
1987 50W Lead. 5495
2204 SOW 11/Vol 5495
2048 SOW Artist 61.50
7205 100W Slave 37.15

Instrument Cabinets
1982-828 120W 4 x

12 170-95
1960-60B 100W 4 x

12 15650
1935-3513 100W 4 x

12. 156.50
1979-79B 200W 4 x

15. 221.35
2095-95B 100W 2 x

12 156.50
2065-65B 125W

Powercel 17890
2064-648 100W

Powercel 153.30
2045 60W 2 x 12 93.35
1990 100W 8 x 10 156.50
2049 60W Artist 132-30
2069 120W Artist 161.10
2052 125W Powercel 21400
2056 250W Powercel 367.35
2120 100W Bin w/

Horns. 161.70

Combo Amplifiers
2200 100W Super

Trans.. 251-95
2077 100W 4 x 12

Bass. 27440
2078 100W 4 x 12 Ld 274.40
2040 50W Artist

Combo.. 239-85
2201 30W Trans Ld 131-20
2202 30W Trans Bs 131-20
2199 30W 2 x 12 140-95

PA Amps & Mixers
2003 100W 6 Ch Amp 219-20
1985 SOW 4 Ch Amp. 154.95
2071 6 Ch Mixer 77 10
2205 100W 0/P T/X

Slave.. 132.10
2050 9 Ch Mixer

Mono 374.50
Extra Channels. On app
2070 12 Ch Mixer

Stereo. 1207.50
Extra Channels. On app
2051 250W Slave 217-15
2125 8 ch rvb mixer

amp. 234-35

PA Cabs & Bins
2097 pr 8 x 8 125W 194.00
2043 pr 2 x 10 2 x 12

200W 273.30
2047 pr 1 x 10 1 x 12

100W. 18000
2056 250W Powercel

Bin.. 367-35
2057 HF Vitavex Hn 229.25
2120 pr Reflex c/w

Horns 200VV 323-40
2121 100W Slave

Monitor. 201 .55
2122 30W Slave

Monitor. 144.35
212 350W Monitor 7555
2126 Bass bins 119.50

SAI (EX. VAT)
Disco Units
Maverick disco 144-00
Disco IVS.. 189.00
Disco IVSP. 210-00
Disco IVSP dual dcks 237.00
Stereo disco. 27000
Amps
SOW twin ch 85.00

To avojd unnecessary repetitions, cer-

tain abbreviations are frequently used

in our listings: electric-elec; custom-

ctm; semi-acoustic-s/ac; organ-org;

professional - pro; standard - std;

acoustic - ac; folk - fk; bass - bs;

strjng-str; de luxe-d/I; jumbo-jbo;

piano-pno; left hand-I/h; scale-sc;

case - cs; banjo - bjo; monitor - mt.

50W slave.
FC 1.50 slave

Cabinets
Eliminator w. horn 264.00
Eliminator w. horn 168-00
Mini Elim. w horn 164.00
Mini Elim. w. horns 144.00
15" 188-00
2 x 12 + 2H 23700
2x 12 std 144.00
1 x 12 + 1H 144-00
Tweeter box. 39.00
18" hn 2.52-00
Mini bass cab. 102-00
Super lead cab 96.00

81.00
96-00

SELMER

SOLID STATE
7980 15 SS Combo-- 41.00
7981 Super Reverb

30 Combo
7982 Lead 100
7983 Bass 100.
7984 Slave 100
7610 Fucurama 3

Combo.. 22-75
7985 PA 100 165-00

VALVE
7404 Treble

Bass 100 SV 128.00
7402 Treble

Bass 50 SV. 113.00
7403 Treble "N"

Bass 50 SV Rev 135.00
7408 PA 100/6 SV Rev 175-00
7407 PA100/4 SV 148.00

SPEAKERS
7990 5412 3 x 12"
7991 S212H 2 x 12"

hn.
79925115 I x 15"
7993 S2H Add on dbl

hn
7994 SI ISA 1 x IS"
7451 TV -35 PA Col
7450 TV -20 PA Col

(pair)

129-00
129.00
103-00
85-00

145-00

11800
11400

7400
185-00
5500

7500

SHARMA
ORGAN SPEAKER
CABINETS
500. 17724
500 d/1 219.42
650 pro 282.20
650 combo. 282 20
Sharmette 290.08
900 pro 358-91
900 combo. 358.91
2200 d/1. 305 87
2200 pro. 299-87
2200 combo 299.87
2000 pro. 36340
2000 combo 363 40
2000 d/l. 371 15
5000 GT. 475.73
5000 GT combo. 47573
2300.. 473-49
3000 54337

SHURE

VA302 E6 Vol Master 80460
Separate Units:
VA302 E6 -C Control

Console 49248
VA300-S Speaker Col 170.64
VA301-5 Monitor

Speaker 123.12
VA305-HF Speaker 76.68
PM300E6 Booster

Amp. 204.12

DAVE SIMMS
MUSIC PRODUCTS
(EX. VAT)

August Amplification
PA 100 4 ch
2 x 12 PA Cols. prs
2 x 12 PA Hn Cols prs
I x 12 PA Cols prs
1 x 12 PA Cols pr
2 x 12 Inst. Cab .
"V" 4 x 12 Inst. Cab.
I x 15 Folded Hn Bin.
Add on Hn per pr
Full -mix PA 100
Power slave 125 amp
1 x 15 Super bin w hn
I x 15 Mini bin
1 x 15 Super mini bin

1r6.50
136.95
173.60
90-40

119-45
74-00

125-00
128.70
92.50

138-85
83.35

157.39
109 25
137.95

August Disco Consoles
MD3 Garrard dks 195.35
MDI. 137-65
MD3 100.. 258.25

SIMON KING
MUSIC

2 x 12 Inst. cab. 75W 77-00
2 x 12 PA cols pr.

100W. 148.00
4 x 12 PA cols split

prs 200W 29300
4 x 12 inst. cab.

I SOW. 135-00

SISGO

120 100W PA 529.00
126 200W PA 72331
Revolving organ cabinets:
SM /30 70W Leslie__ 37700
SM/10070W. 624.00
SM/300 120W Leslie . 856.00
SM/3000 200W . 1163.00

SOUNDCRAFT
16/2 mixer. 100000
12/4 mixer. 1500.00
16/4 mixer. 180000
Soundcraft/Court Acoustic
PA's prices on application.
Options arranged

SOLA SOUND
Reverb mixer
6-ch mixer.
Graphic equaliser
Mighty Atom amp
Compact 10
Sola 30W amp
Buckeroo 7W amp

45.20
37.79
4520
27.90
41-85
89.64
33.13

SOUNDOUT
(EX. VAT)

Series Illa, mono 267.00
Series 111, mono 170W 330.00
Series Illa, stereo 375.00
Series III, stereo

170W. 495.00
Series VI. 246-00
Series Via 186.00
SP 18 pre amp 135.00

Loudspeakers
HEIc, I x 12, SOW.... 60.00
HE2c, 2 x 12, 100W.. 93.00
DL3, 100W F/rng .... 183-00
DL6, 100W F/rng 108.00

SPII SOW hn
SPIV 100W hn

SPERRIN
ELECTRONICS

30.00 8I2TU Port H/F for
51.00 812. 147.00

8 I 6TU Port H/F for
816 147.00

Disco MK VI. 204.12
Light Unit, 4000L 59.00
Amplifiers:
100W 4V 79.00
100W 2-chn 8900
100W 2-chn w rvrb 11400
Lighting screen. 79.92
Disco Mk VI mixer 81.00
Cabs:
PA 200 2 x 12" cols 77.76
PA 100 I x 12" cols 42.12
PA 2 x 12" empty-- 3888

STRAMP
2100-A, 100W amp

top. 21360
2120-A, 120W amp

cop 199.30
3120-A, 120W, 4-chn

amp, top 192.30
SLI00, 120W slave

amp. 127-90
SL200, 240W slave

amp. 177.90
MP 10, 10 -than mixer 577-15
MP -16, 16 -than mix 1427.90
EX -2 Cross -over 11360
K-85 Power Baby

combo. 265.45
K-95 Bass Baby

combo.. 285.00
2050 -BB, WOW cab 163.60
2100 -GB, 200W cab 206-60

2100 -BB, 100W bs
cab. 213.60

370-B 70W horn p.a
cab. 142.15

3140-BH, 140W hn
p.a. cab 18645

3140-B 140W p.a
cab. 156.45

3200-B, 120W bass
horn cab. 427.90

H-50, 70W tweeter
horn.. 156.45

H -I00 120W tweeter
horn.. 227.15

STRINGS & THINGS

BARCUS BERRY AMPS
1500 Pre -amp contr.

unit.
1510 Pre -amp contr

unit.
1520 Pre -amp contr

unit.
1601 Pwrd 12" spkr

unit.
1602 Pwrd 15" spkr

unit.
1603 Pwrd 2x 12 spkr

unit.

242-73

326.43

368.28

32643

35154

36828

S -W

20001 Vocal Blender . 220.00
12070 PA 100W with

reverb..
12072 PA 100W amp
12071 AP 100W amp
12067 AP SOW amp
12052 Slave 100W
20005 Pro Combo.
15002 50W Combo
15601 30W Combo
20006 PA 30W amp
20007 Slave 30W
12054 2 x 12 hn cols

(pr) 22900
120321-1100 cabs (pr). 39000
20022 Long John cols

(or). 189.00
12028 Add on has (pr) 59-00
20021 4 x 12 lead cab. 15900
12057 Tri-Tone cab 189-00
20012 Disco 100A 285.00
20011 Disco Deck 239.00
15004 Compact 30A

Disco. 199.00
15009 Compact Disco 179.00

159-00
13900
139.00
129 00
12000
334.95
18500
129.00
9500
75-00

THEATRE
PROJECTS (Ex. VAT)

ALTEC
VOICE OF THE
THEATRE
COLUMNS AND CABS
812 100W 1 x 12". . 155.00
816 150W 1 x 15" Id. 180.00
816 150W I x 15" bs. 198.00

120813 SOW V.O.T.T 497.00
121 IA SOW Col 18500
12I7A 75W Col 317.00
1215 150W Port L/H

horn. 248-00
121ST Port H/F for

1215 286.00
STUDIO MONITORS
604-89 15" 65W 265.00
9844A 30W 50000
9845A SOW 600-00
9846-8A 100W. 530.00
9849A 60W 400.00
AMPLIFIERS
9440A 2 x 225W 830.00
214-AX100WMixer
amp.. 650.00

1224 60W/30W bi-
amp.. 315.00

1609 100W/SOW bi-
amp. 570.00

MUSIC SPEAKERS AND
COMPONENTS
417-8H 12" 100W 98.50
418-8H 15" 150W 108-00
421-8H 15" 150W 126-00
5118 Sectoral hn 75.00
8118 Sectoral hn 64.00
808-8A 30W H/F

driver 10800
802 HF driver 40W 92.50
809 Xover 100W 65.00

TYAS

Minimix 4 mono 58.32
Minimix 4 stereo-- 81.00
PS 70 84.24
PS 125 129-60
PS 250 194.40
PS 125/125. 205.20
Modular mixer. POA
CABS
112S 37.80
212S 64080
HS2 45.36
SF/15. 129.60
TF/15 129.60
HE I. 113.40

TURNER (EX. VAT)
I x 15 Bs Hn 180.00
1 x 12 Mid Ring. Hn 160.00
2 x 12 Mid Ring. Hn 280.00
I x 10 Mid Rng. Hn 150.00
Rad. Hn. + VHF

Tweets.. 300.00
Wedge Mt., pr. 22000
Hexagonal Mt 230.00
A200 Seer. power

amp.. 24500
B300 Pro. Power amp 26000
A300 Pro. Power amp 350.00
A500 Pro. Power amp 48000
TPS 16/2 mixer. 212550
TPS 24/2 mixer. 287500
TPM 16/2 mixer 2562.00
TPM 24/2 mixer 3400.00
Belden Multiway

Cables. on app
Cannon Pigs-Stg.

Boxes.
Gauss Spkrs
JBL Spkrs

VITAVOX (EX. VAT)
Thunderbolt CN480. 520.00
Bass Bin CN308. 65545
6200 Bitone Repro 471.45
Major Bitone CN343 579.65
15 in. Loudspeaker 105.90
S.2 Pressure unit 148.00
S.3 Pressure unit 121.00
H.F. Horn CN 157 6555
4kHz Horn CN463 50.45
10 cell Multicell Hn

CNI23 299.80
500 Dividing Ntwrk 37.80
2205/531 Multicell

CNI29. Hn 550.30

VOX (EX. VAT)
AC30. 232.50
AC50. 132.17
Speaker Enclosures:
FBI 18. 111.96
FB215. 116.62
FB212, 93.30

W.E.M.
Copicat Echo. 8350
Clubman. 4700
Westminster. 5200



Westminster key-
board. 52.00

Westminster bass 59.00
Dominator 30 130.00
Dominator 50 lead 160.00
50 Keyboard 165.00
50 Amp Top 100.00
GX 40 8700
GX 100 110.00
AX 40 87.00
AX 100 110.00
GX200 185.00
AX200 185.00
Dominator Mk III 88.50
Dominator Bass 98-00
Power Musette. 8850
Halle Cat Echo. 250.00
Slave Power Stage

100 9550
Slave Power Stage

200 170.00
Bandmixer 100 Mk II 140.00
Reverbmaster 210.00
Audiomaster Mk I 298.00
Audiomaster Mk 2 35000
Pre -mixer IV. 4650
Super Dual 12 80.00
Super 40. 80.00
Starfinder 100 Bass 9500
Starfinder Twin 15 11500
Starfinder Super 80 12500
Super Starfinder 200 160.00
Aggressor 130.00
1 x 12" 45.00

I x 12" w/vol control 55-50
2 x 10" w Horn . 62.00
Club System. 80.00
4 x 10" 65.00
6 x 10" 10000
Club 2 x 12" 65.00
Band System. 95.00
Band 2 x 12". 82.00
Foot Monitor 105.00
4 x 12"A Super. 98.00
Intruder. 145.00
X39 285.00

WHITE
INST AMPLIFIERS
LW50 w sustain 70W 139.50
LWI00 w sustain

120W. 158.55
CM30 Combo

reverb. 213.00
P.A. AMPLIFIERS
PA100 6 ch PA amp

100W. 149.22
PA150 6 ch A amp

150W. 16899
PA200 6 ch PA amp

200W. 189.00
POWER SLAVE
AMPLIFIERS
PS100 100W. 106.92
PSI50 150W. 119.43

P5250 250W, 148.50 HIOOE Radial horn
P5300 300W (st) 18422 30W.

HIOOV Radial horn
70W.

170 H.F. horn 70W..
L100 36" horn 70W.

INSTRUMENT
ENCLOSURES
A2004 x 12" 200W 157.68
A150 I x 15" fldd hn

bs enc 150W. 21663
A150H as A150 w

mid range hn. 269.73
4250 I x 18" fldd hn

bs enc 200W 277.50

P.A.ENCLOSURES
S50 1 x 12" 60W 5985
SIO0 2 x 12" 120W 84.82
5150 1 x 15" w H.F

hrns 100W. 17421
5200 4 x 12" 240W 157.65
M50 I x 12" monitor

60W 61.74
1450 H.F. twin horn 6645
Projector 100 I x 15"

2 hn 154.50
Projector 200 2 x 15"

3 hn 258 00

YBA-2B Bs mate
13623 30W.

YBA-450W, 15" spkr
187.23
171.48
314.85

MONITOR
ENCLOSURES

100/12 I x 12"
MWedge 100W 370.71
MI00/15 I x 15"

Multi wedge 100W 127.86
M200/15 I x 15"

Multi wedge 200W 18498
Mon Horn "A" Mid/

H.F.. 21.78
Mon Horn "B" Ext 5868

MIXING DESKS
D8 Mono 8 ch 185.79
D8 D -L Mono 8 ch 229.80
D16 St 16th 87000
D24 Sc 24 ch. 1275.00

CONCERT RANGE WING (EX. VAT)
PA ENCLOSURES
BI2 I x 12" Mid rnge TRAYNOR

hn 200W 19620 Combos:
BI5 I x 15" Rs hn YGM-3 30W rvb 114.00

200W. 240.12 YGM-4 40W rvb
B30 2 x 15" bs hn YGL-3 Twin rvb

400W. 39858 90W.

Amplifiers:
YBA-I 50W, bs.
YRM-I 50W Id w/rvb
YBA-IA 100W bs
YGL-3A 100W head-

rvb/trem
Monoblock 325W bs/

lb.

Speaker Systems 
YS -15P 15" ported bs
YT -15 2 x 15" Iclibs
YF-I 0 4 x 10" Id/bs
YC-810 8 x 10" bs
YC-610 6 x 10" Id
Y-2122 x 12" Id.
YF-I2 4 x 12"Id.
YCV-188 I x 18"

Vega cab 300W
YCV-212 2 x 12"

Vega cab 200W

P.A. Amps:
YVM-3 P.A. rvb 30W
YV14-4 4-ch w/rvb
YVM-6 6-ch w/rvb
YPM-1 100W slave

132.00 P.A. Speaker Systems:
YSC-2 4 x 12" cols

25200 (pr).

YSC-3 4 x 8" cols
114-00 (pr)
177.00 YSC-8 6 x 8" cols

(pr)
YSC-9 15 x 12" x hn

cabs (pr)
YM-I Mtr cabs (ea)
YSC-7A Cols (pr)
YSP-I Sibilance Pro-

jector (ea).

10800
132-00
138-00

168-00

243.00

99.00
2000
20-00
50-00
3800
08.00
50.00

32-00

7400

99-00
150-00
234.00
99.00

14400

11400

180.00

438 00
63.00

21600

57.00

ZOOT-HORN
(EX. VAT)

All prices available on appl.
BB 1 1 x I 5" bin. TBA
BB 2 2 x 15" bin
FB 5 mon. 75W.
FB 6 mon. 150W
MB 12 x 12" ATC
MB 2 2 x 12" Gauss
HU8 driver+ hn
ST203 Super drivers
CBI5 1 x 15" bass enc
SDI8 I x 18" bass enc
SF I 4 -way PA cab
Modular custom

mixers
Electronic crossovers
Studio consoles.

PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS
D. H. BALDWIN
GRETSCH
Outfits:
4027 Rock 'n Roll
4029 Avant Garde
4028 Black Hawk
4015 Name Band
402.5 Progressive Jazz
4002 One Nighter

Plus.
4007 One Nighter

Plus.

Snares:
4160G, 14 x 5.
4160, 14 x 5
4157, 14x51
4153. 14 x 64
4109, 14 x 5
4102.14 x 51
4105, 14x51
4190,14x61
4191, 14 x 61.
4192,15 x 8
4193, 15 x 8
4105,14 x 51

Bass Drums:
4259, 26 x 14.
4260, 28 x 14.
4262, 20 x 16.
4263, 32 x 16.
4264, 34 x 16
4265, 36 x 16
4271, 26 x 14.
4272 28 x 14.
4273, 30 x 16
4274, 32 x 16
4275, 34 x 16.
4276, 36 x 16
4110, 22 x 14.
4111, 24 x 14.
4115, 26 x 14.
4117, 28 x 14
4244, 18 x 14
4249. 20 x 14
4247. 22 x 14
4269, 24 x 14
4271. 26 x 14.
4272, 28 x 14
Tom Toms:
4415. 12 x 8
4416, 13 x 9
4420 14 x 10
4421, 15 x 12.
4417. lix14.
4418. 16 x 16
4422. 16 x 18.
4419, 18 x 16.
4423, 18 x 18.
also in walnut

Cymbals
K. 2ildiian and Ajaha
price being revised

TBA

BOOSEY it
HAWKES

Galaxy 18 242.72
Galaxy 21 256.11
Galaxy 24 259.46

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN
CYMBALS
(Prices for all types except
Swish and Pang as stated)
(Available in Types and
Weights as Catalogue)
7386 8"
7387 10".
7389 12".
7390 13".
7391 14".
7392 15".
7393 16".
7394 17".
7395 18".
7395S 18" Swish
7399 19".
7396 20^.
7396P 20" Pang .
7396S 20" Swish
7400 21".
7397 22^.
7397S 22" Swish

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN
'BRILLIANT' CYMBALS
(Prices for all types except
Swish and Pang as stated)
73878 10" . 2486
7390B 13". 33.15
73918 14". 39.01
7392B 15". 41.35
7393B 16". 44.37
73948 17". 47.29
73958 18". 52.56
7395B 18" Swish 61.52
7396B 20". 61:52
73968S 20" Swish 69.48
7396BP 20" Pang 6948
73978 22". 71.15
7397BS 22" Swish 83.70
AVEDIS ZILDJIAN
HI -HAT CYMBALS
7390H H 13" 56.75
7391HH 14" 68-63
7392HH 74.50
7393HH 16" 79.19

17.17
20.09
2544
28.38
34.32
37.25
39-59
42-61
4855
56.16
51.47
56.16
65.03
60-94
62-61
70.92
79.43

C.B.S. ARBITER
(EX. VAT)

ROGERS
Outfits:
Studio X.. 1333.00

a Londoner V 804.95
Ultrapower VII. 1184-20
Starlighter IV 725:40
Londoner Super 10 744-00
Starlighter Super 10 678.90
Headliner IV. 59055
London VI. 89435
Londoner VII. 1057.10
Ultrapower VIII 1267.90

BEVERLEY
COMPLETE OUTFITS
Panorama 21. 292.95
Panorama 22 398.41
Panorama 24 343.16

Drums:
Dynasonic snare 5 x

14". 131.75
Dynasonic snare 61 x

14 134.07
Superten snare 61 x

14 97-65
Powertone, 14 x 20

bs 158.10

Powertone, 14 x 22 18" China type.
bs 212.00 20" China type.

Powertone 8 x 12 t.t. 71-30 No. I Seven Snd. set.
Powertone, 9 x 13 t.t. 75.95 No. 2 Seven Snd. set .
Powertone, 10 x 14 No. 3 Seven Snd. set .

t.t 83.70 No. 4 Seven Snd. set .
Powertone, 12 x 15 No. 5 Seven Snd. set .

t.t 93.00 No. 6 Seven Snd. set .
Powertone, 16 x 16 No 7 Seven Snd. set .

t.t 114.70 14" Joe Mcrello Hi-
Powertone, 16 x 18 Hat.

t.t 130-20 17" Joe Mcrello
Powertone, 18 x 20 18" Joe Morello

t.t 179.80 20" Jae Morello
Powertone bongoes . 75.95 2" Finger Cymbals
Powertone timbales 22" Dark Ride

brass.. 195-30 Cup Chimes with
Powertone timbales stand.

copper 195-30 Dixie Cymbals:
Accusonic timpani 14" Hi -Hat.

20 inch 469.65 16" Hi -Hat.
Accusonic timpani 18" Hi -Hat.

23 inch 496.00 20" Hi -Hat.
Accusonic timpani

26 inch 598.30
Accusonic timpani

29 inch 62000

Concert Tom -Toms:
8"
10".
12".
13".
14".
15".

Thrones:
Samson 31.00

Paiste Cymbals and Gongs:
2002:

3" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge.

4" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge.

5" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge.

3" Hi -Hat.
4" Hi -Hat.
5" Hi -Hat.
6" Crash, Med/Ride
8" Crash, Med/Ride

20" Crash, Med/Ride
22/ Crash, Med/Ride
24" Crash, Med/Ride
18" China type.
20" China type.
8" Bell cymbal
II" Splash cymbal
Formula 602:

3" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge.

4" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge.

5" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge.

3" Hi -Hat.
4" Hi -Hat.
5" Hi -Hat.
6" Thin.
7" Thin.
8" Thin.
9" Thin.

20" Thin.
22" Thin.
24" Thin.
18" Flat Ride Med
20" Flat Ride Med, .

81-54

88.97

94.48
63-78
68-01
76.13
43.46
4896
52.34
59.83
65.23
83.51

100-45
59-08
75.02

Stambal:
14" Hi -Hat.
16" Hi -Hat.
18" Hi -Hat.
20" Hi -Hat.

5980 Bass drums:
61.81 7033 14" x 18" 129.76
25 60 7034 14" x 20" 151.03
30-36 7035 14" x 22" 166.14
51.90 7036 14" x 24" 181.67
59.08 7037 14" x 26" 201.08
59 08
59 08
75 02

88.97
51-81
59-08
7502

5.82
12378

167-32

27-31
19-45
24-38
31.91

38-81
25-12
30-90
38-70

43-40
48.05
51.15
54.25 CLEARTONE
62 00
71.30 SLINGERLAND

Outfits:
7001 Joe Cusatis 527.77
7002 New Rock 657.13
7002/24 Super Rock 680-95
7003 Buddy Rich 72804
7004 Gene Krupa 576-81

8154 7005 Avante. 752-39
7006 Jazz Rock. 101743

88'97 7007 Modern Solo 608-09
7008 Pop 588.12

9448 7009 Duet. 840-80
56.46 7010 Modern Jazz 490-28
58.06 7011 San Juan 618.18
64-96 7012 Concorde. 1285-06
37-21 7128 RJB 857.77
44.70 7129 Jupiter. 915-40
5533 Snare drums:
70.89 7013 5" x 14". 117.63
85.34 7014 61" x 14" 121.05
59-02 7015 5" x 14" 85.65
74-86 7016 61" x 14" 86-99
29.07 7017 5" x 14". 86.99
34.53 7018 61" x 14" 90-34

7020 5" x 14". 70.28
7021 51" x 14" 86.99
7022 5" x 14". 17.63
7023 6" x 14". 17.63
7130 5" x 14". 10.73
7131 6" x 14". 10.73
7132 5" x 14" 10.73
7133 64" x 14" 10-73
7216 5" x 14". 77.63

Tom toms.
7024 12" x 8" 73.54
7025 13" x 9". 76.31
7026 14" x 10" 79-90
7027 IS" x 10" 83.15
7028 15" x 12" 8845
7029 14" x 14" 101.97
7030 16" x 16" 114.50
7031 18" x 16" 133.39
7032 20" x 18" 156.55

J. T. COPPOCK
Mitchell S5 5 drum

kit (w/out cymbals) 26500

D. B WHOLESALE
CAMCO DRUM KITS
C-650. 790-83
C-600. 84327
C-400. 542-55
C-420. 565-81
C-450. 59932
C-500. 674.62
Snare drums
450 5" Wood, 8 lugs . 98.06
451 5" W d, 10 lugs 103.15
452 64" W od, 8 lugs 100-61
453 61" Wood, 10

lugs. 103.15
701M 5" Chrome,

8 lugs. 116-01
710M 5" Chrome,

10 lugs 119-61
711M 61" Chrome,

Slugs. 11961
712M 61" Chrome,

10 lugs 123-51

Tom Toms -Double Headed
1412 " x 8" 82.81
1413 13" x 9".
1410 14" x 10"
1415 14" x 15"

88.52
92.99

104.40

Floor Tom Toms -Double
Headed
1414 14" x 15" 110-76
1416 16" x 16" 123.51
1418 16" x 18" 131.12
1420 18" x 20" 14572

Tom Toms -Single Headed
41258"x 12" 66-24
4135 9" x 13" 71-33
410S 10" x 14". 73.89
4155 12" x 15". 81.51
4145 14" x 14". 92.99
416S 16" x 16". 103.15
4185 16" x 18". 109.48
4205 18" x 20" 111-99

4412 3 tom tom legs
& brackets. 24.35

4413 1 tom tom leg &
bracket, 8.12

Bass Drums -Double Headed
118 14" x 18"
120 14" x 20"
122 14" x 22"
124 14" x 24"
126 14" x 26"

36.02
4363
51.46
67.98
83.23

Bass Drums -Single Headed
1118S 14" x 18"
1120S 14" x 20"
1122S 14" x 22"
11245 14" x 24"
1126S 14" x 26"

15.86
22.75
29.84
39.40
52.10

Accessories
5J00 Bass Drum Pedal

Super de Luxe 33-46
6000 Bass Drum Pedal

Standard. 25-01
500 Hi -Hat Super 56.48
9000 Throne. 36-46
700 Cymbal Stand 22.70
710 Cymbal Stand

Heavy Duty 28.40
800 Hi -Hat Stand

Flush 31-07
600 Snare Stand

Flush 22.87
650 Buck Roger Stand 36-73
15 Single Tom Tom

holder. 31.75
18 Double Tom Tom

holder 40.18
13 Triple Tom Tom

holder.. 5355
19 Double Swivel

Tom Tom floor
stand.. 40-18

1450 Bass Drum
Cymbal Arm com-
plete.. 12-42

1480 Spurs. 13.34
830 Snare Strainer 10-86
1115 Tom Tom Dam-

per. 5.53
748 Hi -Hat Clutch 4.87
750 Cymbal Tilter 4.87
755 Swivel Cymbal

Titter 5.53
842 Butt Plate for

Snare. 2.78
1275 Drum Key. 1.47
1290 Drum Key and

Wrench. 2-25
1280 New Drum Key 2-25
1427 Single Cow Bell

holder.. 3.78
4437 Parade Leg Rest 5.78
730 Cymbal Sizzler 5.00

FLETCHER,
COPPOCK Et
NEWMAN
KENT
N2501 Apollo 5. 229-00
N2501 Superstar 295-00
N2501 Apollo 4. 156-00

HOHNER

SON OR
Outfits:
XK984 414-05
XK925 495.00
XK926 547.90
XK946 628-35
X K925 rosewood 824.10
XK9212 Sound mchn 1034.85
Snare drums:
D565 14" x 54". 68.40
D566 14"x 64" 73.40
D561 Acrylic. 68.40
Bass drums:
G318 18" x 14", 7925
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G320 20" x 14" 8795 D305 483-90
G322 22" x 14" 9665 308. 505.91
G324 24" x 14" 114.85 8308. 507.16

D308Tom-toms: (single -headed) 604.1706 6" x 5/" }S 13604..T708 8" x et... 42.35
D60417I 0 10" x 61". 3940 605T712 12" x 8" 41.95 8605.1713 13" x 9" 41.95 D605T714 14"x 10" 4865 606T715 15" x 12" 6520 8606.T716 16" x 14". 65.95 D606

517 95
41788
419.14
429.92
49738
498 63
50942
626.37
62887
65045

Tom-toms: (double headed) 717 w 20" BD 572 26
T722 12" x 8" 4I95 8717 w 22" BD. 573.51
T723 13" x 9" 41.95 D717 w 24" BD. 58430
1724 14" x 10". 48.55 808 w 20" BD 77937
T625 15" x 12". 54-55 13808 w 22" BD 781.88
T734 14" x 14" 65.75 D808 w 24" BD. 80345
T736 16" x 16". 65.95 1030 20" BD. 328.87
T738 18" x 16" 8575 81030 22" BD 33171

Snare drum stands:
25554.
Cymbal stands:
Z5224.
ZS227.

01030 24" BD.
3180 1031 w 20" BD.

81031 w 22" BD

2630 1033 w 20" BD.

12-50 81 033 w 22" BD

334 56
214.46
21832
25588
259-74

Z5228. 5325 Bass Drums:
Z5229. 26.30 24, 28 x 17" 89-67
Cymbals: 26, 26 x 17". 89.06
Zymbor 27, 18 x 15" 6553
Z100212" 6.10 30, 20 x 17" 73-66
Z 1003 13". 720 25, 24 x 17" 85.73
Z1005 14". 10.55 32, 22 x 17". 74.91
Z1007 16". 13.30 150, 20" 61-94
Z1009 18". 19.25 152, 22" 64-78
Z101120". 21-75 154, 24" 67-63

Turko:
Z2002 12".
Z2003 13".
Z2005 14".
Z2006 15"
Z2007 16".
Z2009 18".
Z2011 20".

11.80
13-55
16.90
19-40
22.50
29.45
38.40

170, 20 x 15"
161, 20 x 17"
171, 20 x 17"
172,22 x 15"
163, 22 x 17"
173, 22 x 17"
175, 24 x 15"
42
44.

4861
5451
48.98
52.29
56-71
5284
5709
8489
93.65

Z2013 22" 4895 66. 11258
Zyn:
272 12"
274 14"
27515"
276 16"
278 18"

4.30 Timbales:
6.55 531, 13& 14 x 6.

7.80 532, 13 & 14 x 6.
9.20 531C..

1315 532C.

9634
89.06
9841
91.13

268S 18" sizzle 13.50 Tom -Toms:
280 20" 15.00 12 29-97
269S 20" sizzle 1535 13 32-68
282 22" 17.90 14 3932

15 45.37
16 48.06

HORNBY-SKEWES 18
333

5077
4870

340 53-48H OS H INO 342. 4537
HSD500 . 325.00 346 6887
HSD500T.. 425-00 433, 13 x 9" 43.49
HMI 000. 16000 435, 14x 14". 56.80
HCT8. 27500 436, 16 x 20" 6887
HM300. 140-75 440, 14 x 10" 4806
HK600M 4400 442, 12 x 8" 3996

444, 14 x 9" 45.37
446. 62.22
448, 18 x 16" 6825

433, 13 x 8" 2763
ORANGE 333 3311

340 3500
Single drum kit.... To order 346 4729
Double drum kit To order 435, 14 x 14" 3978

441,12 x8" 20-63
442, 12 x 8" 26.15
445, 16 x 16" 33.51PREMIER 446, 16 x 16" 41.43
448, 18 x 16" 43 09

Incl. VAT Cymbals:Snares:
31,14 x 54" 54.72 Zyn:

2685 18" sizzle 152433, 14 x 54" 6492 2695 20" sizzle 17.3135, 14 x 54" 6825
272 12" 48236, 14 x 61" 7096

37, 14 x 51" 57.43 272P 12" pair 964
273 13" 6.15002, 14 x 51" 33.70

005, 14 x 51" 34-25 273P 13" pair. 12-30
274 14" 7.39035, 14 x 51" 52-58 274P 14" pair. 1475036, 14 x 51" 56-36 275 15" 8.79180, 14 x 4" 2983

182, 14 x 54" 31.11 275P 15" pair. 1759
276 16" 10.412000,14x54" 73.66

2001, 14 x 51" 7033 278 18" 14.85

2003,14 x 54" 76.37 280 20" 1692
2004, 14 x 61" 8760 282 22" 20.24

2006, 14x 12" 8573 Super Zyn:
101. 6951 354 14" 2478
2020 7761 354P 14" pair. 4957
2011, 14 x 141". 71-58 355 15" 27.05

Outfits (w/out cymbals) 355P IS" pair. 5411
202 w 20" BD 357.48 356 16" 2970
B202 22" BD 35873 358 18" 3443

To avoid unnecessary repetitions, cer-

tain abbreviations are frequently used

in our listings: electric - elec; custom -

ctm; semi -acoustic - s/ac; organ - org;

professional - pro; standard - std;

acoustic - ac; folk - fk; bass - bs;

string - str; de luxe - d/1; jumbo -

jbo; piano - pno; Left hand - I/h; scale

-sc; case - cs; banjo - bjo; monitor-mt.

990 Deluxe Classic 630.00
989 Big Beat 735-00
985 Rock -Duo 93500
964 Super Big Beat 750.00
975 Triple Tom. 855.00
1001 Rock Machine 760-00
1007 Smoke 'n Fire 78000
2007 Overdrive. 93000
2003 Power Factory 1070.00
Snare Drums:
410 Supersensitive 5"
411 Supersensitive

61"
400 Supraphonic 5".
402 Supraphonic 64"
404 Acrolite.
405 Piccolo 3"
Stands and Fittings:
201 Speed King Pedal
205 Ghost Pedal
1130 Tubular Hi -Hat

stand.
1374 Tubular sid stnd
1405 Tubular cymbal

stand.
1410 Tubular boom

stand.
1020 Tubular throne.

Orchestral Drums:
942 12 x 8 Tom Tom

Super Classic.
944 13 x 9 Tom Tom

Super Classic.
946 14 x 10 Tom Tom

Super Classic.
947 15 x 14 Tom Tom

Super Classic
948 14 x 14 Floor

Torn Ton Super
Classic..

950 16 x 16 Floor
Tom Tom Super
Classic.

952 18 x 16 Floor
Tom Tom Super
Classic..

954 20 x 18 Floor
Tom Tom Super
Classic.

497 6 x 54 Melodic
Tom Tom

488 8 x 54 Melodic
Tom Tom

489 10 x 64 Melodic
Tom Tom

461 12 x 8 Melodic
Tom Tom

462 13 x 9 Melodic
Tom Tom

463 14 x 10 Melodic
Tom Tom

464 15 x 12 Melodic
Tom Tom

465 16 x 14 Melodic
Tom Tom

920 20 x 14 Bass
Drum Super
Classic.. 128.23

922 22 x 14 Bass
Drum Super
Classic.. 137-30

924 24 x 14 Bass
Drum Super
Classic 146-33

926 26 x 14 Bass.

Drum Supei
Classic 15690w

0202 w 24" BD. 369-52 358S 18" sizzle 35-37 Accessories:360 20" 3954201. 343.15 360S 20"sizzle 40.48 7821 Single Tom
B201. 344.40 Tom holder36222" 49-37C201.. 335.05 7812 Double Tom
B203. 435-40 Tom holder
D203 44414 13452 Double Tom
B204.. 51045 ROSE -MORRIS Tom floor stand....
D204 519.19 7791 SturdiLok Tom
304 434-68 LUDWIG Tom holder
B304. 43594 Outfits: 13401 SturdiLok Tom
D304 446.73 2001 Octaplus 136000 Tom floor stand....
305 47186 2005 Quadraplus 905-00 13041 Bass Drum
B305. 473.11 993 Pro Beat. 890.00 Anchor
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1306 Curved Re-
tracting spurs

1324 Hoop Mount
Stick holder

653

5 10

LATIN-AMERICAN
2357 Tunable Bon-

goes on stand 8895
2351 Timbales, Cop-

per, on Stand. 145.00
15200 2353 Timbales, Brass,

on Stand. 145.00
15600 2359 Timbales,
10000 Chrome, on Stand 15500
10300 1261 Single Cowbell
7500 Holder. 1.64
9200 1271 Double Cowbell

Holder. 2.61
128 4" Cowbell. 6.60
129 5" Cowbell. 7.95
2388 Black Beauty

Cowbell. 1305
2389 Timbale, Cow-

bell. 1850
2390 Bongo Cow-

bell. 21 75
2391 Mambo Cow-

bell. 1795
2387 Agogo Bells. 2285
133 Cowbell holder 3.50
1323 Bell Block hider 4-30

6639 2383 Vibraslap Small 1470
2384 Vibraslap Large 1850

69-39 2380 Afuche Small 1900
2381 Afuche Medium 21-75

7091 2382 Afuche Large 26.65
2392 Metal Tubo

7545 Small. 2-80
2393 Metal Tubo

Large . 3-75
90-53 2361 Claves Small.. 4.35

2368 Claves Medium 4.35
2364 Maracas Small 5-45

99-55 2365 Maracas Med.. 650
2366 Guirc Small 7.60
2367 Guiro Medium 820

3500
5095

4315
3290

2895

4080
3135

11467

13429

3016

30.16

40-75

4528

49.79

52.78

6185

6939

18.00

2500

37.55

2590

34.45

4.57

Sticks. Brushes,
Miscellaneous
190 Wire Brushes 2.50
190A Wire Brushes 2.50
191 Wire Brushes 2.50
19IA Wire Brushes 2.50
195 Wire Brushes 2.90
Hickory Sticks all

grades.. 2.35
Hickory Nylon Tip

Sticks, all grades 2-75
351 Gladstone

Practice Pad 7.05
941 8" Headless

Tambourine. 10.95
951 10" Headless

Tambourine. 12.55
952 10" Headless

Tambourine. 14-10
88 Hi -Hat Sock

Jingle 8.10
73 Ching Ring 2070
75 Ratchet. 7.45
97 Sleigh Bells 1525
74 Slapstick 6.30
774 Large Wood

Block. 4.70
775 Small Wood

Block. 4.70
72 8" Tunable

Tambourine. 15.65
99 10" Tunable

Tambourine. 1685
1094 8" Calf Tam-

bourine. 1920
1090 10" Calf Tam-

bourine Double
Jingles.. 2585

MUSSER
M51 Kelon Portable

Xylophone 715.00
M42 Kelon Elite

Xylophone. 565.00

1141 Kelon Piccolo
Xylophone (24
Oct.) 285.00

M39 Kelon Piccolo
Xylophone (2
Oct.). 365.00

M31 Kelon Windsor
Marimba.. 825.00

M61 Kelon Triette
Marimba.. 555.00

M30 Brentwood
Marimba.. 1340.00

M250 Concert Grand
Marimba. 1785.00

MI50 Century
Marimba.. 169000

M75 Century Vib 1990.00
1155 Pro Viba 1610.00
1145 One Nites Vibe

(Variable Speed) 1420.00

CYMBALS
Avedis Zildjian Products
5241 8" 1716
5242 10^ 20.09
5243 13". 28.37
5244 14". 34.32
5245 15". 37.25
5246 16". 39.59
5247 17". 42.60
5248 18". 4855
5248WC 18" Wide

Cup. 48.55
5248SW 18" Swish 56.16
5248 S 18" Sizzle 48.48
5248T 18" Trio 48,48
5248MC 18" Mini

Cup.. 48.48
5249 19". 5 I .48
5220 20". 56.16
5220SW 20" Swish 65.03
5220P 20" Pang . 65.03
5220S 20" Sizzle 56.18
5220MC 20" Mini

Cup.. 56.18
5261 21". 62.61
5221 22". 70.98
5221SW 22" Swish 79.43

Kenny Clarke Pairs
Hi -Hats
5215 13" 14" pr. 62.69
5216 14" 15" pr. 71.57

New Beat and
Standard Hi -Hats
5243/2 13" pr 5677
5244/2 14" pr 6863
5245/2 15" pr 7449
5246/2 16" pr 79.18

Brilliant
8" 2245

5333 10" 25.40
5334 13" 34.20
5335 14" 4015
5336 15". 43.05
5337 16" 46.00
5338 17". 4900
5339 18". 54.80
5340 20". 63-65
5341 22". 78.45

ROSETTI

EMI MAMMA
Emi Hamma 770 Kit .
Contents:
661 22" bass drum
662 13 x 9 tom torn
671 14 x 10 tom tom
663 16 x 16 floor torn
torn
664 14 x 54 snare
665 bass drum pedal
666 snare stand
672 hi -hat stand
667 cymbal stand
674 dbl torn torn hldr
670 sticks (pr)
673 brushes (pr)
Emi HammaW770 Kit

(woodshell side
drum).

Emi Hamma 660 Kit
Contents:
as above minus 671,
674, with 668 single
tom tom holder
Emi Hamma W660

Kit (woodshell
side drum).

33650

33650
26995

26995
Drums and Accessories:
661 22" bass drum 59.75
679 24" bass drum 6350
662 13 x 9 tom tom 31.65
671 14 x 10 tom tom 33.40
677 13 x 9 tom tom 25.00
678 14 x 10 tom torn 29.95
663 16 x 16 floor tom

tom. 46.30
664 14 x 51 snare 43.95
676 14 x 54 wood -

shell snare 4395
665 bass drum pedal 14.10
666 side drum stand 12.95
667 cymbal stand I I.00
669 cymbal arm. 5I5
672 hi -hat 17.75

668 single torn tom
holder 13-50

674 double torn torn
holder 18.55
675 drum stool. 12.95
670 sticks (pr) i -00
673 brushes (pr) 1.40

ASBA
Asba Metal
24 x 14 bass 255.00
22 x 14 bass 22000
20 x 14 bass 210.00
20 x 14 bass 210-00
14 x 9Tom Tom 12500
13 x 9 Tom Tom 120.00
16 x 16 Tom Tom 189.95
12 x 8 Tom Tom 11600

Asba Altuglass
24 x 14 bass 255.00
22 x 14 bass 220.00
20x 14 bass 210-00
14 x 9 Tom Tom 125.00
13 x 9 Tom Tom 12000
16 x 16 Tom Tom 189.95

Snares
14 x 5 wood -159.95
14 x 5 metal 15995
14 x 5 glass. 159.95

Stands
Hi hat. 58.00
Snare. 36.95
Conga/Bongo
Tumbador. . 16900
Twin congas 28500
Quinto.. 149.95
Bongos.. 5800
Meta bongos. 43.50
K ZILDJIAN
10" crash 1895
12" crash 2450
13" hi hat.. 27-95
14" hi hat.. 32.00
15" crash/ride.. 3650
16" hi hat.. 38-50
;7" crash/ride.. 40.75
18" crash /ride.. 4750
19" crash/ride.. 52.75
20" crash/ride.. 5900
22" crash/ride.. 6995
IZMIR
12". 11.95
13" 13.95
14" 1995
15" 20.95
16". 23.95
18" 3095
20" 37-95
22". 54.95

SELMER

PEARL
6300/PFW 22" Bs 773 00
6300/SEW 22" Bs 826 00
6301 /PEW 24" Bs 795 00
6301 /SFW 24" Bs 855.00
6302/PFW 22" Bs 529-00
6302/SEW 22" Bs 565.00
6302/PE 22" Bs, 577 00
6307/5F 22" Bs. 62400
6302/PNP 22" Bs 553 00
6302/SNP 22" Bs 593 00
6304/PFW 24" Bs 541 00
6304/SEW 25" Bs... 578 00
6304/SEW 25" Bs 589 00
6304/SF 24" Bs 624 00
6304/PNP 24" Bs 55700
6304/SNP 24" Bs 596.00
6312/PEW 24" Bs 511.00
6312/SEW 22" Bs 544.00
6312/PE 22" Bs. 581.00
6312/SF 22" Bs. 60600
631 2/PNP 22" Bs 554.00
6312/SNP 72" Bs 58600
6314/PEW 24" Bs 525 00
6314/SEW 24" 8s 55700
6314/PE 24" Bs. 581.00
6314/SF 24" Bs. 61700
6314/PNP 24" Bs 560.00
631 4/SNP 24" Bs 59300
6324/PW 24" Bs 47100
6324/SW 24" Bs 49600
6324/PFW 24" Bs 474 00
6324/SFW 24" Bs 500.00
6324/PF 24" Bs. 52300
6324/SF 24" Bs. 553.00
6324/PNP 24" Bs 49200
6324/SNP 24" Bs 541.00
6332/PFW 22" Bs 42700
6332/SFW 22" Bs 449.00
6332/PF 22" Bs. 474.00
6332/SF 22" Bs. 49900
6332/PNP 22" Bs 45700
6332/SNP 22" Bs 47900
6342/PW 22" Bs 37700
6342/SW 22" Bs 398.00
6342/PEW 22" Bs 377.00
6342/SEW 22" Bs 398.00
6342 /PE 22" Bs. 417.00
6342/SF 22" Bs. 438.00
6355/PNP Concert

Tem-Toms. 392.00
6355/SNP Concert

Tom -Toms. 425.00



Snare Drums:
6356 Cust - Metal

Snare 5 x 14".
6357 Cust Brass

Snare 5 x 1.4".
6358 Cust Brass

Snare 6/ x 14"
Accessories:
6360 Bs Drm Pedal
6361 Hi -Hatstand
6362 Cymbal floor

stand.
6363 Snare Drum

Stand.
6364 Cymbal Boom

stand.
6365 Drummer's

Stool
PEARL MAXWIN
Outfits:
6400 Stage -705 22"

Bs Drum 22200
6401 Stage -704 22"

Bs Drm 19800
6402 Studio -504 22"

Bs Drm 177.00
6403 Studio -503, 20"

Bs Drm 11600
Snare Drums:
6410 Snare Drum Kit

5 x 14", 12" 3350
6411 Metal Snare

Drum, 5-1. x 14",
Chrome. 28-00

6412 Wood Snare
Drum, Si x 14" 2545

6413 Wood Snare
Drum, 51 x 14". 21.25

Accessories:
6420 Bs Drm Pedal 10.75
6422 Hi -Hat Stand 1 I.75
6423 Cym Floor Std 6.50
6424 Snare Drm Std 7.50
TOSCO CYMBALS
14" Hi -Hats 40.25
15" Hi -Hats 4225
16" Crash Ride. 2250
18" Medium Ride 3425
20" Medium Ride 41.75

4050

6200

7000

SUM MER FIELD

'IMPERIAL STAR'
DRUMS
8993 Saturn 12 . 1

Drum otfts 918.50
2350 8987 'Saturn 7' Drm
28-75 otft. 57750

8909 'Mars 9' Drm
1450 otft. 836.00

8908 'Mars 8' Drm
16.50 otft. 704.00

8906 'Mars 6' Drm
28 00 otft. 621.50

8905 'Mars 5' Drm
3700 otft 50380

8805 'Mars 05' Drm
otft. 46200

8804 'Mars 04' Drm
otft. 41250

8705 'Mercury 5'
Drm otft 44220

8704 'Mercury 4'
Drm otft.

8520 Bs Drm w/spurs
8522 Bs Drm w/spurs
8524 Bs Drm w/spurs
8526 Bs Drm w/spurs
8534 Floor Tom Tom

w /legs..
8536 Floor Tom Tom

w/legs.
8538 Floor Tom Tom

w/legs.
8588 Snare Drm w/

tone cont
8688 Snare Drm w/

tone cont
8585 Snare Drm w/

cone cont
8685 Snare Drm vt/

tone cont
8555 Snare Drm w/

tone cont
8512 Tom Tom w/

tone cont
8513 Tcm Tom w/

tone cont

KEYBOARDS

368.50
8800

10120
10890
11825

6490

7040

77-00

100.00

12000

7750

8550

6575

41.25

42-90

9929 Diamond 701
BALDWIN w/o ryth. unit 558.00

9931 Diamond 742
9932 Diamond 730A
9921 Diamond 702
9916 Diamono 709

string unit.
9917 Diamond 708

electric piano

774.00
775.00
919.00

383.00

371.00

Models:
I 24A.
E10.
1248.
12413C.
E 10R..

TBA

El OL. ARP SYNTHESIZERS
EIOLR. 2400 AXXE 482.00
I 25A.. VP 2701 Pro-solist. 76800
El OLB. PO 2900 'Explorer'. 486-00
El OLB. 2800 Odyssey 919-00
130A. 2600 '2600' 2042.00
130AC 2100 Str. ensemble... 690.00
126 2200 Little Brorher.. 257-00
130D.. 2601 Sequencer. 528.00
130DC 11

56A. 10.

BRODR56D.
711.
CTIO0A. JORGENSEN
CTI 00D..  

ROLANDCTIOOD.
C630. t Rhythm Units:
4E TR 33 Rhythm box... 156.39
210D SO TR 330 R box w/amp 12011
PR200A. TR 55 17822
C620.. n TR 66 w/au to rhy 177.27
E110 (Piano) TR 77 278.67
E105 (Piano)
Cabinets:
3ET.

 .

ii

Keyboards:
SH 1000 Syn
SH3A Syn

521.79
526.90

3S
3PR.
3ETE.

.̂ SH 2000 Syn
EP 20 Elec piano
EP 30 Elec piano

62325
408-28
49804

RS 101 String/bass 489-41

BENTLEY

JEN
A50. 29900
A100.. 38500
A150.. 425.00
A200.. 48900
A300.. 65400
A350.. 73500
Painotone 600 23500
Superstringer 38400

BOOSEY Et
HAWKES

'DIAMOND'
9924 Diamond 70 193.00
9926 Diamond 70R ELGAM

with rym. unit 229.00 1037, Portable

C.B.S. ARBITER

Rhodes Suitcase
Piano. 88 note 1419.80

Rhodes Suitcase
Piano, 73 note 1255.50

Rhodes Stage Piano,
88 note 891.15

Rhodes Stage Piano,
73 note 81840

Super Satellite
Power Spkrs. 89900

Rhodes Piano Bass._ 457-25

J. T. COPPOCK

116.00

8514 Tom Tom w/ 6872 'Stage Master' 7534 Floor Tom Tom 6868 Concert Tom
tone coot 49.50 Cym stnd 14.03 w/legs. 49.50 Tom stud 20.63

8515 Tom Tom w/ 6875 'Stage Master' 7536 Floor Tom Tom 7570 Concert Tom
tone tont 53.90 Hi -Hat stnd 25.03 w/legs. 5280 Tom 8 -pc set . 260.15

6899 Double Tom 6790 'Stage King' 7538 Floor Tcm Tom 7586 Snare Drm w/
Tom stand . 29.15 Drummer's throne 37.35 w/legs. 6325 tone cont 47.30

8556 Concert Tom 6750 'King Bear' SA7534 Floor Tom 7588 Snare Drm w/
Tom w/hldr 18.15 Drm pedal. 4840 Tom w/legs 4950 tone Cont 49.50

8558 C ncert Tom 6740 'Hi -Beat' Drm SA7536 Floor Tom 7576 Snare Drm w/
Tom w/hldr 19.80 pedal.. 2420 Tom w/legs 5280 tone cont 33.55

8560 Concert Tom 6681 Single Tom Tom TD7834 Floor Tom 7578 Snare Drm w/
Tom w/hldr 2173 hldr. 17.60 Tom w/legs 7260 tone cont 36.30

8562 Concert Tom 6682 Double Tom TD7836 Floor Tom SA7576 Snare Drm
Tom w/hldr 27.50 Tom hldr 2420 Tom w/legs 8800 witone cont. 33.55

8568 Concert Tom 6675 Double Concert 7512 Tom Tom w/ TD7876 Snare Drm
Tom set 14025 Tom Tom hldr 17.05 tone cont 2915 w/tone cant 42.63

8563 Concert Tom 6580 Bass Drum spurs 6.05 7513 Tom Tom wl 6880 'Hi -Ace' Snare
Tom w/hldr 2915 6552 Tone control. 2.20 tone coot 3135 Drum stnd. 19.50

8564 Concert Tom 6080 Drum Sticks - 7514 Tom Tom w/ 6882 'Hi -Ace' Cymbal
Tom w./hldr 3300 F, 5A, 7A & Rock tone coot 3410 stnd. 15.75

8565 Concert Tom 105 1.27 SA7512 Tom Tom sv/ 6885 'Hi -Ace' Hi -Hat
Tom w/hldr 3685 6082 Drum Sticks - tone cant 29.15 stnd w/die cast

8566 Concert Tom 28 & 5B. 1.38 SA7513 Tom Tom w/ pedal 25.75
Tom w/hldr 41.80 6090 Drum Sticks w/ tone cont 31-35 6886 'Hi -Ace' Hi -Hat

8569 Concert Tom
Tom set. 188.00

nylon -FN, 5AN,
7DN. 1.38

TD78 I 2 Tom Tom v../
tone cont 4125

stnd w/rubber pdl. 24-75
6860 'Stage -Ace'

8570 'Augustar' Tom 6092 Drum Sticks w/ TD7813 Tom Tom w/ Snare Drm stnd.... 10.73
Tom Concert set.. 33638 nylon -28N & tone cont 4675 6870 'Stage -Ace'

6898 Concert Torn 5BN. 1.54 7556 Concert Tom Snare Drm stnd.... 15.50
Tom stnd 2750 Tom w/hldr 14.03 6862 'Stage -Ace'

6910 Stage Star Snare 'ROYAL STAR' DRUMS 7558 Concert Tom Cym stnd 12-50

stnd. 2385 7917 Drum outfit..... 43450 Tom w/hldr 15-13 6865 'Stage -Ace' Hi -
6912 Stage Star Cym 7925 Drum outfit..... 352.00 7560 Concert Tom Hat stnd 22.50

stnd. 2295 7924 Drum outfit..... 310.20 Tom w/hldr 1815 6850 'Lonestar' Snare
6914 Stage Star Cym

stnd.
6915 Stage Star Hi -

Hat stnd.
6895 'Stage King' Hi -

Hat stnd.
6890 'Stage King'

Snare Drm stnd
6892 'Stage King'

30.50

34-50

3245

22'00

7955 Drum outfit .... 33770
7954 Drum outfit..... 323.40
7805 Drum outfit__ 45650
7804 Drum outfit..... 39490
7904 Drum outfit..... 258.50
7520 Bs Drm w/spurs 7040
7522 Bs Drm w/spurs 82.50
7524 Bs Drm w/spurs 96-80
SA7520 Bs Drm w

7562 Concert Tom
Tom w/hldr J1.73

7568 Concert Tom
Tom set 106.15

7563 Concert Tom
Tom w/hldr 23-65

7564 Concert Tom
Tom w/hldr 2613

7565 Concert Tom

Drm stnd 8-25
6852 'Lonestar' Cym

-stnd. 7.54
6855 'Lonestar' Hi -

Hat stnd. 12-10
6760 'Lonestar'

Drummer's throne 15.18
6770 'Lonestar'

Drummer's throne 19-25
Cym stnd 2002 spurs.. 7150 Tom w/hldr 30-25 King Beat cymbals

6893 'Stage King' SA7522 Bs Drm w/ 7566 Concert Tom 14". 14.50
Cym stnd 2200 spurs. 8250 Tom w/hldr 3465 15" 18.50

6894 'Stage King' TD7820 Bs Drm w/ 7569 Concert Tom 16" 20.25
Cym stnd 2750 spurs. 118.80 Tom set. 15483 18" 26.75

6870 'Stage Master' TD7822 Bs Drm w/ 6867 Concert Tom 20" 31-25
Snare Drm stnd.... 1513 spurs. 127.60 Tom stand . 18 65 22" 43.50

1049, Portable 149.00 Elkatone 615PS. 60301 OR 200 505-10 Stand. 3110
1049R w Rthm. 179.00 Elkatone 6I5PSR 64157 TR 70 26584 Piano legs 26,10
2049 Portable 187.00 Elkavox 77 (Pianos).. 138720
2049R w Rthm. 21600 Elkavox 77 (Chro-
13 -note Pedalboard matic). 1482.74 HORNBY-SKEWES

GALANTI
(EX. VAT)

for Portables.
Match 7C
Match I2C.

4700
62.50
/0.00

Rhythm machine.....
Chicago 37/12
Chicago 49.

33-47
2284
2737

EKO Electronic Chord
Organs

Mini Pops 6800 Tiffany 3. 4025 3200 Tivoli 49 14950
237 Console
237C w/recdr
244 Console
244C wirecdr
Ringo w rthm

437.00
523-00
618-00
710.00
115.00

Tiffany 4.
Companion P37/12...
Companion P37/12A.
CompanionP21.
Companion P21A

45-71
6380
8746
6380
87.49

Clipper R6. 176.00
X300 D/L 390 00
X310 449 00
X360 R6. 459 00
F2 D/L 739 28

3161 Tivoli 18A. 175-00

EKO Electronic Organs
3160 Tivoli 18R. 149.00
3200 Auto Tivoli 49A 14950

3049 R
Melody WA
Melody,
Symphony WA.
249.
249R w rthm.
Talisman.
Talisman S.

277-00
340.00
374.00
399.00
378-00
436.00
796-00
670.00

Orla Consoles:
Fantasy 37/12 20027
Fantasy 37/12A . 223.91
Fantasy 20. 20027
Fantasy 20A 22391
Fantasy 27 25665
Fantasy 27A 282-19

F3 899 00
F5 1037 42
F10. 553 62
F20 671 08

EKO Portable Organs
3208 Tiger . 279.00
3205 Tiger Mate 345-00
3206 Tiger 61. 345.00
3207 Tiger 61 R. 399-00
3202 Tiger Duo. 425.00
3204 Tiger Duo R 475-00
3212 Tiger Duo A 499-00HAMMOND

240 477.00 Two Manuals: 3250 Super Tiger 61 . 595.00
Dolphin 9622K. 765-00
Dolphin De Luxe

9422K. 957-00
Cougar 7122J. 1227.00
Phoenix 1122. 1632-00
Aurora 8222. 2910-00

Crystal..
Crystal C.
Royal.
Snoopy piano
Gypsy piano.

664.00
738.00

1077.00
14300
425.00

Companion P2A port 31850
Fantasy 2A cons 354-86 EKO Console Electronic

Organs
3032 Domus 37(A) ... 535.00
3034 Domus 44(A) ... 650.00
3003R Coliseum w/o

transposer. 1600-00FARFISA
Monarch 16122. 3882.00 3003TR Coliseum w.

ELKA ORLA Balfour.. 475.95
Beaumont. 66460

Grandee 11122 485600
Regent 4172 4856-00

rchm & transposer 1645.00
3002 Majestic Auto

Belgrave. 87576 Concorde 2107. 582800 CT. 142000
X55 Portable. 87000 Balmoral 96576 X2 535.00 3030DL Rimini 375-00
X55 Portable Berkeley. 1237.48 X5 1225.00 200MPH Crumar

(Pedalboard). 925.36 Beresford 159401 A/V64 218-00 Rapide 369.00
Concorde 400 881.41 Buckingham 1998.74 SY 100 45000 3040 Emerald 115000
Concorde 402
Concorde 600
Concorde 602

1299.88
863.30

1281.73

Church 25 129600
Church 5 37384
Pro Duo. 1051.74

Add -On Electronic
Keyboards

HOHNERCapri 101
Capri 10IC

399.70
399.70

VIP 600 87396
Pro Elec Piano 47685

10.023W Logan
String Melody 49900

Minuette 99 MT
Capriccio II .0
Capriccio 33 OL

53264
73868

1144.00

Transivox TX 1. 1013.53
Transivox TX2. 1096-61
Transivox TX I OM 113482

Clavinet D6 4589510.500W
Pianet T. 299.75

Logan
String Orch 599.00

ELECTRONIC PIANOS
Notturno 44 OL 1162.42
Notturno 66 MTL. 1258.45
Notturno 66/OL 1406.96
Elkapiano 88. 253.71
Elkapiano 88A Con-

sole. 47364
Elkarhapsody 490 31205
Elkarhapsody 490

(without legs) 299'53
El karhapsody 610 523-91
Elkarhapsody 610A

Console. 657.29

Scandalli 137. 342-27
Scandalli XIV. 42867
Scandalli Super IV.. 44030
Scandalli Super VI.. 586.51
Polylonico XIV. 43864
A25I Cordovox 3346.31
Model Super IV. 44030
Model Super VI. 549-96
Syntorchestra.. 470-76
Cordovox A210 981.25
Cordovox CG6. 219375
Cordovox A250 2475.00

KORG
7005 445.00
8005 736-35
VCF.. 85.65
Bass synth.. 297.20
Pre-set synch. 465-10
Poly I ensemble 763-65
Multi -effects. 53.35
Tuning trainer. 76-05

Pianos
K I.. 255.70

CEP72B Crumar
Piano & Stand 245.00

CEP77 Piano. 220.00

KEMBLE

YC25D D. man port.
org. 907.00

YC45D 5 x 5 octv
port. org 1705.00

B.P.I. Bass ped. port.
Elka 'String Bass' AMPLIFIERS K2. 496.15 org. 11800

Pedalboard 61-97 RSC 350. 74768 K4.. 305.45 SYI port. synth. 660-00
Elkatone 610PR 48561 RSC 180. 377.16 Bass 2. 183-40 SY2 port. synth. 687.00

113



Headpho Sock
KENTUCKY Headpho (Ster/Mon)

From.
201 Challenger. 93000 MAGN US
301 Explorer. 1230.00 350.
101 Adventurer 165000 401.
400 Petit 4 . 335.00 410.
1001 Sound Processor 421

36 370.00 468.

Electronic
1851

LIVINGSTON

Chorister 6IMB 40800
Abbey Chapel 633.00
Abbey Chapel 696.00
Chorale 30. 108000
Chorister 2-69. 151800
Custom Instruments. on app
SPEAKER CABINETS
2 Chan Wall Cab 13200
3 Chan Wall Cab 16500
2 Chan Stnd Cab

(Pedals only). 132.00
2 Chan Stnd Cab

(5 ft) 13200
3 Chan Stnd Cab

(5 ft) 165-00

EXTRAS (Op)
Melodic Bs. 4500
Rev (Echo). 40-00
Encl/Unencl Sw 9.00
Add Express Ped 45.00

2916
3660
31.67
49-68
5832

9.00 277 Korg Bass 29720
301 Korg Preset 46510

5.00 306 Korg Polyphonic 76365
305 Korg Tuning

Trainer 7605
278 Korg Traveller

VCF. 8565
303 Korg 700 stand 3950
302 Korg 800 stand 3950

16900
SELMER

MACARI
EMS Synthi AKS 96120
EMS V.C.S.3. 81000
EMS D.K.2 Keyboard 24840
Sola Compact-

elecpno . 175.00

ROSE -MORRIS

250 Intersound
295 Dakota Synthi
298 .1bo 61 Rhythm
293 1 bo 61.
291 Caravan

Synthesisers
280 Mini-Korg 700
281 Mini-Korg 700S
279 Mini-Korg 800

899.00
595.00
33000
22000
160.00

345.00
445 00
73635

LOWREY
Teenie Genic (TG) 70900
Genie 44 110500
Genie 88 145000
Genie 98 172600
Theatre Genie 98

(98H) . 1653-00
Orch Holiday +

Genie. 1945.00
Symp Holiday +

Genie. 241600
Holiday Console +

Genie. 286200
Citation Theatre

Spinet 312800
Citation Console 4148.00
Syrnp Stereo Theatre

Console . 7603.00

MOOG SYNTHESISERS
Mini -Moog. 94500
Sonic Six 94500

Taurus Pedal Synth
Micro -Moog.

56400 871 Celebrity Royale Prestige 360L. 1397-00
56400 w Moog synthe-

sizer 499900
2001 Odyssey 309900

SISGO (EX. VAT)

SC/60. 799 00
SC/100 console. 1099 00
SC/100P portable. 773 00
SC/444 portable 1350 00
SC/444 console. 1650 00

THOMAS

129 Cavalier 39900
135 Falcon 530.00
155 Rapier 59900
160 Le Grande
Royale.. 799.99

165 Sabre. 899.00
184 Troubadour 1169.00
263 Cameo Royale 1110-00
265 Cameo Supreme 149900
84 Troubadour 111000

267 Californian Quad 199900
287 Californian

Theatre. 255900
371 Monticello w

Moog Synthesizer 2559-00
372 Monticello

Theatre w Moog
synthesizer 2749.00

606 Trianon 382500

1055 Synti synthesizer
w pre sets. 42500

652 Cordovox port-
able (with stand) 94900

284 Californian de-
luxe. 229900

WOODS

Condor T 338.00
Condor Duo 422.00
Imperative. 1045.00
Personal Duo 48500
President.. 68700
Syntex 603-00
Vedette 23800
K.O. 389.00
Symphony Stereo.. 55600
MG.40 T. 371-00
New Festival. 41700
Fiesta. 478-00
Winner 90. 64000
Winner 90S 697.00
SM 3300 BS 81700
SM 3300 BL 85400 Leslie tone cabs:
Romantic 140S. 79300 60 (pr) 45500
Romantic 140L 830.00 130 419-00
Melodic 240S. 85600 145 49500
Melodic 240L. 89300 147. 540.00
Prestige 340S. 114800 2125 680-00

WURLITZER

305 480.37
320 686-25
360. 85950
375. 109800
400 112387
415 1357.87
542. 1588.50
545D 1472.75
555D 1957.50
605. 2505.37
800 2747.25
802 274725
805. 324450
4700 443237
200 Electronic piano 551-25
429 Adventurer 99100
Pianos:
M 106. 1081-08
2109 71388
2126 Fruitwood 851.04
2126 Ital. prov. walnut 905-04
2850 988-20
270 Butterfly. 797-00

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
AKG 54 General Music Strings 65 Peak Sound and Lighting 76

AMS 87 Guitarzan 75 Peavey 16

Andertons of Guildford 25 Pepper Music 74
Hamer 46 Piezo Horns 7

Beyer Dynamic 18
Hohner

Hornby Skewes

49

96
Precinct 83

Blitz

Boosey and Hawkes

65

71

How, James 9 Rose -Morris 44

RSE 86
Bose 30 JBL 90
Brodr Jorgensen 73 Johnny Pat's 77 SAI 77

Julian's Studio Instruments Rentals 79 Shure IBC
Cadac OBC Just Posters 88 Simms, Dave 23
Cascade

Cerebrum

Chameleon

Carlsboro

Carlsboro Sound Centre

Complex 7

88

89

88

28

62

19

Kemble

Keyboard Hire

Kingfisher

KMH Studio

Kneller Musical Instruments

103

89

40

95

23, 44, 76

Simon King Music

Sisgo

Slash

Soundout Labs

Soundwave

South East Entertainments

58, 59

53

88

43

85

77
Custom Sound 104 London Drum Centre 63 Stevens, Chris 75

Strawberry Studios 94
Dharma Sound 56 Macinnes Laboratories 70 Strings and Things 26
Di Marzio 14, 15 Maine Electronics 41 Summerfield Bros 8

Dymond, P 65 Marshall, Jim 49 Sun 89
MM Electronics 27

Electro Harmonix 82 Morley Pedals 101 3M 99
Elka Orla 71 Musical Sounds 74 Top Gear 72
Entec 86 Music Matters 76

E -Zee Hire 85 Music Trades House 86 Uxbridge Music 75

Failsafe Insurance 20 Nexus 50 WEM 42
Feldon Audio 50 Norlin IFC White Sound 75
Flame 104 Northern Sounds 76 Woods of Bolton 68
Flash, Light and Sound 84

FM Acoustics 22 Orange 34, 35 Zenith 89
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Stones' Rolling Studio

A complete recording studio in a van? For Mick Jagger, it is almost a neces-
sity. Mick and the Stones can be inspired to produce their next hit anytime,
but when they're on tour or on vacation, the best recording studios aren't
always around the corner. The Stones rely on their Shure -equipped mobile
studio for the unmatched recording perfection they insist upon, for these
moments of midnight inspiration. Whether in a recording session or on stage,
the Stones' SM7, SM58, SM82, SM53 and SM56 microphones are their
assurance of consistent quality and natural sound.

Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881 1-1 U 1=t



Dada[

On the Road
with comprehensive facilities

-that'sTull.
How many times have we heard "The Show Was Great, The Sound Was Bad:' Not any more,

least as far as Tull are concerned.
This 32 channel transportable console with sub grouping was designed by Cadac as an integral

part of Tull's new P.A. system.
It accompanied them on their recent, highly successful Stateside tour.

If you would like further information, please contact us.

The leaders in music recording consoles and techniques

Cadac (London) Ltd
141 Lower Luton Road, Harpenden, Herts AL5 5EL
Vi Harpenden (STD 05827) 64351 Telex 826323
Cadac (Holland) B.V.
G.V. Amstelstraat 97 Hilversum Holland
VI 0215017722. Telex 43834.


